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A TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
OF
HAWTHORNE'S STYLE
Part I
THEORY OP THE THREE UNITS OF STYLE
A working scheme for the detailed study of stylistios
in any author is not too easily evolved. It does not
germinate in one's own head; indeed, it cannot. There is
no definite basis for conclusions, and individual convictions
are likely to be the result of individual taste, too often
having no foundation in reason or precedent. Little help
I can be derived from accredited sources; authorities differ:
Sherman's criterion of the ideal style is not Brewster's:
Mr, Long analyzes without setting standards in all cases,
while Genung almost succeeds in including every point, at
the same time not perfectly agreeing with Minto or the other
stylistically minded investigators. No one of these gentlemen
agrees with any other in a system of terminology. The fairest
method has seemed to be to merge the studies of available
authorities and to present the results in synthetic form.
The three fundamental units of style are the paragraph,
the sentence, and the word. We shall explain in the first
section of our paper what qualities we may justifiably expect
to find in each of these units, developed by ideal stylists.
In the second section we shall note in considerable detail

whether Nathaniel Hawthorne is near or remote in spirit in
each case to ideal practice. Finally we shall gather together
the qualities and defects of Hawthorne's style and present
o one lus ions
•
THE PARAGRAPH
What may we expect to find in the way of stylistic
elements in the artistic paragraph? Obviously, the writer
must select his details with reference to the demands of his
subject, with special reference to the appropriateness of
his details to the subject. His second problem will be the
method he chooses in order to expand these details. If his
effort be directed toward the purely expository forms, he
will favor development by subdivision, which will include
the introduction of classes and sub-classes; or he may cite
examples; or his details may take the form of an especial
sort of particular ization : he may echo his essential thought,
albeit cumulatively and progressively; he may pile up concrete
details; he may relate pertinent circumstances.
Should the author delight in subtle treatment of his
material, he will often develop his details by association.
He will employ comparison based on both similarity and
contrast. His writing will abound in compound paragraphs,
-
that is, paragraphs wherein two ideas are successfully merged
into a perfect unity--a method reserved to practiced and
mature authors since the idea of literal unity in the paragraph
is a teaching device of English instructors. Occasionally,

he will employ alternatives and pros and cons, both distinct
aids in convincing the reader* An author whose mind is
particularly agile in recognizing associations will often
introduce the paragraph which gains its effect through
interaction--inter act ion between circumstances preceding and
immediate fact, physical background and character, religious
training and character, historical concepts and actual
realization*
I
Developing his details by expanding them in the order of
' sequence offers the author choice of several procedures. He
j
may work from minute to minute in the natural order of time;
or he ma-y plan a logical routine wherein each detail is the
inevitable reasonable result of the detail immediately
previous. He may permit himself the latitude of random
association, always being sure that he is never too far
removed from the essential idea. In more serious disquisitions
he will need to know how to use the method of cause and
effect skilfully: he can often prove his point by stating a
fact, supporting the fact by presenting its cause, and finally
securing conviction by showing the effect accomplished. If
he leans towards a style characterized by lightness and
vivacity, his sequence will be a series of ansv/ers to antici-
pated questions, or a series of contrary-to-fact suppositions.
An author often prefers scrupulous clarity to rapidity
of movement. Then he will take pains to make all his
abstractions concrete; he will restrict his conclusion by a
reasonably long series of provisos, a cautious but convincing
course of procedure; he will be exceedingly careful to infer

truths only after he has earned the right to his assumptions
by presenting a series of reasons which constitute adequate
truth.
When we examine the limits which apparently govern
inclusion of details in a series of paragraphs developed by
various authors, we discover that these limits are likely to
be defined by the restrictions of proportion. Manifestly,
the details in many paragraphs are so important to the central
thought that they must not be overlooked. Occasionally, they
defy omission because of their interest to the reader in his
absorption in the idea* More frequently, the subject will
lack intelligibility should a single item escape notation.
Nevertheless, there are certain admissible digressions. For
i instance, well-placed parentheses cause the mind to linger over
1
j
added coloring, the effect often being gained by negation
either patent or implied; often an introduction is necessary
to prepare the reader for the actual controver sy, as is the
conclusion to weave together loose ends and add the air of
finality to a completed work. Nor would one refuse admit tance
in the name of proportion to an illustrative story or other
analogue
•
If the writer expands his details by means of logical
sequence, he has with the same gesture settled the matter of
the arrangement of these details. We have already explained
the contingencies here under expansion by sequence. Perhaps
we should mention that should he choose the moving point of
view, his landscape shifts as he moves; his arrangement keeps
in step with his progress from place to place. However, the

psychological arrangement of details if skilfully handled
makes for great clearness. The details may progress from
known to unknown, from simple to complex, in the order of
logical climax, all details moving vfithout let and cumulatively
towards one end, or the element of suspense may be introduced
by apparent change of plan.
Each paragraph should give evidence that all essential
thoughts have been collected, put in order. Ordinarily the
writer manages orderliness through oonsecutivenes s , and the
technique of conseoutiveness has been explained in the
discussion of methods of expanding details. Besides, these
thoughts should possess a uniform movement. The devices of
oonsecutivenes s secure this uniformity. But there are other
devices which also push the thought ahead in what Buffon calls
sustained gradation. A lavish use of periodic structure
excites curiosity; the succeeding sentences develop a higher
and higher degree of suspense. Anticipation, too, increases
the movement in a paragraph. Each sentence leads the reader
to suspect, more or less, the outcome.
Reflex movement in the paragraph is gained by a definite
arrangement of sentence devices. Reflex movement, following
as it does the natural process of the average mind, is the
lapsing of one thought into another, the oneness of impression
being preserved by reflex sequence, the lavish use of echoes,
transitional elements, parallel construction, balance, summary
in periodic sentences, and euphuistic transverse alliteration.
Obviously, reflex movement is desultory, connotes a leisurely
manner, and often wastes time by affirming the obvious.
,1
1
*"
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c
1
1
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It is not enough that the details in a paragraph be
skilfully handled; the paragraph must reveal the structure
that underlies it. Of course, this structure is revealed
through what Professor Gay calls the "sacred cows of
literature". Unity, Coherence, and Emphasis. The devices
which disclose the presence of all these are nearly always
apparent
•
In a large majority of paragraphs the topic sentence
succeeds in disengaging the material included from the material
just preceding. More subtle is the paragraph the unity of
which appears through the repetition of key phrases or the
placing of the key or topic sentence in its natural position
wherever it may be, unrestricted by the arbitrary demands of
a topic sentence which must always perform a disengaging and
an announcing service at the beginning. Still keener, is the
unity achieved through associated echoes* the essential
thought appears in disguise, a disguise which imposes a
completely new figuration upon the original idea. In its
final appearance, it has increased in strength and stature
without altering its intrinsic spirit.
Coherence in the well-made paragraph is easily perceived.
One needs only to discover the presence of words denoting
relations and conjunctive expressions--pronouns
,
personal and
demonstrative--to detect the transitional power of the opening
sentence, the explicit transition in the closing sentence.
Repetition is another important device of coherence; echoes
and synonyms, both of which will receive more liberal treatment
under the discussion of the stylistics involved in procuring
XL
7%
1
1
i
emphasis in the sentence, serve to keep the reader reminded
of the matter under discussion.
A point of view, carefully determined and continuously
adhered to, is the first requisite of emphasis, particularly
if the point of view be distinctly emotional. Later we
shall See that the methods of intensifying structure in order
to avoid a uniform tone of sensation are the same methods
that build up unity in the par agraph b r ief ly^ parallel
construction, balance, emphasizing balance that employs
antithesis, and inversion of sentence*
THE SENTENCE
We have outlined what we may expect to find in the
skilfully arranged paragraph. Now we turn to the discussion
of the second unit of style, the sentence. First, we must
recall that the principle which governs all artistic sentence
structure is economy. The reader must be confused by as few
symbols as possible; yet he must not fail to gain the whole
impression intended by the author. Condensation when applied
1
to the texture of the sentence implies the ellipsis of such
elements and relations as the reader ma.y be trusted mentally
to supply; using figures of speech for short cuts, abstract
nouns to sum up a phrase, adjectives as nouns, adjectives that
imply action or suggest a picture, especially participial
adjectives, participial phrases, compounds formed by prefixes
1 Weave or pattern according to which words are assembled.
The definition is Mr. Long's.
gI
and suffixes, clauses reduced to phrases or single words,
assertions reduced to implication, additive clauses reduced
to restrictive clauses, positive statements to appositives
or parentheses.
An author may construct sentences in a coBrdinative
mood or in a sub or dinative mood, in the degree that he uses
co8j*dinate or subordinate conjunctions. Equally the texture
may be compound (or simple) or complex. A complex texture is
nearer although not so near as elliptical texture to the
1
analytic ideal; consequently nearer to the intuitive thought
of the writer. Also it is likely to reflect vigor through
condensation and to be implicatory rather than patent.
Implication is rich in suggestion, while the patent clears
up every possible question in a single glance. A texture
which can be defined as brief is not quite the same as an
implicatory texture. It may be the weaving together of
headings, further development of which at the moment would
lead to hopeless obscurity; it may "be terse and yet sustained
by the power of thought. On the other hand, certain topics
must be explained in sentences detailed in structure. Topics
that call for treatment in reflective composition must needs
be explained and sometimes re-explained. Yet again on the
side of condensation it should be said that the modern tendency
is away from the periods of Hooker and Milton and closer to
the attempt to gain the "simple oral manner." Conjunctions
do not exist between thoughts in the mind; therefore, style
1 The expression of thought as originally conceived in the
mind of the mature writer.
•r 1
which is closest to thought will omit them whenever possible
or when they are merely formal* The vital element in the art
of prose writing is to minimize the expressed or material
part of the meaning, yet carry the reader through the effect
i
I
of it all. When articles, relatives, and conjunctions can be
j
spared, they should be freely omitted; if used with scrupulous
fulness, they drag the movement.
The weave or pattern according to which words in a
sentence are assembled into a knot, subsequently to be untied,
secures either a dull or forceful continuity of sentence
structure. The texture of this pattern may be made up of
confused and meaningless lines if the tone of sensation is
the same throughout. Stevenson reminds us that pattern and
argument live in each other. The author here faces the problem
of gaining desirable emphasis through his method of assembling
his sentence elements. All authorities consulted agree that
emphasis or force is to be identified with the feeling detected
by the reader in a given passage. Sherman calls this emotion
aroused energy--a good term because it is inclusive. TJntem-
pered by any element of passion the style may be dry. Yet,
Buffon advises caution when he writes that "nothing is more
I inimical to sustained appeal than the desire to be everywhere
I striking;" for when emotion dominates, style becomes rant or
1
i
bombast. Our discussion has to do with the manner in which
j
the best authors guard against a uniform tone of sensation
I
and present instead forceful texture with convincing distrib-
uted emphas is , -that is, "the process of making the assertion
act together as a whole, precipitating its force, as it were.
; 1
4
e !
1
upon the point desired and with the exact stress desired".
Consequently, two points are to be remembered: first, that
force or emphasis results from the placing of focal stress
in the assembling of the sentence; and, second, that force or
stress results from artistic distribution of the sensational
tone. The two must often overlap since intrinsically they
aim to effect the identical accomplishment.
Commonly, the' writer arranges his sentence so that the
energy of his feeling is patent* He increases tension by the
placing of words so that the emphasis realizes itself.
Obviously the periodic sentence isolates the stress point,
but there is also atmospheric climax to be considered.
Atmospheric climax results from the recognition of increased
i
' tone from sentence to sentence. This type of climax is more
I
often produced by the exactions of diction and will be treated
j
more fully under that heading. Unskilful introduction of
j
anti-climax is a definite obstacle to the artistic approach
to the stress point. On the other hand, anti-climax may
produce humorous surprise; in this case, the use of anti-
climax is justified.
Variation ins entence structure concentrates the element
of force and leads successfully to climax, A writer often
inverts the grammatical order of parts; with good effect he
may move a word or phrase out of its ordinary position, giving
the word or phrase additional stress. The periodic sentence
more conveniently than other types distinguishes the stress
1 John Franklin Genung: The Working Principles of Rhetoric
,
p, 335

point} it always presents the important thought last, A series
of short sentences in succession, particularly if they lead to
a climax, rivets the attention of the reader on their content
and often connotes an impassioned mood on the part of the
writer. By shifting the rhythm, short sentences after long
sentences distribute the tone of sensationj they do not
necessarily designate focal stress unless the order of climax
has been pre-arranged.
Closely allied to the order of climax in the securing of
emphasis is the use of suspension, the principle of expectation.
Its purpose is to create distinction for the object expected
and to relegate to the plane of comparative significance the
less important details. The craftmanship of suspension is not
difficult to outline: the placing of modifiers first (as in the
periodic sentence), pushing the clause or sentence beyond the
point at which it apparently ends, A writer, however, should
be careful that the solution, for which the reader waits, is
worth the delay.
An arrangement which provides interruption and disturbs
continuity distributes the tone of sensation and is, besides,
suspensive. Abruptness may be decidedly startling, whether it
be the abruptness of an unexpected Parthian shot, or a short
telling sentence where additional amplification is expected, or
the introduction of unheralded grammatical elements, particu-
larly after phrases, which give the effect of a strong pause
jwhon the reader anticipates placid development. One does not
usually consider antithesis aa an interruptive device, but the
figure, involving as it does the contrast of ideas, constitutes

a spatial delay as well- as demanding that the mind linger on
the effect sought since it plays with two ideas rather than
one before it picks up the next thought. When the author uses
j
{
the method of challenge, sometimes called rhetorical question,
I! the reader interposes his own affirmation, or he is so suddenly
I
I
amazed that the idea involved becomes irrevocably his,
!
}
Next to climax and suspense perhaps the most usual means
[
of producing emphasis in sentences is by discreet choice of
devices of repetition. That certain ideas should occur again
and agttin is inevitable. Occasionally a v/ord must be repeated
before each member in a long series of parallel constructions.
The type of repetition adds to clearness and consequently
expresses the thought in more acute outline. When the same
word echoes and re-echoes throughout a passage and is placed
with sufficient regard for euphony, the effect is graceful and
the idea in the mind is reinforced through repetition although
there is no awareness of the method. The perfect form of
repetition found in the most artistic authors is that in which
I the thought re-appears in a completely new guise, so new that
^
the enrichment of the idea carries with it forward movement.
Authors employ various methods of intensification to
effect emphasis^ and when not overused, these adequately
distribute emotional tone. These methods may be discussed
under texture , -that is, weave, or pattern, by which the
sentence expresses the thought. Again we meet overlapping,
for these methods will r eceive further attention from a
different point of view under Diction, The author who builds
his effect by means of concrete details, intensifies. He who
c
13
arranges for his texture to include hyperbole not overdone or
employed on trivialities, increases his effect; likewise, the
studious understatement or litotes calls for the strong
realization of un idea» So, too, words assembled in an
ironical association, which presupposes the contrary of what
is meant, produce quicker and clearer apprehension of the
expressed idea. Any form of negation, the intensifying nega-
tive adverb placed in emphatic posotion, the softened negative
prefixes, the unoorrelative nor , the negative adverb unobtru-
sively placed within the clause will gain prominence for an
idea. The constant repetition, particularly at the beginning
of a sentence of a phrase or clause, sometimes called formula
,
with its inoeasant pounding upon the desired effect gives an
idea more than ordinary significance, sometimes an effect of
false substance.
Undoubtedly, certain sequences of sentence structure
reveal different rates of progress. When we analyze, we find
that the movement in certain paragraphs appeals to us as being
fast or slow, or varying to even, or changing gradually or
abruptly to a different speed. No style can be quite so rapid
as thinking, but the briefest examination of prose from Milton
and Hooker to the present time shows that style is always
approaching the speed of thinking. This speed is effected in
various ways; reducing clauses to participles and appositives,
or to phrases or even single terms; cutting down predication
which is merely supererogation or too zealous economy which
causes the revising and refining away of the original thought;
'1
(
using few conjunctions or indicating relationship without use
of conjunctions; presenting parallel notions without conjunc-
tions; employing e Hips is , -that is, omitting words so subordi-
nate that they cannot be missed. Depending, as it does, on
the sustaining power of the thought, this type of writing
minimizes the symbols by ivhich the meaning is expressed; yet
carries the reader swiftly through the effect of it all#
Moreover, the sentences are likely to be short and vigorous,
occurring in swift succession. On the other hand, although
the modern tendency is towards lightness and rapidity, not
every subject demands the terseness or the tenseness of mood
which this particular style implies, A certain deliberatenes
s
is both leisurely and restful. A deliberate slow style will
be opposite in characteristics to a rapid style. It will
employ conjunctions abundantly and be rich in predication.
There will be no attenuation of clauses; rather will there
appear moderately frequent redundancies a.nd parenthetical
elements. Words, phrases, and clauses will be doubled and
paralleled. Punctuation marks will be frequent in order to
make pauses slow. Modifying elements will be numerous. The
writer may choose deliberately to make incorrect statements,
then to correct these statements, permitting the reader to
share his thinking, purposely labored at this point. Between
the rates fast a.nd slow occur those less polarized and less
confined to a single conception of momentum. A varying rate
increases and decreases speed in the same paragraph, often
keeping step with the tenseness or triviality of the meaning.
The writer uses both long and short sentences, omits and

15
supplies conjunctions, provides necessary explanatory predica-
tions or leaves the explanation to implication. Generally,
the varying rate provides for the most agreeable type of prose
rhythm. The so-called even rate includes sentences somewhat
more rapid than slow and of approximately the same length. It
' is largely used to express expository material where no emo-
tional tone n'^ed intrude. Ho-'A'ever, under the stress of emotion,
the speed within a given paragraph may change abruptly--a slow
tempo may become instantly rapid by any of the means Virhioh will
secure swiftness* or a rapid tempo may instantly shift into
a gradual or even slow rate. An author's choice of rate
depends on the type of material he is discussing and the effect
he wishes to produce. In general, the more skilful writers
choose the varying tempo, leaning more tovmrds fast than slow.
;
In certain passages, slow deliberateness is undoubtedly more
I
appropriate than swiftness and vice versa. Overuse of any one
rate becomes a mannerism and consequently a noticeable eccen-
tricity.
Before summarizing the effects that rhythm properly
managed in the structure of sentences can give to prose, we
may inquire exactly what rhythm in prose is. Like poetry,
prose has a determining rhythmic principle, called the rhyth-
mical phrase > which is fundamental to the whole scheme. Over
and above this is .a measure which keeps to the fundamental
rhythm but is never regular between its own pauses since prose
must never be metrical. The time must always be varied,
unconventional, and elusive. In prose rhythm the intervals
between measured pauses must always be longer than in poetry;

at the same time these rhythmic phrases must always differ in
length and in the metrical devices employed* Should the ear
i
anticipate a beat and not be disappointed, the passage is
I
faulty* To this end, the author shoLild study the content of
I
i his phrase. He should treat monosyllables with care, so that
i
too many strong accented words will not occur together and
destroy the effect of variety produced by the occasional
introduction of the unaccented syllable* Here the symbolic
or connective words, -that is, pronouns, prepositions, conjunc-
tions, articles, auxiliary verbs, are helpful* Also poly-
syllabic words with their shifting accents are very useful*
The latinized element in the English vocabulary now receives
honorable mention, for these words average longer and are
likely to be exceedingly pleassing to the ear* Apropos of
rhythm Stevenson assures us that we can realize no beauty in
a phrase or clause unless we admit both alliteration and
as sociation--an alliteration which is never so marked as to
be poetical and an association based on the law of perpetual
variationt the vowel is repeated emphatically, obscurely,
indifferently as is the consonant; the repetition is always
' present, never revealing the slightest suggestion of fore-
i
I
planning* The xvell-made sentence has these rhythmic divisions:
a gradual rise to a pause or culminating point, a period of
reposeful or level progress, a cadence of graduated solution*
j
The pauses in prose rhythm may be expressed in silence with
: or without compensation* It ia obvious that the pause should
not be ill managed. The prose standard of rhythm demands
that there shall never be any palpable inversions of phrase.
!( !i
;
1
j
O
or introduction of phrase or clause to procure a smoother
measure, A tendency to grouping words, phrases, and clauses
in pattern of twos and threes is discernible in many authors
and becomes almost immediately a disagreeable mannerism. So,
too, does the attempt to make all phrases of equc^l length; and
•within narro^v^er limits to overuse the same vowel or consonant.
Rhythmic styles found most often is reputable writers are
first, the discreet mixture of style c oupe^ (detached sentences)
and style per iodique (periodic sentences), second, the
measured slowness of long and short sentences; third, the
jerky style in \«rhich the exigencies of rhythm have been pur-
posely overlooked or the tripping style in which lightness and
rapidity have been secured by skilful recognition of the under-
lying rhythmic principle and the proper placing of accent and
pause; fourth, heavy, ponderous style distinctly latinized and
possible of analysis into long and still longer phrasal units
of measure* Prose rhythm is more marked and elaborate as the
style approaches deep sentiment and elevation.
Cadence in prose properly belongs in the discussion of
rhythm, but its presence is such a separate, subtle quality
that vj-e grant it separate space. Readers with an ear for
rhythm often discover a Ic^ck of it at the end of a sentence
or a paragraph. Ruskin is particularly well known for his
skilful use of cadence , -that is, he prolongs the closing words
of his sentence a trifle to make the sentence fall away
gradually and without abruptness, adjusting the length of the
fall to the preparation arranged for it. The cadence may be
said to be an invention of rhythm and to bring prose nearer to

poetry. This cannot be denied. But it also has utilitarian
virtue# A colloquial, all loose-sentence structure which by-
means of semi-colons and repeated clauses of greater emphasis
gives the effect of unrelieved heightening is saved from the
mediocrity of uniformity in sensational tone by the interrup-
tion of an occasional cadence*
THE WORD
The theory of the word in style concerns the choice of
diction under varying conditions and skilful combinations of
words in double and triplicate association* The first
requisite of good diction is that each v\rord be chosen with due
regard for its accurate denotation. It will not do to approx-
imate the right shade of meaning} the writer must adjust his
choice exactly to the idea conceived. He must learn to depend
on synonyms, so that he will be able to disguise repetition
and to dibtinguish delicate changes in meaning. The writer
must choose not only the most accurate but also the most
expressive word to fit his needs; consequently, the word must
not only be accurate in denotation but also ample in expressive-
ness. The choice of a word may be expressive in various ways.
In a given instance, its usutil meaning, the ordinarily accepted
significance of the term, will be expressive. Sometimes the
word v/ill be more expressive to the occa-sion if the writer
reached buck to the primary menning of the word, -that is,
if he is aware of the greater expressiveness of the word
through knowledge of its history and derivation. In narration
i1
!
-*
*
A
f (
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and description he will almost alwtiys choose the specific
word, particularly in his selection of verbs and nouns; for a
specific vnrb immediately defines a specific act and adds vital-
ity of movement while specific nouns provide pictures quenes
s
and color. General words may "be more expressive than specific
words if by using generalities the author avoids becoming too
statistical. Diction takes on a new freshness when words are
applied in novel fashion, provided that the novelty can be
defended when exposed to the test of accuracy of denotation.
Here, we may look for unuaual, but pertinent, figures of
speech.
To augment whatever impression he is desirous of making,
an author depends upon the power of words to work well to-
gether. Sometimes these words are similar in meaning, some-
times violently different. Bach word aids the others in
maintaining the emotional tone. In the case of antonyms and
synonyms the sntonym produces a vivid conception of the
original word; the synonym adds delicate but strengthening
shading to the original vford. In fine, words working in friend-
ly association produce a far-reu-ching impression of the
principle underlying the selection.
Connotation, although depending for its full effect upon
the association of words, has a far more subtle connection
with style than does the so-called coUperation of words.
Connotation is vrhat the words, in whatever grouping, suggest
to us over and above their litere-l meaning. There are various
degrees of connotation. Aesthetic connotation involving, as
il
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it does, the use of figurative language enriches the idea by
suggestive deepening of the tone and coloring of words and
style. Commonplace or vernacular connotation suggests the
vigor and plain simplicity of homely thought. Connotation
derived from popular words usually takes the form of the
presentation of plain and perha.ps trivial facts in words of
Saxon derivation, while examination of the facts expressed in
this fci-shion discloses rich implication. The phraseology of the
King James Version of the Bible illustrates this point. The use
of learned v^ords connotes preoccupation with the latinized
idiom and formal or bookish pursuits, > Passionate connotation
is largely bused on feeling; somehovf the very words used,
although weak in other respects, demand and secure sympathy
for the idea expressed whereas the connotation which suggests
indifference wins indifference and nothing more from the reader.
Diction must always be appropriate to the subject; other-
wise lack of harmony and discord arises. Certain subjects
require a diction of studied simplicity, evident in plain,
homely phrasing, in idiomatic pairing of v/ords, in deliberate
oddness of phrasing. On the other hand subjects sometimes
demand obvious elevation, many-syllabled latinized words,
rolling periods, a wealth of poetic images. Diction must also
be suited to the occusion, -that is, suited to the reader.
Ordinarily if the author holds to the reputable use of words,
he becomes decorous and comprehensible simultaneously. But a
particular ooct^sion may make more severe demands upon the
vocabulary in the interests of greater intelligibility.
Permissible liberties may be taken with the normal reputtible
r!
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use under specialized conditions, such as the use of technical-
ities, localisms, and emphasized idioms. Barbarisms and
archaisms are never acceptable even if expected by the reader.
Choice of diction noticeably influences the impression the
writer makes upon his public. If he be justly restrained, the
reader will feel the accumulation of force behind the restraint
and in hiv. own mind meet the desired effect more than half way.
If the author become hyperbolic in his enthusiasm, the gap
between his enthusiasm and the moment that it reaches the
reader will often subdue the impression to correct proportions.
In the simplest statement of fact, he may cling avidly to the
truth and still prejudice his reader by using words of markedly
unpleasant association. So, too, may he lay on colors of good
by using words that carry agreeable implication.
Texture, the principle of consistence or economy in
diction, is the least difficult of any of the problems of
diction to explain. All writing can be analyzed in three ways:
first, into idea words and connective or symbolic wordsj second
into general words and specific words; and third, into abstract
and concrete words. Idea words consist of nouns, verbs, and,
in a lower degree, adjectives and adverbs. Connective or
symbolic words are prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries,
pronouns, and articles. Now, a somewhat regular alternation
of these two classes v/ill produce a clear, graceful, and
reasonably concise style; whereas overuse of idea words results
in obscure conciseness. Overuse of connective words defeats
the principle of economy in the use of symbols in language

expression. General words refer to classes of people or
objects -while specific words pick out special types belonging
to classes. General words are rich in denotative value and
specific words in aesthetic connotative value; therefore
specific words approach more closely the ideal of consistence.
Concrete words "include only those words and phrases which
awaken a definite, sensuous image, all other concept words
being classed as abstract." Concrete v/ords are emphatic and
impressive and exceedingly useful in description and narration.
Abstract words are more inclusive in meaning; hence they
encompass an idea with precision and save the use of unnecessary
symbols. Abstract diction is especially suited to philosophical
exposition and argument, which borrows, however, concrete
expression for examples and instances. Occasionally, a writer
in attempting to employ less concrete terms leans towards
learned and bookish language and produces the least desirable
type of diction*
Certain combinations of v;-ords are definitely a source of
power in vocabulary* Yfords may be paired with good effect if
the second member of the pair adds sharpness of definition.
An idea may be given speoificness of treatment if it is split
up into its component parts and each part given parallel con-
struction, the words chosen in each case expressing a graded
refinement of the original idea, A more concise form of this
type of amplitude prefers, instead of a more general idea, a
series of specific ideas, the expression of v/hich gradually
larrows into the acute outline of trope. In all these sequences
the words used must be associative. Adjectives a.nd nouns too
II
J
often used in combination may become a mannerism, but the choice
of adjective can save a writer from this pitfall* The "packed
epithet" suggests what would require a much longer word grouping
to express; the decorative epithet briefly supplies extra color-
ing. Discovery of this type of adjective in a vj^riter of prose
indicates that he is skilful at concentration of meaning. The
manner in which an author surrounds his idea words with modifi-
ers is a measure of his sound taste. If he use his modifiers
to complete his meaning adequately, to make his assertion more
profound, to increase force through moderate emotional intensity,
he hixs a sense of proportion in chootiing and grouping words.
Otherwise he may lose sight of his controlling idea in a
confusion of superfluous ancillaries,
THE AUTHOR'S ATTITUDE IN HIS STYLE
'
We have tried to our utmost to detect all the methods that
the literary artist employs to create the finished masterpiece.
Over and above all these is his own attitude towards his word.
We can suggest wha-t we feel this attitude to be as we think we
find it revealed in his v^ritingj but make no attempt to analyze
it
J
for it is impossible of analysis being definitely a part
of the complex personality of the writer. However, this
attitude, revealed in hits style, largely determines the spirit
of the author's prose. He may be quite impersonal in his
manner, viewing his material from the vantage point of the
impartial observer, or he may be distinctly personal either in
his allusions or in the identification of himself with the
1
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ihonnotation of the passage. If he chooses to be impersonal, his
style runs a fair chance of revealing staidness, formality,
nonchalance, reserve, dryness, or impassivity; while the author
who prefers the more intricate manner will register vivacity,
informality, earnestness, outspokenness, congeniality, and
emotion
•
THE TENOR OF PROSE
Similarly, the tenor of prose, the general drift of thought,
is pretty largely bound up with the writer*s habits of mind;
consequently, anu.lysis pursued from this point of view must be
acknowledged hypothetical. Perhaps, however, it is not too
presuming to judge certain qualities of the author's mind by
what he gives us on the written page. Can an author express
himself intellectually and emotionally by means of the printed
word? If we discern evidences of purposive foreplanning , we
ire justified, we believe, in finding in this writer the qual-
ities of orderliness and carefully meditated industry. He
isxpresses tacitly his own methods of assuming his task. If, to
!bhe contrary, he writes casually, his style may or may not be
1
oharming depending upon the suitability of the oasualness.
Should his excerpt be profoundly thoughtful, profoundly reflec-
tive as well as deftly planned, he is revealing powers of
significant penetration. Equally revelatory, and at the other
end of the soule, is the rational, discriminating passage the
movement of which carries the reader rapidly down the page
because of the writer's complete pre-occupation with his
subject. In other words, he ca,n be orderly and reflective.

yet express himself spontaneously - a special gift. Again,
a writer who possesses intellectual acumen vtrill indicate that
he is sharply obsenrant of details, both material and spiritual,
j
On the emotional side we expect every writer to express
I
his own temperament; yet, it goes almost without saying that
{
he must retain a sense of balance. His may be a nervous tem-
peiramentj accordingly, his style will be heated, vivacious,
even dynamic. Or he may be temperate and express himself
temperately, perhaps coldly and deliberately. Meanwhile his
mood will shadow the whole effect, and a man's moods may be
as varied as his emotions. On occasion he may be sombre,
perhaps grave; again he is gay, or fanciful if the instance
demands; he may be a little perplexed or exuberantly confident;
he may approach common every day matter-of-factness ; he may
be distinctly optimistic or bitterly cynical.
Not only may we recognize emotional and intellectual
qualities in a given author but also may we discover his
literary morals. Exactly what constitutes literary morals is
the subject of much interesting scrutiny. Mr. Long contends
that we can anticipate the condition of the author*s literary
character. The writer ought to be sincere, whether his style
is dignified or frivolous. If he indulges in chicanery, the
indulgence must be warranted; he must, in the manner of
Chaucer, have his tongue in his cheek. He must not produce
j
in his work the linec^ments of style without the substance. He
I
who writes in the vein of sustained ideality is more honest
in the literary sense than he who permits the suggestion of
laissez-faire to pervade his work. Acceptance of compromise

indicates lack of intelligent conviction. Much may be said
for the austere tone that we find in various excerpts from
Baoon, Hooker, Milton, and Burke. The prose of these masters
adheres to xhe rule of strict austerity and suggests the
perhaps consecrated temperateness of the writers cited. But
every discerning reader reoognisses that the appearance of
sensuousnes s is not alvrays disturbing, for there is a.n elevated
sensuousness closely allied to aesthetic connotation. The
lower type of sensuous appeal cannot be unknown to the least
average member of the average reading public and is to be
condemned both on the side of unacceptable substance, according
to standard, and is a sad reflection on the mind which prefers
to employ it« When a writer leaves no stone unturned to treat
his material exhaustively in accordance with his purpose, and,
in so doing, acknowledges whatever sources he has consulted,
he appreciates the importance of literary integrity. Contrari-
wise, the writer who assembles his materials hit or miss and,
in his haste, borrows generously without ascription deceives
no one. His probity is open to question and will not stand
before the judgment.
The tenor of prose not only expresses the writer
intellectually, emotionally, and morally, but also impresses
the reader in the degree that it improves the intelligibility
of the subject, invites his unwavering interest, or exalts
the material so that its value is appreciably enhanced. The
writer, really occupied with his task, is never at a loss for
the means by which he may compel his readers to clear
understanding. He will be perspicuous in his choice of
ji
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accurate, clear diction# His structure, the basis of his
continuity, will be unobtrusively apparent* yet the reader
will never for a moment be unaware of its divisions and sub-
divisions. He will organize his thought so that his headings,
once suggested, will be fully developed, yet not overdeveloped
to "Che point of obscurity. His only redundancies will be
those which cause the reader's mind to linger over particular
difficulties, A writer who is too abstract in his style,
overuses implication, underestimates the value of employing
a number of v^ords sufficient to illuminate his thought will
never impress the reader with his powers of clear, informing
expression
.
Authors motivate interest variously, A reader finds
himself unable to put down a book because of its novelty; he
meets a subject that he htts never seriously considered.
Perhaps he enjoys oddity: he has stumbled on an author who is
different, an author of an earlier generation or even of a
later one if the author on the fa.ce of things writes paradox-
ical absurdities. Frequently, the reader proceeds unhesitantly
through a piece of writing beoctuse the author of the material
seems to him to be deeply and personally concerned with the
discussion. He begins to share the concern; his attention is
unflagging. Interest is rarely hesitant when true wit is the
prevailing quality, Macaulay cites Addison as the great
example of this excellence, Addison's wit, says Macaulay, was
"a sense of the ridiculous, tempered by good nature and good
breeding," Wit joined with cynicism is not comfortable, but
for this very reason induces interest. Facetious wit is not

kind, but may be highly amusing* Wit that is elegant, graceful,
and good humored produces a sense of well being and provides
capital entertainment. The air of mystery hovering about the
theme of a book or secured in prose through appropriate handling
of sensational tone, is almost always captivating. A problem
to be solved, hopelessly tangled knots to be untied urge the
reader to burn the midnight oil. Finally, the writer who
expends every effort to make his material plainly informing
will without more ado invariably attract a certain type of
reader even if his appeal is not universal.
Readers esteem the works of various authors for various
reasons. Commonly, the subject matter, enough above the
ordinary to be considered superior, is accorded a suitable
elegance of expression. The mode of expression may not only
be elegant, but also cogent. Sometimes it may be so convincing
as to dispense with elegance. It should be understood that
dispensing with elegance does not mean resorting to crudeness
since Yie are discussing how readers may gain a lasting impres-
sion of value from certain works and the term elegance means
comparative elegance. On rare occasions the reader discovers
that the writer's mind has soared into the empyrean and that
hib v/ork by reason of his choice of subject, the organization
and continuity of his thought, approaches sublimity. Elegance
of style is never divorced from elevation; the two walk hand
in hand engrossed in each other, proudly aloof from the other
less aristocratic member of the stylistic family. Suggestive
less of the grand style in his work but nevertheless effective,
is the writer who impresses the reader by the more palpable

liter ary
graceful
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qualities, such as pioturesquenes s , rollicking humor,
progression, unsentimentalized pathos, cadence, or
ECCENTRICITIES OF PROSE
Style marks time when eccentricities occur. It is needless
to arfirm that an eccentric mode can never aspire to permanence
and universality. Barbarisms of any sort are abnormal. The
list is fairly -well knovm - foreignisms, either in substituting
foreign words and phrases for reputable English or in copying
foreign style which becomes awkward whenxaken over into English,-
for instance, imitation of long Ciceronian periods or Caesarian
conciseness and precision or too prominent latinism as it
appears in Dr, Johnson's vocabulary, or too frequent use of
balance; involved sentence structure; too generous use of the
impersonal construction, ornateness, and preciosity. Pseudo-
archaism unless it gives the perfect illusion of antiquity is
t ab o o •
The single social standard operates in literature. The
well-mannered literateur is never vulgar; he is never a pedant;
he refrains from all objectionable mannerisms. The soundness
of the first of these precepts is self-evident. So, too, is
the second when we interpret pedantry in the words of Gibbon
"the choice of gigantic and obsolete words, stiff and intricate
phraseology, discord of images, childish play of false or
unreasonable ornament," The reflective writer eschews mannerism,
but this vice of style often appears in spite of painstaking

effort to the contrary. The difficulty of completely escaping
this pitfall will be easily understood when we realize that any
stylistic quality, intrinsically excellent, becomes a mannerism
when employed in excess. Certain mannerisms have appeared
in the works, particularly the earlier works, of many reputable
writers. These are evident in the constant re-oocur rence of
such combinations as adjective and noun, even when the adjec-
tive is appropriate, A style which includes this sort of
repetition loses any possible chance of establishing rhythmic
continuity. Appearing less often but to be avoided with equal
diligence is the too often recurring combination of verb and
adverb. The use of words, nouns, adjectives, verbs, and
adverbs, over and over again in pairs or triads is not permis-
sible. Poetic alliteration constantly and obtrusively present
in prose is a distinct mannerism. The incessant repetition
of the definite article is a mannerism of young writers as is
the endless stringing out of prepositional phrases. Although
Car lyle ' s use of capitals, a German borrowing, may more proper-
ly be called a barbarism, the device, conspicuous, by its
frequency on every page, is also manneristic. Occasionally
an author's use of the same word at both varying and unvarying
intervals constitutes a mannerism. Overworking the auxiliaries,
to be and to have , the copula to be, or the compound tenses
soon develops a noticeable peculiarity of style. The recurrence
of any grammatical construction, either simple or involved,
at too frequent intervals, the single social standard of
literature definitely forbids.
Approved usage refuses quarter to prose which includes any
i
sort of solecism, Lewes mentions here any ove rluxur ianoe of
detail at the expense of emphasis and simplicity,. More
specific types of solecism in style are mixed metaphors; con-
fusion of tenses, particularly awkward use of the historical
present and the preterite; inconsistency in point of view,
the description of a vista which the spectator cannot possibly
see in completeness, or in narrative, conversational reports
of events that the memory of the average character cannot hold;
or bathos, unintentional anticlimax, which in its failure to
reach pathos suddenly drops below the key of the passage.
Authors who are pre-oooupied with attaining approximate
perfection avoid improprieties of whatever nature. They do
not mingle triviality with earnestness and are jocose only
when jocoseness is suited to the occasion. Bombast is unknown
to them because they are aware that harmony must exist between
subject and tone. Life as we ordinarily know it and common-
place sentiments are more appropriately expressed in plain
style; exposition and argumenb of aesthetic or philosophic
character require a slightly more elevated manner and admit
of some decoration; the expression of truths of great signi-
ficance demands the exaltation born of deep and intense feeling
for the subject at hand,
FINISH
The author »s inability to commit improprieties is almost
always the result of his awareness of whether the finish of
his style should be polished or plain. The finish of plainness
>Ti
is suited to plain people and plain occasions. More polished
io the allusive style in that allusion plays a significant
part in promoting aesthetic connotation or the direct style
which in clear and somewhat elevated tone conveys the meaning
i
of the passage. Occasionally a. writer lacks taste sufficiently
to be convinced that the superiority of his subject deserves
the highly ornate style. Usually, the thought is trite, al-
though the writer does not always know it, and the endeavor is
to introduce profundity by superfluous decoration, Coleridge,
discussing the literature after the Revolution, succinctly
describes offensive ornateness. The essence of this sort of
style is "mock antithesis, opposition of mere sounds, rage for
personification, abstract made animate, far-fetched metaphors,
strange phrases, metrical scraps - everything, in short, except
genuine prose," More desirable is the natural, concrete style,
polished in its lucidity. The final polish of figurative
language, skilfully used, cannot be denied; nor under certain
conditions can we ascribe any lack of finish to literal direct-
ness*
THE IDEAL STYLE
We have presented a synthesis of various analyses of
styles. Indirectly, we have suggested the generally accepted
canons of the best style, somewhat qualified by modern usage,
Sherman summarizes rather brilliantly and with commendable
brevity the ideal style from this point of view. According to
the prevailing mood of the author, it may be ooBrdinat ive
,

sub or dinat ive
,
suppressive, or synthetic. Acoording to the
standard which he calls "All Men and Every Man*s Best Style,"
prose must have substantiality, it must be addressed to all
minds, it must contain no obscure overlong sentences, it must
be familiar but not vulgar - in short, it must reflect what is
best in deliberate second-thought oral speech of the English
race,- that is, the primary intuition of the author remodeled
into expression. According to the individuality of the writer
style is the revelation of character and the highest part of
man. The reader's idealization of this revelation may be his
recognition of one or more qualities in the writer. He may be
impressed by the author's unchanging seriouaness, or the purity
and delicacy of his diction, or his confident and sure touch,
or his avoidance of the melodramatic, or his absolute fearless-
ness, or the grace, facility, and strength of his texture, or
his ability to turn the phrase unexpectedly or to introduce
unexpected material, or his unfailing use of the conventional
idiom, or the element of tranquility vfhich pervades his v^ork.
CRITICAL ESSAYS ABOUT HAWTHORNE
Previous studies of Nathanial Hawthorne's style have been
either too brief, too emphatic in reiterating prominent
characteristics, disregarding finer shading and certain sur-
prising appearances in their preoccupation ^vith obvious detail,
or have drawn too general conclusions without sufficient
corroborative evidence. In 1905, M. Dhaleine in his doctoral
dissertation (the University of Paris) N, Hawthorne
,
Sa Vie et
It
Son Oeuvre , introduces in Book VI a partial analysis of
Hawthorne»s style. His conclusions are interesting. He finds
Hawthorne a master in harmonizing style with subject matter.
Hawthorne possesses a calm dreaminess, a penetratirg and
subtle imagination, refined taste - all of which he wished his
readers to share. He employ^ the penumbra of beauty and mystery
to throYf essentials into sharp relief. His earlier works,
Fanshawe , Mosses from an Old Manse , Twioe - Tol d Tales are vague
because of the young author»s inexperience. His humor in
Fanshawe is awkward; the subject matter in Mos ses from an Old
Manse is not worth the trouble. The Celestial Railroad has
something of the verve of Swift. In The Scarlet Letter
Hawthorne acquires some skill in writing humor and becomes
aware of the homely force of Saxon diction. He knowingly
graduates his details, he is exact to a degree, but his facility
gives his exactness apparent negligence. His sentences are long
and complex, surcharged with incident, but managed with rare
flexibility. In fact, hit> suppleness is the most remarkable
characteristic of his style. Hawthorne's tone, always sober,
does not vary from Twice -Told Tales to The Marble Faun . During
the interval, it has become enriched, more picturesque, more
expressive, but never loses its original sobriety. The prose
is always even in movement, never exaggerated, never passionate.
It refracts the object more than reflects it. Therefore,
according to M. Dhaleine, no style is so difficult to analyze
as Hawthorne's because of this strange savor that simple things
possess. Stray forms float in shadows, factastic and terrifying
conceptions aboundj yet the language is always simple, pliant.
•*
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effortless. The style reveals a complex personality, the
possession of strange passions and sometimes an extravagant
imagination, M# Dhaleine finds blemishes but is careful to
emphasize that the list is small. At this point he presents
the only concrete illustrations of his analysis. He questions
Hawthorne's repetition of vague terms, the large number of
compound ad^jectives proceeding in mechanical rhythm; he contends
that Hawthorne uses too many abstractions and too few Saxon
words; he objects to his borrowing of the British idiom in such
a phrase as "the muchness of her personality", to many awkward
coinages, to provincialisms (he quotes as an example "to
squirm", which does not seem in the least offensive), and he
j
fincclly exclaims at the barbarism appearing in Hawthorne's use
of the word out reness « M« Dhaleine is explicit about Hawthorne^
verse which possesses " a despairii^g banality where platitude
disputes pretension."
Mr. Prosser Hall Frye , in an essay in Lite rary RevievfS
and Criticisms
,
1908, entitled "Hawthorne's Supernaturalism,
"
comments upon Hawthorne's prose, Mr. Frye conaiders this prose
to be artful but not artificial. It has amplitude, fluency,
and rhythm, but its greatest interest - and the words are
Mr. Frye's - is its chiaroscuro, its penumbra, its suggestive-
ness which does not obscure its profundity.
The following year W. G. Brownell in American Prose Ma s t e r
s
developed an excellent critical essay on the subject "Hawthorne"«
Hawthorne is original and his writing has the element of
spiritual distinction. He presents no eccentricities, no
excesses; hio style satisfies academic standards and appeals to
I
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the conservatism of culture. But he vrrote Y/ithout tension,
without exiiltation. His earlier works indicate a certain
indolent point of view towards his writing. Particularly in
Twice -Told Tales and Mos ses from an Old Manse
^
he seems to have
written down all that he could "think up" on the subject. His
quality is even; his range narrow, but always within this narrow
range it* extraordinary variety, A neat style, avers Mr. Brownel],
without gew*"gciws of rhetoric, ov^-ing virtually nothing to figures
of speeoh# This neatness, this staidness, this preference for
plainness and propriety "is never discomposed by fervor or
thrown into disarray by heat", Mr. Brownell does not wish to
be misunderstood on this point of his criticism of Hawthorne,
"His writings from beginning to end do not contain an ardent
or even a fervent passage. They are as empty of exaltation as
exhilaration," The purity of Hawthorne's style is du9 to lack
of sensuousnes s , He is too fond of detail and buries his
description in it to such a degree that the general outline is
hidden from sight. He fails to subordinate the trivial so that
often the point of highest interest is not intensified. He
preferred to give his fttncy free play and never to indulge
in actuality. Nevertheless, his style has ease and exactness
and indicates care and deliberation. But it lacks the quality
of divination and, according to Mr, Brownell, is the "adequate
medium for a. nature without enthusiasm, a mind unenriched by
acquisition, and an imagination, that is in general the prey
of fancy rather than the servant or the will,"
9
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Part II
STYLISTIC ANALYSIS IN THE WORKS OF HAWTHORNE,
PROGRESSING CHRONOLOGICALLY THROUGH
REPRESENTATIVE TiTRITING
SETTING THE PATTERN
The investigation now proceeds to an analysis of
Hawthorne's style from 1828 to 1850, the period of apprentice-
ship, Hawthorne's method of practicing the three units of
style will be closely examined.
FANSHAWE AND EARLIEST SKETCHES (1828-1835)
Although Hawthorne was anxious to reca.ll all printings of
Fanshawe, his earliest v^ork, his failure in this enterprise is
the ad-Vantage of anyone who examines the qualities of his style
chronologically, Fanshawe without doubt represents the author
in the first heat of creative writing. It is replete with
faults; it has superb qualities. To prove the point it seems
best to discuss tv/o paragraphs, differing widely in subject
matter and tenor, and between these paragraphs to illustrate
manneristic detail by referring to isolated quotations through-
out the complete v/ork,
"The local situation of the college, so far secluded from
the sight and sound of the busy world, is peculiarly favorable
to the moral, if not to the literary habits of its students;
and this advantage probably caused the founders to overlook the
inconveniences that were inseparably connected with it. The
humble edifices rear themselves almost at the farthest extremity
of a narrow vale, which, winding through a long extent of hill-
country, is wellnigh as inaccessible, except at one point, as
the Happy Valley of Abyssinia, A stream, that farther on
becomes a considerable river, takes its rise at a short distance
>
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above the college, and affords, along its wood-fringed banks,
many shady retreats, whore even study is pleasant, and idleness
delicious. The neighborhood of the institution is not quite a
solitude though the few habitations scarcely constitute a village.
These consist principally of farm-houses, of rather an ancient
date (for the settlement is much older than the college), and of
a little inn, which even in that secluded spot does not fail of
a moderate support. Other dwellings are scattered up and down
the valley; but the difficulties of the soil will long avert the
evils of a too dense population. The character of the inhabit-
ants does not seem--as there was, perhaps, room to anticipate--
to be in any degree influenced by the atmosphere of Har ley
College. They are a set of rough and hardy yeomen, much inferi-
or, as respects refinement, to the corresponding classes in most
other parts of our country. This is more remarkable, as there
is scarcely a family in the vicinity that has not provided, for
at least one of its sons, the advantages of a ^liberal educa-
tion.'" 1
The structure of this paragraph is not open to question on
the side of clearness. Its obvious purpose is to describe the
location of Harley College and its environment. Hawthorne
does this as exhaustively as need be in a single paragraph and
makes himself easily understood as the thought progresses. In
disengaging his material he introduces a long and inclusive
topic sentence, which more than satisfies the reader»s desire
to know the definite limits of the unit of discussion. To be
sure the paragraph is an integral pa.rt of the first chapter of
Fan shawe , which introduces the story by describing locale and
character and as such is the result of careful for eplanning
.
It is unified, cumulative, and not misleading as the first
sentence of the paragraph which follows proves.
Hawthorne introduces his details logically, artistically,
and emphatically. The development is obviously sequential;
the second sentence begins the development of the idea in the
i
announcing sentence by describing the location of the institution
1 Hawthorne. Riverside Edition. Houghton, Mifflin Company.
Boston, 1918, Vol. XII, p. 74.
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and its inaccessibility* Next the beauty of the surroundings
and the solitude these surroundings suggest slip easily into
the answer to wonderment regarding the actual distance from the
Tillage. From the -village to a discussion of the inhabitants
of the village is a mere step* Each detail answers an anti-
cipated question; examination of the order of details reveals
the author*s mind, and the reader's, too, travelling from v/hat
is nearest to what is most remote* Actually, of course, no
human eye could compass all the details suggested; but from
the beginning, it is evident that the point of view is not
stationary; the cumulative nature of the development demands
a constantly moving observation* The discussion of the
inhabitants, placed, as it is, latest in the presentation of
details and occupying the most space^ leaves the impression that
for the purpose of this story the environment is of greater
importance than the college or its location* Hawthorne by this
device procures desirable emphasis--emphasis , which complete
reading of Fanshav/e proves to be extremely subtle* On the
side of artistry the lines of expansion include synonymous
echo, for example, the "college" becomes "humble edifices",
and later "institution"; the suggested seclusion is an "incon-
venience", also "the farthest extremity of a narrow vale", and
later still "not quite a solitude"; as well as concreteness
evolving from generality , -to wit, the breaking up of the
neighborhood into "farmhouses", "inn", and "other dwellings"*
It may be said here that synonymous echo, together with
occasional pronouns, provides all the coherence the paragraph
needs* Perhaps the final point to be presented ought to be

called an example of psychological artistry, for when the
reader comes upon the transitional statement, "This is the more
remarkable, he does share with the author a sense of
discovery.
Hawthorne's diction here is worth particular notice, for
as we go deeper into the subject of his style and examine later
works, w© shall detect important changes* His choice of words
ia fairly accurate, but not idiomatic; it is more Latin than
Saxon. The words are distinctly coBperative: "sights and
sounds of a busy v/or ld"-eetch beacon word helps the others in
the phrase; a "farthest extremity" is likely to be inconvenient;
"rough and hardy yeomen" may indeed be "inferior" in any number
of Wctys • He uses antonyms and synonyms with skill even at this
early date# For example, "study" is set off agc*.inst "idleness"
and "rough and haray yeomen" against "refinement". The
synonyms are numerous; to those already noted we add two ex-
amples in which the trend from the general to the specific is
patent: "local situation" becomes "a narrow vale", then
brocider is its inclusion "neighborhood", and now narrower
again, "a few habitations", "scarcely a village", "farmhouses",
"settlement". Meanwhile the "population" becomes subsequently
"inhabitants", "yeomen" and then the single example, "family
in the vicinity". It is to be noted here as it will be else-
where that Hawthorne permits himself always the luxury of v/ords.
We recall the paragraph from Quintilian which commences with
the line, "In youth, I wish to see luxuriance of fancy" and
concludes, "Luxuriance can easily be cured; but for barrenness
there is no remedy," Perhaps this luxuriance excuses the

incorrect use of the word edifice
s
and the archaistio sugges-
tion attached to the word vale
Connotation in Hawthorne is more likely to "be aesthetic
than commonplace. In the paragraph quoted above, the mixture
of the two is plain. A consistent connotation is, we should
say, a desideratum. But no book, included in our biography,
insists upon unity of connotation. The quoted paragraph
connotes beauty in the description of the valley and the
winding riverj specific examples appear in the trope contained
in the use of the word rear in the expression, "The humble
edifices rear themselves in the allusion to the "Happy
Valley of Abyssinia" j and in the simile in which the "Happy
Valley" is the object of comparison. The description of the
settlement connotes the commonplace, enriching the thought by
re-creating the grayer side of early New England.
The texture of the diction is again another matter.
Compression is not outstanding, but the devices of compression
are not wholly unknown to the author. For instance, the
figures of speech are what Genung calls shorthand; one example,
at least, appears where abstract nouns sum up phrases which
could of necessity be much longer, "---the difficulties of the
soil will long avert the evils of a too dense population." The
adjectives do not suggest action, but they are picturesque and
connotative. The list includes secluded , narr ovj" , long , short ,
•wood-fringed
,
shady
, little , rough , hardy . One pai" t ic ipial
phrase avoids longer circumlocution in the description of the
"narrow vale -winding through a long extent of hill country."
Certainly, we detect redundancy throughout, but it is the
4
redundancy that detains the mind on a point which the writer
wishes to emphasize. In the present case the point is the
environment of Harley College.
Further examination of the pattern of words in the quoted
paragraph discloses a happy alternation of idea and connective
words, resulting in a compact and graceful progress of thought.
The number of specific words is slightly greater than that of
j
general words, so that the outline of the concept is sharper.
Nearly as many abstract as concrete words appear; the texture
is, therefore, both emphatic and precise.
The ripened author usually secures for his pattern an
emphatic tone of sensation, Hawthorne creates slight excite-
ment towards the end of the paragraph, but the tone of sensa-
tion is close to uniform. Here mistakes in arrangement are
evident. First the climax, discussed earlier, is one in name
only. For of what real significance is the inferior refinement
of the inhabitants of the village? The sequence of sentences
is unskilfully handled. None of the prerequisites of variety
is present. There is no inversion, no periodic sentence; one
sentence somewhat shorter than the other appears, but it is not
sufficiently short to disturb the uniform tone of sensation.
Within the sentences the situation is rather better: we find
modifying phrases between related elements, pauses after
phrases, and antitheses--all possible of interruptive emphasis.
The style of the quotation is a bit too bookish and not
I too well adapted to the olainness of the subject; but in spite
of this vagary the author's attitude is impersonal, informal,
i
at the same time outspoken. Nor have we any reason to suppose
QI
that the material was really uncongenial to him.
Certain mannerisms are obvious--mannerisms which cling
more or less to the earlier period of Hawthorne*s writing;
mannerisms which appear with a greater degree of frequency as
this present work continues. "We notice the almost incessant
appearance of the noun with a modifying adjective; alliteration
so marked as to be poetic; and repetition of the article the .
Possibly the might be omitted before inconveniences , few
hab itations , c orresponding eases ; in other phrases simple
revision v/ould strike out the offending article.
Finally, in our analysis of the paragraph we consider its
tenor as this tenor expresses the writer «.nd impresses the
reader. Insofar as Hawthorne, the writer, is concerned we
find an orderly mind bent on making and succeeding in making
a single effect; we discover regulation beneath a careful
casualness; we discover reflexion, not spontaneity,
Havrthorne's acute power of observation is everywhere evident.
So, too, is his mood fairly obvious--a mood, at this moment,
matter-of-fact and tinged, barely tinged, with cynicism al-
though we may be reading between the lines too assiduously
when we find cynicism in the last two sentences. Evidence of
the writer's sincerity is her©; there is no suggestion of
chicanery or lack of integrity in assuming the responsibilities
imposed by his subject. The average reader v/ill be impressed
by the clearness and luck of obscurity in the passage. He will
not feel that the style possesses any great degree of esteem;
he will agree that its interest is its value in giving a
certain type of information and that its appeal is its
- [
pioturesqueness.
When we read Fanshawe from beginning to end, we are
impressed by two serious blemishes. First, adjectives and
nouns occur and re-occur in pairs; often the second member of
the pair is utterly useless. Second, Hawthorne over-uses the
compound sentence, leaning always towards the subject first and
away from inversion. Of the second difficulty we shall Say
more when considering his later works; but Hawthorne*s early
affection for pairing is more adequately illustrated in Fanshawe
than in any one of his writings.
The second member of the pairs quoted below adds nothing of
real significance to the first member, Hawthorne might have
used Sha-ke speare for his teacher and model here, but probably
Fanshawe was the result of an urge to write, to allow many
words to run riot over the page. For we find that Ellen
t
I
i
Langton, the heroine, had "pure and pleasant thoughts"; that
I
Ellen and Edward rode "over naked and desolate hills"; that
Ellen*s countenance is "young and lovely"; that one of two
lonely women has features that are "pinched and spare"; that
the angler has tried "every pool and ripple"; that there is a
"mysterious and unearthly power in Fanshawe s voice"; that
Hugh Crombie partook of liquor "with a wise and cautious
moderation". These are but a few of many occurrences of this
type of mannerism in the first eighty or ninety pages of
Fanshawe « Lol we read ten pages and find not any, but as soon
as Hawthorne grows interested in his description of Ellen's
elopement, the examples of bcidly paired epithets appear again,
Ellen's '^sense of her pure and innocent intentions gave her
I
1
strength and oouragej and her attitude and looks had now some-
thing of pride and dignity." Again Ed-ward*s Ellen becomes
"pure and lovely", and his disposition becomes "sorrowful and
repining". He retires from the "throng and bustle of the
village". Hawthorne refers to Ellen's hitherto "calm and
peaceful mind". He allows the reader to wonder whether Fanshawe
is "influenced and animated by the same passion which Ellen
ha.s inspired in Edward". Again several pages are refreshingly
clear of these pairs joined together in "wedded discord". We
feel that perhaps Hawthorne has outgrown the mannerism; but noi
We quote from the concluding paragraph: "His (Fanshawe 's) face
was as seldom seen among the young and the gay; the pure breeze
and blessed sunshine as seldom refreshed his pale and weary
brow." Fanshawe is still "the thoughtful and earnest student",
and "a summer breeze of sud and gentle thoughts would sometime
isit him". When Ellen and Edward finally married, her in-
fluence kept him from "the passions and pursuits" inimical to
domestic happiness, and finally the book concludes: "Theirs was
a life of calm and quiet bliss."
It must not be supposed that words should never be used in
pairs. Such usage often brings about a desira.ble rhythmic
effect, and when the second word adds a shade of meaning which
is scarcely suggested in the first, Vire find the device a real
advantage. But in Hawthorne's case the use of pairs is an
offending mannerism and at this stage of his development as a
writer must be considered no less. Moreover, v/e find in these
pages unnecessary hyperbole and preciosity when, for instance,
a chapel bell sends its "tinkling murmur down the valley" and
1i
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annoying bombast when Edward refers to the fishing rod as "my
piscatorial instrument of death" and in the same scene Ellen
remarks, "How many pleasant oaves and recesses there must be
under these banks
But all this is on one side of the ledger and we must not
suppose that the other side is bare. In these same pages how
delightful it is to meet such apt use of simile and pairing as
in the following j "The flight of time was here as swift as the
wind and as noiseless as the snowflake; -"j of the joining of
personification and pairing in the description of the Butler
cottage; "Time and neglect seemed to have conspired for its
ruinj And how impressive do we find in the midst of all
this over-luxuriant verbiage the passage quoted below:
He called up in review the years, that, even at his early
age, he had spent in solitary study, in conversation with the
dead, while he had scorned to mingle with the living v/orld,
or to be actuated by any of its motives. He asked himself to
what purpose was all this destructive labor, and where was the
happiness of superior knovv-ledge. He had climbed but a few
steps of a ladder that reached to infinity; he had thrown away
his life in discovering, that, after a thousand such lives, he
should still know comparatively nothing. He even looked forward
with dread--though once the thought had been dear to him--to
the eternity of improvement that lay before him. It seemed now
a wecxry way, without a resting-place and without a termination;
and at that moment he would have preferred the dreamless sleep
of the brutes that perish to man's proudest att ribute ,--of
immortality, 1
Hawthorne is presenting Fanshawe in an introspective mood.
He describes a solitary mind, a mind tortured by the idea of
the futility of things; every detail contributes to the idea--
the periods of solitary study, inability to mingle with the
living world, the questioning of the wor thwhilenes s of toil and
ambition, the realization of the appalling extent of knowledge.
1 Hawthorne, Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 93.

the possibility of dreamless sleep or immortality at the end of
life* Here is a perfect depiction of a withdrawn introspective
mind which is really Fanshawe, The characterization is the
most subtle of all types - -inte raction • Fanshawe's character is
the result of the pressure of circumstances upon the develop-
ment of his mind. Unity in the depiction is achieved definite-
ly by subtle use of associated echoes; coherence by personal
pronouns and repetition; emphasis by strong and convincing
parallel structures leading to climax.
The diction of the paragraph is extremely accurate.
Abstract ideas are forceful in figures of such concreteness as
"He had climbed but a few steps of a ladder that reached to
infinity," Uo question can arise about the precise, intended
meaning of any word. Each one gains its effect by specific
I
application; for example, destructive 1 ab or , s uper ior knowle dge ,
i
solitary study , the living world . Novelty of application
!
appears here: reading into the wisdom of the ancients is called
"conversation with the dead", Hawthorne reveals real genius
in the manner in which he associates words. Who will say that
infinity
,
eternity, immortality
,
dread
,
study, knowledge , do
not work well together? The connotation is deeply aesthetic
and can be ascribed to subtle use of antithesis, such as
s olitary study , set off against conver s ation with the dead and
living world ; or destructive lab or leading to the happines s of
super ior knowledge ; or dreamles s sleep of brutes that perish
contrasted with man* s pr oude st attribute
,
(the dreamless sleep)
of immo rtal ity , The use of metaphor contributes significantly
here. In metaphor the object of comparison is fairly identified
c
with the object compared and the resulting condensation pro-
jects a forcible and vivid expression* The more forcible meta-
phors are suggested in the phrases conversation with the dead,
destruot ive 1 ab o
r
,
the ladder that reache d to infinity
,
the
eternity of improvement and give impassioned fervor to the
diction. And this diction is appropriate to the chartxcter of
Fanshawe, spiritual, yearning, unsatisfied.
The texture of this passage is concise by all approved
tests. The metaphors heretofore noted are short cuts. The
abstract phrase "eternity of improvement" sums up briefly an
intricate conception. The few adjectives used, such as
solitary
,
living , de struct ive , dreamles
s
,
pr oude s
t
,
are
suggestive. Redundancy is present only insofar as it causes
the reader to reflect upon Fanshawe*s lack of adaptation. The
alternation of idea and connective words is somewhat regular;
the style is consequently clear, compact, and flexible. Only
two general words, years and brutes
,
occur, and the justifica-*
tion for their usage is sufficient. Most of the nouns and
verbs are specific and consequently present Fanshawe's state
i
of mind in definite outline. Many of these specific words are
j
also abstract; accordingly the texture is precise and weighted
with s ignif ica.nce ,
The sentences are assembled emphatically. The last
sentence is a tremendous climax. All the sentences are com-
plex; none is overlong or inorganic. There are no short sen-
tences, but monotony is avoided by the use of the colon and
semicolon. The paragraph reads as though it were a discreet
mixture of style periodique and style coup/. The arrangement
rrrrj
is rich in implied suspense. The reader asks again and again:
"YiThat is to become of this misfit?"
Emotional intensification is created by restatement,
rhetorical question, and by the author's answering of anticipat-
ed questions; by concretenes s , pointed out and explained earlierj
by trenchant metaphors; by hyperbole, "--after a thousand such
! lives he should still know comparatively nothing" and the
I
I "eternity of improvement". The style is indeed figurative and
highly polished, and the attitude of the author deeply sympa-
thetic •
Hawthorne forgets all mannerisms here. The epithet does
appear with the accompanying noun, but often the noun appears
unmodified. Instead of pairing, we have closely knit parallel
structure--parallel structure the final element of v/hich narrows
down a complicated idea to focal point. Also the ubiquitous
definite article ha.s vanished.
Improprieties do not occur. The matter is philosophic and
conveys penetrating truth and, therefore, admits of some orna-
mentation. The words are pre gnant , --that is, we can give no
valid reason for their potency except that they are used in
exactly the right place and, to recall Genung, the limpid
phraseology does seem to give new eloquence and beauty to the
thought. The rhythm of the sequence of balanced structure helps
j
to gain this significant effect; yet with what startling
;
perfection is the rhythm variedl
1
; Eow in this passage is the style the man? Certainly it
I expresses the writer^ The single effect brilliantly achieved
i
indicates purpos ivenes s and reflection; the method of
1-»
Q
presentation suggests deep contemplation; the mood is grave,
cynical, entirely congenial; insofar as literary morals are
involved, the author expresses sincerity, idettlity, austerity,
and integrity. He impresses the reader intellectually by the
clearness of diction, structure, and flexibility of texture;
he Captures the reader's interest by the note of mystery and
personal concern; he gains the reader's admiration by the
elevation of tone; and makes his best appeal by the pathos
underlying the assembled words.
Now we have seen Hawthorne stylistically in his earliest
I work. Assuredly we have discovered faults: lack of variety in
sentence structure, painful mannerisms in diction, awkward use
of figurative language, leaning towards a latinized idiom, but
always clearness, always richness of vocabulary, always
evidences of reflection and for eplanning
,
always deeply moving
aesthetic connotation. The final paragraph quoted above is
worthy of the later Hawthorne, the Hawthorne of The Scarlet
Letter. In this early day were many latent gifts, many excesses!
the former needed to be energized, the latter restrained. In
the words of Joubert, Hawthorne needs to cultivate the confidence
of his public by using "the language of common life"; he needs
to plan his sentence structure as in the isolated passage in
Fanshawe , the oasis in, after all, a not too arid desertj he
needs to make his emotional persuasion doubly sure by artistic
restr aint--in short, he needs to be the author of the passage
describing Fanshawe's introspection. Is not all of Hawthorne's
inner spirit in that paragraph, "a volume of sense in a volume
1 ~m
1
i
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of sound"? Perhaps, Hawthorne's oneness with Fanshawe at this
moment is the reason for the perfection of eloquence.
Hawthorne*s next literary enterprises in his earliest
period, 1828-1830, are included in several collections, not
arranged in chronological order, I have attempted to present
them chronologically here; consequently all of the tales in-
cluded in one volume will not follow all of the tales included
in another since tales in each volume may have been written in
the same year.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
At an indeterminate date in the period, 1830-1842,
Hawthorne evinced his first interest in biography, introducing
the B iographical Ske tches^ Perhaps a writer may in biography
give better evidence of tenor, -that is, his ability to express
himoelf intellectually, emotionally, and morally as well as
to impress the reader, than in any other literary form. I have
selected two passages from "Mrs, Hutchinson", in which this
quality of Hawthorne^s writing may bs examined,
"In the midst, and in the centre of all eyes, we see the
woman. She stands loftily before her judges with a determined
brow; and, unknown to herself, there is a flash of carnal pride
half hidden in her eye, as she surveys the many learned and
famous men whom her doctrines have put in fear. They question
her; and her answers are ready and acutei she reasons with them
shrewdly, and brings Scripture in support of every argument.
The deepest controversialists of that scholastic day find here
a woman, whom all their trained and sharpened intellects are
inadequate to foil. But, by the excitement of the contest, her
heart is made to rise and swell within her, and she bursts forth
into eloquence. She tella them of the long unquietness v/hich
she had endured in England, perceiving the corruption of the
Church, and yearning for a purer and more perfect light, and
how, in a day of solitary prayer, that light was given. She
claims for herself the peculiar power of distinguishing between
:l.t
3-'-- I
.
,
c
•bhe chosen of man and the sealed of Heaven, and affirms that her
gifted eye can see the glory round the foreheads of saints,
sojourning in their mortal state. She declares herself commis-
sioned to separate the true shepherds from the false, and
denounces present and future judgments on the land, if she be
disturbed in her celestial errand. Thus the accusations are
I
proved from her ovm mouth. Her judges hesitate, and some
speu.k faintly in her defence; but, with a few dissenting voices,
sentence is pronounced, bidding her go out from among them, and
trouble the land no more*" 1
Hawthorne's purpose is obvious: he is bent upon building
up a convincing picture of Mrs, Hutchinson by placing her in a
vivid and appropriate background; by emphasizing the keenness
of her mind and the sincerity of her belief, bordering, as it
does, closely upon fanaticism; by describing the nature of the
opposition; by explaining the utter futility of her position.
This is no haphazard order; nor are the ramifications of
thought superficial. For earlier in the same sketch, he gives
us to know that Mrs, Hutchinson is a name for the developing
articulatenes s of the American woman. Has he not seen the
results in his own day? And is he too confident of the outcome?
He points out that Mrs, Hutchinson was the apostle of prin-
ciples, which in spite of their soundness, were inconsistent
with public safety.
The passage follows:
"As yet, the great body of American women are a domestic
race; but when a continuance of ill-judged incitements shall
have turned their hearts away from the fireside, there are
obvious circumstances which will render female pens more
numerous and more prolific than those of men, though but
equally encouraged; and (limited, of course, by the scanty
support of the public, but increasing indefinitely within those
limits) the ink-stained Amazons will expel their rivals by
actual pressure, and petticoats wave triumphantly over all the
field. But, allowing that such forebodings are slightly exag-
gerated, is it good for woman's self that the path of feverish
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 224
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hope, of tremulous success, of bitter and ignominious disap-
pointment, should be left wide open to her? Is the prize worth
her having if she win it? Fame does not increase the peculiar
respect which men pay to female excellence, and there is a
delicacy (even in rude bosoms, where few would think to find it)
that perceives, or fancies, a sort of impropriety in the dis-
play of woman's natal mind to the gaze of the world, with
indications by which its inmost secrets may be searched out." 1
"In fine, criticism should examine with a stricter, instead
of a more indulgent eye, the merits of females at its bar,
! because they are to justify themselves for an irregularity which
men do not commit in appearing there; and woman, when she feels
the impulse of geniuo like a command of Heaven within her,
should be aware that she is relinquishing a part of the loveli-
ness of her sex, and obey the inward voice with sorrowing reluc-
tance, like the Arabian maid who bevmiled the gift of prophecy.
Hinting thus imperfectly at sentiments which may be developed on
a future occasion, we proceed to consider the celebrated sunject
of this sketch," 2
Later in the same sketch, he suggests that he knows with
great accuracy the available history of the times. The inciden-
tal portraits of Winthrop, Endicott, Hugh Peters, and Cotton
Mather are startling clear. Indeed, the entire selection seems
to be the work of a reflective author with a deeply penetrating
mind.
On the side of temperament, in all the passages quoted,
Hawthorne is undoubtedly enthusiastic although the effect of
ch^leur is rather deliberately and perhaps a bit heavily brought
about. But this deliberate zeal is congenial to the gravity of
the mood, and he is sufficiently grave* Besides he is entirely
confident and assured in his treatment of Anne Hutchinson, The
fact lies beyond question that she waS a woman of remarkable
I
brilliancy, whose views were inappropriate to her times,
I
I.
When we consider how a writer expresses himself morally,
we are not on too firm ground. Nevertheless, Hawthorne
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 218.
2 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p. 218,
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frequently tells us that he has no other motive in his writing
except to express himself on the subject exactly in accordance
with his own conclusions at the time# Obviously the note here
is one of sincerity - even when he adopts the attitude of
laissez-faire: as much as he disapproves, the opportunities in
the world must be opened to women; nevertheless they must be
aware of the handicaps.
Hawthorne's ability to impress the reader, whether
consciously or no, is easily discernible in the second of these
early biographical sketches, "Sir William Phips", The reader
cannot misunderstand his author's purpose, Hawthorne writes,
"a license must be assumed in brightening the materials which
time has rusted, -," It is, of course, barely possible that
Hawthorne is attempting an apology for presenting Sir William
as the profane, unlettered, unprincipled, hypocritical first
governor of New England under the second charter. It is far
more likely that Hawthorne was preparing his reader for what
the reader actually received, a piece of richly detailed
characterization,
"It is the forenoon of a day in summer, shortly after the
governor's arrival; and he stands upon his doorsteps, preparatory
to a walk through the metropolis. Sir William is a stout man,
an inch or two below the middle size, and rather beyond the
middle point of life. His dress is of velvet, --a dark purple,
broadly embroidered; and his sword-hilt and the lion's head of
his cane display specimens of the gold from the Spanish wreck.
On his head, in the fashion of the court of Louis XIV, is a
superb, full-bottomed periwig, amid whose heap of ringlets his
face shows like a rough pebble in the setting that befits a
diamond. Just emerging from the door are two footmen , --one an
African slave of shining ebony, the other an English bond-
servant, the property of the governor for a term of years. As
Sir William comes down the steps, he is met by three elderly
gentlemen in black, grave and solemn as three tombstones on a
ramble from the burying-gr oun d. These are ministers of the town.

among xvhom we recognize Dr. Increase Mather, the late provincial
agent at the English court, the author of the present governor's
appointment, and the right arm of his administration. Here
follow many bows and a deal of angular politeness on both sides.
Sir William professes his anxiety to reenter the house, and give
audience to the reverend gentlemen: they, on the other hand,
cannot think of interrupting his walk; and the courteous dispute
is concluded by a junction of the parties; Sir William and
Dr» Mather setting forth side by side, the two other clergymen
forming the center of the column, and the black and white foot-
men bringing up the rear. The business in hand relates to the
dealings of Satan in the toT.vn of Salem, Upon this subject the
principal ministers of the province have been consulted; and
these three eminent persons are their deputies, commissioned to
express a doubtful opinion, implying, upon the whole, an exhor-
tation to speedy and vigorous measures against the accused.
To such counsels Sir William, bred in the forest and on the
ocean, and tinctured with the supe rstitution of both, is well
inclined to listen.
"As the dignitaries of Church
beneath the overhanging
and you may discern, just in
the prin faces of the little
and State make their way
houses, the lattices are thrust ajar,
the boundaries of light and shade,
Puritan damsels, eyeing the magni-
ficent governor, and envious of the bolder curiosity of the men.
Another object of almost equal interest novr appears in the
middle of the way. It is a man clad in a hunting-shirt and
Indian stockings, and armed with a long gun. His foet have been
wet with the waters of many an inland lake and stream; and the
leaves and twigs of the tangled wilderness are intertwined with
his garments; on his head he wears a trophy which we would not
venture to record without good evidence of the fact,-- a wig
made of the long and straight black hair of his slain savage
enemies. This grim old heathen stands bewildered in the midst
of King Street, The governor regards him attentively, and
recognizing a playmate of his youth, accosts him with a gracious
smile, inquires as to the prosperity of their b irthplatoe , and
the life or death of their ancient neighbors, and makes appro-
priate remarks on the different stations allotted by fortune to
two individuals born and bred beside the same wild river,
finally he puts into his hand, at parting, a shilling of the
Massachusetts coinage, stamped v^ith the figure of a stubbed
pine-tree, mistaken by King Charles for the oak, which saved
his royal life. Then all the people praise the humility and
bountifulnes s of the good governor, who struts onward flourishing
his gold-headed cane; while the gentleman in the straight black
wig is left with a pretty accurate idea of the distance between
himself and his old companion," 1
On the side of intelligibility, the reader cannot fail
being impressed by the particularly explicit diction. Note,
55
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among other instances, the portion of the description which
reads, "On his head, in the fashion of the court of Louis XIV,
is a superb, full-bottomed periwig, amid v^hose heap of ringlets
his face shows like a rough pebble in a setting that befits a
diamond." However, this is not alone a matter of concrete
I
intelligibility here, for the implication in the passage is
i
I
highly satisfactory. The relationship between Sir William and
!
the Puritan divines is preaented by way of subtle suggestion
j
rather than obvious pronouncement. The same might be said of
j
the undercurrent of hypocrisy evident in the description of
Sir William's meeting with his boyhood friend had Hawthorne
omitted the after-thought of the last sentence of the second
paragraph.
The reader will not be confused here by an over-abundunce
of material. Viewing the sketch as a whole, he discovers
immediately that the topics are few, and amply developed. The
narrative runs briskly, but with no sacrifice of intelligibility,
from the encounter with Captain Short and the dinner party to
the review of the trainbands on the Common, during which
Sir William corrects tactical errors by flourishing his sv.^ord
before the assembled soldiers^
No abatement of interest occurs throughout the entire
j
selection. The subject matter is distinctly novelj Sir
' William is not a Puritan in the popular sense. Moreover,
I
excellent vfit is unmistakably present here; the reader is
! assuredly not unmindful of its appeal. Hawthorne's tongue is
definitely in his cheek when he writes of Sir William's
baptism in the Established Church, the rite, prefaced, of
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course, by much repentance; of the governor's rich and costly
arrayj of the implied strained relations between the governor
and the ministers of the town; of the contrast between the
pomposity of Sir William and the "grim old heathen" his boyhood
friend; of the encounter between Sir William and Captain Short,
of the dinner at which Sir William's whole world was transformed
by the gliding of the "grapejuice warm into the ventricles of
hit) heart" while the governor forgot his importance and told
tales of his humble boyhood and his early navigation experiences
in the forecastle until "the rude man of the sea and wilderness
appears in the very chair v/here the stately governor sat down;"
of the figure of the man, drunk with wine, wildly gesticulating
before the soldiers. Perhaps these instances do not sugf,est
that their author possesses a mellowed, balanced type of humor,
but Meredith admits limited, if not kindly, fun in satire.
Something of this Hawthorne gives us in his superbly cynical
last sentence: "They are drawn into a hollow square, the
officers in the centre: and the governor (for John Dunton's
authority will bear us out in this particular) leans his hands
upon his sword hilt and closes the exercises of the day with a
prayer
The sketch "Sir William Pepperell" discloses a masterly
sense of the mechanics of paragraphing* It has been neceasary
here to include references to the entire selection, all of
which it is obviously impracticable to quote. Hawthorne offers
ti perfectly continuous line of expository narrative after first
thoroughly disengaging his material in the first two sentences
of his opening paragraph: "The mighty man of Kittery hu.s a
7.
double claim to remembrance. He was a famous general, the most
prominent military character in our ante-Revolutionary annals;
and he may be taken as the representative of «. class of warriors
peculiar to their age and c ount ry , -t rue citizen-soldiers, who
diversified a life of commerce or agriculture by the episode of
a city sacked, or a battle won, and, having sta.mped their names
on the page of history, went back to the routine of peaceful
1
occupation.
"
Obviously this paragraph hu.s a double development, the
first part presenting "the mighty man of Kittery" and the second
describing the remote and immediate causes for the expedition
against Louisburg in 1745 a.nd concluding with the announcement
of Sir William Pepperell's share in the undertaking* The
paragraph ends -with a sentence containing squinting reference,
in this case correctly employed, "A part of the peculiarities
of the affair may be grouped in one picture, by selecting the
2
moment of General Pepperell*s embarkation."
As we have been led to expect, the second paragraph
describes the moment of embarkation, including the personnel of
the embarkation, in great detail. The opening sentences, two in
number, set the stage. "It is a bright and breezy day of March;
and about twenty small white clouds are scudding seaward before
the virind, airy forerunners of the fleet of privateers and
transports that spread their sails to the sunshine in the harbor.
The tide is at its height; and the gunwale of a barge alternately
rises above the wharf, and then sinks from view, as it lies
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 235.
2 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 237.
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rooking on the waves in readineas to convey the general and his
1
suite on board the Shirley galley*" The closing sentence
concludes the complete scene with despatch, "But the tide is
now ebbing; and the general makes his adieus to the governor,
and enters the boat: it bounds swiftly over the waves, the holy
banner fluttering in the bows : a huzza from the fleet comes
riotously to the shore; and the people thunder bc^ck their
2
many-voiced reply,"
In the next paragraph the exposition continues. The first
sentence reads. "When the expedition sailed, the projectors
could not reasonably rely on assistance from the mother-country.'
The suggestion, one cannot help noting, is frankly ironical;
for the entire paragraph deals with assistance gained from
Britain and Hawthorne's interpretation of the motives which lay
behind this assistance. The closing sentence is explicit both
in mood and meaning. "But he will not sadden ourselves with
these doleful thoughts when we are to witness the triumphal
4
entry of the victors into the surrendered tovm#"
Again the content of the next paragraph has been
suggested in the concluding sentence of the paragraphing Just
preceding. Again the stage is adequately prepared. "The
thundering of drums, irregularly beaten, grows more and more
distinct, and the shattered strength of the western wall of
Louisburg stretches out before the eye, forty feet in height,
and far overtopped by a rock-built citadel. In yonder breach,
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 242.
2 Ibid, p. ii44,
3 Ibid, p. Jd44.
4 Ibid, p. 245.
i

the broken timber, fractured stones, and crumbling earth. prove
1
the effect of the provincial cannon." The body of this
paragraph is a graphic description of the seizure of Louisburg
by the polyglot provincial army* The close is consistent in mood
and definitive. "Thus they pour along, till the battered town
and the rabble of its conquerors, and the shouts, the drums, the
singing, and the laughter, grow dim, and die away from Fancy*
s
2
eye and ear."
Now we reach the last paragraph in the sketch, which dis-
poses not only of its central figure. Sir William Pepperell,
but also of the other patriots who took part in the expedition.
The opening sentence suggests even a possible benefit derived.
"The arms of Great Britain were not crowned by a more brilliant
achievement during that unprosperous war; and, in adjusting the
terms of a subsequent peace, Louisburg waa an equivalent for
3
many losses nearer home." The final sentences need no comment:
"After the great era of his life. Sir William Pepperell did not
distinguish himself either as a warrior or a statesman. He spent
the remainder of his days in all the pomp of a colonial grandee,
a.nd laid down his aristocratic head among the humbler ashes of
lis fathers, just before the commencement of the earliest
4
troubles between England and America."
Hawthorne secures coherence in his whole not only by
skilful manipulation of sentences betwoen paragraphs, but also
)y his recognition of the value of the synonym in creating an
3oho in each paragraph. In the first paragraph Hawthorne writes
Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 242.
Ibid., p. 244.
Ibid., p. 244
Ibid., p. 245.
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of "the provincial army aga.inst Louisburg", In the description
of the embarkation "the provincial army" becomes "a fleet of
privateers and transports". En route, "the fleet" becomes "the
expedition"; later, on land, "the expedition" becomes "a host".
The fourth paragraph contains the climax of the sketch,
Hawthorne's choice here is indicative of his point of view,
B"ow "the host" is a row of stern, unmitigated fanatics", which
is shortly designated as "a rabble". In the cooler reasonable-
iness of the final paragraph the invading army is described as
: the English naval force and "the husbandmen of New England",
i
j
Brief examination of these paragraphs reveals planned unity«
I
The first paragraph is an example of associative unity - Sir
William Pepperell<s personality and his undertaking of the enter-'
prise. All the issues are summed up in a sentence within the
partigraph, "a desire to prove in the eyes of England the courage
of her provinces* the real necessity for the destruction of this
Dunkirk of America; the hopo of private advantage; a remnant of
the old Puritan detestation of papist idolatry; a strong heredi-
tary hatred of the French, who, for half a hundred years, had
shed the blood of the English settlers in concert with the
savages; the natural proneness of the New-Englanders to engage
in temporary undertakings, even though doubtful and hazardous,
-
such were some of the motives which soon drew together a host,
1
comprehending nearly all the effective force of the country,"
Unity in the second paragraph is perceived through the
itotal effect of the details which present the embarkation scene.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 237
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In the third paragraph the central notion is the lack of dis-
cipline in the expedition and its result on health and morals,
both notion and result suggested in a summarizing sentence in
the middle of the paragraph. "We, however, if v^e consider the
events of after -year s , and confine our view to a period short
of the Revolution, might doubt whether the victory was granted
to our fathers as a blessing or as a judgment."
The fourth paragraph again secures unity through total
effect; the ruined Louisburg appears as well as the besieging
army of fanatics. The purpose of the fifth paragraph is apparen"
at first glance and is cont«.ined in a single pithy statement
within the paragraph itself: "The ostensible leaders did not
fail of reward." Hawthorne realized that the nature of the
discussion would permit him to dispose of the character of
Sir William Pepperell and, consequently, to bring the sketch
to an end.
The devices which produce emphasis or effectiveness in
this sketch are dibce rnib le , but not superficial. That the
point of view is two fold and carefully predetermined is clear,
Hawthorne entertains a tolerant sympathy for Sir William
Pepperell, who, we are led to believe, did as well as he knew
howj but the sketch of Sir William is merely a point of
departure so that the author may voice his complete disapproval
of the Louisburg scheme, of all forms of reasonless war, of all
types of fanatic believers. Mentally, Hawthorne has set for
himself a method by which he may indubitably prove his points:
he moves from facts to conclusions, and his conclusions are
inevitable results virhich one must accept. Such a point of view
1
I
as this, it may be added, offers excellent opportunity for
emotional heightening, always an effective means of producing
force# Unquestionably Hawthorne recognized this in the fourth
paragraph, the climax of the sketch, a graphic portrayal of the
destruction of Louisburg.
Within the paragraphs effectiveness is recognizable. In
the secona paragraph, for instance, the key-note is religious
fanaticism. Hawthorne bui^lds up persistently to his climax,
which he places just before the final sentence: he describes the
greatest fanatic of all, "At his back is slung an axe, wherewitl^
he goes to hew down the carved altars and idolatrous images in
the Popish churches; and over his head he rears a banner, which,
as the wind unfolds it, displays the motto given by Whitef ield,--'
1
Christo Duce,--in letters red as blood."
So, too, in the fourth paragraph, we read a series of
unfortunate results, the most far-reaching placed last - the
childlessness of many women of the generation. Again we see the
steady progress to the climax.
Contrast between types so marked that it verges upon antith-
esis also adds emphasis and effectiveness here. In the second
paragraph we are impressed by "the unruffled deportment of
Pepperell", "the fidgety vehemence of Shirley", "the martial
figure of Vaughan", And again, the pale and emaciated person
who "has come forth with a fancy of his half-maddened brain,
the model of a flying bridge-" set off against him "of the mild
and venerable countenance shaded by locks of a hallowed whiteness
looking like Peace •"
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p. 240,
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In the next biographical sketch in this series, "Thomas
Green Fessenden", certain interesting matters pertaining to
diction present themselves. We choose in the first passage to
be quoted to examine the selection from the point of view of
j
Accuracy, Expressiveness, CoSperation of Words, Connotation,
Appropriateness to the Subject and to the Occasion.
"Everybody who has knovm Mr. Fessenden must have wondered
how the kindest hearted man in all the world could have likev/ise
been the most noted satirist of his day. For ray part, I have
tried in vain to form a conception of my venerable and peaceful
friend as a champion in the stormy strife of party, flinging
mud full in the faces of his foes, and shouting forth the bitter
laughter that rang from border to border of the land; and I can
hardly believe, though well assured of it, that his antagonists
should ever have meditated personal violence against the gentles^;
of human creatures. I am sure, at least, that Nature never
meant him for a satirist. On careful examination of his vforks,
I do not find in any of them the ferocity of the true blood-
hound of literature, --such as Swift, or Churchill, or Gobbett,--
which fastens upon the throat of its victim, and vrould fain
drink his life-blood. In my opinion, Mr. Fessenden never felt
the slightest personal ill-will against the objects of his
satire, except, indeed, they had endeavored to detract from his
literary r eputat ion , - -an offence which he resented v/ith a poet's
sensibility, and seldom failed to punish. With such exceptions,
his v/orks are not properly satirical, but the offspring of a
mind inexhaustibly fertile in ludicrous ideas, which it appended
to any topic in hand. At times, doubtless, the all-pervading
j
frenzy of the times inspired him with a bitterness not his own.
I But, in the least defensible of his writings, he was influenced
by an honest zeal for the public good. There was nothing merce-
nary in his connection with politics. To an antagonist, who
ijhad taunted him with being poor, he calmly replied, that he
;'*need not have been accused of the crime of poverty, could he
have prostituted his principles to party purposes, and become
the hireling assassin of the dominant faction." Nor can there
:'be a dount that the administration would gladly have purchased
the pen of so popular a writer." 1
No word appears here which does not assist in getting the
reader effectively to the point in so far as we consider
Accuracy and Intelligibility. It may be successfully contended
that Hawthorne either intentionally or unintentionally was
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 255.
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writing for the learned group, but more of this when we analyze
the passage for Appropriateness
»
Diction ought to be expressive as well as intelligible.
All diction which is exact is expressive. If the vfords are
used accurately and at the same time are novel in application,
the expressiveness receives new emphasis. Two examples appear
here: the first, a novel application of a violent figure, the
second, an unusual application of reasonably common words.
These examples are " 1 do not find in any of them the feroc-
ity of the true blood-hound of literature," the implication
being that of such quality are the whole tribe of satirists;
and " -a mind inexhaustibly fertile in ludicrous ideas."
Words used skilfully in coBperation will re-inforce primary
intelligibility. Brief examples are phrases taken from the
various descriptions of Mr. Fessenden. "The kindest hearted
man in all the world" is also "my venerable and peaceful friend"
and "the gentlest of human creatures", while as "the most noted
satirist of his day", he is referred to as "champion in the
stormy strife of party". And in the same vein and with the
same reinforcing power, we come upon illustrations of further
suitable terming: "flinging mud full in the faces of his foes",
"bitter laughter", "antagonists", "personal violence", "the
true blood-hound of literature", "the throat of its victim",
"personal ill-will", "literary reputation", "frenzy of the
times", "honest zeal for the public good".
The passage becomes suggestive by means of various devices
of connotation. It is significant here that Hawthorne employs
aesthetic connotation in his lavish use of figures and in his
1•
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brief but telling list of allusions although his phraseology is
not predominantly latinized. For instance, among thirty-six
prominent words, in the passage, nineteen are derived from
Germanic sources, including Old High German, Low German,
Scandinavian, sixteen are derived from Latin* We seem to have
here a connotation with learned emphasis produced by an admixture
of both popular and learned words. At all events, there is no
studied simplicity of phrasing. The emotional connotation of
the passage is self-evident, in its nature less passionate than
the individual figures of speech.
On the side of appropriateness, the diction is harmonious
to the subject and to the occasion. It conforms to the general
tone of enthusiastic defense; no word sounds the note of dis-
cord. Unquestionably, Hawthorne intended the article for an
educated audience; therefore, he includes the reference to
satirists, allusion to the greater satirists, and implication
concerning the relationship between politics and satire. The
prose is impressive through the perhaps ostentatious application
of colors of good and evil, in themselves somewhat hyperbolic
if we consider on the one hand that Mr, Fessenden was "the
kindest hearted man in all the world", "the gentlest of human
creatures", and on the other, "the bitter laughter that rang
from border to border of the land", "the all-pervading frenzy
of the times", to say nothing of the violent figures of speech
noted earlier.
The texture of Hawthorne's diction in this sketch can be
interestingly surveyed in the last paragraph but one. Texture
is the principle of consistence or economy in diction. It
^3 •
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;5hould at no time be supposed that the term "economy in diction"
Qven so much as hints at the so-called telegraphic style.
A.ctually, we should like to be able to prove that the best prose
of any writer is that which in its rate most nearly approaches
the rapidity of thinking. To the moment, no test for measuring
bhe differentiation between what a man writes and the form of the
thought which directed the writing has been evolved in any of the
Graduate Schools of Education. Obviously it is possible to
9xamine nothing but what we believe to be evidences that a
sertain piece of prose is or is not being expressed in a pattern,
approximately intuitive.
"I saw him but once more alive. On the thirteenth day of
[November last, vrhile on my way to Boston, expecting shortly to
take him by the hand, a letter met me with an invitation to his
funeral. He had been struck with apoplexy on Friday evening,
three days before, and had lain insensible till Saturday night,
when he expired. The burial took place at Mount Auburn on the
ensuing Tuesday. It was a gloomy day; for the first snow-storm
of the season had been drifting through the air since morningj
and the "Garden of Graves" looked the dreariest spot on ear th.
The snov^r came down so fast, that it covered the coffin in its
passage from the hearse to the sepulchre. The few male friends
iwho had followed to the cemetery descended into the tombj and it
Iwas there that I took my last glance at the features of a man
Who will hold a place in my remembrance apart from other men.
[He was like no other. In his long pathway through life, from
jhis cradle to the place where we had now laid him, he had come,
,a man indeed in intellect and achievement, but, in guileless
simplicity, a child. Dark would have been the hour, if, when
we closedthe door of the tomb upon his perishing mortality, we
had believed that our friend was there. 1
This passage contains approximately one hundred and nineteen
idea words, --that is, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and
approximately one hundred and nine connective words, --that is,
prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries, pronouns, and articles.
Phe balance in numbers is not only sufficiently accurate, but
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 262.
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the alternation between the two is also sufficiently regular to
secure a clear and graceful style# The slight preponderance of
idea words suggests writing not too ramote from intuitive
thinking.
Of all the discoveries concerning Hawthorne*s use of
diction that we present here, perhaps the significance of his
employment of almost wholly specific v/ords merits the deepest
consideration. No general words appear in the paragraph:
whether we examine nouns, adjectives, or verbs, we are impressed
with the clean-cut definiteness of each word used. For example,
we read "November", "Boston", "hand", "letter", "funeral",
"apoplexy", "Friday evening", "Saturday night", "Mount Auburn";
or "thirteenth", "three", "insensible", "ensuing", "gloomy",
"first", "deceased"! or "saw", "take", "met" - unmistakable
trope, "struck", "lain", "expired", "took place", "came down",
"covered", 'Ifollowed", The total effect is one of sharply
defined picturesqueness , rich in aesthetic cbnnotation--here
,
the emotions are grief and loneliness and the aspiration of
hope* The principle of economy without niggardliness is nicely
illustrated, for the words themselves produce a graphic scene
while the thought, far reaching and momentous, is encompassed
in little. Note, for example, the startling specificness of
"his perishing mortality".
Here, too, there is a slight preponderance of abstract
words. The result is precision because abstract words are much
more inclusive in meaning than are concrete words. Precision,
in prose, if recognizable, is fairly clear evidence that the
writer deviates in a lesser degree from the impression of his

own intuition than does his colleague who indulges in expansive
and eloquent concreteness , even though eloquent concreteness
possesses greater suggestive power.
Certain combinations of v/ords are unmistakable sources of
force in diction, and these combinations produce their effects
in various ways. Figurative language nearly always makes for
j
clearness and condensed energy. Here we have two inconspicuous
!
metaphors, "He had been struck with apoplexy" and "his long
pathway through life", and the inconspicuous metaphor reduced
i
to trope in "a letter met me". Blessed be the moment when
Hawthorne decided to quote the euphemism for cemetery; else
he would have been caught red-handed in an appalling literary
s in •
No pairing of adjectives appears here, but the single
epithets deserve examination. They are highly descriptive and
widely connotative. It was a "gloomy day" and the "dreariest
spot"; "Dark would have been the hour". We have of course, the
1
really beautiful use of the essential epithet in "perishing
mortality" and another essential epithet, although not as
skilfully employed, in "guileless simplicity".
Two examples of the refinement of an idea by added
descriptive coloring occur. The first is obvious: the gloomy
day comes in for detailed treatment in the second clause of its
own sentence and in the entire subsequent sentence. More
1
artistic is the brief "He was like no other", split into its
1
j
1 An essential epithet suggests an express quality involved in
the noun and gathers force from its peculiarly accurate
denotation of the quality.
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components by the subtle use of antithesis in the words "a man
indeed in intellect and achievement, but in guileless simplicity,
a child". We ought to notice here, in passing, the suitable
pairing of the nouns, "intellect" and "achievement".
That Biblical phraseology is a source of power here may not
at first be evident, but it does seem to be present and as such
may possibly have significant aesthetic connotation. Echoes of
Hawthorne s reading in the New Testament appear in what other-
wise might be termed deliberate address of phrasing in "The few
male friends -descended into the tomb". In the
preceding sentence, we find the v^rord s epulchr e . Again in the
final sentence "the door of the tomb". All this may be the
merest speculation, but there is no speculation concerning the
sugges tivenes s of the last sentence. Here the detailed
specificness of the paragraph passes over into a profession of
faith.
In the fifth and last biographical sketch, "Jonathan
Cilley", in this early period, we may glance briefly at certain
matters concerning diction and detain ourselves longer over the
examination of sentence structure. The quoted passage is an
excellent example of Hawthorne's \ininspired prose.
"Jonathan Cilley was born at Nottingham, N. H. , on the
2d of July, 1802. His grandfather. Colonel Joseph Cilley,
commanded a New Hampshire regiment during the Revolutionary YiTar,
and established a character for energy and intrepidity, of which
more than one of his descendants have proved themselves the
inheritors. Greenleaf Cilley, son of the preceding, died in
1808, leaving a family of four sons and three daughters. The
aged mother of this family, and the three dau|?,hters, are still
living. Of the sons, the only survivor is Joseph Cilley, who
was an officer in the late war, and served ^rith great distinctioi,
on the Canadian frontier. Jonathan, being desirous of a liberal
education, commenced his studies at Atkinson Academy, at about

the age of seventeen, and became a member of the freshman class
of Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., in 1321, Inheriting but
little property from his father, he adopted the usual expedient
of a young New-Snglander in similar circumstances, and gained
a small income by teaching a country school during the winter
months, both before and after his entrance at college." 1
No short cuts in the way of figures of speech occur here*
The abstract nouns do, however, sum up ideas which ^vould demand
longer phrases. Otherwise, there is no evidence of planned
compactnes s
•
The weave or pattern by v^rhich the words are organized is
fairly plain. There are thirty-nine idea words and sixteen
connective words; the result is one of conciseness, almost so
glaring as to be obscure by superfluous lucidness. Since the
numbers of idea and connective words are off balance, no
regular alternation is possible; consequently the texture is
wooden.
The use of general words is somewhat more lavish than
usual; therefore, the passage lacks color and vitality, at the
same time being well supplied with denotation. Actually, there
is no connotation, aesthetic or otherwise, in this purely factu-
al paragraph. A paragraph of this type when found in Hawthorne
is a conspicuous intrusion.
The concrete words employed outnumber the abstract words--
a suitable arrangement for biographical narrative. The emphasis
secured is unmistakable and impressive, not, of course, in an
emotional sense*
In studying the weave of the structure within the various
sentences of this rather commonplace paragraph, we find the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 264.
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! clause structure to be coBrdinate* The coordinate conjunctions
! betv/een predicates number four; the predicates number thirteen;
the subordinate conjunctions number two. Vfe reach our own
conclusion by applying Sherman's mathematical formula: if the
number of coBrdinate conjunctions is about ons-third of the
total number of predicates and somewhat more than the number
of inferior conjunctions, the clause structure is coBrdinate.
As in diction, the larger principle underlying sentence
structure is economy, within reason. Hawthorne uses no
implication at this point unless we consider the summing up of
longer phrases in abstract nouns as a form of implication. The
treatment here is patently detailed* there is no tendency to-
wards levity, no omission of connectives or symbolics, no
suggestion of causal or other relationship by juxtaposition of
clauses* On the other hand, no verboseness or tautology or
repetition results.
Now we may consider a second paragraph from "Jonathan
j
Gilley"* Cursory reading discloses that here is a different
I
sort of writing.
i
I
"His manners had not a fastidious polish, but were
I
characterized by the simplicity of one who had dwelt remote
i from cities, holding free companionship with the yeomen of the
I
land, I thought him as true a representative of the people as
' ever theory could portray* His earlier and later habits of life,
!
his feelings, partialities, and prejudices, were those of the
i people: the strong and shrewd sense v/hich constituted so marked
a feature of his mind was but a higher degree of the popular
intellect* He loved the people and respected them, and was
prouder of nothing than of his brotherhood with those who had
intrusted their public interests to his care* His continual
struggles in the political arena had strengthened his bones and
sinews: opposition had kept him ardent* v^hile success had
cherished the generous warmth of his nature, and assisted the
growth both of his powers and sympathies* Disappointment might
have soured and contracted him; but it appeared to me that his
1 i •. \f
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triumphant warfare had been no less beneficial to his heart than
to his mind, I was aware, indeed, that his harsher traits had
grown apace with his milder ones; that he possessed iron resolu-
tion, indomitable perseverance, and an almost terrible energy;
but these features had imparted no hardness to his character in
private inte rcoiarse • In the hour of public need, these strong
qualities would have shoivn themselves the most prominent ones,
and would have encouraged his countrymen to rally round him as
one of their natural leaders." 1
That the diction tends tov/ards compactness is easily seen.
The figures of speech are numerous, if not novel, --for example,
"His manners had not a fastidious polish", "the political
arena", "triumphant warfare", "iron resolution"; abstract nouns
contain much more than appears superficially.
The connective words number less than half of the idea
words; yet the alternation between the two is fairly regular,
so that the texture is smooth and graceful, Hawthorne strikes
a happy balance here between general and specific words: they
are about equal in number; consequently, the passage is deno-
tative, at the same time colorful, vital, and richly connotat ive<.
Abstract words far outnumber concrete words; the ideas
expressed, therefore are inclusive and concise. Such a style
as this is suitable to the philosophical exposition of character^
and it is just this type of exposition which we have here.
In this early period, 1831 to be exact, Hawthorne wrote
S^ketches from Memory , the account of a short trip he had taken.
The first sketch, however, resembles an impressionistic idyll
and offers fair opportunity for the study of rhythm and cadence
in prose.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 271.

"There had not been a more delicious afternoon than this
in all the train of Summer, the air being a sunny perfume made
up of balm and warmth and gentle brightness. The oak and walnut
trees over my head retained their deep masses of foliage, and
the grass, though for months the pasturage of stray cattle, had
been revived with the freshness of early June by the autumnal
rains of the preceding week. The garb of Autumn, indeed,
resembles that of Spring, Dandelions and buttercups v/ere
sprinkled along the roadside like drops of brightest gold in
greenest grass, and a star-shaped little flower with a golden
centre. In a rocky spot, and rooted under the stone wall, there
was one wildrose bush bearing three roses, very faintly tinted,
but blessed with a spicy fragrance. The same tokens would have
announced that the year was brightening into the glow of
summer. There were violets, too, though few and pale ones. But
the breath of September was diffused through the mild air
whenever a little breeze shook out the latent coolness," 1
Reading this passage aloud, one is aware of its near
approach to poetry; yet it is not poetry since the phrasal
rhythm does not occur v/ith sufficient regularity. The prevail-
ing measure is iambic with frequently intruding trochees.
There is a tendency to divide the periods three times, -that is,
each contains three prose units of varying length. To be
explicit, the first sentence ends a period v;-ith the first
comma, but this period falls naturally into three parts: "There
had not been a more delicious afternoon", "than this", "in all
the train of Summer", Perhaps rewriting the entire first sen-
tence in vers libre will make my point self evident.
There had not been a more delicious afternoon
Than this
In all the train of Summer,
The air being a sunny perfume
Made up
Of balm and warmth and gentle brightness.
The oak and walnut trees
Over my head
Retained their deep masses of foliage.
Obviously the phrasal units differ in syllabic length*
moreover the distribution of monosyllabic and polysyllabic vfords
is so arranged as to bring about a desirable shift of accent,
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p, 412
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Consequently, the clauses not echoing each other, no sing-song
results
•
Do these sentences slip away into cadenced, graduated
solution? Ruskin was, of course, the master of the cadenced
sentence in prose art. His may be analyzed into three distinct
parts: first, the gradual rise to pause, or culminating point;
second, period of reposeful or level progress; third, the
cadence of graduated solution. 1
Applying this formula to Hawthorne, we are able to graph
the following:
Gradual Rise
There had not
"been a more deli-
cious afternoon
than this
Level Progress
in all the train
of summer
The grass, though
for months the
pasturage of stray) June
cattle, had been
revived
with the fresh-
ness of early
In a rocky spot,
and rooted under
the stone wall,
there was one
wildrose bush*
bearing three
roses, very
faintly tinted
Graduated Solution
the air being, etc.
by the autumnal rains
of the preceding week
but blessed with a
spicy fragrance.
The diagram indicates that the sense, in each case, has
been brought to a gradual fall. Examination of shorter
sentences in the passage reveals no sudden, awkv;^ard, unrhythmic
al halts. Each cadence, m.oreover, is significant in meaning
and justifies the quality of accent and sound. Although we do
not have here a skill equal to Ruskin*s, Hawthorne wields the
cadence with an artistry by no means present in all writers of
1 Brewster suggests this type of analysis.
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prose
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The next selected passage, still early and journalistic,
is an interesting problem in diction#
"The town had sprung up like a mushroom, but no presage of
decay could be drawn from its hasty growth. Its edifices are of
dusky brick, and of stone that will not be grayer in a hundred
years than now; its churches are Gothic; it is impossible to
look at its worn pavements and conceive how lately the forest
leaves have been swept away. The most ancient to-vm in
Massachusetts appears quite like an affair of yesterday, comparec.
with Rochester, Its attributes of youth are the activity and
eager life with v^hich it is redundant. The whole street, side-
walks and centre, was crowded with pedestrians, horsemen, stage-
coaches, gigs, light wagons, and heavy ox-teams, all hurrying,
trotting, rattling, and rumbling, in a throng that passed con-
tinually, but never passed away. Here, a country wife was se-
lecting a churn from several gaily painted ones on the sunny
sidewalk; there, a farmer was bartering his produce; and, in two
or three places, a crowd of people were showering bids on a
vociferous auctioneer. I saw a great wagon and an ox-chain
knocked off to a very pretty woman. Numerous were the lottery
of fices , --those true temples of Mammon, --wher e red and yellow
bills offered splendid fortunes to the world at large, and
banners of painted cloth gave notice that the "lottery draws
next Wednesday." At the ringing of a bell, judges, jurymen,
lawyers, and clients, elbowed each other to the court-house,
to busy themselves with cases that would doubtless illustrate
the state of society, had I the means of reporting them. The
number of public houses benefited the flow of temporary popula-
tion; some were farmer's taverns , --cheap, homely, and comfort-
;able; others were magnificent hotels, with negro waiters,
;gentlemanly landlords in black broadcloth, and foppish barkeepers
'in Broadway coats, with chased gold vxatches in their waistcoat-
pockets. I caught one of these fellows quizzing me through an
'eye-glass. The porters were lumbering up the steps vj-ith baggage
from the packet boats, \Thile waiters plied the brush on dusty
travellers, who, meanv/hile, glanced over the innumerable adver-
tisements in the daily papers." 1
Here is a curious mixture of aesthetic and commonplace
connotation. On the aesthetic side, we have two instances of
allusion, suggested comparison between the town and the spot
in the wilderness which it has formerly been; but the diction
very largely denotes the vigor and plain simplicity of homely
thought. The verb knocked off^ is idiomatic in its use while
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 18.
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_guizzing is colloquial in the sens© in whioh Hawthorne uses it
in the last sentence but one • Of the nouns, adjectives, verbs,
and adverbs, the pivotal words in the passage, we have fifty-
three from Latin, fifty-eight from Germanic, seven from Old
French, eight from Scandinavian, Icelandic, Greek, and French
sources, and two probably imitative. Yet, in spite of the
number of words of Latin derivation, the emphasis of the conno-
tation is not markedly aesthetic; as a matter of fact, if we
overlook the presence of redundant, the passage becomes a series
of accurate observations of a man v/ho uses an ordinary vocabu-
lary v/ith extraordinary pictorial force. Even the allusions
are nor far-fetched. In this passage too, occur both edifices
and ancient, vj-ords which Hawthorne almost invariably uses for
buildings and old. Their occurrence in his writing are
sufficiently frequent to be designated a mannerism.
Hawthorne, in his account of a night's ride on a canal
boat, also contained in this same series of early sketches,
displays an attitude hitherto unrevealed. Here he is dis-
tinctly personal, vivacious, for him, and actually outspoken.
Indeed, we may well wonder how several of the details escaped
the virtuous revision of Mrs. .Hawthorne as described by
Mr. Randall Stewart in the introduction to the American Notebook,
The passage follows:
"The crimson curtain being let down betvj-een the ladies
and gentlemen, the cabin became a bed-chamber for twenty personSj
who were laid on shelves one above another. For a long time
our various inc ommoditie s kept us all awake, except five or six,
who were accustomed to sleep nightly amid the uproar of their
own snoring and had little to dread from any other species of
disturbance. It is a curious fact that these snorers had been
the most quiet people in the boat while awake and became

[leace-breakers only when others ceased to be so, breathing tumult
out of their repose. Would it were possible to affix a v;-ind-
instrument to the nose, and thus make melody of a snore, so that
a sleeping lover might serenade his mistress or a congregation
snore a psalm-tunel Other though fainter sounds than these
contributed to my restlessness. My head was close to the orimscn
curtain--the sexual division of the boat--behind which I contin-
ually heard whispers and stealthy footsteps, the noise of a
comb laid on the table or a slipper dropped on the floor, the
twang like a broken harp-string, caused by loosening a tight
belt, the rustling of a gov/n in its descent, and the unlacing
of a pair of stays. My ear seemed to have the properties of
an eye J a visible image pestered my fancy in the darkness; the
curtain was withdrawn between me and the Western lady, who yet
disrobed herself without a blush." 1
To Hawthorne this experience was novel and not a little
{amusing. The accompanying paragraphs, not quoted, are evidence
I
of its newness; the passage quoted indicates that it appealed
I
somewhat to the author*s sense of humor. Unquestionably he
felt it to be worth a small amount of entertaining elaboration.
The short narrative The^ Hollow of Three H iJL,l s , now printed
in Twi^^ To Id T_ales, definitely belongs to the year 1830. It
is possible to study any paragraph for evidences of structure.
The one chosen reveals structure indirectly; it does not
develop by means of formal design.
"The golden skirts of day were yet lingering upon the
hills, but deep shades obscured the hollov/ and the pool, as
if sombre night were rising thence to overspread the v;^orld.
Again that evil wom.an began to v/eave her spell. Long did it
proceed unanswered, till the knolling of a bell stole in among
the intervals of her words, like a clang that had travelled
far over valley and rising ground, and was just ready to die
in the air. The lady shook upon her companion's knees as she
heard that boding sound. Stronger it grew and sadder, and
deepened into the tone of a death bell, knolling dolefully from
some ivy-mantled tower, and bearing tidings of mortality and
woe to the cottage, to the hall, and to the solitary wayfarer,
that all might weep for the doom appointed in turn to them.
Then came a measured tread, passing slowly, slowly on, as of
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p. 404.
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mourners with a coffin, their garments trailing on the ground,
so that the ear could measure the length of their melancholy
array. Before them went the priest, reading the burial servicej,
while the leaves of his book were rustling in the breeze. And
though no voice but his was heard to speak aloud, still there
were revilings and anathemas, whispered but distinct, from
women and men, breathed against the daughter who had wrung
the aged hearts of her parents , --the wife who had betrayed
the trusting fondness of her husb and, -- the mother who had
sinned against natural affection, and left her child to die.
The sweeping sound of the funeral train faded away like a thin
vapor, and the xvind, that just before had seemed to shake the
coffin pall, moaned sadly round the verge of the Hollov/ between
three Hills. But v/hen the old woman stirred the kneeling lady,
she lifted not her head." 1
In the first place, no topic sentence, which announces
the essential idea to be developed, is to be fovmd. Rather,
the reader gathers and mentally realizes the total e ffeet, and
the total effect here is vastly more important than the pro-
gress of the narrative, which accounts for itself. However,
there is an unmistakable unity of tone - a tone which is weird
and intensely somber, and which is carried through the para-
graph by means of a sequence of associated echoes. The echoes
are implicit in the follovfing phrases: "as if sombre night
were rising thence to overspread the world", "the evil woman
began to weave her spell", "the knolling of a bell
just ready to die on the air", "the tone of a death bell",
"tidings of mortality and woe", "measured tread", "mourners
with a coffin", "melancholy array", "funeral train", "coffin
pall", "the vfind mourned sadly". All these echoes
of morbid woe are carefully marshalled in key sentences which
continually remind the reader of the total effect. The mood
is unrelentingly pursued in the terrible hopelessness of the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, Twice Told Tales, p. 232.
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final epigrammatic sentence, which forms the cadence of the
whole paragraph.
The devices of coherence, which make "the reader aware
of the mutual leanings of thought, are not far to seek. Here
the absolute devices are conjunctions, conjunctive expressions,
pronouns, personal, impersonal and demonstrative; the devices
which make for implied reference are the several instances of
sentence inversion as well as the associated echoes, noted
earlier in connection with the discovery of unity in this
paragraph.
The means by which Hav^thorne secured force here are fairly
conspicuous. There is an abundance, perhaps an over-abundance
of parallel structure,- for instance, the compound predicates,
reasonably numerous, the pairing of substantives, the pairing
of modifiers, and the effect of the implacable insistence upon
sin in the three parallel elements which build up the emotional
climax of the paragraph in the sentence v/hich contains this
climax. The question arises here whether the mood is overdone,
whether the unrelieved emotional intensity defeats itself.
Hawthorne's skill in the choice of vocabulary, particularly
when describing the supernatural, is everywhere demonstrable
in his work. An Old Woman » s Tale, 1830, is an excellent early
example. The reader is given to believe that possibly this is
a dream which is about to be described; consequently the setting
is rich in eeriness.
"Perhaps they fell asleep together, and, united as their
spirits were by close and tender synpathies, the same strange
dream might have wrapped them in its shadowy arms. But they
conceived, at the time, that they still remained wakeful by the
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spring of bubbling water, looking dovrn through the village,
and all along the moon-lighted road, and at the queer old houses,
and at the trees, which thrust their great twisted branches
almost into the windows. There was only a sort of mistiness
over their minds like the smoky aid of an early autumn night.
At length, without any vivid astonishment, they became conscious
that a great many people were either entering the village or
already in the street, but v/hether they c ame from the meeting-
house, or from a little beyond it, or where the devil they came
from, was more than could be determined. Certainly, a crowd of
people seemed to be there, men, women, and children, all of
whom were yawning and rubbing their eyes, stretching their
limbs, and staggering from side to side of the road, as if
but partially awakened from a sound slumber. Sometimes they
stood stock-still, with their hands over their brows to shade
their sight from the moonbeams. As they drew near, most of
their countenances appeare<^ familiar to Esther and David,
possessing the peculiar features of families in the village,
and that general air and aspect by which a person would recog-
nize his own townsmen in the remotest ends of the earth. But
though the whole multitude might have been taken, in the mass,
for neighbors and acquaintances, there was not a single individ-
ual whose exact likeness they had ever before seen. It was a
noticeable circumstance, also, that the newest fashioned garment
on the backs of these people might have been worn by the great-
grandparents of the existing generation. There was one figure
behind all the rest, and not yet near enough to be perfectly
distinguished," 1
We note such suggestive words and phrases as shadowy,
mo on- 1 i ghted road , mi st
i
nes s , moonbeams . We note measured
progress into the action of the dream by means of many non-
specific verbs in the firstpart of the paragraph. In the
middle of the paragraph the verbs become specific, entering
,
o ame
,
yawning
,
rubbing, sjbretch^ing
,
s^tag ger ing
,
awakened, stoo d,
recognize. Now the picture is alive.
The aesthetic connotation here is as transparent as it
is in all passages which seek to reproduce the atmosphere of
the supernatural; yet, there are only two figures of speech,
I
personification in the first sentence and simile in the third.
1- Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 112,
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and the description of the awakening group is effected in words
of great plainness. The colloquialism "where the devil they
oame from" skilfully and unobtrusively suggests the possible
working of black magic.
No repeated pairing of adjectives occurs here although
there is a good dey.l of doubling of similar elements, but it
will be noticed that the doubling can never become monotonous
since the similar elements in the next unit are often surpris-
ingly tripled.
Two interesting manifestations of two quite different
trends of development appear here. First, the vrord sympathies
is perfectly used in the primary meaning, v/ith a corresponding
increase in connotative value. Second, the epithet vivi d in
I
the expression vivid ast onishment seems altogether superfluous.
[it is, perhaps, an instance when the essential epithet is
j
definitely redundant.
An author m&y see to it that his word choice leads to
compactness; if so, he provides consistence in texture - com-
mended within the limits of intelligibility by the ancients.
Many of the devices which s ecure compactness are the stock in
trade of so large a numbe r of reputable writers that we do
ordinarily recognize their important contribution to style.
In the follovfing paragraph quoted from Sights from a
Steeple
,
1831, Hawthorne uses two figures of speech, the simile
in the second sentence and later the personification of death.
King of Terrors.
"In tvTO streets, converging at right angles towards my
watchtower, I distinguish three different processions. One is
r,
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a proud array of voluntary soldiers, in bright uniform, resem-
bling from the height whence I look down, the painted veterans
that garrison the windows of a toyshop. And yet, it stirs my
heart, their regular advance, their nodding plumes, the sun-
flash on their bayonets and musket barrels, the roll of their
drums ascending past me, and the fife ever and anon piercing
thr ough--th9se things have awakened a warlike fire, peaceful
though I be» Close to their rear marches a battalion of
school-boys, ranged in crooked and irregular platoons, shoul-
dering sticks, thumping a harsh and unripe clatter from an
instrument of tin, and ridiculously aping the intricate
manoeuvres of the foremost band. Nevertheless, as slight
differences are scarcely perceptible from a church spire, one
might be tempted to ask, Y/hich are the boys?"--or rather,
"Which the men?" But, leaving these, let us turn to the third
procession, which, though sadder in outward show, may excite
identical reflections in the thoughtful mind. It is a funeral.
A hearse, drawn by a black and bony steed, and covered by a
dusty pallj two or three coaches rumbling over the stones,
their drivers half asleep; a dozen couple of careless mourners
in their every-day attire; such was not the fashion of our
fathers, when they carried a friend to his grave. There is now
no doleful clang of the bell to proclaim sorrow to the town.
Was the King of Terrors more av/ful in those days than in our
own, that wisdom and philosophy havebeen able to produce this
change? Not so. Here is a proof that he retains his proper
majesty. The military men and the military boys are wheeling
round the corner, and meet the funeral full in the face.
Immediately the drum is silent, all but the tap that regulates
each simultaneous footfall. The soldiers yield the path to the
dusty hearse and unpretending train, and the children quit
their ranks, and cluster on the sidewalks, with timorous and
instinctive curiosity. The mourners enter the churchyard at
the base of the steeple, and pause by an open grave among the
burial stones; the lightning glimmers on them as they lower
down the coffin, and the thunder rattles heavily while they
throw the earth upon its lid. Verily, the shower is near, and
I tremble for the young man and the girls, who have now dis-
appeared from the long and shady street." 1
Although the simile seems well cushioned with words, it
is, as a matter of fact, brief if we consider the degree of
implication involved. An instance or two appears in which
absolute nouns sum up longer phrases, unpretending train
,
timorous and ins t in c
t
iye our
i
os ity . In greater number are the
various participles, which, upon analysis, indicate that they
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 223.
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are brief, successful substitution for longer expression* For
example, the turning of the participles in the fourth sentence
into clauses explains the point.
The three ordinary tests of consistence when applied here
reveal interesting facts. The tests are, of course, the
proper alternation of idea and connective words; a majority
of general words if the texture is to be denotative; a
majority of specific words if the texture is to be connotativej
the predominance of concrete diction in descrintion and narra-
tion or the predominance of abstract diction in philosophical
exposition.
What do we find here? The connective words in this passage
are very few; therefore, we have perhaps discovered an overuse
of idea words, the result being obscure conciseness. Actually,
there does seem to be too many objects within vision sharply
outlined. We notice, too, that in the first half of the
paragraph the general words out-number the specific; whereas
the second half contains a larger number of specific words.
The conclusion is that the diction of the first half is
sufficiently denotative while the diction of the latter half
carries with it more suggestive or connotative power. The
concrete words out-number the abstract words throughout the
passage, and supply the concrete diction which is necessary
for emphasis and impress iveness in description and narration.
Turning our attention to an examination of Hawthorne*s
paragraph structure at this time, we find that three paragraphs
selected at random in The Gentle BjOj^, 1832 , reveal structure

in two distinct ways. The story has to do v/ith Quaker perse-
cutions in the Massachusetts Bay Colony*
"An indelible stain of blood is upon the hands of all vrho
consented to this act, but a large share of the awful responsi-
bility must rest upon the person then at the head of the
government. He Twas a man of narrow mind and imperfect education,
and his uncompromising bigotry was made hot and mischievous
by violent and hasty passions* he exerted his influence indec-
orously and in justifiably to compass the death of the enthusi-
asts; and his whole conduct, in respect to them, was marked by
brutal cruelty. The Quakers, whose revengeful feelings vfere
I
not less deep because they were inactive, remembered this man
i and his associates in after times. The historian of the sect
affirms that, by the wrath of Heaven, a blight fell upon the
land in the vicinity of the "bloody tovm" of Boston, so that
no wheat would grow there; and he takeshis stand, as it 7/ere,
among the graves of the ancient persecutors, and triumphantly
recounts the judgments that overtook them, in old age or at the
parting hour. He tells us that they died suddenly and violent-
ly and in madness; but nothing can exceed the bitter mockery
with which he records the loathsome disease, and "des-th by
rottenness," of the fierce and cruel governor," 1
The topic sentence is plainly announcing in nature. Key
phrases and sentences give evidence of unity,- for instance,
"He was a man of narrow mind and imperfect education", "his
uncompromising bigotry", "brutal cruelty", "a blight fell upon
the land". This paragraph belongs to the compound type, ex-
plained in the first section of this paper. The two related
issues are "the indelible stain" of the persecution and the
character of the ill-advised "head of the government"; accord-
ingly, the key phrases will refer to either one or the other.
These key phrases are identical in this case with associated
echoes. Examples of the latter are "graves of the ancient
persecutors", "judgments that overtook them", "they died sudden-
I
j
ly and violently and in madness", "the fierce and cruel gover-
I
nor", "indelible stain", "wrath of Heaven", "blight fell upon
I the land", "bloody tovm".

The associated echoes, just recorded, also provide
coherence, assisted, of course, by the referring pov/er of many
personal pronouns. Here there is much implicit reference
secured between sentences by the force of the thought contained
in each period* consequently conjunctive expressions are not
requisite and are not in evidence here. Their omission is not
felt.
The obvious devices for securing emphasis in the paragraph
|
I
are continuity of the objective point of view; the careful
predetermination of and strict adherence to purpose, the
recounting of the early persecution of the Quakers. The work-
ing out of the idea is unremittingly insisted upon in the
planned parallel construction in the series of compound
sentences
•
Later in this same tale we have the opportunity of
analyzing two paragraphs of Hawthorne devoted to character
study,
"When Pearson and his wife had thus acquired all the
rights over Ilbrahim that could be delegated, their affection
for him became like the memory of their native land, or their
mild sorrow for the dead, a piece of the immovable furniture
of their hearts. The boy, also, after a week or tv/o of mental
disquiet, began to gratify his protectors by many inadvertent
proofs that he considered them as parents, and their house as
home. Before the v^inter snows were melted, the persecuted
infant, the little wanderer from a remote and heathen country,
seemed native in the New England cottage, and inseparable from
the warmth and security of its hearth. Under the influence
of kind treatment, and in the consciousness that he was loved,
Ilbrahim* s demeanor lost a premature manliness, which had
resulted from his earlier situation; he became more childlike,
and his natural character displayed itself with freedom. It
was in many respects a beautiful one, yet the disordered
imaginations of both his father and mother had perhaps propa-
gated a certain unhealthines s in the mind of the boy. In his
general state, Ilbrahim would derive enjo\Tiient from the most
trifling events, and from every object about him; he seemed
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to discover rich treasures of happiness, by a faculty analogous
to that of the witch hazel, which points to hidden gold, where
all is barren to the eye» His airy gayety, coming to him from
a thousand sources, communicated itself to the family, and
Ilbrahim was like a domesticated sunbeam, brightening moody
I
countenances, and chasing away the gloom from the dark corners
I
of the cottage.
"On the other hand, as the susceptibility of pleasure is
also that of pain, the exuberant cheerfulness of the boy*s
prevailing temper sometimes yielded to moments of deep depres-
sion. His sorrows could not always be followed up to their
original source, but most frequently they appeared to flow,
though Ilbrahim was young to be sad for such a cause, from
wounded love. The flightiness of his mirth rendered him often
guilty of offences against the decorum of a Puritan household,
and on these occasions he did not invariably escape rebuke.
But the slightest word of real bitterness, which he was infal-
lible in distinguishing from pretended anger, seemed to sink
into his heart and poison all his enjoyments, till he became
sensible that he was entirely forgiven. Of the malice, v/hich
generally accompanies a superfluity of sensitiveness, Ilbrahim
was altogether destitute: when trodden upon, he would not turn;
vfhen wounded, he could but die. His mind was wanting in the
stamina for self-support; it was a plant that would twine
beautifully around something stronger than itself, but if re-
pulsed, or torn away, it had no choice but to vfither on the
ground, Dorothy's acuteness taught her that severity would
crush the spirit of the child, and she nurtured him with the
gentle care of one who handles a butterfly. Her husband mani-
fested an equal affection although it grew daily less productive
of familiar caresses." 1
The first paragraph centers about Ilbrahim and the develop-
ment of his personality as a result of his position in the home
of the Puritan Tobias Pearson. The essential idea is expressed
I in the body of the paragraph; "he became more childlike, and
i
his character displayed itself virith freedom." What Ilbrahim
has been is expressed in synonyms, "the persecuted infant",
"the little wanderer". Key phrases build up the idea of the
mental unrest which has been his, "mental disquiet", "premature
manliness", "disordered imaginations of both his father and
mother", "a certain unhealthiness in the mind of the boy".
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 107, ff
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as well as those which describe his new attitude: he "would
derive enjoyment from the most trifling events", "he seemed
communicated itself to the family", he "was like a domesticated
sunbeam". With equal persistence the reason for the complete
change is set forth, Ilbrahim comes to consider "his protectors"
as "parents". He came under the influence of "kind treatment"
and to the "consciousness that he was loved". The development
is obviously psychological, and satisfactory.
But the paragraph immediately following is directly
antithetical as the first sentence obviously expresses. Yet
this contrast exists in the dual nature of Ilbrahim, just as it
foreshadows the solution of the story. Again we might follow
through the key phrases and the associated echoes which continue
the psychological analysis of Ilbrahim, but these phrases are
to be found in this para^;raph with very little searching.
Handling of the overlong paragraph is a task successfully
accomplished by few writers. Hawthorne rates with the majority
here. Close reading of the paragraph from Dr. Bullivant, 1831,
reveals a central theme, but this theme is not immediately
apparent. One finally decides that Hawthorne is discussing how
the clergy and elder magistrates in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
contended with the decay of godliness, interpreted from the
early zealous point of view, and their consequent loss of
prestige
•
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"The clergy and the elder magistrates manifested a quick
sensibility to the decline of godliness, their apprehensions
being sharpened in this particular no less by a holy zeal than
because tiieir credit and influence were intimately connected
with the primitive character of the country, A Synod, convened
in the year 1679, gave its opinion that the iniquity of the
times had dravm down judgments from Heaven, and proposed
methods to assuage the Divine wrath by a renewal of former
sanctity. But neither the increased numbers, nor the altered
spirit of the people, nor the just sense of a freedom to do
wrong, within certain limits, v/ould now have permitted the
exercise of that inquisitorial strictness, which had been wont
to penetrate to men's firesides and watch their domestic life,
recognizing no distinction between private ill conduct and
crimes that endanger the community. Accordingly, the tide of
worldly principles encroached more and more upon the ancient
the outer boundaries of virtue,
two classes, marked by strong
an uncertain line:
remnant of the first
89
landmarks, hitherto esteemed
Society arranged itself into
shades of difference, though separated by
in one were included the small and feeble
immediate descendants, the vfhols bodysettlers, many of their
of the clergy, and all whom a gloomy temperament, or tenderness
of conscience, or timidity of thought, kept up to the strict-
ness of their fathersj the other comprehended the nev/ emigrants,
the gay and thoughtless natives, the favorers of EpiscoDacy,
and a various mixture of liberal and enlightened men with most
of the evil-doers and unprincipled adventurers in the country,
A vivid and rather a pleasant idea of New England inanners, when
this change had become decided, is given in the journal of
John Dunton, a cockney bookseller, who visited Boston and other
towns of Massachusetts with a cargo of pious publications, suit-
ed to the Puritan market. Making due allowance for the flip-
pancy of the writer, which may have given a livelier tone to
his descriptions than truth precisely warrants, and ulso for his
character, v^rhich led him chiefly among the gayer inhabitants,
there still seems to have been many v/ho loved the winecup and
the song, and all sorts of delightful naughtiness. But the
degeneracy of the times had made far less progress in the
interior of the country than in the seaports, and until the
people lost the elective privilege, they continued the govern-
ment in the hands of those upright old men who had so long
possessed their confidence. Uncontrollable events, alone,
gave a temporary ascendency to persons of another stamp,
James II,, during the four years of his despotic reign revoked
the charters of the American colonies, arrogated the appointment
of their magistrates, and annulled all those legal and prescrip-
tive rights which had hitherto constituted them nearly indepen-
dent states. Among the foremost advocates of the royal usurpa-
tions was Dr. Bullivant, Gifted with a smart and ready intel-
lect, busy and bold, he acquired great influence in the new
government, and
and five or six
assisted Sir Edmund Andros, Edward Randolph,
others, to browbeat the council, and
the Northern provinces according to their pleasure.
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of the popular hatred against this administration, theactual
tyranny that was exercised, and the innumerable fears and
jealousies, well grounded and fantastic, ivhich harassed the
country, may be best learned from a work of Increase Mather,
the "Remarkable Providences of the Earlier Days of American
Colonization," The good divine (though writing when a lapse
of nearly forty years should have tamed the fierceness of party
animosity) speaks with the most bitter and angry scorn of
"*Pothecary Bullivant," who probably indulged his satirical
propensities, from the seat of power, in a manner which rendered
him an especial object of public dislike. But the people v/ere
about to play off a piece of practical fun on the Doctor and
the whole of his coadjutors, and have the laugh all to them-
selves. By the first faint rumor of the attempt of the Prince
of Orange on the throne, the power of James was annihilated
in the colonies, and long before the abdication of the latter
became known. Sir Edmund Andros, Governor-General of New-
England and New York, and fifty of the most obnoxious leaders
of the court party, were tenants of a prison. We will visit
our old acquaintance in his adversity," 1
The development of the idea begins by means of descriptive
detail, including comparison between personalities, Hawthorne
makes reference to John Dunton's Journal to illustrate the
degeneracy of the times. From this point on the limits of
intelligibility within the paragraph are considerably strained,
Hawthorne cites history to impress the fact that the Grown
assisted the unregenerate element. He makes particular appli-
cation to Dr. Bullivant as an enthusiastic supporter of the
"royal usurpation". The reference to the Remarkable Providences
of the Earlier Da;^s of American Colonization is again a shift,
except the reference introduces us at last and at length to
Dr, Bullivant, Next, William of Orange accedes, and the
royalists are promptly imprisoned, among them Dr, Bullivant,
The final sentence is, of course, good transition.
Plainly the development is by interaction, an attempt to
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 83,
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describe the effect of circumstances upon a personality. But
the sub-heads in the paragraph, although fairly apt digressions,
are of major importance and lend themselves easily to develop-
ment by means of separate structure. These digressions do
lead to a climax, but not properly the climax of a single
paragraph in the present arrangement; nevertheless, it must
be said that the citing of authorities and history helps
conviction, v/hile reinforcing the order of climax.
The weave or pattern, according to which the words in
sentences are arranged, and according to which sentences follow
each other, determines whether the continuity of structure
shall be dull or forceful. It will be dull unless the reader
detects some form of aroused energy (on the part of the
writer), which is, of course, evidence of emotional stress in
the passage. Unless this aroused energy is artistically
distributed, uniformity of sensation, inimical to sustained
appeal, results.
In the two brief passages from Wive s of the Dead, written
in 1832, we may see how Hawthorne avoids the pitfall of being
everywhere too forceful,
"Seizing the lamp from the hearth, she hastened to the
window that overlooked the street-door. It was a lattice,
turning upon hinges; and having thrown it back, sho stretched
her head a little vj-ay into the moist atmosphere, A lantern
was reddening the front of the house, and melting its light
in the neighboring puddles, xvhile a deluge of darkness over-
whelmed every other object. As the window grated on its hinges
a man in a broad-brimmed hat and blanket-coat stepped from
under the shelter of the projecting story, and looked upward
to discover whom his application had aroused, Margaret knew
him as a friendly innkeeper of the tovm," 1
1 The Works of Nath anie l Hawthorne. Walter J, Black, Inc.,
few York, p^ 462
,
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"She approached the bed, to discover if Mary's sleep were
peaceful. Her face was turned partly inward to the pillow, and
had been hidden there to weepj but a look of motionless content-
ment was now visible upon it, as if her heart, like a deep lake,
had grown calm because its dead had sunk dovm so far within.
Happy is it, and strange, that the lighter sorrows are those
from which dreams are chiefly fabricated, Margaret shrunk from
disturbing her sister-in-law, and felt as if her oivn better
fortune had rendered her involuntarily unfaithful, and as if
! altered and diminished affection must be the consequence of the
! disclosure she had to make. With a sudden step, she turned away,
i
But joy could not long be repressed, even by circumstances that
I would have excited heavy grief at another moment. Her mind was
j
thronged with delightful thoughts, till sleep stole on, and
I
transformed them to visions, more delightful and more wild, like
! a breath of winter (but what a cold comparisonl) working fantas-
tic tracery upon a window," 1
Th9 first paragraph illustrates the occurrence of mild
climax after mild suspense. There is as well an alternation
of periodic and loose sentences. In the second paragraph
appears alternation of structure. Perhaps, more effective still,
is the studied inversion of the third sentence. Too, the
introduction of the short, telling, "With a sudden step, she
turned away" is s at is fact orily interrupt ive
,
Again in the first passage, emotional intensification is
achieved by concreteness of image, varied by the permissible
metaphoric hyperbole "the deluge of darkness". In the second,
Hawthorne avoids monotonous emphasis by creating an impression
of reluctant contrast.
The tale, R o g e
r
jJalvin* s jBurial, 1832, treats a theme
congenial to Hawthorne - the mind tortured by knowledge of
i
jhidden iniquity, either supposed or real. It is worth v/hile to
i
jmark his rate of progress as he moves through a development of
Ithis sort.
^
'
^orks o£ Nathaniel Hav/thorne
, Walter J. Black, Inc.,
TTew York, p. 46 3 .

"There was now in the hreast of Reuben Bourne an incomraun-
icable thought--sometb ing which he was to conceal most heedfully
from her whom he most loved and trusted. He regretted and
bitterly the moral cowardice that had restrained his words when
he was about to disclose the truth to Dorcas; but pride, the
fear of losing her affection, the dread of universal scorn,
forbade him to rectify this falsehood. He felt that for leaving
Roger Malvin he deserved no censure# His presence, the gratui-
tous sacrifice of his ovm life, would have added only another--
and a ne edle s s --agony to the last moments of the dying man. But
concealment had imparted to a justifiable act much of the secret
effect of guilt, and Reuben, while reason told him that he had
done right, experienced in no small degree the mental horrors
which punish the perpetrator of undiscovered crime. By a
certain association of ideas, he at times almost imagined him-
self a murderer. For years, also, a thought v^rould occasionally
recur v/hich, though he perceived all its folly and extravagance,
he had not power to banish from his mind; it was a haunting and
torturing fancy that his father-in-law was yet sitting at the
foot of the rock, on the withered forest-leaves, alive, and
awaiting his pledged assistance. These mental deceptions,
however, came and went, nor did he ever mistake them for real-
ities, but in the calmest and clearest moods of his mind he was
conscious that he had a deep vow unredeemed, and that an un-
buried corpse was calling to him out of the wilderness. Yet
such was the consequence of his prevarication that he could
not obey the call. It was now too late to require the assist-
ance of Roger Malvin' s friends in performing his long-deferred
sepulture, and superstitious fears--of which none were more
susceptible than the people of the outward settlements--f orbade
Reuben to go alone. Neither did he knovi; where in the pathless
and illimitable forest to seek that smooth and lettered rock
at the base of which the body lay; his remembrance of every
portion of his travel thence v/as indistinct, and the latter part
had left
c ont inual
him to go
no impression upon his mind. There was, however, a
impulse--a voice audible only to hims elf--c ommanding
forth and redeem his vow, and he had a strange im-
pression that, were he to make the trial, he would be led
straight to Malvin's hones. But year after year that summons,
unheard but felt, was disobeyed. His one secret thought became
like a chain binding dovm his spirit and like a serpent gnawing
into his heart
yet irritable
t
man
and
ti
he
1
was transformed into a sad and downcast
The style is unquestionably slow and deliberate. There is
tangible evidence to support this contention in spite of the
fact the sentences are of unequal length. Here, the actual
figures are interesting, 29, 4^. , 11, 26, 41, 69, 48, 15, 39, 47,
Mo s s e s f r om an Old Man s e , David MacKay, Philadelphia, p. 336.
• ' f -
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42, 11, 32, Ordinarily this variation in sentence length
results in a varying rate, but Hawthorne *s handling of the
elements within the sentences, as well as his method of intensi-
fication, defeats this possibility. Frequent redundancy, which
obstructs fleetness, is obvious in the case of the numerous
elaborations of Reuben* s "incommunicable thought". The sen-
tences are sufficiently rich in predication. Words, phrases,
and clauses are doubled and paralleled; there is an over-
generous supply of modification as well as explanation - note
the use of expletives "There was" and "it was". CoBrdinate
conjunctions appear frequently after strong pauses; often these
conjunctions, so used, succeed in making emphasis of the complex
sentences almost compound. Yet, in spite of these devices,
which effect a rate of slow deliberation, Hawthorne manages to
include periodic sentences, inverted structure, and even loose
sentences with the important ideas placed well along in the
sentence development, in such a fashion that the total result
is one of constant heightening--here the increasing intensity
of Reuben* s mental confusion. And, so, we see Hawthorne
effecting, even while writing with great leisureliness , a fine
shading between idea and style. As a matter of fact, the
passage is sufficiently intense in connotation to rush to its
climax, Hawthorne, however, buries the passionate impulse in
his measured rate, but the impulse is ever present.
Earlier in this paper, I have explained fully the principle
1
of economy which underlies consistence in sentence structure
here, Hawthorne seems to have an unlimited amount of power over
P, 72.
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oortain devices which make good prose approximate the rapidity
of thinking, but he does not use these devices vrith sufficient
frequency to gain the desideratum. An illustrative passage is
quoted from T_he S_even Vagab onds , %\rritten in 1833 •
"Then in my happy youth, and while her pleasant voice yet
sounded in my ears, I sighedj for none but myself, I thought,
should have boen her companion in a life which seemed to
realize my o-vvn wild fancies, eherished all through visionary
boyhood to that hour. To these two strangers the world was in
its golden age, not that indeed it was less dark and sad than
ever, but because its weariness and sorrow had no community
with their ethereal nature. Wherever they might appear in
their pilgrimage of bliss. Youth would echo back their glad-
ness, care-stricken Maturity would rest a moment from its toil,
and Age, tottering among the graves, would smile in vfithered
joy for their sakes. The lonely cot, the narrow and gloomy
street, the sombre shade, would catch a passing gleam like
that now shining on ourselves, as these bright spirits wandered
by. Blessed pair, whose happy home was throughout all the
earthl I looked at my shoulders, and thought them broad
enough to sustain those pictured towns and mountains* mine,
too, was an elastic foot, as tireless as the wing of the bird
of paradise; mine was then an untroubled heart, that would
have gone singing on its delightful way," 1
The structure is complex and, consequently, nearer,
supposedly, to the analytic ideal. Of the possible short cuts
that he might have used without sacrificing intelligibility
and beauty of form, we find any number of abstract nouns,
widely inclusive in meaning; three figures of personification,
obviously suggesting momentous conceptions, which would
ordinarily demand further explanation; an occasion of metonymy
in the last sentence, not, in this case, a particularly signi-
ficant time saver; several participial adjectives and one
compounded adjective ^vith a negative prefix; a desirable
dearth of connectives (but only one instance of this) in the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p. 401.
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triplicate, compound final sentence, each element of which
repeats, but narrovfs the focus of the idea contained vfithin it.
But, certainly, there is no implication in words here,
however much we may contend for a mental implication, which,
it should be noted, is difficult to distinguish from aesthetic
connotation. Without implication the texture is bound to be
patent, as is the case here. Hawthorne has what he considers
to be a large thought, the ability of carefree youth to make
an indelible stamp of its brightness of spirit, and he will
impress it. How? By holding up the idea before us, not in a
new light, but in a new arrangement of words, so facile that we
are sometimes blinded to and even averse to the discovery of
unpleasant tautology.
In Tlie Y.\s^_pn of the F ountain ^ written two years later,
1835, v/e notice the same tendency tov/ards detailed treatment of
subject matter, in this case, patently sentimental, unsubstan-
tial, and trivial,
"My sweet readers, virhat a dreamy and delicious hour did I
spend, where that vision found and left me I For a long time I
sat perfectly still, waiting till it should reappear, and
fearful that the slightest motion, or even the flutter of my
breath, might frighten it away. Thus have I often started
from a pleasant dream, and then kept quiet in hopes to wile
it back. Deep were my musings, as to the race and attributes
of that ethereal being. Had I created her? Was she the
daughter of my fancy, akin to those strange shapes which peep
under the lids of children*s eyes? And did her beauty gladden
me, for that one moment, and then die? Or was she a water nymph
within the fountain, or fairy, or woodland goddess, peeping over
my shoulder, or the ghost of some forsaken maid who had drowned
herself for love? Or, in good truth, had a lovely girl, with
a warm heart and lips that would bear pressure, stolen softly
behind me, and thrcAm her image into the spring?" 1
Again there is no implication, no suppression of
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 244,
I
conjunctions - rather, several of the conjunctions are obTiously
remo-vable. Here, too, the idea is held up for constant re-exam-
ination, while we are being nearly hoodwinked, for Hawthorne
is employing a new and artistic method of intensification, the
series of rhetorical questions*
Hawthorne seems always to have been able to intensify
skilfully and consequently to effect a non-uniform tone of
sensation in his weaving together of sentences. ITow, either
consciously or unconsciously, he will use more devices in the
same passage. The paragraph from Wake^f i^e Id , also written in
1835, marks this progress.
"What sort of a man was
our o'ATi idea, and call it by
Wakefield? We are free to shape
itsname. He was now in the
meridian of life; his matrimonial affections, never violent,
were sobered into a calm, habitual sentiment; of all husbands,
he was likely to be the most constant, because a certain
sluggishness would keep his heart at rest, wherever it might
be placed. He was intellectual, but not actively so; his
mind occupied itself in long and lazy musings, that ended to no
purpose, or had not vigor to attain it; his thoughts were seldom
so energetic as to seize hold of v^ords. Imagination, in the
proper meaning of the term, made no part of TiTakef ield* s gifts.
With a cold but not depraved nor wandering heart, and a mind
never feverish vrith riotous thoughts, nor perplexed with origin-
ality, who could have anticipated that our friend would entitle
place among the doers of eccentric deeds?
been asked, who was the man in London
nothing to-day which should be remembered
on the morrow, they would have thought of Wakefield, Only the
wife of his bosom might have hesitated. She, without having
analyzed his character, was partly aware of a quiet selfishness,
that had rusted into his inactive mind; of a disposition to craft
which had seldom produced more positive effects than the keeping
of petty secrets, hardly vj-orth revealing; and, lastly, of what
she called a little strangeness, sometimes in the good man,
Chis latter quality is indefinable, and perhaps non-existent,"
Hawthorne secures force here, in the first place, by
arrangement. Each sentence, repeating the thought, so that.
liraself to a foremost
Had his acquaintances
the surest to perform
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at least it reads more significantly - as a matter of fact,
there is no redundancy here, for, after his own fashion,
Hawthorne is depicting character--, moves steadily towards the
climax, the assertion that Wakefield's especial trait is self-
ishness. Secondly he secures variety in sentence structure
by employing inversion in the second sentence after the semi-
colon, and in the sentence beginning with "With a cold but not
depraved or vrandering heart " although we may justifiably
take exception at the lack of coherence here. Moreover, he
places short sentences after longer sentences. He gives the
effect of successive short sentences by frequent use of the
semi-colon.
This arrangement of sentence is nicely interrupted so that
any noticeable evenness of tone cannot be detected. The inter-
ruptive devices are abruptness, in the opening question, which
is also a challenge; antithesis, in the setting of "lazy
musings" agairxst vigorous and energetic thinking, and in
implication in the use of the subjunctive in the sentence
beginning "Had his acquaintances been asked "
So, too, is emphasis skilfully gained by repetition of
idea from sentence to sentence. But, here is forward movement
as well, each unit offering deeper insight into the enigma
which is Wakefield. Yet this repetition of idea in successive
sentences constantly intensifies the element of force and helps
to keep it non-uniform by judicious use within itself of
concreteness
,
negation, interrogation, and by perpetual bal-
ancing of elements*
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Wow, although Hawthorne apparently leans towards detailed
treatment of his idea, the actual choosing of the words them-
selves indicates an awareness on his part of the principle of
artistic economy in diction. If we glance for a moment at
another of these sketches written in 1835, we can find suitable
evidence of this quality. The selected prose passage is from
Little Annie's Ramble,
"Here is a shop to v/hich the recollections of ray boyhood,
SLS well as present partialities, give a peculiar magic. How
delightful to let the fancy revel on the dainties of a confec-
fcionerj those pies, with such white and flaky paste, their
sontents being a mystery, whether rich mince, with whole plums
intermixed, or piquant apple, delicately rose flavored; those
sakes, heart-shaped or round, piled in a lofty pyramid; those
sweet little circlets, sweetly named kisses; those dark majestic
nasses, fit to be bridal loaves at the wedding of an heiress,
aountains in size, their summits deeply snow-sovered with sugarl
Then the mighty treasures of sugar-plums, v/hite and crimson and
jrellow, in large vases; and candy of all varieties; and those
Little cockles, or whatever they are called, much prized by
shildren for their sv/eetness, and more for the mottoes which
bhey inclose, by love-sick maids and bachelorsl Oh, my mouth
waters, little Annie, and so doth yours; but we will not be
bempted, except to an imaginary feast; so let us hasten onward,
ievouring the vision of a plum cake." 1
Examination reveals ninety-nine idea words and seventy-two
connective words arranged in pretty regular alternation; conse-
quently the style is clear and graceful. Moreover, a majority
of idea words carries the texture of the diction much nearer
to the ideal of economy. The specific words greatly outnumber
the general words; as a matter of fact, the specific words are
made serviceable to the general words so that the latter promptly
lose their non-particularized effect. Also, these specific
words increase the possibility of connotation, which, in this
case, is easily felt since it is pleasant and sensory. The
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p, 145,
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employment of words of connotative value is always a step
towards consistence in diction. Since concrete v/ords in this
passage are more frequently used than abstract words, we might
suppose that the principle of economy has been denied* But,
here the concrete terms furnish examples and instances for the
anstractions and are admirably suited to descriptive narrative
of which this sketch is a type.
Hawthorne now seems able almost at all times to manage
the paragraph. Briefly, we propose to examine the elements
of style in several paragraphs, chosen at random from the
tales, dated 1835, for tangible proof. The first selection
is taken from Th£ White 01_d Maid .
"Years, many years, rolled on; the world seemed new again,
so much older was it grown since the night when those pale girls
had clasped their hands across the bosom of the corpse. In the
interval, a lonely woman had passed from youth to extreme age,
and was known by all the tovm as the "Old Maid in the Winding
Sheet," A taint of insanity had affected her whole life, but
so quiet, sad, and gentle, so utterly free from violence, that
she was suffered to pursue her harmless fantasies, unmolested
by the world, i^ith whose business or pleasures she had nought
to do. She dwelt alone, and never came into the daylight,
except to folloT/ funerals. Whenever a corpse was borne along
the street in sunshine, rain, or snowt whether a pompous train
of the rich and proud thronged after it, or few and humble were
the mourners, behind them came the lonely woman in a long white
garment which the people called her shroud. She t ook no place
among the kindred or the friends, but stood at the door to hear
the funeral prayer, and walked in the read of the procession,
as one whose earthly charge it was to haunt the house of
mourning, and be the shadow of affliction, and see that the dead
•were duly buried. So long had this been her custom that the
inhabitants of the tovm deemed her a part of every funeral, as
much as the coffin pall, or the very corpse itself, and augured
ill of the sinner's destiny unless the "Old Main in the Winding
Sheet" came gliding, like a ghost behind. Once, it is said,
she affrighted a bridal party with her pale presence, appearing
suddenly in the illuminated hall, just as the priest was uniting
a false maid to a wealthy man, before her lover had been dead
a year. Evil was the omen to that marriagel Sometimes she
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stole forth by moonlight and visited the graves of venerable
Integrity, and wedded Love, and virgin Innocence, and every
spot where the ashes of a kind and faithful heart were moulder-
ing. Over the hillocks of those favored dead would she stretch
out her arms, v/ith a gesture, as if she were scattering seeds;
'and many believed that she brought them from the garden of
Paradise; for the graves which she had visited were green
beneath the snoY^, and covered with sweet flowers from April to
November, Her blessing was better than a holy verse upon- the
tombstone. Thus v:ore away her long, sad, peaceful, and fantastis
life, till few were so old as she, and the people of later
generations wondered how the dead had ever been buried, or
mourners had endured their grief, without the "Old Maid in the
Winding Shoet," 1
The details are appropriate to the subject in that they all
describe perfectly the mild insanity of the main character. The
topic sentence is second, and its conception is developed by
particulars, which depict the influence of circumstance upon the
shaping of a fantastic individual. The method and result are
satisfactory here#
From Old. News we choose two selections, the first from
"The Colonial Newspaper," a typical example of all paragraphs
contained in this expository sketch. Quotation seems unnecessary
here since the development is by means of particularized detail,
so amplified as to be almost exhaustive, nevertheless effecting
the purpose, the establishment of local color, most success-
fully. The second paragraph, contained in "The Old French War",
is expanded by means of developing echo, the essential idea
being expressed without elaboration in the first sentence*
This method of amplification depends largely upon diction for
its success , -that is, upon the choice of v/ord and the arrange-
ment of words in the sentence; it may be called Hawthorne's
favorite paragraph form.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 416.
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The Devil In Manus or ipt offers us a paragraph in dialogue.
Oberon is telling the effect of his creative \yribing upon
hims elf
•
"'You oannot conceive what an effect the composition of
these tales has had on me • I have become ambitious of a
bubble, and careless of solid reputation* I am surrounding
myself with shadows, which bev/ilder me, by aping the realities
of life. They have dravm me aside from the beaten path of the
world, and led me into a strange sort of solitude, -a solitude
in the midst of men, -where nobody wishes for what I do, nor
thinks nor feels as I do. The tales have done all this. When
they are ashes, perhaps I shall be as I vi&s before they had
existence. Moreover, the sacrifice is less than you may
suppose; since nobody vfill publish them.'" 1
We may perhaps call this a development by cause and effect,
although we have here no serious expository prose. The tales
are the cause of the effect, and the various effects are
presented. Since this is narrative, perhaps Hawthorne's inten-
tion was development by association, specifically interaction.
In either case, the treatment is subtle.
However, in the next passage to be quoted, from My Vi s it
to N iagara , the expansion is unmistakably by means of inter-
action.
"The last day that I was to spend at Niagara, before my
departure for the Far West, I sat upon the Table Rock. This
celebrated station did not now, as of old, project fifty feet
beyond the line of the precipice, but was shattered by the fall
of an immense fragment, which lay distant on the shore below.
Still, on the utmost verge of the rock, with my feet hanging
over it, I felt as if suspended in the open air. Never before
had my mind been in such perfect unison with the scene. There
were intervals, when I was conscious of nothing but the great
river, rolling calmly into the abyss, rather descending than
precipitating itself, and acquiring tenfold majesty from its
unhurried motion. It came like the march of Destiny. It was
not taken by surprise, but seemed to have anticipated, in all
its course through the broad lakes, that it must pour their
collected waters down this height. The perfect foam of the
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J. Black, Inc., p. 450
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river, after its descent, and the ever-varying shapes of mist,
rising up, to become clouds in the sky, would be the very
picture of confusion, were it merely transient, like the rage
of a tempest. But when the beholder has stood awhile, and
perceives no lull in the storm, and considers that the vapor
and the foam are as everlasting as the rocks which produce them,
all this turmoil assumes a sort of calmness. It soothes, while
it awes the mind." 1
It describes the effect of situation upon pa- sonality and,
in its theme, is reminiscent of Wordsworth.
Certain laws govern the limitsof the inclusion of details
within any given paragraph. These have been explained earlier
2
in this paper. In the following passage from Graves and
Gob lin s , the details are selected according to interest and
intelligibility, governed always by the purpose Hawthorne had
in mind,
"There is one shade among us, whose high nature it is good
to meditate upon. He lived a patriot, and is a patriot still.
Posterity has forgotten him. The simple slab, of red freestone,
that bore his name, was broken long ago, and is nov,r covered by
the gradual accumulation of soil. A tuft of thistles is his
only monument. This upright spirit came to his grave, after a
lengthened life, with so little stain of earth, that he might,
almost immediately, have trodden the pathway of the sky. But
his strong love of country chained him dovm, to share its
vicissitudes of weal or vroe , With such deep yearning in his
soul, he was unfit for heaven. That noblest virtue has the
effect of sin, and keeps his pure and lofty spirit in a penance,
which may not terminate till America be again a wilderness. Uot
that there is no joy for the dead patriot. Can he fail to
experience it, vrhile he contemplates the mighty and increasing
power of the land, which he protected in its infancy? Noj
there is much to gladden him. But sometimes I dread to meet
him, as he returns from the bedchambers of rulers and politi-
cians, after diving into their secret motives, and searching
out their aims. He looks round him with a stern and awful
sadness, and vanishes into his neglected grave. Let nothing
sordid or selfish defile your deeds or thoughts, ye great men
of the day, lest ye grieve the noble dead." 3
The purpose is apparent: Hawthorne will impress upon us
1
2
3
Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 47.
P. 4.
Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 72
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the qualities of the true patriot. Each detail, he hopes, will
interest the reader in his thesis; each detail will make his
conb ention more explicit.
Details must not only be skilfully chosen and expanded,
but also arranged in the best order and move in this order
towards the climax or, if the paragraph be not too obviously
suspensive, the application, Hawthorne seems to be able to
include both reouisites. We quote a paragraph from Alice
Doan 9 * s Appeal
•
afternoon
two young
of June , it
ladies in a
"On a pleasant
be the companion of
of our course being left to me, I
Hill, nor to the Cold Spring, nor
batteries of the Neck, nor yet to
place were rightly named, my fair
home there. We reached the outskirts of the
aside from a street of tanners and curriers.
was my good fortune to
walk. The direction
led them neither to Legge's
to the rude shores and old
Paradise; though if the latter
friends would have been at
town, and turning
began to ascend a
hill, which at a distance,
of its summit, resembled a
less steep than its aspect
part of an extensive tract of pasture land, and was traversed
by cow paths in various directions; but, strange to tell, though
the whole slope and summit were of a peculiarly deep green,
scarce a blade of grass was visible
deceitful verdure was occasioned by
wax," which wears the same dark and
summer, except at one short period,
fusion of yellow blossoms. At that
tor
,
with
by its dark slope and the even line
green rampart along the road. It was
threatened. The eminence formed
from the base upward. This
a plentiful crop of "wood-
glossy green
v/hen it puts
s eas on to
throughout the
forth a pro-
a distant specta-
the hill appears absolutely overlaid with gold, or covered
a glory of sunshine, even beneath a clouded sky. But the
curious wanderer on the hill will perceive that all the grass,
and everything that should nourish man or beast, has been
destroyed by this vile and ineradicable weed: its tufted roots
make the soil their own, and permit nothing else to vegetate
among them; so that a physical curse may be said to have blasted
the spot, where guilt and frenzy consummated the most execrable
scene that our history blushes to record. For this was the
field where superstition 'won her darkest triumph; the high
place where our fathers set up their shame, to the mournful
gaze of generations far remote. The dust of martyrs was beneath
our feet. We stood on Gallows Hill." 1
The fact that a walk is being taken is deferred; so we may
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 279, ff.

expect an order of details v/hich will involve the moving point
of view. That this is actually the oase is evident. The
progress is steady and saved from pedantry by reflex movement,
-
that is, incidental comment upon the unfolding scene vj-hile
constantly the reader is being prepared by Hawthorne's symbolism
for the application, which, in this instance, becomes a start-
ling climax, the v,rhole effect of •v\'hich is made possible by the
apothegmatic ending, here taking the form of the final sentence-
"We stood on Gallows Hill,"
It will be recalled that Hawthorne was definitely at the
mercy of a mannerism in diction, the pairing of words, when he
had completed Fan shawe , Noticeable nov.^ is his emergence from
the practice of this particular type of tautology. We discover
an illustrative passage in TJlie Graj^ Champi on,
"The event was soon to be decided. All this time the
roll of the drum had been approaching through Cornhill, louder
and deeper, till with reverberations from house to house, and
the regular tramp of martial footsteps, it burst into the
street, A double rank of soldiers made their appearance,
occupying the whole breadth of the passage, with shouldered
matchlocks, and matches burning, so as to present a row of
fires in the dusk. Their steady march was like the progress
of a machine, that would roll irresistibly over everything
in its way. Next, moving slowly, v/ith a confused clatter of
hoofs on the pavement, rode a party of mounted gentlemen, the
central figure being Sir Edmund Andros, elderly, but erect
and soldier-like. Those around him were his favorite coun-
cillors, and the bitterest foes of New England, A.t his right
hand rode Edward Randolph, our arch-enemy, that "blasted
wretch," as Cotton Mather calls him, vrho achieved the downfall
of our ancient government, and was followed with a sensible
curse, through life and to his grave. On the other side was
Bullivant, scattering jests and mockery as he rode along.
Dudley came behind, with a downcast look, dreading, as well he
might, to meet the indignant gaxe of the people, who beheld
him, their only countryman by birth, among the oppressors of
his native land. The captain of a frigate in the harbor, and
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two or three civil officers under the Crown, were also there.
But the figure which most attracted the public eye, and stirred
up the deepest feeling, was the Episcopal clergyman of King's
ichapel, riding haughtily among the magistrates in his priestly
vestments, the, fitting representative of prelacy and persecution,
.the union of church and state, and all those abominations vj-hich
had driven the Puritans to the wilderness. Another guard of
soldiers, in double rank, brought up the rear." 1
Here is artistic pairing of words and phrases. When single-word
modifiers are paired, the second adds either a finer shade of
imeaning or superimposes a new idea upon the finer shade of
meaning. When phrases or other grammatical elements are paired,
1
|they work in perfect harmony. In no case, is the device over-
done. For example, the roll of the drum was "louder and deeper,"
Sir Edmund Andros was "erect and soldier-like", his companions
were "his favorite councillors and the bitterest foes of New
England", Edward Randolph is not only an "arch-enemy" but also
a"'blasted wretch*" and was followed by a curse "through life
and to his grave", Bullivant scattered "jests and mockery", the
figure of the Episcopal clergyman of King's Chapel "most
attracted the public eye and stirred up the deepest feeling",
he was also "the fitting representative of prelacy and persecu-
tion, the union of church and state".
Hawthorne always possessed more than a little awareness
2
of the arrangement of the pattern of his sentences v/ithin a
given unit in order to produce the highest degree of effective-
ness. Now his skill is even more conspicuous. Yfith this in
mind we shall analyze a passage from Young Goo dman Brown.
"In truth, all through the haunted forest there could
be nothing more frightful than the figure of Goodman Brown.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 24.
2 P. 9, ff. above.

On he tlew among the black pines, brandishing his staff with
frenzied gestures, no-^ giving vent to an inspiration of horrid
blasphemy, and now shouting forth such laughter as set all the
lechoes of the forest laughing like demons around him. The
fiend in his own shape is less hideous than when he rages in
the breast of man* Thus sped the demoniac on his course, until,
^quivering among the trees, he saw a red light before him, as
iwhen the felled trunks and branches of a clearing have been set
on fire and throw up their lurid blaze against the sky at the
hour of midnight. He paused in a lull of the tempest that had
driven him onward, and heard the swell of v^rhat seemed a hymn
rolling solemnly from a distance with the weight of many voices.
He knew the tune | it was a familiar one in the choir of the
[Village meeting-house. The verse died heavily away and was
lengthened by a chorus--not of human voices, but of all the
sounds of the benighted wilderness pealing in awful harmony
together. Goodman Brown cried out, and his cry was lost to his
own ear by'its unison with the cry of the desert." 1
Hawthorne uses so many of the devices here which ordinarily
keep the emotional tone from being forever the same that we
night accuse him of the monotony of constant frenzied excitement.
Let us notice the accumulation of effect-producing mechanics.
There is a definite clim.ax in the statement, "Goodman Brown
cried out"* the s entences are varied in structure; inversion
is well placed and obviously of great transitional strength; the
sentences differ in length; they are arranged suspensively -
Goodmanffir own* s mad pace is halted by the author's intervening.
3ut emphatic comment; or by his description of the fantasies of
bhe young man's distracted mind. Interruption in a lesser
iegree is provided by antithesis, patent and implicatory. Much
force and impres s ivenes s is contained in the constant use of
synonyms ahd equivalent phrases, which urge the forward movc-
nent onward. The imagery is vividly intensified by the concrete-
:iess in the descriptions of the figure of Goodman Brown, of his
1 Mo s ses from an Old Mans^, David MacKay, Philadelphia, p. 82.
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temporary insanity, of the fire, the sign of the meeting place
of the Satanic revellers, the sound of the hymn in the distance.
Here, too, in the interests of intensification are hyperbole,
everywhere discernible, and negation, for the chorus was "not
of human voices". Yet, although we may be tempted to say that
this performance is ove^emotional, we ought not to forget that
Hawthorne intended it to be soj for, in his ov;n mind, we may
be fairly sure, he was imagining a tremendous emotional enact-
men t»
The Villa ge Uno le , also fruit of the year 1835, is a
piece of imaginative autobiography. Certain eccentricities
of prose are conspicuous here. In the first place, Hawthorne
writes in a more or less light-hearted mood of the supposed
companions of his younger sailing days. Suddenly we are treated
to a most serious, well-nigh exalted apostrophe, "Be it vj-ell
with you, my brethrenl Ye are all gone, some to your graves
ashore, and others to the depths of the oceanj but my faith is
1
strong that ye are happy; ." This is a distinct impro-
priety, a totally unnecessary mixing of earnestness with
triviality to say nothing of the intrusion of archaic diction.
In the next paragraph, the autob iographe r recalls the young
village girl whom he had married. "But where was the mermaid
in those delightful times?" he writes. The use of the word
merma id is clearly pedantic. In the same paragraph, the point
of view, established as objective, turns abruptly to the
second person of direct address. We have learned to consider
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 355.

this a solecism. Certainly, the whole paragraph lacks harmon-
ious tone and polish.
How much of the v/riter's attitude is revealed in his work
is a matter of tremendous deduction. One oan never be sure
til at he has detected the exact traits glimmering through the
prose* It is, nevertheless, entertaining to attempt to build
up a hypothetical personality on this basis providing that
one keeps in mind the impossibility of reaching even the most
shadowy conclusion without examining a sufficient number of
cases. However, let us see what a single passage from The
Haunted Mind (1835) discloses.
"In the depth of every heart there is a tomb and a dungeon,
though the lights, the music, and revelry above may cause us
to forget their existence, and the buried ones, or prisoners,
whom they hide. But sometimes, and oftenest at midnight, these
dark receptacles are flung wide open. In an hour like this,
when the mind has a passive sensibility, but no active strength;
when the imagination is a mirror, imparting vividness to all
ideas, without the power of selecting or controlling them;
then pray that your griefs may slumber and the brotherhood of
remorse not break their chain. It is too latel A funeral
train comes gliding by your bed, in which Passion and Feeling
assume bodily shape, and things of the mind become dim spectres
to the eye. There is your earliest Sorro%v, a pale young
mourner, wearing a sister's likeness to first love, sadly
beautiful, with a hallowed sweetness in her melancholy features,
and grace in the flow of her sable robe. Next appears a shade
of ruined loveliness, with dust among her golden hair, and
her bright garments all faded and defaced, stealing from your
glance with drooping head, as fearful of reproach; she was
your fondes-": Hope, but a delusive one; so call her Disappoint-
A sterner form succeeds, with a brow of wrinkles,
gesture of iron authority; there is no name for
it be Fatality, an emblem of the evil influence
your fortunes; a demon to whom you subjected yourself
ment now.
a look and
him unless
that rules
by some
for eve r
,
error at
by once
the outset of
obeying him.
life, and were bound his slave
Seei those fiendish lineaments
graven on the darkness, the v/rithed lip of scorn, the mockery
of that living eye, the pointed finger, touching the sore place
in your hearti Do you remember any act of enormous folly at
which you would blush, even in the remotest cavern of the earth?
Then recognize your Shame." 1
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Here Hawthorne is extremely personal although we have no
way of knowing whether he identifies himself with the connotatioi
of the passage. His emotional earnestness is nearly oppressive.
Beneath the guise of allegory, we may guess at some measure of
unrelieved earnestness. ITo hint of oasualness is evident; the
sketch, then, exhibits foreplanning and brings to light a
business-like method of approach to the task of authorship.
The passage is reflective, indicating that the writer's mind is
both introspective and penetrating in introspection. There is
a keen observation of spiritual details, possibly denoting a
pre-occupat ion with spirituality. The mood is grave, almost
sombre, and inquest ionably serious.
"Vfhether or no, we have here a partial picture of Hawthorne,
the writer, in 1835, we have no way of ascertaining. The
biographers, playing with the known facts of his life, present
a similar portrait.
Closely allied to his attitude towards his own work is the
general drift of the author's th ought , -that is, hovr he expresses
himself intellectually, emotionally, and morally; and hor; he
impresses the reader's intelligence, interest, and sense of
inherent value. Here, again, we meet the danger of generalizing
from too few cases; here, too, again, the temptation to experi-
ment is tantalizing.
The selection is from Thj_ Amb it ious Guest (185 5 )
.
"Let us now suppose the stranger to have finished his
supper of bear's meat; B.n'1
,
by his natural felicity of manner,
to have placed himself on a footing of kindness with the whole
family, so that they talked as freely as if he belonged to their
mountain brood. He was of a proud, yet gentle spir it--haughty
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and reserved among the rich and great; "but ever ready to stoop
his head to the lowly cottage door, and be like a brother or a
son at the poor man*s fireside. In the household of the Notch
he found warmth and simplicity of feeling, the pervading
intelligence of New England, and a poetry of native growth,
which they had gathered when they little thought of it from the
mountain peaks and chasms, and at the very threshold of their
romantic and dangerous abode. He had travelled and alone; his
whole life, indeed, had been a solitary pathj for, v^ith the
lofty caution of his nature, he had kept himself apart from thosi
who might otherwise have been his companions. The family, too,
though so kind and hospitable, had that consciousness of unity
among themselves, and separation from the world at large, which,
in every domestic circle, should still keep a holy place where
no stranger may intrude. But this evening a prophetic sympathy
impelled the refined and educated youth to pour out his heart
before the simple mountaineers, and constrained them to answer
him with the same free confidence. And thus it should have
been. Is not the kindred of a common fate a closer tie than
that of birth?" 1
In ?rhat manner does this passage express Hawthorne intellec-
tually and emotionally? It indicates the writer's purposive-
ness: Hawthorne is determined to establish the common bond
between two separated types of character; he describes both
types, the nature of the isolation which surrounds each, and
the common bond that draws the tv/o together, Hawthorne is keen
and sympathetic here, as he always is when describing the
spiritual misfit in the material world. The temperament ex-
pressed is balanced; there is neither great heat nor frigidity.
We are justified in detecting four of the qualities Mr, Long
calls literary morals - sincerity, ideality, austerity,
integr ity
How may we suppose that this passage will impress the
reader? First, the reader will certainly meet a character,
typical in Hawthorne, to be sure, but nevertheless, to many a
novel figure. The character will be, therefore, interesting
because of the novelty, and doubly interesting if the reader
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 367.
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feels a pang of personal concern, if he can, for instance,
identify himself with the delineation. He will admire the
style, which is elegant without being elevated, and the diction,
which is strikingly appropriate* He may, moreover, be quite
stirred by Har;thorne»s implication that the young man is
completely, but not willfully, out of sympathy, with ordinary
life.
Pur pos ivenes s , keenness, synpathy, balanced temperament,
sincerity, ideality, austerity, integrity may not be Hawthorne's
literary habits of thinking in every case; equally hypothetical
is the contention that Hawthorne will always depict a novel
character, invite personal concern for his character, write
elegantly without exaltation, approach a perfection of diction.
Nevertheless, we can discern suggestions of all these qualities
in a passage from his earlier v^ork.
The last excerpt from 1835 tales and sketches that we shall
consider is quoted below# It is to be found in A R^ill fr_om
the Town P}nnp»
"It were a pity if all this outcry should dravir no cus-
tomers. Here they come# A hot day, gentlemen! Quaff, and
away again, so as to keep yourselves in a nice cool sweat. You,
my friend, will need another cupful, to wash the dust out of
your throat, if it be as thick there as it is on your cowhide
shoes. I s^e that you have trudged half a score of miles to-day;
and, like a wise man, have passed by the taverns, and stopped
at the running brooks and well curbs. Otherv/ise, betwixt heat
without and fire v/ithin, you would have been burned to a cinder,
or melted down to nothing at all, in the fashion of a jelly-fish,
Drink, and make room for that other fellow, who seeks my aid to
quench the fiery fever of last nipht's potations, which he
drained from no cup of mine. Welcome, most rubicund sirl You
and I have been great strangers hitherto; nor, to confess the
truth, will my nose be anxious for a closer intimacy, till the
fumes of your breath be a little less potent, Mercy on you,
manl the water absolutely hisses down your red-hot gullet, and
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is converted quite to steam in the miniature tophet which you
mistake for a stomach. Fill again, and tell me, on the word of
an honest toper, did you ever, in cellar, tavern, or any kind
of a dram shop, spend the price of your children's food for a
swig half so delicious? Notj", for the first time these ten years
you know the flavor of cold water, Good-by; and whenever you
are thirsty, remember that I keep a constant supply at the old
stand. Who next? 0, my little friend, you are let loose from
school, and come hither to scrub your blooming face, and drown
the memory of certain taps of the ferule, and other school-boy
troubles, in a draught from the Tovm Pump, Take it, pure as
the current of your young life. Take it, and may your heart and
tongue never he scorched v/ith a fiercer thirst than nowi There
my dear child, put down the cup, and yield your place to this
elderly gentleman, who treads so tenderly over the paving-stones
that I suspect he is afraid of breaking them, Whati he limps by
without so much as thanking me, as if my hospitable offers were
meant only for people who have no wine cellars, YiTell, well,
sir - no harm done, I hope I Go draw your cork, tip the decanter^
but, when your great toe shall set you a-roaring, it will be no
affair of mine. If gentlemen love the pleasant titillation of
the gout, it is all one to the Town Pump, This thirsty dog,
with his red tongue lolling out, does not scorn my hospitality,
but stands on his hind legs, and laps eagerly out of the trough,
Sde how lightly he capers away againl Jowler, did your worship
ever have the gout?" 1
Hawthorne appears in a new guise here. The mood is
definitely gay, and he adopts a tenor of mock-seriousness. The
town pump, in garrulous vein, addresses all passers-by. The
diction combines both learned words and vernacular words, the
learned predominating. The principal means of intensification
is the extended use of hyperbole. Yet the connotation is
decidedly commonplace - the choice of the colloquial word
swig helps perform this miracle, and the rate is uneven as it
is likely to be in ordinary conversation. The entire sketch
is produced with a lightness of touch hitherto obscure.
TALES (1836)
Only four tales bear the date 1836, but these four show
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p, 166.
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interesting developments in various ways, Hawthorne has always
indicated a gift for paragraphing, and in The We^dding Kne 1 1
,
he produces a narrative paragraph in which inward significance
is encased in outward formal design,
"The approaching marriage of this woman of the vforld with
such an unworldly man as Mr# Ellenwood was announced soon after
Mrs# Dabney's return to her native city. Superficial observers,
and deeper ones, seemed to concur in supposing that the lady
must have borne no inactive part in arranging the affair; there
were considerations of expediency which she would be far more
likely to appreciate than Mr# Ellenwood* and there was just the
specious phantom of sentiment and romance in this late union
of two early lovers which sometimes makes a fool of a woman
who has lost her true feelings among the accidents of life. All
the wonder was, ho the gentleman, with his lack of worldly
wisdom and agonizing consciousness of ridicule, could have been
induced to take a measure at once so prudent and so laughable.
But while people talked the wedding-day arrived. The ceremony
was to be solemnized according to the Episcopalian forms, and
in open church, with a degree of publicity that attracted many
spectators, who occupied the front seats of the galleries, and
the pevfs near the altar and along the broad aisle. It had been
arranged, or possibly it was the custom of the day, that the
parties should proceed separately to the church. By some
accident the bridegroom was a little less punctual than the
widow and her bridal attendants; with whose arrival, after this
tedious, but necessary preface, the action of our tale may be
said to commence," 1
The first sentence is an announcing statement, but it does
not announce the idea v/hioh actually underlies t}ie whole unit.
The reader gathers indirectly that this will be a grotesque
union; each detail reaffirms the fact from a new point of view.
The final sentence sugrests that the whole affair is out of the
ordinary; even the bridegroom is not punctual. The paragraph
on the face of things is expanded by detail, but it is the
connotation of these details which presents in the last analysis
the unified concept. This seems to be skilful paragraph building
not the type of structure handled well by the amateur.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, i, p, 43,
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In the following descriptive excerpt from Th_e MaypoJ^ of
Merjry Mount , Hawthorne weaves his sentences into a continuity,
the sensational tone of v-hich is non-uniform and still not
over-emotional. One finds, of course, force achieved through
several of the fairly constant elements, such as restatement
of the veneration of the Maypole, hyperbole (conspicuously
mild), pertinent allusion, and concrete images*
"All the hereditary pastimes of Old England were trans-
planted hither. The King of Christmas was duly crov/ned, and
the Lord of Misrule bore potent sway. On the Eve of St, John,
they felled whole acres of the forest to make bonfires, and
danced by the blaze all night, crovmed with garlands, and
throwing flowers into the flame. At harvest time, though
their crop was of the smallest, they made an image with the
sheaves of Indian corn, and wreathed with autumnal garlands,
and bore it home triumphantly. But what chiefly characterized
the colonists of Merry Mount was their veneration for the
Maypole, It has made their true history a poet's tale. Spring
decked the hallowed emblem v/ith young blossoms and fresh
green boughs; Summer brought roses of the deepest blush, and
the perfected foliage of the forest; Autumn enriched it with
the red and yellov/ gorgeousness which converts each wildv/ood
leaf into a painted flower; and Vfinter silvered it v/ith sleet,
and hung it round with icicles, till it flashed in the cold
sunshine, itself a frozen sunbeam. Thus each alternate season
did homage to the Maypole, and paid it a tribute of its own
richest splendor. Its votaries danced around it, once, at
least, in every month; sometimes they called it their religion,
or their altar; but always, it was the banner staff of Merry
Mount," 1
But the sequence of the sentences make for a happily restrained
emphasis here. The inversions are well located; the long com-
pound sentences interrupted by semi-colons give the effect of
short sentences in succession, hastening the tempo and distract-
ing the mind from redundancy, if it be present. Actually, the
explicit reminders are, in each case, cumulative in thought
development. There is, too, a suggestion of abruptness in the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p, 76, ff
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intrusion of the short sentence beginning "It has made their
true his tory, • .
.
placed in the middle of the paragraph. Were
we examining the possibilities of rhythm here, much might be
said for the perfection of rhythmic detail which this sentence
effects •
In the next passage chosen from The Mni_s ter * s Black VeJ^A*
we see again Hawthorne's failure to attain really artistic
economy in sentence structure. But we do discover a hint of
some potentiality in reducing the number of symbols.
"At the close of the services, the people hurried out
with indecorous confusion, eager to communicate their pent-up
amazement, and conscious of lighter spirits the moment they
lost sight of the black veil. Some gathered in little circles,
huddled closely together, with their mouths all whispering in
the center; some went homeward alone, wrapt in silent medita-
tion; some talked loudly, and profaned the Sabbath day with
ostentatious laughter, A few shook their sagacious heads,
intimating that they could penetrate the mystery; while one
or two affirmed that there was no mystery at all, but only
that Mr. Hooper's eyes v/er9 so weakened by the midnight lamp,
as to require a shade. After a brief interval, forth came
good Mr. Hooper also, in the rear of his flock. Turning his
veiled face from one group to another, he paid due reverence
to the hoary heads, saluted the middle aged with kind dignity
as their friend and spiritual guide, greeted the young with
mingled authority and love, and laid his hands on the little
children's heads to bless them. Such was always his custom
on the Sabbath day. Strange and bewildered looks repaid
him for his courtesy. None, as on former occasions, aspired
to the honor of walking by their pastor's side. Old Squire
Saunders, doubtless by an accidental lapse of memory, neglected
to invite Mr. Hooper to his table, where the good clergyman
had been wont to bless the food, almost every Sunday since
his settlement. He returned, therefore, to the parsonage,
and, at the moment of closing the door, was observed to look
back upon the people, all of whom had their eyes fixed upon
the minister. A sad smile gleamed faintly from beneath the
black veil, and flickered about his mouth, glimmering as he
disappeared," 1
The texture of the sentences is coordinate; the sentences
themselves rich in predication, and compound predicates may
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 55, ff«

be artistic time savers. So, too, are the participial phrases,
which have weight and compactness. There is also a long com-
pound sentence in which the conjunctions are omitted after the
semi-colons, although it must be aaid that only the most inex-
perienced writer would include them in the period to which we
refer*
Last in the 1836 group is the selection from Old
T^i^on^e^rjoga , in which Hawthorne writes with pleasurable
swiftnes s •
"I should have been glad of a hoary veteran to totter by
my side, and tell me, perhaps, of the French garrisons and their
Indian allies, - of Amb er cr omb ie , Lord Howe, and Amherst, -
of Ethan Allen's triumph and St, Clair's surrender. The old
soldier and the old fortress would be emblems of each other.
His reminiscences, though vivid as the image of Ticonderoga
in the lake, would harmonize with the gray influence of the
scene, A survivor of the long-disbanded garrisons, though
but a private soldier, might have mustered his dead chiefs
and comrades ,-s ome from Yfestminster Abbey, and English church-
yards, and battle-fields in Europe, -others from their graves
here in Amer ica , -othe r s , not a few, who lie sleeping round
the fortress; he might have mustered them all, and bid them
march through the ruined gateway, turning their old historic
faces on me, as they passed. Next to such a companion, the
best is one's own fancy," 1
We ought to be able to call this movement slow
and deliberate, for the sentences are of uneven length with
sufficiently abundant predication; but the piling up of
allusions in catalogue form as well as the list of the resting
places of the dead chiefs and comrades introduces an appreciable
degree of momentum. The style is kaleidoscopic much in the
manner in which the mind silently creates a composite
impression by hastening from point to point. This may be an
example of a close aoproach on Hawthorne's part to intuitive
th inking
,
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TALES (1837)
We have marked all through this investigation of stylistio
qualities in Hawthorne's earlier works the almost complete
absence of barbarisms. Next we shall analyze a complete
1
sketch. End ic ot t and the lie d C r o s s , from the point of view of
mode, - that is, the appearance of eccentricities contrary
to r eputable standards.
Here, as in others previously examined, there are no
barbarisms, solecisms, or improprieties. One archaism appears,
the use of the obsolete "quoth he", but it is producive of
atmosphere since it is used to introduce the speech of John
Endicott, In the case of social aberration, the situation
is not above reproach. The constant re-occurrence of any
combination of words becomes a mannerism; in Havj-thorne, this
combination is that of adjective and noun. H^i^^Jl^^® explicitly
indicated the tendency; in 1837, it is probably fair to suggest
that the tendency has become a literary habit unless it has
become tempered in practice.
The first paragraph is an excellent illustration of the
adjective and noun combination discreetly used. In each case
the adjectives are especially appropriate; nor does the re-
occurrence of the combination cause an unpleasant regularity
of rhythm. In the second paragraph, we find a sentence in
which the combination plus an instance of pairing is perhaps
overweighted; yet again must be noted the absolute appropriate-
ness of the epithets. "Their leader, the famous Endic ott , a
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 485, ff.
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man of s_te rn and res olute c^ountenance , the effect of whioh was
heightened by a gr iz z
l
e d be ard that swept the upper portion of
his breast-plate." Otherwise in this paragraph, the combin-
ation is discreetly employed.
However, in the third paragraph, Hawthorne has produced a
really effective, as well as artistic, distribution of what in
other circumstances is abviously a manneristic defect. The
paragraph is a little more than one-half page in length. We
count ten instances of the adjective and noun device* But
how are they distributed? Five, all of which are essential
or, at least, singularly appropriate, are in the first sentence.
The second sentence is long and over half way accomplished
before the combination occurs again. Meanwhile all possibility
of unpleasant regularity has been dispelled by the intervening
"singular good fortune", a noun preceded by two adjectives. One
other instance occurs in this sentence, followed by five un-
modified nouns, Now, the sequence introduces a short sentence,
in which Hawthorne disolays a feeling for economy in diction;
he employs the noun figure and by compound modification makes
it refer to two persons. The expression is "a male and female
figure". Also in this sentence occurs "the meeting-house steps"
which seems here to be not a combination of adjective and noun
but a compound noun. Immediately, rhythm is both varied and
re-established by the phrase, describing the Wanton Gospeller,
"tall, lean, haggard personification of fanaticism". The
preceding modifiers are three in number, neither one nor two.
In the rest of the paragraph, the combination is skilfully
i
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distributed among unmodified nouns with one instance of pairing
of modifiers before the noun* In each case, the adjective
belongs unquestionably with its nounj the entire passage would
lose vigor through the omission of any one of these epithets.
For instance, "The woman wore a cl eft stick on her tongue in
appr opr iate _retr ib ut i on for having wagged that unruly memb_e£» » « "
The fourth paragraph may be allowed to pass unchallenged,
but the fifth paragraph reveals an over-indulgence in the use of
the modifying element. The use of tvjo adjectives without a
conjunctiTon and the pairing of adjectives by means of a con-
junction are here, but there seems to have been no artistic
reflection in their arrangement. The paragraph is short, less
than one-half page in length. It contains four sentences,
numbering thirty- three
,
nineteen, thirty-five, twenty-four words
respectively. In the first we find "diseased or infirm per-
sons", "whole male population"; in the second, "few stately
savages", "primeval Indian"; in the third, "flint-headed
arrows", "childish weapons", "steel caps", "hammered iron
breast plates", "individual fortress"; and in the fourth,
"valiant John Endicott", 'feturdy followers", "martial toils".
The seventh paragraph contains a simple sentence which
briefly exemplifies Hawthorne's inclination towards this
mannerism when he becomes fascinated with descriptive detail,
"It was an e 1 de rly gentleman , wearing a black c^l oak and band,
and a h igh-cr owned hat, beneath v;-hich was a velv et skull £ap^,
the whole being the garb of a Puritan mini ste r"
What conclusions may we draw concerning Hawthorne's early
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tendency towards developing this type of mannerism? In the firs^
place, the tendency still exists, but it has been exposed to a
good deal of artistic restraint. It does not appear continuous-
ly -while the presence of the repetitious preceding definite ar-
ticle, so obvious as to be offensive in Fan s haive , has been
almost entirely removed.
Fancy '
s
S how B ox
, 1837, gives us the opportunity of
examining Hawthorne's achievement in the v^ay of Finish at this
time. Before dwelling on the virtues of the passage, we recall
that Hawthorne is expanding ons of his favorite, recurring
themes, the existence of sin,
"What is Guilt? A stain upon the soul. And it is a point
of vast interest vj-hether the soul may contract such stains,
in all their depth and flagrancy, from deeds which may have
been plotted and resolved upon, but which, physically, have
never had existence* Must the fleshy hand and visible frame of
man set its seal to the evil designs of the soul, in order to
give them their entire validity against the sinner? Or, v/hile
none but crimes perpetrated are cognizable before an earthly
tribunal, will guilty thoughts - of which guilty deeds are no
more than shadov/s - will these draw dorm the full weight of a
condemning sentence, in the supreme court of eternity? In the
solitude of a midnight chamber or in a desert, afar from men
or in a church, while the body is kneeling, the soul may pollute
itself even with those crimes v/hich we are accustomed to deem
altogether carnal. If this be true, it is fearful truth," 1
The finish is obviously polished. The prose is intellec-
tual and addressed to the understanding. The presentation is
perfectly ordered; the will to impress, tempered by conviction,
is not overdone. The imagination is stirred by the use of
rhetorical questions, involving wide implication. The language
is stimulating by its euphonic sound and picturing imagery.
The next passage from David Swan
,
1837, has been studied
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p. 250,
-1
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Cor appropriateness and harmony of diction. The sketch itself
3oncerns the fortunes of a simple, rustic youth,
"Vfhile he lay sound asleep in the shade, other people were
wide awake, and passed to and fro, afoot, on horseback, and in
all sorts of vehicles, along the sunny road by his bedchamber.
Some looked neither to the right hand nor the left, and knew
not that he was there; some merely glanced that way, without
admitting the slumberer among their busy thoughts; some laughed
to see how soundly he slept; and several, i^ihose hearts were
brimming full of scorn, ejected their venomous superfluity on
David Swan. A middle-aged widow, when nobody else was near,
thrust her head a little way into the recess, and vowed that the
young fellow looked charming in his sleep. A temperance lecturer
saw him, and wrought poor David into the texture of his evening*s
discourse, as an awful instance of dead drunkenness by the
roadside. But censure, praise, merriment, scorn, and indiffer-
ence were all one, or rather all nothing, to David Swan." 1
Studie d
simplicity of diction would be artistic and would conform to the
subject. As a matter of fact, Hawthorne meets this requirement,
9xcept for one instance. The diction is appropriate and un-
assuming until we meet the phrase "ejected their venomous super-
fluity on David Swan." Whether Hawthorne indulged his affection
for latinisms or his devotion to hyperbole, we do not know. That
iiscord has been the result is unquestionable,
^il®. Prophetic Pic e s , a sketch also dated 1837 and
jrobably at least partially autobiographical, much more gener-
)usly repays an examination in order to find the various qualitie
iind defects of diction. Again Hawthorne is working with con-
;enial material; we have learned in the progress of our study
to expect success under these conditions,
"He had gone with the Indian hunters to Efiagara, and there,
again, had flung his hopeless pencil down the precipice, feeling
that he could as soon paint the roar, as aught else that goe?
to make up the wondrous cataract. In truth, it was seldom his
I Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p, 212,
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impulse to copy natural scenery, except as a framework for the
delineations of the human form and face, instinct with thought,
passion, or suffering. With store of such his adventurous rambld
had enriched him: the stern dignity of Indian chiefs* the dusky
loveliness of Indian girlsj the domestic life of wigvj-ams; the
frontier fortress with its garrisonj the anomaly of the old
French partisans, bred in courts, but grown gray in shaggy
deserts* such were the scenes ar>H portraits that he had sketched,,
The glov/ of perilous moments; flashes of wild feeling; struggles
of fierce power, - love, hate, grief, frenzy; in a word, all the
worn-out heart of the old earth had been revealed to him under
a new form. His portfolio was filled Vv'-ith graphic illustrations
of the volume of his memory, which genius would transmute into
its own substance, and imbue with immortality. He felt that the
deep wisdom in his art, which he had sought so far, was found, !,
It would seem that Hawthorne *s purpose here is to impress
the reader; consequently, to get the reader effectively to the
point he chooses exact diction. For illustration the following
groupings are apt: "instinct with thought, passion or suffering",
"dusky loveliness of Indian girls", "domestic life of wigwams",
"stealthy march", "old French partisans", "the glow of perilous
moments", "love, hate, grief, frenzy" - the components of
"struggles of fierce power". Not only is accuracy of choice
apparent, but also expressiveness. The nouns are SDecific and
add color to the prose: the verbs are non-specific, for there
is no need in psychological analysis for vitality of movement.
Novelty of application appears in the prediction, "paint the
r oar"
,
As usual, the words work well together, always impressing
and rounding out the concept. We have "Indian chiefs", "Indian
girls", and "wigvmms"; "march", "battle", "frontier fortress",
"garrison"; "wild feeling", "fierce povfer"; "portfolio",
"graphic illustrations".
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p, 204,
• 1 :1
t no T';;
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Connotation is aesthetic and emotional, the former by means
of the various personifications and the latter by the passionate
implication that the writer's craft has deep moral and artistic
significance* The emotional tenseness is stressed by the
dearth of connectives in the third and fourth sentences, which
hastens the rate and causes each unit, set apart by the semi-
colons, to stand out with great prominence* On the side of
word choice, the connotation is latinized: the passage contains
forty-two nouns derived from Latin, three from Greek, thirty-
three from Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic, Swedish, and Danish sources.
However, the subject demands elevation, and the latinized
element helps to secure it.
In general - we have noted but one exception - Hawthorne
alternates his idea and connectives with reasonable regularity
so that his style is correspondingly clear and graceful. The
identical quality is indicated in the following excerpt from
The To 1^1 Gatherer 's Day , 1837,
"While the world is rousing itself, vie may glance slightly
at the scene of our sketch. It sits above the bosom of the
broad flood, a spot not of earth, but in the midst of waters,
which rush v/ith a murmuring sound among the massive beams
beneath. Over the door is a weather-beaten board, inscribed
with the rates of toll, in letters so nearly effaced that the
gilding of the sunshine can hardly make them legible. Beneath
the window is a wooden bench, on which a long succession of
weary wayfarers have reposed themselves. Peeping within doors,
we perceive the whitewashed walls bedecked with sundry litho-
graphic prints and advertisements of various import, and the
immense showbill of a wandering caravan. And there sits our
good old toll-gatherer, glorified by the early sunbeams. He
is a man, as his aspect may announce, of quiet soul, and
thoughtful, shrewd, yet simple mind, who, of the wisdom which
the passing world scatters along the wayside, has gathered a
reasonable store." 1
But here again appears the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p. 236,
-.
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tendency to defeat the principle of economy in the use of
symbols by the overoise of connectives. There are eighty-one
connective words and eighty-six idea words, the proportion
being too nearly equalized. On the other hand, the specific
words outnumber the general words, and since specific words
are rich in connotative value, their use more closely approaches
the ideal of consistence.
The diction here is fairly concrete as it should be to
make for emphasis in description. In the last sentence it
is patently abstract, picturing the toll-gatherer, who is an
humble philosopher; accordingly, the last sentence includes
large ideas, expressed with precision, - for example, vie quote,
"the wisdom which the passing world scatters along the wayside."
The word combinations here are interesting since they are
a source of power. Moreover they reveal the possibility of
the absence of two mannerisms; the redundant adjective before
the noun and the tautological refining of an idea which becomes
lost in words without reaching its focus. In the case of the
latter, the focus is retained. Regarding the former, vre find
that the decorative epithets add definite color and sharpness
of image, an essential epithet occurs in "murmuring sound",
and "weary way'farers", a conventional but also somewhat decora-
tive epithet in "broad flood". The single occasion of pairing
testifies to the skilfulness of its use. "He is a man,
of quiet soul, and thoughtful, shrewd, yet simple mind."
Hawthorne's sense of rhythm in prose was probably innate.
It is hard to be convinced that this gift can be developed by
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training. In Hawthorne even when the aouteness of outline seems
lost in a wilderness of words, the rhythm is a constant quality.
First in the passage from The G^r^eat Carbunc le , 183 7, we
note the desirable variation in the length of the sentences; yet
the prose rhythmic phrase, never for an instant poetic, is
always marked.
"1, And upward, accordingly, went the pilgrims of the
Great Carbuncle, now treading upon the tops and thickly-inter-
woven branches of dwarf pines, which, by the growth of centurieSj
though mossy with age, had barely reached three feet in
altitude* 2« Next, they came to masses and fragments of naked
rock heaped confusedly together, like a cairn reared by giants
in memory of a giant chief. 3. In this bleak realm of upper
air nothing breathed, nothing grewj there was no life but what
was concentrated in their tv/o hearts; they had climbed so high
that Nature herself seemed no longer to keep them company.
4. She lingered beneath them, within the verge of the forest
trees, and sent a farewell glance after her children as they
strayed vrhere her own green footprints had never been. 5. But
soon they were to be hidden from her eye. 6. Densely and dark
the mists began to gather below, casting black spots of shadow
on the vast landscape, and sailing heavily to one centre, as
if the loftiest mountain peak had summoned a council of its
kindred clouds. 7. Finally, the vapors welded themselves, as
it were, into a mass, presenting the appearance of a pavement
over which the wanderers might have trodden, but where they
would vainly have sought an avenue to the blessed earth which
they had lost. 8. And the lovers yearned to behold that green
earth again, more intensely, alasJ than, beneath a clouded
sky, they had ever desired a glimpse of heaven. 9. They even
felt it a relief to their desolation when the mists, creeping
gradually up the mountain, concealed its lonely peak, and thus
annihilated, at least for them, the whole region of visible
space. 10. But they drew closer together, with a fond and
melancholy gaze, dreading lest the universal cloud should
snatch them from each other's sight." 1
The first sentence announces this rhythmic unit,
"And upvfard, accordingly, went the pilgrims of the Great
Carbuncle" together with the following descriptive phrases.
In the second sentence, the accent is shifted by the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 184, ff.
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resumption of natural order, and irregularity and variety
are introduced by shortening the modifying phrases. The
phrasal measure in the third sentence is augmented by doubling
while the accent is shifted by the introductory preposition;
the clause following the semi-colon is longer, but contains the
phrasal measure as does the next clause which is still longer.
The fourth sentence includes the phrasal measure twice, but the
measures are unequal and the accent alv/ays unexpected. The next
brief sentence is the phrasal measure, satisfactorily extended
by pause and suggestion. The sixth period is long and rolling;
its predication extends the measure by use of balance while
the accentuation of the first sentence is repeated. Now the
prosaic nature of the passage is distinctly revealed by the
appearance in the seventh sentence of natural order with an
introductory adverb as v/ell as the introduction of the paren-
thetical element, both supplying rhythmic variation while the
phrasal unit is evident. The eighth sentence b 9gins with the
conjunction and
, which provides an off-beat modification; the
measure itself is kept from obtrusiveness by the introduction
of the exclamation, preceded by the adverbial prepositional
phrase. In the ninth sentence, although the measure is still
constant, the variation is secured by tripling and by the use
of Latin derivatives v/ith shifted accent, desolation,
ann ih i 1 ated
,
v^isibj._e. The final sentence presents the virhole
phrasal measure followed by lingering, cadenced modifiers.
The cadences in these sentences seem to fall away gradually
while the length of the fall suits the preparation. Note,

for instance, "in memory of a giant chief", the long clauses
beginning, "as they strayed" and "as if the loftiest mountain
peak," and the subordinate clause "which they had lost." It
cannot be said that these cadences are particularly beautiful
from the view of euphony, but they are skilfully handled.
In 1837, Hawthorne wrote Edward Fane '
s
Rosebud, a character
sketch supported by slight narrative. The paragraph inserted
here occurs towards the end,
"But, nol We have no right to ascribe such a v^ish to our
friend Rose. She never failed in a wife's duty to her poor
sick husband. She murmured not, though a glimpse of the sunny
sky was as strange to her as him, nor answered peevishly
though his complaining accents roused her from her sweetest
dream, only to share his wretchedness. He knew her faith,
yet nourished a cankered jealousy; and when the slow disease
had chilled all his heart, save one lukewarm spot, which Death*s
frozen fingers were
would my Rose have
true and kind to a
soul crept away,
more so than for
truth it was the
glad, it must be
searching for, his last vj-ords were: "What
done for her first love, if she has been so
sick old man like mel" And then his poor
and left the body lifeless, though hardly
years before, and Rose a widow, though in
wedding-night that widowed her. She felt
owned, vrhen Mr, Toothaker vfas buried, because
his corpse had retained such a likeness to the man half alive
that she hearkened for the sad murmur of his voice, bidding
her shift his pillow. But all through the next v^inter, though
the grave had held him many a month, she fancied him calling
from that cold bed, "Rosel RoseJ come put a blanket on my
feetl" " 1
What may be said of the tenor of this prose? How does
it express Hawthorne intellectually, emotionally, morally?
By what means does Hawthorne impress his reader?
The purpos ivenes s is plain* Hawthorne has carefully
assembled details and incidents to prove the poyalty of Rose.
There is no indication of oasualness; to the contrary, the
character seems to have been sufficiently congenial to merit
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p, 522.
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a degrae of penetration. Hawthorne's penetration is likely to
take the form of imaginative probing into a personality who
lived only in the romantic recesses of his own mind. For our
purpose, the comment is not important; Hawthorne's acumen is
obvious. His temperament here is calm amd deliberate; his mood
sombre, expressing, as it does, the undercurrent of futility.
The literary virtue manifested here is sincerity, because
this is a sincere effort to explain Rose from the point of view
of her dominant characteristic - loyalty, No patchwork is
present: each detail impresses the hardness of Rose's lot and
her almost superhuman patience.
The reader cannot miss that the character of Rose is
being sharply defined by circumstance and incident. The notion
is further strengthened by explicit concreteness of diction
producing specific image. Perhaps the oddity of the conception
will interest the reader - he may even be intrigued by the lack
of verisimilitude. He cannot help esteeming the sketch for the
high-mindedness and respect for polish on the part of its
author which it expresses. The appeal will unquestionably be
varied: the reader may sympathize v/ith Rose, may admire her
loyalty, may be merely entertained by the unusual picture. The
materialist will emphasize the indirect portrayal of futility,
A writer's attitude towards his ovm work is a little
difficult to find by examining the results of his labors.
However, the authorities seem to agree that conclusions are
possible; so we, too, can guess. It is fairer to examiie a
selection in completeness, and the story D_r. Jieidegger's
C"
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Experiment v/ill do for practice material.
We are first impressed with the facility which carries
the story through from beginning to end. Here, we are somewhat
hampered in our effort to express an honest opinion by the fact
that we have knovm Hawthorne s interest in characters of the
type of Dr, Heidegger. The conclusion is obvious: the facility
is undoubtedly due to the author*s congeniality of mood.
Moreover, Hawthorne creates a successful illusion of impersonal
approach through informal and amused tolerance, not without
slight emotional undercurrent. Probably, this is the artistic
point of view from which to depict a character like Dr# Heideggeri
nevertheless, we are not convinced that we have proved anything*
The type of paragraph we find in The Man jof Adamant is
conspicuous in Hawthorne because of the frequency of its
occurrence. Furthermore, Hawthorne here is expanding one of
his favorite themes - the intellectually proud man who believes
that he may find intellectual solace in isolation,
"So Richard Digby took an axe, to hew space enough for a
tabernacle in the wilderness, and some few other necessaries,
especially a sword and gun, to smite and slay any intruder
upon his hallowed seclusion; and plunged into the dreariest
depths of the forest. On its verge, however, he paused a
moment, to shake off the dust of his feet against the village
where he had dwelt, and to invoke a curse on the meeting-house,
which he regarded as a temple of Heathen idolatry. He felt
a curiosity, also, to see whether the fire and brimstone would
not rush down from Heaven at once, now that the one righteous
man had provided for his own. safety. But, as the sunshine con-
tinued to fall peacefully on the cottages and fields, and the
husbandmen labored and children played, and as there were many
tokens of present happiness, and nothing ominous of a speedy
judgment, he turned away, somewhat disappointed. The farther
he went, however, and the lonelier he felt himself, and the
thicker the trees stood along his path, and the darker the
shadow overhead, so much the more did Richard Digby exult. He
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talked to himself, as he strode onward; he read his Bible to
himself, as he sat beneath the trees; and, as the gloom of the
blessed sky, I had almost added, that, at morning,
himself. So congenial was this
that he often laughed to
an echo tossed him back the
forest hid the
noon, and eventide, he prayed to
mode of life to his disposition,
himself, but was displeased Y;-hen
long, loud roar.
No question arises as to the appropriateness of the details
to impress Hawthorne's purpose, the delineation of Richard
Digby's character. The method of expansion is usualj developing
echo emerging from concrete particulars, pressure of circum-
stance, diffused significance, converging in total effect.
A paragraph developed by association used in a novel
fashion, for once ons in which interaction plays no part,
constitutes a portion of the Journal of _a Solitary Man, 1837,
The passage describes a dream,
'"I dreamed that one bright forenoon I was walking through
Broadway, and seeking to cheer myself with the warm and busy life
of that far-famed promenade. Here a coaoh thundered over the
pavement, and there as unwieldy omnibus, with spruce gigs rat--
tiling past, and horsemen prancing through all the bustle. On the
sidewalk people were looking at the rich display of goods, the
plate and jewelry, or the latest caricature in the bookseller's
windows; xrhile fair ladies and whiskered gentlemen tripped
gayly along, nodding mutual recognitions, or shrinking from some
rough countryman or sturdy laborer, whose contact might have
ruffled their finery, I found myself in this animated scene,
with a dim and misty idea that it was not my proper place, or
that I had ventured into the crowd with some singularity of
dress or aspect which made me ridiculous. Walking in the sun-
shine, I was yet cold as death. By degrees, too, I perceived
myself the object of universal attention, and, as it seemed,
of horror and affright. Every face grew pale; the laugh was
hushed, and the voices died away in broken syllables; the
people in the shops crowded to the doors v/ith a ghastly stare,
and the passengers on all sides fled as from an embodied pesti-
lence. The horses reared and snorted. An old beggar-woman sat
before St, Paul's Church, with her withered palm stretched out
to all, but drew it back from me, and pointed to the graves and
monuments in that populous churchyard. Three lovely girls v/hom
I had formerly known., ran shrieking across the s treet, A person-
age in black, v.'-hom I was about to overtake, suddenly turned his
The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
p. 442, ff.
Walter J. Black, Inc
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head and showed the features of a long-lost friend. He gave me
a look of horror and was gone.' 1
By indirection the solitary man pictures his own appearance.
By subtle association, he describes his earlier years. The
implication is widely signific nt. Again the purpose of isola-
tion defeats itself. This time the point has been impressed
by unique and artistic delineation,
A studied, but pleasant, informality enlivens the passage
to be quoted from the sketch Sunday at Home, 1837, We do not
find a new Hawthorne here, but the passage is illustrative
of his ability to handle a number of words in a short space.
"About a quarter of
the bell, individuals
an hour before the second ringing
of of the congregation begin to appear.
The earliest is invariably an old woman in black, whose bent
frame and rounded shoulders are evidently laden u'-ith some
heavy affliction, v/hich she is eager to rest upon the altar.
Would that the Sabbath came twice as often, for the sake of
that sorrowful old soull There is an elderly man, also, who
arrives in good season, and leans against the corner of the
tower, just within the line of its shadow, looking downw8.rd
with a darksome brow, I sometimes fancy that the old ivoman
is the happier of the two. After these, others drop in singly,
and by twos and threes, either disappearing through the doorway,
or taking their stand in its vicinity. At last, and always
with an unexpected sensation, the bell turns in the steeple
overhead, and throws out an irregular clangor, jarring the
tower to its foundation. As if there were magic in the sound,
the sidewalks of the street, both up and down along, are
inunediately thronged with two long lines of people, all con-
verging hitherward, and streaming into the church. Perhaps
the far-off roar of a coach draws nearer - a deeper thunder
by its contrast with the surrounding stillness - until it
sets dovm the wealthy worshippers at the portal, among
humblest brethren. Beyond that entrance, in theory at
the ir
least
,
by thethere are no distinctions of earthly rank; nor, indeed
goodly apparel which is flaunting in the sun, would there seem
to be such, on the hither side. Those pretty girlsl TiThy will
they disturb my pious meditationsl Of all days in the week,
they should strive to look least fascinating on
instead of heightening their mortal loveliness,
rival the blessed angels, and keep our thoughts
Were I the minister himself, I must needs look,
is white muslin from the waist upv.^ards, and black silk down-
wards to her slippers* a second blushes from topknot to shoetie.
the Sabbath,
as if to
from heaven.
One girl
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one universal scarlet; another shines of a pervading yellow,
as if she had made a garment of the sunshine. The greater part,
however, have adopted a milder cheerfulness of hue. Their veils,
especially when the wind raises them, give a lightness to the
general effect, and make them appear like airy phantoms, as they
flit up the steps, and vanish into the sombre doorway. Nearly
all - though it is very strange that I should know it - wear
7j-hite stockings, white as snow, and neat slippers, laced cross-
wise with black ribbon, pretty high above the ankles. A white
stocking is infinitely more effective than a black one." 1
Here is the same concreta picture, to which we have grown
accustomed, deepened into significant connotation by abstrac-
tions. Each word carries its precise, intended meaning, vfhich
becomes expressive by an unusually lavish use of figurative
language, by some novelty of application, such as, "a second
blushes from topknot to shoetie, one universal scarlet," a
single poetic usage darks ome , and the latinism portal
,
employed
in its primary meaning, gate or entrance^
Hawthorne presents a key of words admirably. Associated
phrases give a strong impression of the people who find church
service imperative: "old woman in black", "bent frame", "rounded
shoulders", "heavy affliction", "sorrowful old sovl", "elderly
man", "shadow", "darksome brow"; and at the end, "veils",
"lightness", "airy phantoms", v/ork well together in conveying
the idealization of the young girls.
The connotation is figurative, in general appropriate
except for the grotesque personification of the ste^?ple,
figured as throwing out the "irregular clangor" of the bell.
The usual hyperbole is evident as a means of intensification
as well as antithesis: the thund°r of the turning of the
coach's wheels is contrasted with the "surrounding stillness";
133
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"wealthy v/or sh ipper s " appear beside "their humblest brethren".
Hawthorne is always so bent on including every descriptive
detail that it becomes wasy to accuse him of unawareness of the
techniques of economy in diction, A second examination proves
the contrary here, for he uses a number of fiji;ures of speech,
abstract expressions sum up longer conceptions, adjectives
are used as nouns, "twos and threes", "the earliest", the
subjunctive appears in the sentence beginning, "Were I the
minister "• Moreover, rhetorical questions and exclama-
tiona have their place in this paragraph, ever widening the
implication. It is becoming more and more patent that
Hawthorne's lavish use of words is not lavish c omvarat ively
when one discovers the underlying suggestions. Indeed, his
abstractions are marked by their preciseness, compactness, and
expressiveness,
TALES (1838)
A particularly ingenious handling of paragraph development
and expansion in E dwa rd Rando lph * s Port
r
ait
,
1838, deserves
brief mention.
"when morning came there was a stifled whisper through
the household, and spreading thence about the town, that the
dark, mysterious picture had started fron the wall, and spoken
face to face v^ith Lieutenant-Governor Hutchinson. If such a
miracle had been -wrought, however, no traces of it rema.ined
behind, for within the antique frame nothing could be discerned
save the impenetrable cloud, which had covered the canvas
since the memory of man. If the figure had, indeed, stepped
forth, it had fled back, spirit-like, at the daydawn, and
hidden itself behind a century's obscurity. The truth probably
waa, that Alice Vane's secret for restoring the hues of the
*•
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picture had merely effected a temporary renovation. But those
who, in that brief interval, had beheld the awful visage
of Edward Randolph, desired no second glance, and ever after-
wards trembled at the recollection of the scene, as if an evil
spirit had appeared visibly among them. And as for Hutchinson,
when, far over the ocean, his dying hour drew on, he gasped
for breath, and complained that he was choking with the blood
of the Boston Massacre; and Francis Lincoln, the former
Captain of Castle William, who was standing at his bedside,
perceived a likeness in his frenzied look to that of Edward
Randolph, Did his broken spirit feel, at that dread hour, the
tremendous burden of a People's curse?" 1
The contrast here between what may have happened
and what actually happened is made explicit by the suggestion
of what the people imagined to have been seen vj-hen the veil
was withdrawn and v«rhat actually was seen. Implication is
impressively established by consecutive supposition and inten-
sified by the final sentence, which contains in the form of
rhetorical question the whole significance.
In La dy Ele an or ' s Mantle are two types of paragraph, both
admirably suited to narrative and examined with their narrative
vigor in mind. The first illustrates swift, straightforward
movement, the swiftness including sharpness of the outlined
picture, towards the cliiaax, expressed in the concluding
sentence. The paragraph follows:
"At different periods of the evening the liveried servants
of the Province House passed among the guests, bearing huge
trays of refreshments and French and Spanish wines. Lady
Bleanore Roohcliffe, vfho refused to wet her beautiful lips
even with a bubble of Champagne, had sunk back into a large
damask chair, apparently overwearied either with the excitement
of the scene or its tedium, and while, for an instant, she
was unconscious of voices, laughter and music,
stole forward, and knelt
in his hand, on which
the brim with wine, which
a young man
down at her feet. He bore a salver
was a chased silver goblet, filled to
as reverentially as tohe offered
a crowned queen, or rather with the awful devotion of a priest
doing sacrifice to his idol. Conscious that some one touched
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p, 304, ff.
.0
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her robe, Ladjr Eleanor© started, and unclosed her eyes upon
the pale. v/-ild features and dishevelled hair of Jervase
Helwyse. 1
The second is more complex, but equally expressive in
pushing forward the narrative movement. When we consider what
has gone before in the story, we realize that Hawthorne begins
with what is understandable and builds up to that which is new
and somewhat more difficult.
"Such a banner
the Province House;
footsteps back, had
been traced back to
proud - to her that
of earthly mould -
was long since waving over the portal of
for thence, as was proved by tracing iii-
all this dreadful mischief issued. It had
a lady»s chamber - to the proudest of the
was so delicate, and hardly owned herself
to the haughty one, who took her stand
above human sympathies - to Lady Eleanorel There remained no
room for doubt that the contagion had lurked in that gorgeous
mantle, which threw so strange a grace around her at the fes-
tival. Its fantastic splendor had been conceived in the
delirious brain of a woman on her deathbed, and was the last
toil of her stiffening fingers, which had interwoven fate
and misery vfith its golden threads. This dark tale, whispered
at first, was now bruited far and wide. The people raved
against Lady Eleanore, and cried out that her pride and scorn
had evoked a ^iend, and that, between them both, this monstrous
evil had been born. At times, their rage and despair took the
semblance of frinning mirth; and whenever the red flag of the
pestilence was hoisted over another and yet another door,
they clapped their hands and shouted through the streets, in
bitter mockery: "Behold a new triumph for Lady Eleanorel" 2
Specifically we have been informed that the banner is
waving on the Province House, that Lady Eleanore has been the
carrier of the plague. We know less about the circumstances
which surrounded the vireaving of the mantle. The spreading of
the rumor is a new narrative element; the attitude of the
people has not heretofore been suggested. The art ic^^lat ion
of their reproach is both climactic and severely different from
the setting of the stage in the first sentence. The structure
1 Riverside Edition, Vol,
2 Ibid,, p, 316, ff.
I, p. 316,
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is artistically complexj the result perlucid from the point of
view of the reader,
Hawthorne's gift for writing the subtler forms of the
paragraph has been noted earlier. Now, we find an interesting
eixample of a sustained figure employed to stress unity. The
following passage occurs in The Sis ter Ifears, 1858, and the
skeleton structure is the well-known definition, establishment,
and application.
"Last night, between eleven and twelve o'clock, when the
Old Year was leaving her final footprints on the borders of
Time's empire, she found herself in possession of a few spare
moments, and sat down - of all places in the world - on the
steps of pur new City Hall* The wintry moonlight showed that
she looked weary of body and sad of heart, like many another
wayfarer of earth. Her garments, having been exposed to much
foul weather and rough usage, were in very ill condition; and
as the hurry of her journey had never before allowed her to
take an instant's rest, her shoes were so worn as to be
scarcely worth the mending. But, after trudging only a little
distance farther, this poor old Year was destined to enjoy a
long, long sleep, I forgot to mention that, when she seated
herself on the steps, she deposited by her side a very capacious
bandbox, in which, as is the custom among travellers of her sex,
she carried a great deal of valuable property. Besides this
luggage, there was a folio book under her arm, very much resem-
bling the annual volume of a newspaper. Placing this volume
across her knees, and resting her elbovirs upon it, with her fore-
head in her hands, the weary, bedraggled, world-worn Old Year
heaved a heavy sigh, and appeared to be taking no very pleasant
retrospect of her past existence," 1
The personification is announced in the initial sentence.
Each sentence thereafter impresses the figuration - a weary
old lady, resting for a moment after a long and fatiguing
journey. The descriptive element is developed in the usual
manner: key phrases produce forceful imagery. On first reading,
it is the picture produced by the sustained figure that stands
out; one detects afterwards the basic outline.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, p. 375,
I
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Methods of securing coherence in any given paragraph may-
be either direct or indirect. The mature author leans towards
;he omission of links of articulation whenever no obscurity
rill result and depends upon transition by the power of thought,
I'he paragraph to be quoted is bound together largely by the
interdependence of its members; it is comparatively free of
mechanical, transitional devices,
"1, Now, leaving the storm to do his appointed office,
let us sit down, pen in hand, by our fireside, 2, Gloomy as it
may seem, there is an influence productive of cheerfulness, and
favorable to imaginative thought, in the atmosphere of a snov^ry
day, 3, The native of a southern clime may woo the muse
beneath the heavy shade of summer foliage, reclining on banks
of turf, while the sound of singing birds and warbling rivulets
chimes in with the music of his soul. 4, In our brief summer,
I do not think, but only exist in the vague enjoyment of a dream
5# My hour of inspiration - if that hour ever comes - is when
the green log hisses upon the hearth, and the bright flame,
brighter for the gloom of the chamber, rustles high up the
chimney, and the coals drop tinkling doivn among the glowing
heaps of ashes, 6, lYhen the casement rattles in the gust, and
the snow-flakes or the sleety raindrops pelt hard against the
window panes, then I spread out my sheet of paper, with the
certainty that thoughts and fancies will gleam forth upon it
like stars at twilight, or like violets in May, - perhaps to
fade as soon, 7, However transitory their glow, they at least
shine amid the darksome shadow which the clouds of the outward
sky fling through the room, 8, Blessed, therefore, and
reverently welcomed by me, her true-born son, by New England's
winter, which malo s us, one and all, the nurslings of the
storm, and sings a familiar lullaby even in the wildest shriek
of the December blast, 9, Now look we forth again, and see
how much of his task the storm spirit has done," 1
We are always aware of the
mutual bearings of thought,
Hawthorne finds cold weather and indoor life conducive
to inspiration. The first sentence marks progress from the
preceding paragraph. The central idea is expressed in the
second sentence. Antithesis links the second and third
1 Riverside Edition, Yol, I, p, 386, ff,. Snow Flakes.

sentences. The fourth sentence expresses a random observation
closely related in thought to that contained in the third.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh sentences amplify the second
by means of cumulative repetition and without obvious trans-
itional phrasing. The eighth sentence p.lunges directly into
the application; the ninth foreshadows the continuance.
Always interested in human misfits, Hawthorne has no
difficulty in producing narrative emphasis when he sets out
to depict this type. We read here a descr ii-Ttion of Peter
Goldthwaite ' s major eccentricity. Each sentence reveals
this eccentricity in a new and unceasingly ridiculous light.
"Never, in any of his vagaries, though each had made
him happy while it lasted, had Peter been happier than now.
Perhaps, after all, there was something in Peter Goldthwa ite '
s
turn of mind, which brought him an inward recompense for all
the external evil that it caused. If he were poor, ill-clad,
even hungry, and exposed, as it were, to be utterly annihilated
by a precipice of impending ruin, yet only his body remained
in these miserable circumstances, while his aspiring soul
enjoyed the sunshine of a bright futurity. It was his nature
to be always young, and the tendency of his mode of life to
keep him so. Gray hairs vfere nothing, no, nor wrinkles,
nor infirmity; he might look old, indeed, and be somewhat
disagreeably connected with a gaunt old figure, much the
worse for wear; but the true, the essential Peter was a
young man of high hopes, just entering on the world. At
the kindling of each new fire, his burnt-out youth rose afresh
from the old embers and ashes. It rose exulting now. Having
lived thus long - not too long, but just to the right age -
a susceptible bachelor, with warm and tender dreams, he
resolved, so soon as the hidden gold should flash to light,
to go a-wooing and win the love of the fairest maid in toim.
What heart could resist him? Happy Peter Goldthwa ite I " 1
His spirit was never in straits; he was perpetually young;
his youth became overpowering; he resolves to go courting.
And then the crowning, ironical ending: "What heart could
resist him? Happy Peter Goldthwaite I
"
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 438, Peter Goldthwaite * s
Treasure
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Turning for a moment from the brief examination of
Hawthorne's method of revealing structure in the paragraph,
we continue our consideration of the texture of his .sentences.
The passag-e chosen for scrutiny is contained in Chippings w ith.
a_ Chisel, 183 8.
"Sometimes v^re would discuss the respective merits of
the various qualities of marble, numerous slabs of which were
resting against the weills of the shop; or sometimes an hour
or two v/ould pass quietly, without a word on either side, while
I watched hov/ neatly his chisel struck out letter after letter
of the names of the Nortons, the Mayhews, the Luces, the
Daggets, and other immemorial families of the Vineyard. Often,
with an artist's pride, the good old sculptor would speak of
favorite productions of his skill which wer e scattered through-
out the village graveyards of New England. ^But my chief and
most instructive amusement was to v/itness his inter\'-iews with
his customers, who held interminable consultations ab qa t the
form and fashion of the desired monuments, the buried excellence
to be commemorated, the anguish to be expressed, and finally,
the lov/^est price in dollars and cents for which a marble trans-
cript of their feelings might be obtained. Really, my mind
received many fresh ideas which, perhaps, may remain in it even
longer than Mr. Wiggle sworth • s hardest marble will retain the
deepest strokes of his chisel." 1
The mood is complex, there are thirteen pre dicat ions
^
seven subordinate conjunctions, and tvio coordinate conjunctions,
the subordinating conjunctions numbering well over a third, in
fact, over a half of the whole number of predications. The
texture ought therefore, to be concise. Actually, it is not.
The many relationships, expressed by relative pronouns, are
expansive in effect. Besides, there are no figures of speech
for compactness and but an occasional abstract phrase* such as,
"buried excellence" or "marble transcript of their feeling."
Plainly, several conjunctions might have been omitted, - for
example, - "or" and "which", with its verb, underscored in the
pas sage
.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 457, ff.
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Force in sentence texture - continuity, if you will - is
gained in the portion of The Shake r Bridal
,
1838, quoted below,
by means of emotional intensification secured by various devices
"But while speaking these fev/ words, Martha grew so pale
that she looked fitter to be laid in her coffin than to stand
in the presence of Father Ephraim and the eldersj she shuddered,
also, as if there were something awful or horrible in her
situation and destiny. It required, indeed, a more than
feminine strength of nerve, to sustain the fixed observance of
men so exalted and famous throughout the sect as these were.
They had overcome their natural sympathy with human frailties
and affections. One, >vhen he joined the Society, had brought
with him his wife and children, but never, from that hour, had
spoken a fond word to the former, or taken his best-loved child
upon his knee. Another, v/hose family refused to follow him,
had been enabled - such was his gift of holy fortitude - to
leave them to the mercy of the world* The youngest of the
elders, a man of about fifty, had been bred from infancy in
a Shaker village, and was said never to have clasped a wom.an's
hand in his ovm, and to have no conception of a closer tie
than the cold fraternal one of the sect. Old Father Ephraim
was the most awful character of all. In his youth he had been
a dissolute libertine, but was converted by Mother Ann herself,
and had partaken of the wild fanaticism of the early Shakers.
Tradition whispered, at the firesides of the village, that
Mother Ann had been compelled to sear his heart of flesh with
a red-hot iron before it could be purified from earthly
pas s ions . " 1
First, we have the repetition in compound structure of
Martha*s aversion to the Shaker system. The idea is elaborated
by introducing a suggestion of her courage. Then various mem-
bers of the sect are presented by concrete examples in subordin-
ate mood. One ironic hyperbole interrupts the otherwise
smooth movement of a sentence. Old Father Ephraim's character
is developed by hyperbole. Two sentences, the first beginning
with "one", the second with "another" suggest parallelism.
Always appears explicit reminder that the members of the sect
have overcome human frailties and affections One feels at
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 474
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the beginning of this paragraph the emotional tension of the
situation; the tension steadily increases to its conclusion*
Hawthorne's moderately slow rate of progress in Night
Ske tch e s , 1838 , is appropriate to an account of a leisurely
stroll on a wet night. The selected paragraph exemplifies the
fac t
,
"1« Onvj-ard I go, deriving a sympathetic joy or sorrow from
the varied aspect of mortal affairs, even as my figure catches
a gleam from the lighted windows, or is blackened by an interval
of darkness, 2. Not that mine is altogether a chameleon spirit,
with no hue of its own. 3# Now I pass into a more retired street
wher= the dwellings of v:ealth and poverty are intermingled, pre-
senting a range of strongly contrasted pictures. 4. Here, too,
may be found the golden mean. 5. Through yonder casement I
discern a family circle, - the grandmother, the parents, and the
children, - all flickering, shadow-like, in the glow of a wood
fire. 6. Bluster, fierce blast, and beat, thou wintry rain,
against the v/indow panes i 7. Ye cannot damp the enjoyment of
that fireside. 8. Surely my fate is hard that I should be
wandering homeless here, taking to my bosom night and storm and
solitude, instead of wife and children. 9. Peace, murmureri
10. Doubt not that darker guests are sitting round the hearth,
though the warm blaze hides all but blissful images, 11, Wellj
here is still a brighter scene. 12. A stately mansion illumin-
ated for a ball, with cut-glass chandeliers and alabaster lamps
in every room, and sunny landscapes hanging round the walls.
13. Seel a coach has stopped, whence emerges a slender beauty,
ivho, canopied by two umbrellas, glides within the portal, and
vanishes amid lightsome thrills of music. 14. Will she ever
feel the night wind and the rain? 15. Perhaps, - perhaps!
16. And will Death and Sorrow ever enter that proud mansion?
17. As surely as the dancers will b gay within its halls to-
aight. 18. Such thoughts sadden, yet satisfy my heart; for they
teach me that the poor man in this mean, weather-beaten hovel,
without a fire to cheer him, may call the rich his brother, -
srethren by Sorrow, who must be an inmate of laoth their house-
lolds, - brethren by Death, who will lead them both to other
lomes." 1
The paragraph is long and contains eighteen sentences.
Their length is nicely varied: counting the number of words in
9ach we obtain an interesting sequence of figures; 35, 14, 24,
3, 26, 12, 8, 26, 2, 18, 7, 23, 26, 10, 2, 10, 13, 52. The style
L Riverside Edition, Vol. I, p. 482, ff.
1e
is kept from being deliberate by the relatively small number of
connectives, twelve, in fact, by four ellipses, and three
brief exclamations. The style never approached haste because
of the ample predication and the generous use of predicate
modifiers* Doubled or paralleled words also impede the rate.
In the first, eighth, and twelfth sentences, there are two sets
of these; in the third, fifth, sixth, thirteenth, fourteenth,
and sixteenth, one each; in the eighteenth, three.
A study of rhythm in a passage from Tjie Three fold De s t iny
,
1838, serves to remind us that Hawthorne's gift for writing
rhythmic, cadenced prose is constant. The analysis of the
passage is not included.
Hawthorne seems to have been concerned with the appearance
of psychopathic conditions in his characters. As a matter of
fact, in the light of modern psycho-analysis many of his more
sharply dravm personalities, because of their pre-ocoupation
with one of more quite unsubstantiated fancy would in real life
be referred to a clinic for examination* In Sylph Ether ege
,
1838, we meet Sylvia, who is the victim of a dominant passion.
The passage iuoted describes her day-dreaming and shows once
again, Hawthorne's ability to choose synonyms, which keep pace
with the gradually developing significance of the context.
"But noT/ could Sylvia give a brighter semblance of reality
to those day-dreams. Clasping the miniature to her heart, she
could summon forth, from that haunted cell of pure and blissful
fantasies, the life-like shadow, to roam with her in the moon-
light garden. Even at noontide it sat with her in the arbor,
when the sunshine threw its broken flakes of gold into the
clustering shade. The effect upon her mind was hardly less
po'/ver ful than if she had actually listened to, and reciprocated,
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the TOWS of Edgar Vaughan; for, though the illusion never quite
deceived her, yet the remembrance was as distinct as of a
remembered interview. Those heavenly eyes gazed forever into
her soul, which drank at them as at a fountain, and was dis-
quieted if reality threw a momentary cloud between. She heard
the melody of a voice breathing sentiments with which her own
chimed in like music. 0, happy, yet hapless girli Thus to
create the being whom she loves, to endow him with all the
attributes that were most fascinating to her heart, and then to
flit with the airy creature into the realm of fantasy and moon-
light, where dwelt his dreamy kindredl For her lover wiled
Sylvia away from earth, which seemed strange, and dull, and
darksome, and lured her to a country where her spirit roamed in
peaceful rapture, deeming that it had foiond its home. Many, in
their youth, have visited that land of dreams, and wandered so
long in its enchanted groves, that, when banished thence, they
feel like exiles everywhere." 1
We learn how the day-dreams assumed the "semblance of
reality". The miniature becomes a "life-like shadow", as
"illusion", a "being", "an airy creature", and then when the
whole conception has developed into a seemingly, meaningless
fancy, we find that the day-dream has real utility - it lures
Sylvia "from earth, which seemed strange, and dull, and darksome,'
and now the denotation becomes concrete and takes the form of
"lover".
From Time '
s
P ortraiture
,
1838, a newspaper article, we
choose a paragraph which illustrates a special use of diction
in unimpas sioned and impersonal prose.
"It is another very common mistake to suppose that Time
wanders among old ruins, and sits on moulde ring . walls and moss-
groivn stones, meditating about matters '.vhich everybody else
has forgotten. Some people, perhaps, would expect to find him
at the burial-ground in Broad Sbreet, poring over the half-
illegible inscriptions on the stones on the Higginsons, the
Hathornes, the Holyokes, the Brownes, the Olivers, the Pickmans,
the Pickerings, and other worthies with whom he kept company of
old. Some would look for him on the ridge of Gallows Hill,
where, in one of his darkest moods, he and Cotton Mather hung
the witches. But they need not seek him there. Time is invaria-
bly the first to forget his own deeds, his ovm history, and his
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J.Black, Inc. ,p.415,fl'.
lit
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own former associates. His place is in the busiest bustle of
the v/orld. If you would meet Time face to face, you have only
to promenade in Essex Street, between the hours of twelve and
one; and there, among beaux and belles, you will see old Father
Time, apparently the gayest of the gay. He walks arm in arm
with the young men, talking about balls and theatres, and
afternoon rides, and midnight merry-makings; he recommends such
and such a fashionable tailor, and sneers at every garment of
six months' antiquity, and, generally, before parting, he
invites his friends to drink champagne, -a wine in which Time
delights, on account of its rapid effervescence. And Time tread:
lightly beside the fair girls, whispering to them (th? old
deceiver J ) that they are the sweetest angels he ever was
acquainted with. He tells them that they have nothing to do but
dance and sing, and twine roses in their hair, and gather a train
of lovers, and that the world will always be like an illuminated
ball-room. And Time goes to the Connercial News-Room, and
visits the insurance-offices, and stands at the corner of Essex
and St. Peter's Streets, talking vfith the merchants about the
arrival of ships, the rise and fall of stocks, the price of
cotton and breadstuffs, the prospects of the whaling-business,
and the cod-fishery, and all other news of the day. And the
young gentlemen, and the pretty girls, and the merchants, and
all others with whom he makes acquaintance, are apt to think
that there is nobody like Time, and that Time is all in all," 1
The paragraph is developed by contrast and breaks in the
middle. By coBperation the words selected impress the antithesis,
In the first, the dark half, we find "old ruins", "Burial Ground'
"inscriptions", "tombs", "witches", "Gallov^s Hill", "darkest
moods", "Cotton Mather", each, either patently or suggestively,
fortifying the other. In the last, the gay half, it is unnec-
essary to take the numberless words, implying brightness and
frivolity, out of their context.
The connotation is a combination of commonplace and
aesthetic. Of course, the larger connotation is aesthetic since
we have here another instance of the use of the sustained figure.
However, in carrying out the personification we find a number
of every-day words used to describe every-day occurrences. On
the other hand, the aesthetic possibilities are not completely
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p, 123, ff.

neglected: there are several slight figures of speech while the
allusions in the first half give color and life. The combined
qualities of connotation utilized here give an agreeable light-
ness overlaying a serious intent,
TALES (1839)
Continuing the examination of diction we arrive chronolog-
ically at Old Es the r Dudl ey , a character sketch written in 1839,
and proceed to study Consistence in Words and the power of Words
in Combination.
"And did she dwell there in utter loneliness? Rumor said,
not so. Whenever her chill and withered heart desired warmth,
she was wont to summon a black slave of Governor Shirley's from
the blurred mirror, and send him in search of guests who had
long ago been familiar in these deserted chambers. Forth went
the sable messenger, with the starlight of the moonshine gleaming
through him, and did his errand in the burial ground, knocking
at the iron doors of tombs, or upon the marble slabs that
covered them, and vfhispering to those within: "My mistress, old
Esther Dudley, bids you to the Province House at midnight,"
punctually as the clock of the Old South told twelve came the
shadows of the Olivers, the Hutchinsons, the Dudleys, all the
grandees of a by-gone generation, gliding boneath the portal
the well-knovm mansion, where Esther mingled with them
likewise were a shade, T^ithout vouching for the truth
traditions, it is certain that Mistress Dudley sometimes
assembled a few of the stanch, though crestfallen, old tories,
who had lingered in the rebel town during those days of wrath
and tribulation. Out of a cobwebbed bottle, containing liquor
that a royal Governor might have smacked his lips over, they
quaffed healths to the King, and babbled treason to the Republic
feeling as if the protecting shadow of the throne were still
flung around them. But, draining the last drops of their
stole timorously homeward, and answered not again if
them in the street," 2
And
intc
if she
such
they
rude
liquor
the
mob reviled
The idea words in this passage outnumber the connective
words only by a very small margin. Did they far outnumber the
1 P, 21, above
2 Riverside Edition, Vol, I, 334, ff.
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jonnectives we might expect outstanding consistence in diction.
There is no obscure conciseness however, for the words in them-
selves are specific, and the generalities are specific general-
ities. Abstract nouns almost equal concrete nouns in number;
the result is a satisfactory alternation of impress ivenes s and
precision.
Pairing appears here as one of the possibilities of v;-ords
in combination. We find "her chill and withered heart", which
3orders closely upon tautology; "those days of wrath and tribu-
lation" of Biblical connotation; and the compound object, each
with its modifying prepositional phrase, in "they quaffed
health to the King and treason to the Republic". The two latter
are distinctly praiseworthy. The inverted sentence beginning wiH
the adverb f orth is an example of the refining of an idea by
detailed descriptive treatment in which pairing is prominent.
-
lot a particularly compact treatment, it is true, but productive
of a highly picturesque result.
Adverbial modifiers often blur the outline of specific
^erbs and make more obscure the concept of non-specific verbs.
2ere, Hawthorne has been restrained in his use of adverbial
:tiodifiers; conseauently the narrative is clearer while fewer
vords are employed. The adjectives are, in general, satisfactory,
)n second thought, "utter loneliness" does not seem to be an
Instance in which the epithet is conventional while "oobwebbed
)ottle" is an outstanding example of the use of the phrasal epi-
het which suggests in a word what v/ould require a phrase or
Sentence to express.
1
'. O !', ©
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The following passage found in The Li ly' s Quest , 1839, is
a marked contrast to the one we have just discussed. Here, our
1
problem will be to define Finish and the author's attitude
towards his writing*
"Two lovers, once upon a time, had planned a little summer-
house, in the form of an antique temple, which it was their
purpose to consecrate to all manner of refined and innocent
enjoyments. There they would hold pleasant intercourse with
one another and the circle of their familiar friendsj there
they would give festivals of delicious fruit; there they
would hear lightsome music, intermingled with the strains of
pathos which make joy more sweet* there they would read poetry
and fiction, and p-^riuit their ovm minds to flit away in day-
dreams and romance; there, in short - for vrhy should v/e shape
out the vague sunshine of their hopes? - there all pure delights
were to cluster like roses among the pillars of the edifice
,
and blossom ever new and spontaneously. So, one breezy and
cloudless afternoon, Adam Forrester and Lilias Fay set out upon
a ramble over the vfide estate vfhich they were to possess to-
gether, seeking a proper site for their Temple of Happiness.
They were themselves a fair and happy spectacle, fit priest
and priestess for such a shrine; although, m.aking poetry of the
pretty name of Lilias, Adam Forrester was v^ont to call her LILY,
because her form was as fragile, and her cheek almost as pale. "2
The prose is of the imaginative type* It is ove rs ent imen-
tal and, of course, not tempered by conviction. The effort
to be elegant is obvious and establishes a definite preciosity,
noted once before in Fan shawe
.
Consequently, there is an
extravagant use of pairing - so extravagant, in fact, that the
phrasal measure is never varied and the rhythm unpleasantly
sing-song. Note, too, the manneristic use of ^nti^u_e and
edifice. Hawthorne's attitude here has already been suggested -
it cannot be earnest; it may be a half-hearted attempt at
emotional seriousness.
148
1 P. 31, above.
2, Riverside Edition, Vol. I, 495.
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GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR (1841)
The year 1841 marks but a single work of Hawthorne,
Grandfather * s Chair, a series of historical sketches for chil-
dren. We should expect here studied simplicity of style in all
respects. The analysis begins with an examination of several
excerpts, noting especially various methods of development
in the paragraph,
"So Grandfather talked about the Puritans, as those
persons were called v/ho thought it sinful to practise the
religious forms and ceremonies which the Church of England had
borrowed from the Roman Catholics, These Puritans suffered so
much persecution in England, that, in 1607, many of theW went
over to Holland, and lived ten or twelve years at Amsterdam and
Leyden, But they feared that, if they continued there much
longer, they would cease to be English, and should adopt all
the manners, and ideas, and feelings of the Dutch. For this
and other reasons, in the year 1620 they embarked on board of
the ship Mayflower, and crossed the ocean, to the shores of
Cape Cod, There they made a settlement, and called it Plymouth,
which, though now ,a part of Massachusetts, was for a long time
a colony by itself. And thus was formed the earliest settlement
of the Puritans in America." 1
First we notice appropriateness in choice of detail and
method of expansion of detail. The details here are histori-
cally aopropriate to the subject. They are developed by
elucidation, secured by reasons, and lead smoothly to the
proposition announced in the last two sentences.
In the next paragraph Hawthorne uses another method of
expans ion
,
"All the inhabitants of the little village are busy. One
is clearing a spot on the verge of the forest for his homestead;
another is hewing the trunk of a fallen pine-tree, in order to
build himself a dwelling; a third is hoeing in his field of
Indian corn. Here comes a huntsman out of the woods, dragging
a bear which he has shot, and shouting to the neighbors to lend
him a hand. There goes a man to the sea-shore, with a spade
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. ly, p. 434,

and a bucket, to dig a mess of clams, which were a principal
article of food with the first settlers. Scattered here and
there are two or three dusky figures, clad in mantles of fur,
with ornaments of bone hanging from their ears, and the feath-
ers of wild birds in their coal-black hair. They have belts df
shellwork slung across their shoulders, and are armed with bows
and arrows and flint-headed spears. These are an Indian saga-
more and his attendants, who have come to gaze at the labors of
the white man. And now rises a cry that a pack of wolves have
seized a young calf in the pasturej and every man snatches his
gun or pike and runs in chase of the marauding beasts." 1
Here is a series of subdivisions, taking the form
of concrete particulars. The topic is unexpressed, and the
reader is permitted to think himself into the limits of the
scene* He is able to do so by taking very little for granted.
The next brief paragraph is developed by means of explana-
tion, made clear in an arrangement which suggests the order of
simple to complex.
"And here Grandfather took occasion to talk rather
tediously about the nature and forms of government that
established themselves, almost spontaneously, in Massachusetts
and the other New England colonies. Democracies were the
natural growth of the New T/Yorld. As to Massachusetts, it was
at first intended that the colony should be governed by a
council in London* But in a little while the people had the
whole power in their own hands, and chose annually the
governor, the councillors, and the representatives. The
people of Old England had never enjoyed anything like the
liberties and privileges which the settlers of New England
now possessed. And they did not adopt these modes of
government after long study, but in simplicity, as if there
were no other way for people to be ruled." 2
In the following passage Hawthorne paints a vivid picture
by means of concrete example.
"Grandfather described the hatred and scorn with which
these enthusiasts were received. They were thrown into
dungeons; they were beaten with many stripes, vfomen as well
as men; they were driven forth into the wilderness, and left
to the tender mercies of v/ild beasts and Indians. The
childred wer : amazed to hear that the more the Quakers were
scourged, and imprisoned, and banished, the more did the sect
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 438.
2 Ibid., p. 482
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increase, both by the influx of strangers and by converts from
among the Puritans, But Grandfather told them that God had
put something into the soul of man, which always turned the
cruelties of the persecutor to nought," 1
He resorts to reflex sequence in the middle, - that is,
the continuity turns back a little on itself for the purpose of
making a lesson out of the situation - an acceptable text-book
device
•
Hawthorne becomes more than ordinarily enthusiastic in
his story telling when he develops the idea of his paragraph
by the sequence of consecutive suppositions. Note the passage*
"My dear children, what a task would you think it, even
with a long lifetime before you, were you bidden to copy every
chapter, and verse, and word in yonder family Biblel Would
not this be a heavy toil? But if the task were, not to write
off the English Bible, but to learn a language utterly unlike
all other tongues, - a language v/hich hitherto had never been
learned, except by the Indians themselves, from their mothers'
lips, - a language never written, and the strange words of
which seemed inexpressible by letters, - if the task wero,
first to learn this new variety of speech, and then to trans-
late the Bible into it, and to do so carefully that not one
idea throughout the holy book should be changed, - what would
induce you to undertake this toil? Yet this was what the
apostle Eliot did," 2
An artistic combination of several methods of expansion
commands attention next,
"When these other visitors were gone, Mr. Eliot bent
himself again over the half-written page. He dared hardly
relax a moment from his toil. He felt that, in the book v/hich
he was translating, there was a deep human as well as heavenly
wisdom, I'.'-hich would of itself suffice to civilize and refine
the savage tribes. Let the Bible be diffused among them, and
all earthly good would follow. But how slight a consideration
was this, when he reflected that the eternal welfare of a whole
race of men depended upon his accomplishment of the task which
he had set himselfl What if his hands should be palsied? Vifhat
if his mind should lose its vigor? What if death should come
upon him ere the work werecdone? Then must the red man wander
in the dark wilderness of heathenism forever," 3
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Interaction is patent here: John
Eliot»s fervent purpose struggles v^ith his physical frailty.
His emotional stress is expressed in a series of suppositions
in the form of rhetorical questions or interrogations.
An example of the compound paragraph, - compound, in
spite of its brevity, - is utilized in this instance.
" * It W8LS a solemn and affecting sight," said Grandfather,
»vfhen this venerable patriarch, with his white beard flowing
down upon his breast, took his seat ijj his chair of state.
Within his remembrance, and even since his mature age, the site
where nov/ stood the populous tovm had been a wild and forest-
covered peninsula. The province, now so fertile and spotted
with thriving villages, had been a desert v/ilderness • He was
surrounded by a shouting multitude, most of whom had been born
in the country v/hich he had helped to found. They were of one
generation, and he of another. As the old man looked upon them,
and beheld new faces everywhere, he must have felt that it was
now time for him to go vfhither his brethren had gone before
him.»" 1
The early recollection of Governor Bradstreet and the situation
in which he finds himself, the former a definite build-up for
the latter, both blending into a single unforgettable picture.
Details contained in paragraphs are subject to the limits
of inclusion, the beginning and the end. There are certain
restrictions to bo considered in the name of porportion, and
these restrictions govern the admissibility of digressions.
The next paragraph is so short as to make digression impossible.
But it is an excellent illustration of hov^ much can be explained
in few words and expressed in perfect form,
"The king has given such powers to Sir Edmund Andros that
there was now no liberty, nor scarcely any law, in the colonies
over which he ruled. The inhabitants were not allowed to choose
representatives, and consequently had no voice ^vhatever in the
government, nor control over the measures that were adopted.
The councillors with v/hom the governor consulted on matters of
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 482
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state were appointed by himself. This, sort of government was
no better than an absolute despotism," 1
The first sentence is a simple, clear statement of v/hat
11 be discussed* the last a pithy summary with the added
significance developed by the highly intelligible intervening
explanation.
The details of a paragraph must be arranged according to
an understandable pattern, Me have seen earlier, in more mature
ontext, that Hawthorne knows the ordinary, successful, narrative
form for the paragraph. He uses it in the passage to follow
with great directness and simplicity,
"The seamen of the Rose Algier became discouraged, andgave up all hope of making their fortunes by discovering theSpanish wreck. They wanted to compel Captain Phipps to turnpirate. There was a much better prospect, they thoup-ht, ofgrowing rich by plundering vessels which still sailed in the
sea than by seeking for a ship that had lain beneath the wavesfull half a century. They broke out in open mutiny; but ^verefinally mastered by Phipps, and compelled to obey his orders.
It would have been dangerous, however, to continue much longer
a-t sea with such a crew of mutinous sailors- and, besides, the
^ose Algier was leaky and unseaworthy. So Captain Phipps iude-ed[it best to return to England." 2 " ^k' J
The order is that of climax, steady progress towards the
ovief announcement of the mutiny, which is somewhat of a
surprise. Each item that marks the progress represents cumula-
bive repetition, which is made the occasion of successive en-
richment of idea. The last two sentences point the narrative
jompleted in this paragraph and send the reader forward.
We have found sufficient evidence to substantiate the
belief that Hawthorne can write a paragraph, suited to the under-
standing of children with the exception, perhaps, of the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 480.
2 Ibid., p, 48 7

description of John Eliot. He is uniformly capable in construct-
ing paragraphs, whether his readers be adult or juvenile.
Does this studied simplicity persuade Hawthorne to a greater
degree of consistence in the weaving together of his sentences?
Examination of the following passage brings a negative answer.
"When the weather began to )-,row cool. Grandfather's chair
had been removed from the summer parlor into a smaller and
snugger room. It now stood by the side of a bright, blazing,
wood~fire« Grandfather loved a wood-fire far better than a
grate of glowing anthracite, or than the dull heat of an
invisible furnace, vfhich seems to think that it has done its
duty in merely warming the house. But the wood-fire is a kindly,
cheerful, sociable spirit, sympathizing with mankind, and knowing
that to create warmth is but one of the good offices which are
expected' from it. Therefore it dances on the hearth, and laughs
broadly throughout the room, and plays a thousand antics, and
throws a joyous glow over all the faces that encircle it," 1
The structure is complex; the mood, sub or dinat ive . But the
development is patent and detailed, perhaps because in leisure-
ly story telling there is no need for swiftness. The figure of
speech is no short cut since it is sustained. The usual
abstractions appear, and while they sum up longer phrases,
they themselves are subjected to further scrutiny. The last two
sentences, serve to refine the figurative description of the
wood fire. In this case the refinement of the idea is accom-
plished without loss of focus.
The continuity of sentence structure should be forceful
or even. If it is even, there ib always the danger of producing
a monotonous tone of sensation. We have seen that Hawthorne's
continuity is never even; indeed, he leans tov/ards a highly
sensational tone, by means of which he gains, at times, an
obvious over-intensification.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 496.
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We mubt remembe r that Hawthorne in this series of sketches
is endeavoring to hold the interest of children. The prose in
the passage following is forceful and lively; but the stress
does not seem to be paid on with a heavy hand. When we list the
number of devices which produce intensification, we might well
expect the result to be an emotional hyperbole. The list is
formidable, for the paragraph contains Challenge, Interrogation,
Inversion, Balance, Exclamation, and direct address in the
imperative. However, there is not the slightest suggestion of
a deep, underlying emotional excitement. It may be that too
strong feeling causes the overweighting of intensity which
occasionally appears in Hawthorne. Here he is not concerned
with any one of his favorite problems.
"Next look at our old historic chairl It is placed you
perceive, in the most comfortable part of the room, where the
generous glow of the fire is sufficiently felt without being
too intensely hot. How stately the old chair looks, as if it
remembered its mcj.ny famous occupants, but yet were conscious
that a greater mo^n is sitting in it nowi Do you see the
venerable schoolmaster, severe in aspect, with a black skullcap
on his head, like an ancient Puritan, and the snow of his white
beard drifting doim to his very girdle? What boy would dare to
play, or whisper, or even glance aside from his book, while
Master Cheever is on the lookout behind his spectacles? For
such offenders, if any such there be, a rod of birch is hanging
over the fireplace, and a heavy ferule lies on the master's
desk." 1
An interesting method of continuity which is not monotonous
but which does not employ any sensation-producing devices is
revealed in the next passage. All the long sentences are loose
and are built on the same structural frame - m;: in clause
followed by subordinate clause. All the subordinate clauses
but one are relative and contain important additions to the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 506.
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thought. Besides, each leads artlessly into the next sentence.
Here is easy fluency without sacrifice of intelligibility,
"But there was one very important thing to be decided.
Who shall be the general of this great army? Peace had contin-
ued such an unusual length of time, that there was now less
military experience among the colonists than at any former
period. The old Puritans h^d always kept their weapons bright,
and were never destitute of warlike captctins who were skilful
in assault or defence. But the swords of their descendants
had grown rusty by disuse. There was nobody in Nev; England
that knew anything about sieges or any other regular fighting.
The only persons at all acquainted with warlike business were
a few elderly men, who had hunted Indians through the underbrush
of the forest in old Governor Dummer's war." 1
The problem of diction in Grandf athe r ' s Chair resolves
itself into a series of conclusions v/hich add nothing to those
reached earlier. The denotation of the words chosen are
generally exactly suited to Hawthorne's purpose. They are
expressive through their spec ificne s s ,. Again, Hav-thorne makes
his words work admirably together, sometimes because likeness
exists betv;-een meanings, sometimes dissimilarity. The connota-
tion throughout is mildly aesthetic, developed by significant
word choice, occasional figures of speech, and sufficient
allusion to give vitality to the historical picture. Too,
here the diction is likely to be predominately latinized, and
limpid phraseology often results.
The choice of Tvords invariably conforms to the subjeotj
not a hint of discord is ever discernible. A quiet elegance
has been established throughout - an elegance that contains
no learned difficulties and one • hich the children for whom
these stories were intended would find quite understandable.
The diction here is rather more concise: concrete idea
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 535,
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words predominate and give great sharpness of outline. Such
a choice of diction as this is both emphatic and impressive;
it is, moreover, the most economical method to choose in
description and narration.
Word combinations are skilfully arranged. Pairing is
infrequently manneristioj more often the second member adds
significance to the first in the way of refining by means of
quy.si-descriptive coloring. There is the usual narrowing of
the idea in a series of modifying phrases or appositivesj but
the idea more often than not emerges with greater olea:rness.
BIOGRAPHICAL STORIES FOR CHILDREN (1842)
In 184ii, H' wthorne v/as still interested in fictional,
juvenile history. His gift for establishing the leisurely,
story-telling mood is unmistakable. No-', he continues working
with the type, established in Grandfather * s Chair , and turns
^° B iographic al Stories f o r Children .
The first paragraph quoted illustrates the management
of rate of movement. The excerpt describes the boyhood of
Benjamin West.
"As Ben grew older, he vfas observed to take vast delight
in looking at the hues and forms of nature. For instance, he
was greatly pleased v/ith the blue violets of spring, the wild
roses of summer, and the scarlet cfirdinal-f lower s of early
autunm. In the decline of the year, when the woods were
variegated with all the colors of the rainbow, Ben seemed to
desire nothing better than to gaze at them from, morn till
night. The purple and golden clouds of sunset were a joy to
him. And he was continually endeavoring to draw the figures of
trees, men, mountains, houses, cattle, geese, ducks, and turkej/s
vfith a piece of chalk, on barn doors or on the floor." 1
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p. 146.
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The rate is fairly even: the sentences are almost all
equal in length, the words numbering respectively 20, 24, 62,
12, 31; the words are paralleled throughout; "For instance..."
is pleonastic; the verbs are largely non-specific. Nothing
disturbs the progress of medium tempo.
The paragraph to follov/ from Isaac Newton is an example
of the possibilities of rhythm in small space.
"Newton lived to be a very old man, and acquired great
renovm, and was mtide ^ member of Parliament, and received the
honor of knighthood from the king. But he cared little for
earthly fame and honors, and felt no pride in the vastness of
his knowledge. All that he had learned only made him feel how
little he knew in comparison to what remained to be known." 1
A dignified, unadorned phrasal measure, a simple statement,
appears in the first sentence. The measure is augmented by
a series of predications, which balance in an effect of sweeping
slowness the abrupt dignity of the phrasal unit. A quick turn
of mood is introduced by the conjunction But ; the rhythm keeps
pace, for the phrasal measure is varied by pairing and the
second predication is a lingering cadence. In the last
sentence the phrasal measure is varied by grammatical extension
and the second member of the compa.rison provides cadence for the
completed paragraph.
Alliteration is a poetic trait which Stevenson in;;ists
must appear in all rhythmical prose, never, however, allowed
to become poetical. In the first sentence, I's, r's, and m's
are musical and euphonious; in the second sentence, r's, f's,
and n's lift the tone a bit, are largely internal and obscure,
and, therefore, are never prominent; in the third sentence,
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 163.
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I's, 1* ' s , and m's are used lavishly, many times in unaccented
syllables, so that the effect ia pleasantly tranquil, appro-
priate to the description of Isaac Newton* s last days.
Rarely any question arises concerning the evidences of
Finish to be found in Hawthorne*s prose. Sometimes we have
felt that he has been too conscious of his effort to be pol-
ished. Th-^ next two paragraphs, quoted from Samuel Johnson
,
have been perfected in this respect by an agreeable tempetrament
of several of the qualities, the presence of which ensures
Finish.
"But when the old man * s figure, as he went stooping
along the street, was no more to be seen, the boy's heart
began to smite him. He had a vivid imagination, and it
tormented him with the image of his father standing in the
market-place of Uttoxeter and offering his books to the
noisy crowd around him, Sam seemed to behold him arranging
his literary merchandise upon the stall in such a way as was
best calculated to attract notice. Here was Addison's
"Spectator", a long row of little volumes; here was Pope's
translation of the Iliad and Odysseyj here wa^ Dryden's
poems, or those of Prior, Here, likewise, were "Gulliver's
Travels," and a variety of little gilt-covered children's
books, such as "Tom Thumb," "Jack the Giant Queller," "Mother
Goose's Melodies," and others which our great-grandparents
used to read in their childhood. And here were sermons for
the pious, and pamphlets for the politicians, and ballads.
some merry
" 1
Lnd some dismal ones, for the country people to
sing.
"The hot sun blazed upon his unprotected head, but he
seemed not to feel its fervor. A dark cloud swept across the
sky and rain-drops pattered into the market-place; but the
stranger heeded not the shower. The people began to gaze
at the mysterious old gentleman with superstitious fear and
wonder. Who could he be? Whence did he come? Wherefore v/as
he standing bareheaded in the market-place? Even the school-
boys left the merry-andrew and came to gaze, with vfide-open
eyes, at this tall, strange-looking old man," 2
The first paragraph discloses a finish of lucid plainness.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 168
2 Ibid,, p, 174,
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addressed as it is to the understanding of young people, somewhai
polished by its literary allusivenes s • The second, too, is
plain, but a will to impress temcers the plainness; consequently
there is a leaning towards polish by means of the series of
interrogations
•
If Havrthorne*s attitude towards his work here is to be
found shining through the lines of his prose, he is consistently
personal in tone, - that is, the i&atters are evidently of deep
interest to himself; the style is always informal, nevertheless
singularly earnest* the whole scheme apparently congenial - he
seems to be quite happy in this form of creative writing.
Quotation does not seem necessary to substantiate these comments.
In the paragraph, taken from Que en Chr is tina we make an
attempt to define hovf Hav/thorne*s prose expresses his habits of
thinking and forthwith impresses the reader,
"Yes; Gustavus forgot all the perils, and cares, and
pompous irksomeness of a royal life; and was as happy, while
playing with his child, as the humblest peasant in the reulm
of Sweden, How gayly did they dance along the ma:-ble floor
of the palace, this valiant king, v.'^ith his upright, martial
figure, his war-worn visage, and commandin; aspect, and the
small, round form of Christina, v/ith her rosy face of child-
ish merrimenti Her little fingers were clasped in her father's
hand, which had held the leading staff in many famous victories.
His crown and sceptre yiere her playthings. She could disarm
Gustavus of hib sword, which was so terrible to the princes of
Europe." 1
The purposiveness of this paragraph is evident. Hawthorne
is endeavoring to point out convincingly and impressively
the great love the Lion of the North had for his little
daughter. He strives for and succeeds in establishing a single
effect, and while the style is informal, it is not casual.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 206
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Hawthorne has pondered the matter and has earlier derised
his literary scheme. The indii*ect portrayal of Gustavus
suggested largely by contrast indicates Hawthorne's intellectua
keennet-s.
Emotionally, Hawthorne is for a moment somev/hat vivacious,
but there is no suggestion of heat. The mood is not one of
real gayety; but here we overlap the boundaries of appropriate-
ness. It is more likely that Ha\7thorne's keenness, and not
his emotion, is responsible for this oasis of brightness in an
otherwise sombre sketch.
The reader finds the passage extremely clear. Not a trace
of obscurity in diction, structure, or texture can be detected.
The passage is interesting because of its novelty--Queen
Christina is for the moment a natural, little girl--, and
because of its information. Its value is enhanced by its
swiftness of movement. The pic ture s quene s s of the occasion,
the graceful fluency of the prose, the feeling of sympathy
aroused for the characters are all appealing,
Hawthorne's introduction to the sketch of Oliver Cromwell
contains an expression of literary integrity in the use of
source material, worth quoting. The passage follows;
"'I must first observe, children,' said he, 'that some
writers deny the truth of the incident which I am about to
relate to you. There certainly is but little evidence in
favor of it. Other respectable writers, however, tell it
for a fact; and, at all events, it is an interesting story,
and has an excellent moral,'" 1
The last sketch to be examined of the 1842 group,
1
"Virtuoso * s Collection, returns us to another consideration
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 178,
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of paragraph form. The sketch contains a series of paragraphs,
in which, as usual, the details are appropriate to the effect
sought. These details are expanded by particulars, enlivened
by allusion. Almost no other type of paragraph occurs in the
entire sketch.
TALES (1843, 1844)
The Antique Ring, 1843, includes an example of the
paragraph developed by suggested interaction,
"But still Essex gcized at the ring with an absorbed
attention, that proved how much hope his sanguine temperament
had concentrated here, when there was none else for him in
the wide world, save what lay in the compass of that hoop
of gold. The spark of brightness within the diamond, which
gleamed like an intenser than earthly fire, was the memorial
of his dazzling career. It had not paled with the waning
sunshine of his miotress's favor; on the contrary, in spite
of its remarkable tinge of dusky red, he fancied that it
never shone so brightly. The glow of festal torches, - the
blaze of perfumed lamps, - bonfires that had been kindled
for him, when he was the darling of the people, - the
splendor of the roj'-al court, where he had been the peculiar
star, - all seemed to have collected their moral or material
glory into the gem, and to burn with a radiance caught from
the future, as well as gathered from the past. That radiance
might break forth again. Bursting from the diamond, into
which it was now narrowed, it might beam first upon the
gloomy vj-alls of the Tower, - then wider, wider, wider, -
till all England, and the seaS around her cliffs, should be
gladdened with the light. It was such an ecstasy as often
ensues after long depression, and has been supposed to precede
the circumstances of darkest fate that may befall mortal man.
The earl pressed the ring to his heart as if it were indeed
a talisman, the habitation of a spirit, as the queen had play-
fully assured him - but a spirit of happier influences than
her legend spake of." 1
The interaction exists between Essex
and the symbolism of the ring. The associated ideas are subtly
interwoven, so that the connotation is richly aesthetic.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p. 57, ff.

The effect of envisioning is emphasized by the use of dashes,
and this scheme of pointing implies the lightning-like speed
with -which Essex views the kaleidoscope of happier days.
In The B irth Mark , 1843 , Hawthorne indicates, as he has
previously, that he recognizes the framework of a paragraph,
and its restrictions on the limits of inclusion*
"In order to soothe Georgiana, and, as it were, to release
her mind from the burden of actual things, Aylmer now put in
practice some of the light and playful secrets ^vhich science
had taught him among its profounder lore. Airy figures,
absolutely bodiless ideas and forms of unsubstantial beauty
came and danced before her, imprinting their momentary foot-
steps on beams of light. Though she had some indistinct idea
of the method of these optical phenomena, still the illusion
•was almost perfect enough to warrant the belief that her husbanc
possessed sway over the spiritual v/-orld. Then, again, vfhen she
felt a -ish to look forth from her seclusion, immediately, as
if her thoughts were answered, the procession of external
existence flitted across a screen. The sconery and the figures
of actual life were perfectly represented, but with that
bewitching yet indescribable difference which always makes a
picture, an image or a shadow so much more attractive than the
original. When wearied of this, Aylmer bade her cast her eyes
upon e. vessel containing a quantity of earth. She did so, v^-ith
little interest at first, but was soon startled to perceive
the germ of a plant shooting upward from the soil. Then came
the slender stalkj the l9aves gradually unfolded themselves,
and amid them was a perfect Lind lovely flov/er," 1
The initial
sentence marks the first boundary: Georgiana is to be enter-
tained by the demonstration of "light and playful secrets".
At the end, the boundary is set by the symbolism of the last
illusion exhibited. The intervening details describe each
as it appears to Georgiana, the important one occupying the
final position. Obviously, the restrictions of intelligibility
dictated the choice and arrangement of these details.
A paragraph arranged by reflex sequence appears in
163
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Buds and B ir d Voices. The interest here lies in the fact that
we have reflex sequence without loss of force or essential
unity.
"The present Spring comes onvrard v/ith fleeter footsteps
because Winter longered so unconscionably long that with her
best diligence she can hardly retrieve half the allotted period
of her reign* It is but a fortnight since I stood on the brink
of our swollen river and beheld the accumulated ice of four
frozen months go doivn the stream. Except in streaks here and
there upon the hillsides, the whole visible universe wa.s then
covered with deep snow the nethermost layer of which had been
deposited by an early December storm* It was a sight to make
the beholder torpid in the impossibility of imagining how this
vast white napkin was to be removed from the face of the corpse-
like world in less time than had been required to spread it
there. But who can estimate the power of gentle influences,
whether amid material desolation or the moral winter of a man's
heart? There have been no tempestuous rains - even no sultry
days - but a constant breath of southern v/inds , with now a day
of kindly sunshine, and now a no less kindly mist or a soft
descent of showers in which a smile and a bleasing seemed to
have been steeped. The snow has vanished as if by magic; what-
ever heaps ma.y be hidden in the woods and deep gorges of the
hills, only two solitary specks remt.in in the landscape, and
those I shall almost regret to miss when tomorrow I look for
them in vain." 1
Each idea grows logically out of the one preceding.
Hawthorne is obviously not hurried, and he uses vj-ith rare
perfection the device of obscure echo. There is, moreover,
even in this sequence which apparently moves backward upon
itself, a suggestion of suspensive movement.
The Celestial Railroad
,
1843, is an attempt to bring
Pilgrim' s Pr ogre s s up to date in an abbreviated form. We
have examined one paragraph for consistence and continuity
in sentences and have noted in passing several eccentricities
of diction.
1 Mo a ses from an Old Manse, p. 142,
I
"Sone
bargains «
fortune, laid out
of the purchasers, I thought, made very foolish
For instance, a young
considerable
Diiin
por
having
ion of
inherited a splendid
it in the purchase
of diseases, and finally spent all the rest for a heavy lot
of repentance and a suit of rags. A very pretty girl bartered
a heart uS clear as crystal, and which seemed her most valuable
possession, for another jewel of the same kind, but so worn and
defaced as to be utterly v;-orthless. In one shop there were a
great many crowns of laurel and myrtle, which soldiers, authors
statesmen, and Vc<.rioucs other people pressed eagerly to buy; some
purchased these paltry wreaths with their lives, others by a
toilsome servitude of years, -.nd many sacrificed whatever was
most valuable, yet finally slunk away without the crovm. There
was a sort of stock or scrip, called Conscience, which seemed
to be in great demand, and would purchase almost anything.
Indeed, few rich commodities v/ere to bo obtained without paying
a heavy sum in this particular stock, and a man ' s b us ine s
s
was seldom very lucrative unless he knew precisely when and how
to throw his hoard of conscience into the market. Yet as this
stock was the only thing of permanent value, whoever parted
with it ivas sure to find himself a loser in the long run.
Several of the speculations were of a questionable character.
Occasionally a member of Congress recruited his pocket by the
sale of his constituents; and I was assured that public officers
have often sold their country at very moderate prices. Thou-
sands sold their happiness for a whim. Gilded chains were in
great demand, and purchased with almost any sacrificee In
truth, those who desired, according to the old adage, to sell
anything valuable for a song, might find customers all over the
Fair; and there v/ere innumerable messes of pottage, piping
hot, for such as chose to buy them with their birthrights. A
few articles, however, could not be found genuine at Vanity
Fair. If a customer wished to renew his stock of youth, the
dealers offered him a set of false teeth and an auburn v/ig;
if he demanded peace of mind, they recommended opium or a
brandy bottle." 1
The mood hero is compound or simple; the conjunctions
numerous, one of vfhich is a case of faulty co8rdination; the
predications lavish. The treatment is detailed through much
refining of ideas. As is likely to be the case the only
hint of compactness is contained in the abstractions v/hich
have extended underlying significance, - for instance, "a
heavy lot of repentance ' , "a toilsome servitude of years",
Ho conscious effort to achieve desirable economy in the weave
1 Mosses from an Old Manse
, p. 191, ff.
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of the sentences is discernible.
The tone of sensation, in spite of the alight suggestion
of expectation, is monotonous. The intensification, intro-
duced by the use of concreteness
,
hyperbole, and antithesis,
never changes in degree.
Several curiosities of diction deserve at least notation
here. In general, we may say that the diction is overwhelming
ly latinized even to the coinage of a latinism. Hawthorne
writes of "omigenous erudition"; h-9 refers to loud laughter by
the latinism cachinnation . The old part-^ciple s ituate for
s ituate
d
occurs. There is a conspicuous ex mple of Fine
Writing in the phrase "the glimmering gush of silver fountains
Agreeably forthright is the next passage, considered for
diction, quoted from Little Daf f ydo-tyndilly , 1843 , a short
allegory also reminiscent of Bunyan, intended for children*
"Little Daf fydowndilly believed v^^hat his companion said,
but was very glad nevertheless, when they were out of sight
of the old farmer, v;-ho bore such a singular resemblance to
Mr, Toil, The two travellers had gone but little farther,
when they came to a spot where some oarioenters were erecting
a ho\).se, Daf fydowndillj'- begged his companion to stop a
moment; for it was a pretty sight to see hov; neatly the
carpenters did their v/ork, v/ith their broad-axes, and saws,
and planes, and hammers, shaping out the doors, and putting
in the windov;--sashes , und nailing on the clapboards; and
he could not help thinking that he should like to take a
broad-axe, a saw, a plane, and a hammer, and build a little
houso for himself. And then, when he should have a house
of his own, old Mr, Toil would never dare to molest him," 1
The allegorical abstractions are made clear by explicit,
concrete, choice of words,
Hawthorne's connotation is more likely to be aesthetic
than commonplace. We observe the same to be true in the
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J, Blc^ck, Inc.
p, 467.
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passage quoted from The New Adam and Eve, 1843, but here the
aesthetic implication seems to be very significant,
"She prevails, and rescues him from the mysterious perils
of the library. Happy influence of womani Had he lingered
j
there long enough to obtain a cliB to its treasures, as was
not impossible, his intellect being of human structure,
indeed, but with an untransmitte d vigor and acuteness - had
he then and there become a student, the annalist of our poor
world would soon have recorded the dovmfall ef a second Adam#
The fatal apple of another tree of knowledge would have been
eaten. All the perversions and sophistries and false wisdom
so aptly mimicking the true; all the narrovf truth so partial
that it becomes more deceptive than falsehood; all the wrong
principles and worse practice, the pernicious examples and
mistaken rules of life; all the specious theories which turn
earth into cloudland and men into shadows; all the sad exper-
ience which it took mankind so many ages to accumulate, and
from wnich they never drew a moral for their future guidance, --
the whole heap of this disastrous lore would have tumbled at
once upon Adams * s head. There would have been nothing left for
him but to take up the already abortive experiment of life
where we had dropped it, and toil onward with it a little
farther." 1
First, there is grace in the use of long, latinized
words with the accent carefully shifted from word to vford.
Of course, the entire sketch is aesthetically connotative
because of the Biblical allusion upon which it is built.
Occasional figures within the larger figure intensify the
suggestion of the presence of literary aesthetics. "The
mysterious perils of the library" is a particularly good
metaphor, and two lines later "treasures'* is a satisfying
example of trope, a swift implication in a single term.
Implication adds to its share of effect as does the brilliant
example of periodic structure. The parallelisms in this
sentence develop an undercurrent of deep bitterness. The
words employed are always held at a congruous level. In fact,
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p. 253, ff.
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the paragraph begins quite indifferently and ends with a promiH:-
ent emotional connotation. It is scarcely necessary to add
here that less than half the words employed are of Germanic
der ivation*
In A Book of Autographs, 1844, Hawthorne illustrates
a nevj use of diction. Here, we may say, that he achieves
a kind of consistence in v/ords, perhaps the only kind that
his type of genius can conceive,
"Side by side, too, with the autograph of Hamilton, we
would place one from the hand that shed his blood. It is a few
lines of Aaron Burr, w:>^itten in 1823; when all his ambitious
schemes, whatever they once were, had been so long shattered
that even the fr: gments had crumbled away, leaving him to exert
his withered energies on petty law oases, to one of which the
present note refers. The hand is a little tremulous with age,
yet small and fastidiously elegant, as became a. man v;-ho was in
the habit of writing billet-doux on scented note-paper, as well
as documents of war and state. This is to us a deeply interest-
ing autograph. Remembering what has been said of the power of
Burr*s personal influence, his art to tempt men, his might to
subdue them, and the fascination that enabled him, though cold
at heart, to v/in the love of woman, we gaze at thia production
of his pen as into his own inscrutable eyes, seeking for the
mystery of his nature. How singular that a character imperfect,
ruined, blasted, as this man's was, excites a stronger interest
than if it had reached the highest earthly perfection of vxhich
its original elements would admiti It is by the diabolical part
of Burr's character that he produces his effect on the imagina-
tion. Had he been a better man, we doubt, after all, whether
the present age would not already have suffered him to wax dusty,
and fade out of sight, among tha mere respectable mediocrities
of his own epoch. But, certainly, he was a strange, wild off-
shoot to have sprung from the united stock of those two singular
Christians, President Burr of Princeton College, and Jonathan
Edwards i" 1
Connective words outnumber the idea words here; ordinarily,
the result would illustrate almost complete defiance of the
principle of economy. But when we discover that these idea
words are largely abstractions, we realize that they express
inclusive ideas. When abstractions are lavish, the use of
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 103,
< * <
1
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connectives is less noticetible because the mind inevitably
focuses on the power of the thought. Moreover, when "we examine
words in combination, as we shall immediately, we shall see that
Hawthorne uses his favorite device of refining. Unless the
refining process takes the form of a series of appositives,
connectives cannot be dispensed with. here there is one
skilful manipulation of a list of appositives serving this very
purpos e
•
Of the other combinations, we remark especially Hawthorne's
artistry with his epithets. There are three examples of the
phrasal or packed epithet, in which the writer expresses a large
conception in a single modifier. The expressions containing
these are "vj-ithered energies", "inscrutable eyes", "diabolical
past". The epithet in "scented notepaper" is merely decora-
tive, bui: rich in implication. Also Hawthorne uses here predi-
cate adjectives with telling effect and gains significant
emphasis with a series of three adjectives that follow their
substantive. Note the expression "a character, imperfect,
ruined, blasted." Pairing occurs only once and is justified.
The phrase describes Aaron Burr»s handwriting as "small and
fastidiously elegant". Ho^v far we have cone since we glanced
through the elements of style in Fanshawe I
Hawthorne does not very often indulge in Y;-riting in really
plain style. His subject matter is better suited to the less
sommonplacej consequently his use of the more learned style
Indicates awareness of appropriateness. In Main Street
,
1844,"'"
^ "^^Q "^o^^s of* Hathaniel Hawthorne
,
Walter J. Black, Inc.,
p. ZTT,
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we find both styles appropriately employed.
The sketch is vxritten in the form of dialogue, the narrator
called the showman, presenting a perfect show depicting histor-
ical events all the while being heckled by a literal-minded
member of his audience called the critic. The shoi/man's part
of the dialogue is expressed in dignified, latinized prose.
The sentences are rolling, the mood stately or martial as be-
fits the changing picture. On the other hand, the critic is
the ordinary man in the street whose bubiness it is "to see
things just as they are*" His language is pat. He accuses
the shovman in this wise: "The fellow has learned a bead-roll
of historic names, whom he lugs into his pictorial puppet show,
as he Calls it, helter-skelter Later, he f^rovrs more
derisive. He says, "I see nothing illusive. .in these
pasteboard slips that hitch and jerk along the front." His
use of the word illusive is word catching since the showman
just before has mildly reminded him that he is destroying
the illusion. But the showman's patience is to be more sorely
tried. He describes a "cavalier" riding on a "mettled steed".
"The mettled steed", says the critic "looks like a pig." And
the critic ends the sketch on a triumphant note. "I said", he
cries, "that your exhibition would prove a humbug
So, hand we over my quarter."
In the following paragraph from A Select Party
,
1844,
Hawthorne is describing guests. The finish is obviously
polished by means of the sustained use of capitalized irony and
sweeping latinized phrases.
II
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"Almost immediately after the unrealities just described
arrived a number of guests whom incredulous readers may be
inclined to rank equally among creatures of imagination. The
most noteivorthy were an Incorruptible Patriot, a Scholar
without pedantry, a Priest without worldly ambition and a
Beautiful Woman without pride or coquetry, a Married Pair whose
life had never been disturbed by incongruity of feeling, a
Reformer untrammelled by his theory, a.nd a Poet who felt no
jealousy toward other votaries of the lyre. In truth, however,
the host was not one of the cynics v;-ho consider these patterns
of excellence v/ithout the fatal flaw such rarities in the world,
and he had invited them to his select party chiefly out of
humble deference to the judgment of society which pronounces
them almost impossible to be met vj^ith." 1
Analyzing the next paragraph from Rappaccini's Daughter,
1844, for evidence of attitude, necessitates some inquiry into
how Hawthorne's prose suggests his own feeling towards his
characters and hovi this feeling takes shape in expression.
•)
"For many days after this incident the young man avoided
the window that looked into Doctor Rappaccini's garden as if
something ugly and monstrous would have blasted his eyesight
had he been betrayed into a glance. He felt conscious of
having put himself, to a certain extent, within the influence
of an unintelligible power by the communication which he had
opened with Beatrice. The wisest course would have been,
if his heart were in any real danger, to quit his lodgings,
and Padua itself, at oncej the next wiser, to have accustomed
himself as far as possible to the familiar and daylight view
of Beatrice, thus bringing her rigidly and systematically within
the limits of ordinary experience. Least of all, while avoiding
her sight, should Giovanni have remained so near this extra-
ordinary being that the proximity, and possibility even of inter-
course, should give a kind of substance and reality to the v/ild
vagaries which his imagination ran riot continually in producing
Guasconti had not a deep heart - or, at all events, its depths
were not sounded now - but he had a quick fancy and an ardent
southern temoer;iment which rose every instant to a higher fever-
pitch. Whether or no Beatrice possessed those terrible attri-
butes - that fatal breath, the affinity with those so beautiful
and deadly flowers - which were indicated by what Giovanni had
witnessed, she had at least instilled a fierce and subtle poison
into his system. It was not love, although her rich beauty
was a madness to him, nor horror, even while he fancied her
spirit to be imbued with the same beautiful essence that seemed
to pervade her physical frame, but a -/ild offspring of both love
and horror that had each parent in it and burne d like one and
shivered like the other. Giovanni knew not what to hope; yet
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p. 63, ff.
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hope and dread kept a contiilual warfare in his breast, alternate-
ly vanquishing one another ana starting up afresh to renew the
contest. Blessed are all simple emotions, be they dark or
brighti It is the lurid intermixture of the two that produces
the illuminating blaze of the infernal regions." 1
Here he is earnestly desirous of explaining the impossible
personality of Giovanni Guabconti, He achieves his purpose by
reasonable outspokenness. That Giovanni's eccentricity is
congenial to him is umnistakable • Not for an instant is
Hawthorne disengaged in this depiction. Emotion colors the
whole .
An interesting piece of prose which expresses its author
intellectually appears in D r ovm e * s Wo oden Image 1844.
"Copley, the celebrated painter, then a young man and a
resident of Boston, came one day to visit Drowne, for he had
recognized so much of moderate ability in the carver as to
induce him, in the dearth of any professional sympathy, to
cultivate his acquaintance. On entering the shop the artist
glanced at the inflexible image of king, corajnander, dame and
allegory that stood around, on the best of which might have been
bestowed the questionable praise that it looked as if a living
man had here been changed to wood, and that not only the physical
but the intellectual and spiritual, part partook of the stolid
transformation. But in not a single instance did it seem as if
the wood were imbibing the ethereal essence of humanity. What
a T^-ide distinction is herei and how far would the slightest
portion of the latter merit have outvalued the utmost degree of
the former." 2
Hawthorne's purpos ivenes s is evident; he is distinguishing
between vj-ooden imitation and original genius. In making this
distinction, he has pondered critical aesthetics. Emotion is
not v/holly absent, but it is a mild emotion, closely allied to
ideality.
One of the most complex paragraph structures vire have
chanced upon is the selection from The Artist of the Beautiful,
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p. 100, ff.
2 Ibid., p. 2 98.
•J
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1844, about to be quoted. The sketch itself depicts an utter
aesthete, out of tune ^vith the material world until he realizes
that beauty is permanently valuable only v^rhen it becomes a
spiritual possession. Then, may the symbol of the beautiful be
destroyed, for beauty is eternal,
"And novv again he resumed his wanderings in the ViToods and
fields. It might be fancied that the bright butterfly which
had come so spirit-like into the window as Owen sat with the
rude revellers was indeed a spirit commissioned to recall him
to the pure ideal life that had so etherealized him among menj
It might be fancied that he went forth to seek this spirit in
its sunny haunts, for stiTl, as in the summer-time gone by, he
was seen to steal gently' up wherever a butterfly had alighted
and lose himself in contemplation of it, Wher. it took flight,
his eyes followed the winged vision as if its airy track would
show the path to heaven. But what could be the purpose of the
unseasonable toil, which was again resumed, as the watchman
kne'A- by the lines of lamplight through the crevices of Oviren
Warland's shitters? The townspeople had one comprehensive
explanation of all these singularities: Owen Y/arland had
gone mad. How universally efficacious - how satisfactory,
too, and soothing to the injured sensibility of narrovmess
and dulness - is this easy method of accounting for whatever
lies beyond the world's most ordinary scopei From St, Paul's
days down to our poor little artist of the Beautiful the
same talisman had been applied to the elucidation of all
mysteries in the v/ords or deeds of men who spoke or acted
too vfisely or too well. In Owen Warland's case the judgment
of his tovmspeople may have been correct; perha-os he was mad.
The lack of sympathy p that contrast between himself and his
neighbors which took away the restraint of example - was enough
to make him so. Or possibly he had caught just so much of
ethereal radiance as served to bewilder him, in an earthly
sense, by its intermixture with the common daylight," 1
The influence of circumatances upon a personality is
developed in a v;-eb of interactions. The butterfly is identifiec
with Owen's guardian spirit and is set against circumstance
of his dissolute life, Ov/en's pre-occupation v/ith his ideal
has a literal interpretation in the minds of the townspeople -
all spiritual manifestations are ascribed to madness. If Owen
I>
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he mad, the cause is the pressure of lack of sympathy or, the
second possibility, the overabundance of intuition. Yet, the
whole leaves the single impression of a curious, unreal charac-
ter. In spite of the manifold considerations, each containing
two members, on 5 of v^hich acts upon the other, unity prevails.
THE OLD MANSE (18 46)
Vfith the exception of the American Notebooks, and The Old
Manse the examination of the first prolific period of Hawthorne'!
literary career is completed. Perhaps we should include the
paragraph clipped from Browne's Folly, 1846, as a further
example of literary integrity,
"But there v^as one closet in the house vfhioh everybody
was afraid to enter, it being supposed that an evil spirit -
perhaps a domestic Demon of the Browne family - T/as confined
in it. One day, three or four score years ago, some school-
boys happened to be playing in the deserted chambers, and
took it into their heads to develop the secrets of this
mysterious closet. With great difficulty and tremor they
succeeded in forcing the door. As it flew open, there was
a vision of people in garments of antique magnificence, -
gentlemen in curled wigs and tarnished gold-lace, and
ladies in brocade and quaint head-dressed, rushing tumultuously
forth and tumbling upon the floor. The urchins took to their
heels, in huge dismay, but crept back, after a v/hile, and
discovered that the apparition was composed of a mighty pile
of family portraits. I had the story, the better part of a
hundred years afterwards, from the very school-boy who pried
open the closet door." 1
The sketch, an adaptation of a notebook observation, is a
piece of incidental narrative concerning the house, called
Browne's Folly. Of course, the source of this not very startling
sketch is negligible, but the fact remains that Hawthorne has
made the matter distinctly personal and has graced it v/ith
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 133.

verisimilitude by his reference to tho schoolboy.
The Old Manse
,
1846, is on- of the tv/o pieces of auto-
biography, in the entire Hawthorne canon» Here we should be
able to find sufficient self revelation to judge attitude v/ith
more than ordinary success.
The first paragraph quoted - and we shall quote several -
is beautiful for its pictorial quality, its rhythm, its spirit-
ual symbolism. But there is a certain staidness about it, a
restraining staidness that suggests self-consciousness,
"The reader must not from any testimony of mine contract
a dislike toward our slumberous stream. In the light of a
calm and golden sunset it becomes lovely beyond expression -
the more lovely for the quietude that so well accords with the
hour, when even the v/ind, after blustering all day long,
usually hushes itself to rest. Each tree and rock and every
blade of grass is distinctly imaged, and, hov/ever unsightly
in reality, assumes ideal beauty in the reflection. The
minutest things of earth and the broad aspect of the firmament
are pictured equally without effort and -with the same felicity
of success. All the sky glows downward at our feet; the rich
clouds float through the unruffled bosom of the stream like
heavenly thoughts through a peaceful heart, Yie will not,
then, malign our river as gross and impure, while it can
glorify itself with so adequate a picture of the heaven that
broods above itj or if we remember its tawny hue a.nd the
muddiness of its bed, let it be a symbol that the earthliest
human soul has an infinite spiritual capacity and may contain
the better virorld v/ithin its depths. But, indeed, the same
lesson might be drawn out of any mud-puddle in the streets
of a cityj and, being taught us everywhere, it must be true," 1
2
A page or two later, Hawthorne summons up a kind of emotion
over the story of the young provincial soldier who hastened
the end of a dying red coat with an axe. But the emotion is
secondary to the symbolic possibilities of the episode*
Hawthorne writes, ".,,,1 have sought to follow that poor youth
through his subsequent career and observe how his soul was
1 Mos ses from an Old Manse
, p
2 Ibid,
,
pTTi7~f
9.

bortured by the b lo od-s tain • • . • " •
Hawthorne does not often achieve vivacity, but there is
a hint of it in the next passage. One can scarcely discern
wholehearted liveliness,
"Nature hixs no kindness, no hospitality, during a rain.
In the fiercest heat of sunny days she retains a secret mercy
and -welcomes the -wayfarer to shady nooks of the woods -whither
the sun cannot penetrate. But she provides no shelter against
her storms. It makes us shiver to think of those deep, umbra-
geous recesses, those overshado-vving banks, where we found such
enjoyment during tho sultry afternoons, Not a t-wig of foliage
there but ivould dash a little sho-wer into our faces. Looking
reproachfully toivard the impenetrable sky - if sky there be
above that dismal uniformity of cloud - we are apt to murmur
against the whole system of the universe, since it involves
the extinction of so many sumner days in so short a life by
the hissing and spluttering rain. In such spells of weather -
and it is to be su^jposed such weather came - Eve's bower in
Paradise, must have been but a cheerless and aguish kind of
shelter, nowise comparable to the old parsonage, which had
resources of its ovm to beguile the vfeek's imprisonment. The
idea of sleeping on a couch of wet rosesl" 1
However the passage vforks into a semblance of lightness,
the movement is fairly rapid, and the apothegmatic ending
eminently suitable.
Earnestness pervades the length and breadth of Hawthorne's
available works. In the next example, it is linked with the
quality of de?p reflection,
"The rain pattered upon the roof and the sky gloomed
through the dusty garret windows while I burrowed among these
venerable books in search of any living thought which should
burn like a coal of fire or glow like an inextinguishable gem
beneath the dead trumpery that had long hidden it. But I found
no such treasure - all was dead alike; and I couldnot but muse
deeply and wonderingly upon the humiliating fact that the works
of man's intellect decay like those of his hands. Thought grows
mouldy, What was good and nourishing food for the spirits of
one generation affords no sustenance for the next. Books of
religion, however, cannot be considered a fair test of the
enduring and vivacious properties of human thought, because such
Mos ses from an Old Manse, p. 17, ff
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books so seldom really touch upon their ostensible subject, and
have, therefore, so little business to be writte?-! at all. So
long as an unlettered soul can attain to saving grace there
ivould seem to be no deadly error in holding theological librarie
?' to be accumulations of, for the most part, stupendous imperti-
nence." 1
Here, too, is earnestness, but the mood is philosophical
and touched v/ith congeniality. Dignity is still present, but
it is not the dignity of restrained staidness,
" «,.Yes, the river
sleeps along its course and dreams of the sky and of the
clustering foliage, amid which fall showers of broken sunlight,
imparting specks of vivid cheerfulness, in contrast with the
quiet depth of the prevailing tint. Of all this scene the
slumbering river had a dream-picture in its bosom. Which,
after all, was the most real - the picture or the original,
the objects palpable to our grosser senses or their apotheosis
in the stream beneath? Surely the disembodied images stand
in closer relation to the soul. But both the original and the
reflection had here an ideal charm, and, had it been a thought
more wild, I could have fancied that this river had strayed
forth out of the rich scenery of my companion's inner world;
only the vegetation along its banks should then have had an
Oriental character." 2
Hawthorne explains pretty satisfactorily the attitude of
restraint vj-hich critical analysis cannot fail to reveal. He
writes, "I have appealed to no sentiment or sensibility save
such as are diffused among us all. So far as I am a man of
really individual attributes, I veil my face, nor am I, nor
have I been, one of those supremely hospitable people v/ho serve
up their o-'im hearts delicately fried, with brain sauce, as a
tidbit for their beloved public." 3
Nevertheless, occasionally there is an outspokenness in
Hawthorne, which is honest and ingratiating. It is well
knovm that between Havj-thorne and Emerson no great affinity
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, d. 20, ff.
2 Ibid., p. 23, ff.
3 lb id,, p. 33.
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existed, Hawthorne explains this, a good deal of implication
underlying the passage,
"For myself, there had been epochs of my life v^hen I
too might have asked of this prophet the master-word that
should solve me the riddle of the universe, but nov«r, being
happy, I felt as if there were no question to be put, and
therefore admired Emerson as a poet of deep beauty and austere
tenderness, but sought nothing from him as a philosopher. It
was good, nevertheless, to meet him in the v;-o od-paths , or some-
times in our avenue, vrith that pure, intellectual gleam diffused
about his presence like the garment of a shining one, and he
so quiet, so simple, so without pretension, encountering each
man alive as if expecting to receive more than he could impart.
And, in truth, the heart of many an ordinary man had, perchance,
inscriptions v^hich he could not read. But it was impossible
to dwell in his vicinity vfithout inhaling more or less the
mountain-atmosphere of his lofty thought, which in the brains
of some people wrought a singular giddiness, new truth being
as heady a.s new wine," 1
We meet the same suggestion earlier in this sketch when
Hawthorne really succeeds in slyly poking fun at Emerson and
the oriental exaggerations of the Brahmina, The line occurs
in Hawthorne's description of his own study at the Old Manse,
"It was here that Emerson wrote Nature, for he was then an
inhabitant of the manse, and used to watch the Assyrian Dawn
and the Paphian sunset and moonrise from the summit of an
eastern hill," 2
AMERICAN NOTEBOOKS
The Hawthorne v/e meet in the Amer ic an Noteb ooks is not
the same personality peering through his polished works, and
yet he is the same. For we notice the identical acute powers
of observation, Havrthorne sees everything that pertains to
the object beneath his scrutiny whether it be the Brighton
1 Mosses from an Old Manse, p. 32,
'6 lb id,, p, 7,
-I- '1
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Fair or a squirrel disco-vered scampering across a forest path.
Much of what he has %Titten in his notebook is in the form of
seminal ideas, which he will recast later. He has a passionate
interest in people c.n<i dogs, and in the natural scene. He is
engrossed in popular legends. He enjoys the supernatural,
follows funerals, gloats in horrors, as did the earlier roman-
ticists. He inconveniences himself to listen to gossip. His
sentences are often loose, disjointed as befits the colloquial
style. He omits symbolics, but the economy ssems to be more
of ink than of expression. His characterization is sharp and
lifelike; apparently the method of interaction in character
sketching is the result of the play of Hawthorne's mind on
the germinal idea. His accounts are often realistic, - for
instance, the cripple, who had lost toes and arm, or the well-
known story of the drowning of the young woman in the Concord
Eiver. llord coinages are not infrequent. Solemncholy appears
describing th ^ calf-like nostalgia -which attacked both himself
and a blooming young country girl at the moment of their part-
ing while he was enjoying om of his leisurely jaunts in
Western Massachusetts. Paragraphing is likely to be imperfect -
no fla">v, indeed; for one does not write for the critical
student of literature in a journal. Everywhere Havj-thorne
adds that this or that is to be developed at a later date, and,
may be it said, the suggested working out of the idea is often
not only morbid, but ghoulish. Mis sspellings are numerous*
some of them constant.
Mr. Randall Stewart has restored the American Notebooks
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insofar as possible to their original state, - that is, the
way they aptjeared before subjected to Mrs. Hawthorne* s refining
influence, Mr. Stewart is right in asserting that this
refining influence destroyed much that was really vital in
Hawthorne's style. The unrevised journals are, therefore, an
invaluable index to determining what elements of style were
natural to Hawthorne's genius. In concluding the first
section of this paper, we shall examine the Ame r ic an No t eb o ok
from 1837 to 1850.
The first paragraph is an example of simple correctness.
"Penobscot Bay is full of islands, close to which the
steam-boat is continually pa.ssing. Some are large, with
portions of forest and portions of cleared land; some are
mere rocks, with a little green or none, and inhabited by
sea-birds, vj-hich fly and flap about and cry hoarsely;, their
eggs may be gathered by the bushel, and are good to jat.
Other islands have one house and barn on them, the sole
family being lords and rulers of all the land v/hich the sea
girds. The owner of such an island must have a peculiar
sense of property and lordship; he must feel more like his
own master and ovm man than other people can. Other islands,
perhaps high precipitous, black bluffs, are crowned with
white light-houses, whence, as evening comes on, twinkles a
star across the melancholy deep; seen from vessels coming
on the coast, seen from the mainland, seen from island to
island. Darkness descending, and looking down at the broad
wake Isft by the v^heels of the steamboat, we may see sparkles
of sea-fire." 1
The material is purely descriptive; its details are
appropriate to the subject and to the effect sought - to
give a brief picture of Penobscot Bay at dusk. Expansion
is accomplished by the use of pertinent detail, enlivened
by a little random association. The picture is presented
to the reader in the order that the panorama unfolds itself
1 The Ame r i c an Wot eb o oks of Nathaniel Plawthorne ,
Ran dall Stewart, Editor
,
pi 2 '4'.
(These Notebooks will be referred to hereafter by the title
American Not eb ooks
.
)

to the Y/riter, The presence of unity, as well as coherence, is
obvious. Some emphasis is gained by parallelism and by the
final poetic touch in the suggestion that da- kness falls like
a curtain over the whole scene*
The next entry has been cut from a longer description of
Hudson's Cave. Let us see what Hawthorne does in the way of
securing consistence and continuity in his sentences,
The marb le
crags are overspread with a concretion which makes them look as
gray as granite, only where the continual flow of water keeps
them of a snowy whiteness. If they were so white all over, it
would be a splendid spectacle. There is a marble quarry close
of time, the v/holein the rear, above the cave; and in process
of the crags v/ill be quarried into tombstones, doorsteps,
fronts of edifices, fire-places &c. That will be a pity. On
such portions of the walls as are within reach, visiters (sic)
have sculptured their initials, or names at full lengthj-and the
white letters showing plainly in the gray surface, it has
more obvious effect than such
was formerly, I believe, a complete arcn
natural bridge
so. At the bottom
in its shadow, the
foliage
summits
strange
marb le
a
inscriptions generally do. There
of marble, forming a
over the top of the cavej but this is no longer
of the broad chamber of the cave, standing
effect of the morning sunshine on the dark
of the pines and other trees, that cluster on the
of the crags, was particularly beautiful; and it was
how such great trees had rooted themselves in solid
, for so it seemed. After pausing through tris romantic
and most picturesque spot, the stream goes onv^-ard to turn
factories. Here its voice resounds within the hollow crags*
then it goes onward, talking to itself, with babbling din of
its own wild thoughts and fantasies - the voice of solitude
and the wilderness - loud and continual, but which yet does
to disturb the thoughtful wanderer, so that he forgetsnot seem
there is a noise,
talks beneath tall
been the same innumerable
listen
,
babble
than at
makes a dam for it
It talks along its stone-strewn path; it
precipices, and high banks - a voice that has
ages; and yet, if you listen, you will
you will perceive a continual change and variety in its
and sometimes it seems to swell louder upon the ear
others - in the same spot, I mean. By and bye, m.an
and it pours over it, still making its
voice heard, while it labors
The mood is neither predominant-
ly simple, or predominantly complex; perhaps it leans slightly
1 American Notebooks, p, 41, ff.
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towards the latter. The texture is patent and detailed.
Towards the end of the passage we find Hawthorne refining his
ideas with lavishness even before revision. Besides, he is more
or less extravagant in the use of conjunctions.
Some emphasis in the continuity of the sentence is devel-
oped by their varied arrangement. There is abundant inversion.
The brief passing observation, "That will be a pity," provides
slight interruption. The voice of the stream appeals to
Hawthorne's imagination, so he r^neats his impression by refin-
ing it. The picture is intensified by concreteness , and by the
one instance of balance, each member of vfhich begins identically.
"It talks along the stone-strewn pathj it talks beneath tall
precipices, and high banks
Hawthorne ,whether writing casually in his journals or
reflectively for his public, has a large number of v;ords at his
disposal. The diction in the description about to be quoted
displays a quality of simplicity which Tfe wish Hawthorne did not
quite so completely lose in his finished product.
"After our return, the little minister set off for his
eighteen miles' journey across the mountains; and I was
occupied the rest of the forenoon with an affair of stealing-
a woman of forty or upwards being accused of stealing a
needle-case and other trifles from a factory girl at a boarding-
house. She came here to take passage in a stagej but Putnam,
a justice of the peace, examined her, and afterwards had her
searched by Laura and Eliza, our chambermaid and table-waiter.
Hereupon, was much fun, and some sympathy; they aearched from
head to foot, inside and out, and found nothing, that they
sought; tPiough she gave up a pair of pantalettes, which she
pretended to have taken by mistake. Afterwards, she being in
the parlor, I vj-ent in; and she immediately began to talk, to
nrie
,
giving me an account of the af fair : -speaking vj-ith the
Ditterness of a wronged (person), with a sparkling eye, yet
with great fluency and self-possession. She is a yellow, thin
and batterdd old thing, yet rather country-ladylike in aspect
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and manners, I heard Eliza telling another girl about it, under
my window; and she seemed to think that the poor Y;-oman's reluc-
tance to be searched arose from the poorness of her wardrobe and
contents of her band-box," 1
Hawthorne is recalling a commonplace
scene; he uses every-day words v/hich convey the idea with parti-
cularly nice exactness. Yet there is here the unmistakable
implication that if he reconceives the possibilities at a later
date, he will utilize interaction in the depiction of his
character. The sketch is expressive because of its unstudied
specificnes s , The emotional undereutrent , if present at all, is
negligible; consequently, there is no need to search for words
which v/ork well together or for any stringing out of synonyms.
Nothing suggests an attempt at artistic finish; all the stress
is laid upon sharpness of outline.
How much of Hawthorne *s consummate artistry in handling
aesthetic connotation is native, and hovr much the result of
training, observation, and imitation must always be a moot
question. The qualities of connotation in the next entry we can
discern at a glance. At least they are informing,
"I walked out into what is called the Notch, this forenoon,
between Saddle Mountain and another. There are good farms in
this Notch, although the ground is considerably elevated - this
morning, indeed, above the clouds; for I penetrated through one
in reaching the region; although I found sunshine there,
Graylock was hidden in the clouds, and the rest of Saddle
Mountain hud one partially wreathed about; - but it was with-
drawn before long, I never saw more beautiful cloud-scenery.
The clouds lay on the breast of the mountains, dense, white,
well-defined clouds; and some of them were in such close vicinit;
that it seomed as if I could bury myself in them; While others,
belonging to the same fleet of clouds, were floating through
the blue sky above, I had a view of Williamstown at the distanc<
of a few miles - two or three, perhaps - a white village and
steeple, in a gradual hollow, with high mountainous swells
heaving themselves up, like immense subsiding waves, far and
1 American Notebooks, p, 50, ff.
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•wide around it. On these high mountain waves rested the white
summer clouds, or rested as still in the air above; and these
clouds were formed into such fantastic sha.pes, that they gave
the strongest possible impression of being confounded into sky,
or intermixed with it. It was like a day dream to look at itj
and the students ought to be day-dreamers, all of them - when
cloudland is one t..nd the same thing "irith the substantial earth.
By degrees all these clouds flitted away, and the sultry sun-
shine burned on hill and valley. As I was walking home, an old
man came down the mountain-path behind me in a wagon, and gave
me a ride to the village - in requital of which I treated him.
Visitors being few in the Notch, the iTomen and girls looked
from the windows after me - the men nodded and greeted me with
a look of curiosity - and two little girls, whom I met bearing
tin pails, whispered one another and smiled," 1
The paragraph commences with journalistic informality.
Yet Havrthorne conveys his own enthusiasm for the scene by many
of the devices Yj-hich we have learned to associate with aesthetic
connotation. His use of figurative language makes for much
suggestive deepening; indeed, the contrast between this and
much of the straightforward phrasing in the Notebooks is distinc" »
Unquestionably, this is onomatopoe tic prose. The mood is emo-
tional and lyrical, and not impersonal. Much of the impresr*-
siveness is due to restrained hyperbole. The probability is
that this is an example of Havrthorne * s casual writing on a
congenial subject, and that th^ connotation has been uncon-
sciously supplied. We cannot help noticing that the note is
flatted in the last two sentences, but perhaps we ought to
discount this fault on the side of pardonable unstudiednes s
,
The following excerpt is a blending of what Hawthorne
remembers to have been said in the situation he describes and
what he himself contributes to the scene in the way of articu-
lating links. We find that when he makes his own comment on
1 American Notebooks, p, 54,
«
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the occasion, thirty-eight of the words have classical origin
while twenty-seven are derived from other sources,
"On Friday, a visit to the navy-yard at Charlestown, in
company v^rith the Naval Officer of Boston (Col, Barnes) and
Cilley, Dined aboard revenue cutter Hamilton. A pretty
cabin, finished off with bird's eye maple and mahogany; two
looking-glasses. Two officers, in blue frocks, with a stripe
of lace on each shoulder. Dinner, chowder, fried fish, corned
beef. Drank claret. Afterwards champagne. T^aiter tells
Captain of the cutter that Cautain Percival (captain of the
navy-yard) is sitting on the deck of the anchor-hoy (which
lies inside of the cutter) smoking his cigar. Captain sends
him a glatis of champagne, and enquires of T.he v/aiter what
Percival says to it, 'He said Sir, 'What does he send me this
damned stuff for?' - but drinks, nevertheless. The captain
characterizes Peircival as the roughest old devil that ever was
in his manners, but a kind, good hearted man at bottom. By and
bye comes in the steward - 'Captain Percival is coming aboard
of you. Sir;' "Yfellj ask him to v/alk doim into the cabin';
and shortly down comes old Captain Percival; a white-haired,
thin-visaged, weather-worn old gentleman, in a blue Quaker-cut-
coat, with tarnished lace and brass buttons; a pair of drab
pantaloons, and brovm waistcoat. There was an eccentric ex-
pression in his face, which seemed partly wilful, partly
natural. He has not risen to his present rank (that of Master
Commondant j in the regular line of the profession; but entered
the navy as a sailing-master; and has all the roughness of
that class of officers. Nevertheless, he knows how to behave
and talk like a gentleman. Sitting do^Am, and taking in hand
a glass of champagne, he began a lecture on economy, and how
well it vfas that Uncle Sam had a broad back, being compelled
to bear so many burthens as were laid on it - alluding to the
table covered vfith wine bottles. Thon he spoke of the fitting
up on the cabin v/ith expensive woods; of the broach in Captain
Scott's bosom &c. Then he proceeded to discourse of politics,
taking the opposite side to Cilley, and arguing with much
pertinacity. He seems to have moulded and shaped himself to
his own ..^hims; till a sort of rough affectation has become
thoroughly imbued throughout a kindly nature." 1
Note the
sentence which is obviously his own. It is swamped in latinism,
"Then he proceeded to discourse of politics*, taking the
opposite side to Cilley, and arguing with much pertinacity. He
seems to have moulded and shaped himself to his own whims, till
1 American Notebooks, p, 25,
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a sort of rough affectation has become thoroughly imbued through
a kindly nature."
The Ame rioan Not eb o oks cover the period from 1837 to 1853
and, therefore, the entries from 1850 to 1853 overlap the
first period of Hawthorne's works; but nothing disturbingly
new appears in the closing three years. It is convenient to
include thorn with the rest of the discussion.
The paragraphs v/^hich are devoted to jot:ings about
character are persistently bare of any great amount of psycho-
logical insight. The prime example is the description of the
1
"little seamstress from Boston," who enlivened the sober
atmosphere of Brook Farm with her presence. Later, as Mr,
Stewart points out, she becomes Priscilla in Th e B lithe dale
Romano
e
, and her whole life is shadowed by her susceptibility
to Zenobia*s mesmeric influence.
Yet it is equally interesting to note in the Blithedale
account of Zenobia*s death, which is an adaptation of Hawthorne 'i
own experience when hy assisted in recovering the body of the
girl drowned in the Concord River, the omis sion of certain
bloody details upon which he dwelt at some length in the
Noteb o oks
,
A large part of these journals are given over to nature
description, and Hawthorne's ability to recreate the natural
scene is not the least of his qualities. Paragraphs of this
type often appear without elaboration, but we seo also the
tendency to attach significance to the detailed picture,
1 American Notebooks, p, 8. , ff#
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The passage to be quoted is a brief paragraph following
a very long description of Hawthorne's observations during
an afternoon spent in Sleepy Hollo-w, It indicates that his
mind could instantaneously attach meaning to whatever came
beneath his scrutiny. It is, besides, probably an expression,
as effectual as Hawthorne could make it, of the spirit that
pursued him and finally caught up v^-ith him when the smallest
idea received the minutest analysis in cumulative refinement
of phrasing.
And novT how narrow, scanty, and meagre, is this record
of observation, compared with the immensity that wao to be
observed, within the bounds which I prescribed to myself.
How shallovj- and small a stream of thought, too, - of distinct
and expressed thought - compared with the broad tide of dim
emotions, ideas, associations, v/hich were flowing through the
haunted regions of imagination, intellect, and sentiment,
sometimes excited by what was around me, sometimes with no
perceptible connection with them. When we see how little we can
express, it is a wonder that any man ever takes up a pen a
second time." 1
Another example of this translation of the results of
observation into the expression of spiritual fancy is offered
in the next paragraph fragment, which follows the deeoription
of a sunset viewed from the top of the hill opposite the Old
Manse
•
...All the sky, too, and the
rich clouds of sunset, were reflected in the peaceful bosom of
the river; and surely, if its bosom can give such an adequate
reflection of Heaven, it cannot be so gross and impure as I
described it yesterday. Or, if so, it shall be a symbol to me,
that even a human breast which may appear least spiritual in
some aspects, may still have the capability of reflecting an
infinite Heaven in its depths, and therefore of enjoying it.
It is a comfortable thought, that the smallest and most turbid
mud-puddle can contain its ovm picture of Heaven. Let us
remember this, when we feel inclined to deny all spiritual life
to some people, in whom, nevertheless, our Father may perhaps
see the image of his face. This dull river has a deep religion
1 American Notebooks, p. 105.
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of its own; so, let us trust, has the dullest human soul,
perhaps unconsciously." 1
There seems to be little doubt that Ha-vrthorne • s artistry
in portraying natural background v/a.s the result of a genius
for identifying himself with nature. Apropos of this we
remember that the journals have frequent refer-^nce to the
effect of nature on Hawthorne himself* He detested rainy
weather and never once seems to have imagined himself into
the magnificent spectacle of a fierce storm. The snow appealed
to him perhaps because of the possibility of symbolism; he
preferred to view life bathed in either moonlight or sunlight,
and nature dressed in the brilliance of autumn or the new
green of spring. He writes in concluding a particularly
colorful description of an autumn walk* "Now every tree seems
to define and embody the sunshine. And yet, the spectator can
diffuse himself through the scene, v-nd receive one impression
from all this painted glory," 2
Hawthorne is capable of giving deep emotional connotation
to a passage expressed in simple, and relatively unadorned,
language. No one could believe upon reading his v^-orks other
than his journals that he owned this power. It is a pity that
he overlooked the possibilities of his gift in over-romantic
pre-occupation with analyses of abnormal mental states. His
prose is, accordingly, immeasurably poorer in ordinary appeal,
the paragraph to follovf describes Hawthorne's visit to his
mother while she lay dying in an upper room at the Old Manse,
1 American Notebooks p,148
E lb id., p. 84,
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If only he had not attempted to excuse himself for this out-
burst of honest feelingl
"At about five o'clock, I went to my mother's chamber, and
was shocked to see such an alteration since my last visit, the
day before yesterday, I love my mother; but there has been,
ever since my boyhood, a sort of coldness of intercourse
between us, such as is apt to come between persons of strong
feelings, if they are not managed rightly, I did not expect
to be much moved at the time - that is to say, not to feel any
overpowering struggling, just then - though I knew that I should
de 'ply remember and regret her, Mrs, Dike w;- s in the chamber,
Louisa pointed to a chair near the bed; but I was moved to kneel
down closely by my mother, and take her hand. She knew me , but
could only murmur a few indistinct words - among which I under-
stood an injunction to take care of my sisters, Mrs, Dilee left
the chamber, and then I found the tears slowly gathering in my
eyes, I tried to keep them down; but it would not be - I kept
filling up, till, for a few moments, I shook v^ith sobs. For a
long time, I knelt there holding her hand; and surely it is the
darkest hour I ever lived. Afterwards, I stood by the open
window, and looked through the crevice of the curtain. The
shouts, laughter, and cries of the two children had come up
into the chamber, from the open air, making a strange contrast
with the death-bed scene. And now, through the crevice of the
curtain, I saw my little Una of the golden locks, looking very
beautiful; and so full of spirit and life that she was life
itself. And then I looked at my poor dying mother; and seemed
to see the vihole of human existence at once, standing in the
dusty midst of it. Oh v/hat a mockery, if what I saw were all,
let the interval between extreme youth and dying age be filled
up with what happiness it might! But God would not have made
the close so dark and v^-retched, if there •rere nothing beyond;
for then it v/ould havebeen a fiend that created us, and measured
out our existence, and not God, It would be something beyond
wrong - it would lie insult - to be thrust out of life into
annihilation in this miserable way. So, out of the very bitter-
ness of death, I gather the sweet assurance of a better state
of being," 1
The diction in the Notebooks continues to disclose latin-
isms and coinages, the latter not to any great degree. We
2
find the refe ence to a 'ilovembry day", Julian "seldom prete
r
-
3
~
mit
s
any mischief that his hand finds to do," Hawthorne
hastens to offer the synonymous latinism corpulenc e to explain
1 American Notebooks, p, 209, ff,
2 Ibid., p, 88
3 Ibid., p. 196
^ I.-.' .10
1
his cnoice of the word pursiness « Figures of speech appear
in these casual entries, always expressive, never over-luxuriant,
At Lenox he writes, "The foliage having its autumn hues, MonuInan^;
Mountain looks like a headless sphinx, wrapt in a rich Persian
shawl • "
The Notebooks, as one may rightfully suppose, express a
good deal concerning Hawthorne's intellect as expressed in his
work. His purposivenes s is their most overt quality. Almost
2
everything has been jotted down with adaptation in mind. He
has pondered deeply the ramifications of the writer»s art. An
isolated comment reads, "Words-so innocent and powerless as they
are, as standing in a dictionary, how pot?^nt for good c^nd evil
'6
they become in the hands of one who knows how to use them,"
He suggests an awr^reness of creative aesthetics in uniting Una,
who " dravring a cow on the blackboard, says-' I'll kick this
leg out a little more. '-a very happy energy of expression, com-
pletely identifying herself with the cow; or, perhaps, ciS the
cow's creator, conscious of full power over its movements," Nor
does ge fail to reveal his reading in Plato, for in concluding
the description of a scene reflected in the North Branch of the
Concord River he ^.Tites, "I am half convinced that the refleotioi,
is indeed the reality-the real thing which Nature imperfectly
images to our grosser sense. At all events the disembodied
1 American Notebooks, p, 12 4,
2 This is obvious and has been substantially proved by the care-
ful notations in Mr, Randall Stewart's edition of American
Noteb ooks , from which we have been quoting,
3 American Notebooks, p, lii2»
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shadow is nearer the soul," An artist who is never satisfied
with his results may be Sfiid to possess at least the spirit of
industrious reflection. After a particularly vivid painting
of the effects of an ice storm as vievfed in the moonlight he
2
writes, "All the above description is most unsatisfactory."
And, again, at the Oyonclusion of an exceedingly effective
indoor description of moonlight, he appends, "It is strange
how utterly I have failed to give the effect of moonlight in
3
a room,"
We have found before this that Havrthorne favors the
abundant use of modification. But when he notes down quickly
and without too much reflection an idea that he v/ishes not
to forget, he can obtain a desirable and expressive brevity.
The quoted passage describes the obsequies following the death
of Sir William Pepperell. Here, Hawthorne almost gains the
rapidity of speech.
"At Sir William* s death, his mansion was hung with black,
while the body lay in state for a week. All the Sparhawk
portraits were covered with black crape. The family pew was
covered with black. Two oxen were roasted; and liquid
hospitality exercised in proportion." 4
We find this same awareness of the cluttering effect
of too many symbolics in the following fragment from a very
long paragraph, in which he describes the flowers he picks
and carries as a gift to his wife.
"
..Sometimes the white arrow-headj always the blue
spires and broad green leaves of the pickerel flower, which
contrast and harmonize so well with the white lilies. For the
1 American Notebooks, p. 170
2 Tbid., p. 108.
3 lb id., p. 124.
4 Ibid., p. 94.
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last two or three days, I have found scattered stalks of the
cardinal-flower, the gorgeous scarlet of which it is a joy
even to remember. The world is made brighter and sunnier by
flowers of such a hue, even perfume, which othervrise is the
soul and spirit of a flower, may be spared when it arrays itself
in this scarlet glory. • • " 1
Finally, we attempt to find in the Notebooks of Hawthorne's
attitude towards his i.riting when he is writing informally and
not for publication. The Notebooks are obviously personal,
and most zestful, a.t times vivacious, and unaffected writing
occurring in the entries during the honeymoon at the Old Manse
and the delightful account of the childhood of Julian and Una*
Hawthorne was thoroughly happy at both these periods; he
found being a husband and later a father congenial occupations,
and the spirit of the prose reflects his sincere joy. In the
characterizations of his associates, he is earnestly outspoken;
his endeavor is always to convey a straightf orarar d honest
picture. When his opinion colors the portrait, the addition is
likely to be penetrating and exactly to the point. The account
2
of his acquaintance with Henry David Thoreau and Ellery
3
Channing make out a good case for him in this respect.
At the close of Hawthorne's first period of creative
writing, we may feel reasonably sure that the pattern of his
style has been set; that wg have established a groundwork for
further analysis. The greater part of his natural life is over,
and twenty-two of the thirty-six years of his literary life are
completed* We stop briefly at this point to summarize HawthorneCs
developing stylistics*
American Notebooks, p, 155,
Ibid., p. 166.
Ibid,, p, 168.
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CONCLUSIONS TO 1850
Hawthorne constructs his paragraphs in the numerous forms
which variously suited his intellectual fancy. He is never at
a loss for details, and he binds these details together with
regard for traditional Unity, Coherence, and Emphasis, worked
out in numerous artistic manifestations. From the simplest
unified effect, his scale progresses through multiple designs
of associated unity; atmospheric unity, in which a group of
particulars produce mental realization of the total effect;
the use of a sustained figure to impress unity, and finally the
presentation of a network of spiritual complexities unified in a
single sharp depiction. He gains coherence by employing logical
sequence, the various grammatical devices of coherence, by
synonymous echo, by steady progress towards climax, by causal
connection, and by the interdependence of thought between sen-
tences. He reveals emphasis by continuance of a carefully
determined point of view, occasional parallelism, much balance,
and an ever-increasing skill in manipulating sentence inversion.
Hawthorne's favorite method of developing his paragraph
is association in two of its forms; contrast and interaction.
These two often occur together, or rather the aecond form pro-
iuces the effect of the first. Usually the interaction may be
interpreted as the pressure of circumstance upon the mind of the
sharaoter. Often it exists between the passage and its connota-
bion, or the significance diffused throughout. Occasionally,
iawthorne employed this method to depict character by indirection
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Sometimes Hawthorne expands his paragraph by a series of
subdivisions, by -which the reader may think himself into the
limits of the scene. He frequently affirms the point by
including pertinent examples. In arranging particulars, he
stresses developing echo, detected also in its subtler form,
obscure echo; concrete image, and explanation of related circum-
stance. He expands, also, by employing various sequences: the
ordinary logical routine; reflex sequence, without loss of unity
or force; reasoning from fact to conclusion, from cause to
effect, from simple to complex; and consecutive supposition.
He elucidates by making his abstractions concrete, not, however,
in every case; by offering a series of restricting provisos;
and by supplying reasons to clarify explanation.
Generally Hawthorne keeps his paragraph within bounds. He
selects his details vrith due regard for their importance, their
interest, and their intelligibility. Yet, we have cited a par-
agraph, so long that it strained these limits, and one a masterly
example of brevity, sufficiency, and cogency.
Superficially, Ha^vthorne does not seem to recognize the
principle of economy as it effects sentence structure. Actually,
he outwits the stylists here, for he often produces the effect
of consistence vrhile obviously employing methods which they
decry. The stylists say that too many connectives, too many
modifiers, too many refining sequences are s.ll inimical to
tjompactness • Now Hawthorne constantly stumbles into these pit-
Calls if we consider only the number of words that he uses and
bhe various methods by which he assembles these words. But in
11
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all fairness we cannot stop here, for we find more often than
otherwise, that Hawthorne's a' parent overuse of connectives is
a chain upon which he strings abstractions, in order to encompas
:
in comparatively small space a vast amo\int of thoughtful mater-
ial. Assuredly, we have noted occasions Virhen his refining has
been obviously tautological, when the idea has been no further
sharpened, has even been dulled by a plethora of modifying
elements; but these instances are less numerous as his skill
increases. We have called attention to Hawthorne*s use of the
catalogue style in which dashes are substituted for connectives
and which moves vj-ith unerring swiftness. We have also found
isolated examples in both compound and complex sentences of the
desirable omission of conjunctions. It must be admitted, hov/ev^
er, that these instances are rare and can scarcely be called a
part of Hawthorne's natural habit of expression at this time.
He favored the presentation of abstractions, so inclusive as to
demand more and still more refining. Moreover, he had a large
supply of words at his disposal to make the method more plastic
under his hands.
When we c..rrive at the consideration of Ha'S'thorne • s treat-
ment of intensification, we have a fairly constant pattern to
define. He employs nearly all the force-producing devices;
the list includes figures of speech, particularly personifica-
tion, hyperbole, irony, antithesis, interrogation, allusion,
exclamation, and an occasional short, telling metaphor; con-
scious choice of the order of swift progress to emotional climaxj
synonymous echo; alternation of periodic and loose sentence
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structure; negation, implicatory subjunctive, balance, repetitioi
,
interruption by abrupt question or statement or by challenge*
In ¥rhat degree does Hawthorne employ these devices? Or, to put
the question in another way, does he achieve stress without
effecting an unpleasantly uniform tone of sensation? The answer
is that in a sufficiently large number of cases, he intensifies
proportionately. Nevertheless, he at times definitely leans
towards over-in^" ensif ication. He enjoys accumulating many
devices in the ^ame paragraph; he over-uses hyperbole, and in
the early part of this first period, he rarely missed an oppor-
tunity to effect a personification. His subject matter does not
always deserve the unrelieved emotional stress vfhich he accords
it.
Hawthorne's rate is almost invariably even. When exceptions
occur, they usually slow up the evenness until it becomes delib-
eration. Even the appearance of gayness in Havrthorne does not
hasten the tempo of his prose. We never feel that Hawthorne
is anything but the leisurely story teller; nevertheless, v^e are
always aware of his implication. Until we become accustomed
to this ingrained literary habit, we accuse him of burying a
vforth-while passionate impulse in slovmess of movement. But as
we suggested in our summary of Hawthorne's skill in effecting
economy in sentence structure at this time, the rate is faster
than we have imagined at first glance, for it travels as rapidly
as the weight of abstractions v;-ill permit. Obviously, allowance
must be made for slight variation due to the number of abstract
expressions in a given passage. In Hawthorne, these ma y be few
or many.
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We have suggested earlier that Hawthorne alvmys recognized
the possibilities of rhythm in prose. Bvon after the discovery
of an instance of unplet-.sant sing-song, we repeat this assertion
His skill increased as he learned how to control his early
exaggerations in doubling; the eodtended use of latinisms, which
are the most musical words in the language, were undoubtedly a
source of ear training; he seems without effort to be able to
produce a euphonic, non-poetic prose alliteration. He handles
the cadence skilfully, and if it is not always as beautiful as
we might desire, it is never misplaced and justifies its
preparation.
In F an s h av;-e , Hawthorne indicated that he must learn
restraint in manipulating words if he is ever to become really
impressive in his prose# He did learn restraint, as we have
seen; he also developed real power* His choice is always
accurate, denotation is particularly exact; his synonyms are
equally precise; his antonyms specifically explain by means of
contrast. He knows how to use every-day vfords to describe
every-day matters, although he does not often choose to write
in the ordinary vein. His words rarely offend on the side of
lack of intelligibility except for the occasional, exaggerated
latinism. He gains expressiveness in diction by using words
correctly both in primary and secondary meaning, by employing
specific nouno and verbs, in narrative particularly, to give
color and vitality of movement, by choosing synonyms which
keep pace with the developing significance of the passage, by
occasional novelty of application. He has a real gift for
selecting words- which associate impressively together.
of sX
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Havrbhorne's connotation is general ly aesthetic and figura-
tive. We scarcely need to enlarge upon Virhat -we have already
suggested under intensification concerning Hawthorne's use of
figurative language. He can do much with his gift for connota-
tion: o. sustained personification takes the form of a most
ordinary account of ordinary life, and we are aware of an agree-
able, enlivening lightness spread over a really serious intent.
Hawthorne's aesthetic connotation is likely to be learned and
Latin. Again, the results are not cilways according to rule:
a learned connotation is produced by a phraseology not predom-
inantly Latin, -a surprising manifestation, -and, in another case,
an «qu<Al number of Latin and Saxon words produces aesthetic
significance. We can be certain, however, that Hawthorne in-
tended emotional connotation. One or two rare exceptions may
be found in Grandfathe r ' s Chair or B iographioal Stories for
Children , bu even in these there is evidence of a reasonably
passionate will to impress.
Diction, in Hav/thorne , is likely to be eminently appropri-
ate. His words conform to the subject both by choice and by
euphony , -that is, they are key words subtly associated with the
symbolic significance (usually) of the passage. We have noted
one instance of discord v/hen a suitable every-day account of a
not exalted occurrence is disturbed by Hav^thorne's inability to
refrain from latinism and hyperbole. Hav/thorne fits his words
to the occasion as well he does to th'^ subject. He impresses
this fitness chiefly by hyp«rbole and by the application of the
colors of good and evil, sometimes ostentatious, sometimes

artistically tempered.
A consideration of economy or consistence in diction as it
appears in Hawthorne develops a somewhat perplexing problem, for
he does not possess on the fa.ce of things outstanding conoistencel
Generally, his idea and connective words are fairly well balanced
in numbers; they are also likely to be alternated in areasonably
graceful fashion* But, we can find more than a few instances
where the connectives ar'? far too numerous, yet because they link
together abstractions, the vj-hole effect doet> not a.ppear to be
too rambling. Leos frequently we detect too many idea words.
A predominance of idea words supposedly produces writing which
is nearer intuitive thinking than that in which the relations
are patently expressed. Modification, after all, is a secondary
process of the mind# However, in Hawthorne, an over -abundance
of idea words results in a glaring, inartistic conciseness,
conspicuous by the rarity of its appearance. Perhaps, we should
find it more often save for Hawthorne's affection for specific
words, which he makes serviceable to the comparatively few
general words that he uses; or he may utilize specific idea words
to give precision to his abstractions. It is obvious that his
preference for specific words is largely responsible for the
ease with which he supplies connotation at seemingly slight
provocation. Abstract phrases, which Hawthorne uses generously
are compactly expressive. He supports his abstract concepts
with concrete examples and iniitances. In narration and descrip-
tion, he employs concrete imagery generously. Concreteness is a
quality of consistence in diction; for by means of concreteness.
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the reader can more rapidly receive a mantal impress of the
writer's picture* .
Certain combinations of vrords are sources of power in
diction, and Ha-vrbhorne utilizes most of those listed by the
authorities. Of figures of speech, li tie more need be said,
Nearly always, they are picturesque, impressive additions.
Pairing, at first awkward and repetitious, becomes an artistic
device in his hands. However, occasionally, it is overdone
for the sake of intensification. He learns tripling along the
way and is discreet and artistic in itsuse. Refining of ideas
by any series of appositives or extended modifying elements
appears first tautologically, but later the refining is actual,
not a matter of terming, and the idea emerges perfectly focused.
His epithets are largely decorative in the good sense, -that is,
they add sharpness and color to the object or concept defined.
An occasional essential epithet is superfluous; the rare
examples of the phrasal or packed epithet are stylistically
above reproach. His sequences of appositives are subtle; they
are synonymous with the addition of enrichment of idea. More
often towards the end of this first period does he separate the
adjectives from its noun and places it artfully in the predicate,
life do not perhaps ev^r notice in Hawthorne grov/ing restraint in
the use of modifiers, although we can cite an occasional bare
passage, but we can detect an increasing realization of the
uselessness of meaningleos modifiers.
How much of what the stylists call Finish does Hawthorne's
Bsrork reveal in the year 1850? He has been writing for publica-
tion for twenty-two years; we have detected only in one ins tance
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anything leas than polish. He possesses the polishthat is the
natural outgrowth of an intellectual approach to the task on
hand. His writing is always addressed to the understanding and,
therefore, perfectly ordered. The will to impress is everywhere
evident. Furthermore, his imagination supplies figurative
polish, evident in his awareness of the connotative value of
words. The one instance in which Hax-fthorne indulges in obvious
ornateness, in which his style, untempered by conviction, is
over-sentimental does not shine conspicuously in the larger pic-
ture.
His attitude, during these twenty- two years, is never
impersonal; he is earnest and somewhat staid, except in a few
oases when he approaches vivacity and actually achieves informal
and amused tolerance. He is rarely, if ever, really nonchalant.
We feel that we can Say that he is never dry although his
congeniality is often merely implied. However, he is unmistak-
ably happy in Grandf athe r * a Chair , B iographical Stories for
Children
,
and in the account of the honeymoon, even in the
restrained revision contained in The Old Manse , Occasionally
he is pleasantly outspoken. Emotionalism colors all the work
of the period, sometimes rising to great heights, sometimes
a bit half-hearted.
Mannerisms appear in the earlier Hawthorne, Most of them
have been suggested in the previous discussion. Offensive
pairing, modifying every noun with a descriptive adjective,
repetition of the definite article, he outgrew. Preciosity
occurs blatantly only twice and can scarcely be called manneris-
tic. His over-use of the compound sentence soon resolves itself
I
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into a subtle and rhythmical complexity, Ove r- refinement of
idea persists with increase in skill in the addition of signi-
ficance, Latinism is never pared down in a sufficient numl© r of
oases to warrant the opinion that he will learn to include in
his diction a desirable proportion of Saxon derivatives. Cer-
tain vrords appear too often -darksome for dark, antique for old,
edifice for almost any sort of building except a barn, and
all of save one
visage for face. The latinism of^these^^needs no comment.
Few improprieties ever occur in Hawthorne, Those that
we have found are negligible: a single occasion of mixing
earnestness with triviality, one instance of obvious pedantry,
a shift of point of view within a paragraph, one indulgence in
fine writing.
The tenor of the prose written from 1838 to 1850 expresses
HaviTthorne • s intellect and his emotional outlook variously. His
mind is orderly* regularity tempers careful oasualness. His
purposiveness is the result of reflection. His analysis is
penetrating. He is confident, but not over confident in his
own point of view. He observes acutely. His mood often borders
upon the cynical* he is frequently ironical; gravity and
sombreness never forsake him. He is adaptable and writes with
eoual skill either for juvenile or mature readers. He is
apparently deeply sympathetic with the intellectual misfit and
probably here is indulging in self pity. Only once does he
appear really gay, and the semblance of gayety in A Rill from the
Town Pump is not vrithout its suggestion of cynicism.
His literary morals are patent and need no elaboration.

Everywhere he manifests sincerity, ideality, austerity, integrity
He impresses the reader by his luoidness beneath the
plethora of detail, by the explicitness and euphony of his dictia
by his respect for polish, by his insight into the type of char-
acter most congenial to him, by his point of view, frequently
unusual and novel, by an occasional sparkle of vrit, somewhat
ironical to be sure, by his artistic re-creation of the natural
sc ene
•
The summary of the first Deriod up to this point has
included only material revised for publication. The Amer ican
Noteb ooks
,
unrevised, reveal how some of these literary charac-
teristics appeared before much reflection on the material had
taken place. What effect v/ill recollection in tranquillity have
upon Hawthorne's literary development?
First, we shall consider persisting likenesses, Havrthorne
refines his ideas, particularly in describing the natural scene,
with much the same lavishness that appears in his revised T/ork,
His paragraph structure is as impeccable as can be demanded in
journalistic prose. His tone of sensation is never monotonous.
Observations are jotted down in concrete language. His
vocabulary is extensive; he is never niggardly with words. He
is able to supply aesthetic connotation on the minute as it wore.
He indulges freely in latinism. He symbolizes the natural scene.
He is earnest, sincere, reflective, and confident in his own
point of view.
But the differences a.re far more notable and deserve close
attention. Hawthorne in his Ame r ipan Noteb ooks indicates com-
plete power over simplicity in diction, vj-hich takes the form of

unstudied specif icness , His writing implies that he is not
pre-oocupied in any degree with attaching polish to his work;
rather, he stresses sharpness of outline, knowing probably
that reflection will provide luxuriance. Even his characters,
as they appear in these Notebooks, are sharply outlined; seldom
does he even so much as suggest that he will subject these people
to psychological analysis and v/ill reproduce them in an essen-
tially new guise. He does, however, mcj^.ke us realize that he
favors the method of interaction in charticter depiction; but he
does not use this method. In a single jotting, he can produce
a marvelously clear picture, all the v/hile employing the great-
1
est economy in diction. He uses fewer cluttering symbolics,
perhaps because he is thinking rapidly. He provides deeply
moving emotional connotation in simple language, almost totally
devoid of the devices of intensification. He displays a thought-
ful, scholarly attitude towards the craft of writing and a real
awareness of critical aesthetics. He is much less restrained
in his notation of realistic detail, an indication, perhaps,
that his staidness may be a matter of taste. But we learn in
the Notebooks that this staidness is also due to self -conscious-
ness. The jottings indicate the possession of morbidness not
in th9 same degree discernible in his published works. On the
other hand, he writes in these Notebooks with real gayety and
unaffected zestfulness. The conclusion must follow that too
much reflection robbed Hawthorne* s prose of certain qualities
which would have made significant additions in the way of firmness
and essential vitality,
1 Prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries, pronouns, articles.
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THE PATTERir IN MATURE PRACTICE
The years 1850 to 1853, are generally conceded to mark
the culmination of Hawthorne's genius. We shall try not to
permit foreknowledge to prejudice our analysis. It is, of
course, a fact that Hav/thorne accomplished during these three
years his first really sustained writing in fiction, the three
novels. The Scarlet Letter , The House of the Seven Gable
s
, and
The B lithedale Romance. In these, the characteristics of his
style aasume larger proportions and can be discerned in several
of the techniques he utilizes in longer narrative.
The period begins with two ahorter sketches. The Snow Image
and The Great Stone Face , both of the type which Hav.rthorne, vip
to this time, has written in such profusion. They are moralized
legends, in which the man who lives in the world of ideas is set
against his antithesis, the man who is completely deluded by his
desire for material gain. Neither of the sketches reveals new
qualities. They posses the same finish, the same indication of
power over many words, the aame rhythmic skill, the same latin-
ized euphony, the same artistic refining, the aame even, nearly
deliberate rate, and the same imaginative, symbolic connotation
that we have noted in the summary just completed.
But in Ethan Brand, defined by Ha^vthorne as an abortive
romance, we find the gathering together of all the separated
interpretations of the intellectual misfit in hui-ian society.
However, these interpretations have been refined away, until
the character has focus even with lack of verisimilitude.
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Moreover, Havj-thorne makes good use of his notebooks here, for
in the crowd of derelicts who answer Bartram*s call in the
night appear the identical, sharply outlined portraits which
we enjoyed in the Amer ican Uoteb ooks » These men are simply
derelicts and nothing more; Hav;-thorne does not press them into
the mire of their failure by force of circumstance. Novf we
recognize tv/o tendencies in cha.ra.cter building, both running
parallel with Hawthorne* s development in the smaller sentence
and paragraph units. The first of these is the pointing of
his sometimes rather aimless habit of examining every aspect
of the psychopathy in which he plunges his character. The
second is the tearing away of all suggestion of mental dis-
turbance and resting coiitent with the external picture. It
goes without saying that none of the major depictioiB of
Hawthorne will be presented by means of the latter method.
However, these tviro tendencies exist at this time and indicate
that as Hawthorne ha-s learned restraint in s entence building,
-
that is, the art of skilful refining, a more significant para-
graph, always resulting, he has learned to describe the mental
stttte of his character in a straightforward fashion without the
dilemma of verbal interaction. Not for an instanc do we suggest
that Hawthorne uses fewer words or fewer piled up constructions
in accomplishing this intelligibility, but the particulars which
these words and constructions express, are more significantly,
almost more logically, chosen; the characters become more real
in their own world: they think as they might possibly think in
their own vague, shadowy existence. The paragraph to be quoted
from Ethan B r and is a case in point.
1'
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"When they had gone, Ethan Brand sat listening to the
crackling of
of fire that
the kindled v,rood, and looking at the little spirits
issued through the chinks of the door« These
trifles, hov/ever, once so familiar, had hut the slightest hold
of his attention, while deep within his mind he
the gradual but marvellous change that hud been
by the search to which he had devoted himself,
ho'.v the night dew Jiad fallen upon him,-hovr the
was reviev/mg
wrought upon him
He remembered
dark forest had
his fire in the years gone by,
it burned. He remembered with what tenderness,
and sympathy for mankind, and v/hat pity for human
woe, he had first begun to contemplate those ideas
s imple
and ever
vrith
whispered to him,-hovj- the stars had gleamed upon hiDi,-a
and loving man, watching
musing as
what love
guilt and
which after^Tards became the inspiration of his lifej vfith wha
reverence he had then looked into the heart of man, vievfing i
as a temple originally divine, and, hov/ever, desecrated, stil
to be held sacred by a brother; with what awful fear he had
deprecated the success of his pursuit, a.nd prayed that the
Unpardonable Sin might never be revealed to him. Then ensued
that vast intellectual development, vrhich, in its progress,
disturbed the counterpoise between his mind and heart. The Idea
that possessed his life had operated as a means of education;
it had gone on cultivating his powers to the highest point of
which they were susceptible; it had raised him from the level
of an unlettered laborer to stand on a star-lit eminence,
whither the philosophers of the earth, laden with the lore of
universities, might vainly strive to clamber after him. So
much for the intellect; But where was the heart? That, indeed,
had withered, -had contracted, -had hardened, -had perished! It
had ceased to partake of the universal throb. He had lost his
hold of the magnetic chain of humanity. He waa no longer a
brother-man, opening the chambers or the dungeons of our comjnon
nature by the key of holy sympathy, which gave him a right to
share in all
on mankind
c onve rt ing
wires that
for his study," 1
now a cold observer, lookingits secrets; he wa
s
as the subject of his experiment, and, at length,
man and v;-oman to be his puppets, and pulling the
moved them to such degrees of crime as were demanded
Havfthorne permits Ethen Brand to recall progressively each
step in the cultivation of his dominant paosion, No verbal
expressions of interaction appear to amaze the reader; but no
one can fail to recognize and be deeply moved by the suggested
undercurrent. The highly emotional temper of the passage is
secured by the suspensive structure of the s entences, by
formula, by climax, by hyperbole, by punc tuat ion-the dashes
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne , Walter J,B lack , Inc
,, p , 406
,
I'
are a form of tense, imaginative connotation. The arrangement
of the elements within the sentence produces a prime example of
refining balance , -that is, each new member, grammatically
identical, supplies positive enrichment of idea. The rate is
not precisely fast, but it suggests the increasing speed of the
mind aroused by a power infinitely greater than itself,
Hawthorne, besides making a more direct attack upon the
process of psychological analysis in Ethan Brand, finally
disposes of his charc<.cter by supplying a touch of poetic justice
Ethan destroys himself in his o-vra kiln with proper despatch •
Heretofore, Hawthorne's misfits have lived to suffer the conse-
quence of their own inglorious selfishness. However, it v^ould
be unsafe to conjecture that Hav/thorne*s improved skill in
handling the elements of style involved here connotes a growing
lack of sympathy with the isolated thinker. The type is always
Hawthorne's favorite, and his improved technique serves only to
make his attitude more clear, Ethan Brand's character depiction
is the link between the numerous vague personalities in the
earlier Hawthorne and the still shadowy, but more comprehensible
Hester, Arthur Dimmesdale, Judge Pyncheon, Zenobia, and
Hollingsworth
•
Between the writing of Ethan B rand and The Scarlet Letter,
Hawthorne produced his second piece of autobiographical material
The C u s t om House , submitted for publication on March 30, 1850,
Eav;-thorne had been exceedingly happy at the Old Manse, but
economic necessity drove him back to Salem, his native place.
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to accept the post of Collector of the Customs. The sketch is
interesting from the point of view of style for the light it
throws on Ha-vrthorne * s attitude towards xhe autobiographical
method, for the information it gives concerning Hawthorne's
practice of writing, for the evidence that it offers of
Hawthorne's persisting preoccupation with and close observation
of people*
Probably no more impersonal autobiographical sketch has
ever been v^ritten than The Custom House Hawthorne is critical a
authors who "indulge themselves in such confidential depths of
revelation as coi^ld fittingly be addressed, only and exclusively^
1
to the one heart and mind of perfect sympathy," Later in the
same paragraph, he concludes hia sentence Virith "we may prate of
the circumstances which lie around us, but t>till ksep the inmost
Me behind its veil." Consequently, Hawthorne includes no details
of his personal life except those which have to do with his work
in the craft of character iz c;.tion« He describes Salem, confesses
to a feelinp of sentiment for the town, explains his ancestry,
refers to the preceding congenial years at the Old Manse with
informal objectivity* He writes with his accustomed hyperbole
about what he terms his own idleness, but his sentiments do not
ring true. Obviously, the facts are being painstakingly
obscured. He indirectly suggests that he was on good terms with
his associates at the Custom House, and he self-consciously
tells us that he likes them, "Unless people are more than
commonly disagreeable," he v.rites, "it is my foolish habit to
contract a kindness for them," towards the end, he describes
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 17, ff.

the finding of ancient papers in the old Custom House, and the
rag of scarlet", which motivated the theme, long in the back of
his mind, of The Scarlet Letter,
That Hawthorne possessed a high degree of awareness con-
cerning hii> ov/n shortcomings and that he vro-s frankly critical
of these shortcomings, we cun read in this sketch as well as
the admission that adequate expression of his gift was dependent
upon a congenial way of life. About this, he appears to have
been somewhat mistaken, for although he refers to his appointment
to the Customs as his "doom" the period cannot be described as
one of literary dulness. It is worth noting that Havfthorne did
not forget that Chaucer had once been a Collector of Customs.
Apparently Havrthorne fully realizes that he has b-aen pre-
occupied vj-ith romantic types, v/hom he designates as a 'tribe of
unrealities". He writes, "It contributes greatly towards a
man's moral and intellectual health to be brought into habits
of companionship with individuals unlike himself who c are little
for his pursuits and whose sphere and abilities he must go out
of himself to appreciate," And a page or two later: "it is a
good le s s on- though it may often be a hard one-for a man who has
dreamed of literary fame, and of making for himself a rank among
the world's dignitaries by such means, to step aside out of the
narrow circle in which his claims are recognized, and to find
low utterly devoid of significance, beyond that circle, is all
that he c^chieves, and all he aims at," Hawthorne is, of course,
telling us that, one ought to know how the other half lives. But
we remembber here that his earlier journeyings through
210
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Massachusetts and Nevj- York had "been made T/ith avov/ed intent of
meeting various types of people. Hovfever, Hawthorne is a.lvmys
prone to deprecate himself and his efforts.
The description of the Custom House itaelf includes a
series of portraits of Hawthorne's associates, and in these
portraits Hawthorne suggests that the distinction has arisen in
his own mind concerning decorum in characterization; it is aware-
ness or xnis distinction which is responsible for the improved
technique in the sketching of Bthan Brand, He is at first strucl
with the great age of the employees. He writes with dry humor,
"The whereaboxats of the Oldest Inhabitant ;vas at once settled
when I looked at them." The father of the Custom House vms
"a man of fourscore years and certainly on© of the most
wonderful specimens of wintergreen " The characterization
continues with the emphasis almost wholly upon externals. In
the next paragraph, continuing the depiction, Hawthorne tells
us that he studied this man carefully, "Hy conclusion v/as that
he hy.d no soul, no heart, no mind, nothing..... but
instincts; " Nevertheless, Hawthorne goes on to say
that he was contented Yj-ith what he found in the patriarch's char-
acter. However, he makes no attempt at any sort of psychologica!
inspection in the manner that to a great degree has marked his
work in the past. Instead, he develops an excellent paragraph
"Dy means of gustatory particulars virhich holds up various phases
of the Old Inspector's appetite to close scrutiny. Considered
as an example of presentation of sensory detail, it is exceed-
ingly well done. It includes, besides, distinctly amusing
9^
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touches, never to be passed unnoticed in Havfthorne*
Ytfe may add pertinently here that Hawthorne avows his
romantic approach to The Scar let Letter , and vrha-t he writes
holds good for the two other novels of this period. It has
already been noted that he found great enjoyment in the packet
of old ^^apers found in the Custom House, "I must not be under-
stood as affirming, that, in the dressing up of the tale, and
imagining the motives and modes of .passion that influenced the
characters who figure in it, I have invariably confined myself
within the limits of the old Surveyor's half a dozen sheets of
foolscap. On the contrary, I have allovj-ed myself, as to such
points, nearly or altogether as much license as if the facts
had boen entirely of my own invention. What I contend is for
the authenticity of the outline," Again we find that the
"dressing up" of facts continues the pattern, designed early in
the development of Hawthorne's genius.
The S c R r 1 e t Letter , to which The Custom House is an
introduction, on the side of the more specific stylistic
elements demonstrates nothing new, Hawthorne does, however,
employ his customary stylistic devices with greater skill and
impressiveness • The consummate perfection of the complex mood
in sentence structure is now definitely his; detail is ever
present and ever thought cumulative; emotional force is supplie<
in the various w^ys noted heretofore, but, as usual, his
principal means of impressing consists in iteration without
tautology; his rate moves from even to deliberate to slow; his

rhythm is virtually faultless and not out of place in the
imaginative type of prose . in which the story is told; his
diction possesses continuous qualities of accuracy, specificness
and expressiveness; his skill in associating words in order to
impress is more significantly manifested; his connotation is
still aesthetic c.nd figurative, deepened by the use of implica-
tory v/ords and coloring which plunge the reader into the
atmosphere of the connoted idea; his diction is largely latin-
istio; his favorite words, antique , darks ome , edifice , visage ,
still appear.
Perhaps it may be more convincing if we give brief examples
of several of these manifestations. We choose first a paragraph
in avhich Hawthorne amplifies his description by synonymous echo,
a method frequently employed.
"In fact, this
machine, which now.
scaffold constituted a portion of a penal
for two or three generations past, has been
us, butmerely historical and traditionary among was held,
in the old time, to be as effectual an agent, in the promotion
of good citizenship, as ever was the guillotine among the
terrorists of France, It was, in short, the platform of the
pillory; and above it rose the framework of that instrument of
discipline, so fashioned as to confine the human head in its
tight grasp, and thus holding it up to the public gaze. The
very ideal of ignominy was embodied and made manifest in this
contrivance of vrood. and iron. There can be no outrage, asethinks
against our common nature ,-v/hatever be the delinquencies of the
individual, -no outrage more flagrant than to forbid the culprit
to hide his face for shame; as it was the essence of this
punishment to do. In Hester Prynne's instance, however, as not
unfrequently in other Cf^ses, her sentence bore, that she should
stand a certain time upon the platform, but v^ithout undergoing
that gripe about the neck and confinement of the head, the
proneness to Irhich was Iihe most devilish characteristic of this
ugly engine, KnoT^ing vfell her part, she ascended a flight of
wooden steps, and wus thus displayed to the s\^rrounding multi-
^
tude, at about the height of a man's shoulders above the s treet.
Each sentence sugf:ests the pillory. The scaffold is a "penal
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p. 76,
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machine", "historical and trudit ionary" , which is a term or class
n<xme. Then the term becomes specific. Y/e read "platform of the
pillory", "instrument of discipline", "contrivance of v^-ood and
iron", "ugly engine", "The ignominy of the punishment"
constitutes equivalent neg;i.tive phraseology. The nature of the
punishment is next elaborated, ;xnd particular specificness is
supplied by picturing Hester ascending the scaffold, even this
last containing a suggestion as to the exact placement of the
pillory. We may note in pa-sing here that Hawthorne writes
"historical and traditionary", not "historical and traditional",
which would be an obvious case of awkward pairing.
The next paragraph we shall quote lends itself to the
discussion of two considerations: first, as an example of
Hawthorne's to employ interaction in paragraph amplification,
particularly when the interaction takes the form of the influence
of one personality upon another; and second, as an example pf
particularly skilful intensification,
"In this manner, the mysterious old Roger Chillingworth
became the medical adviser of the Reverend Mr, Dimmesdale,
As not only the disease interested the physician, but he was
strongly moved to look into the character and qualities of the
patient, these two men, so different in age, came gradually to
spend much time together. For the sake of the minister's healthj
and to enable the leech to gather plants with healing balm in
them, they took lon^" walks on the seashore, or in the forest;
mingling various talk with the plash and murmur of the waves,
and the solemn wind-anthem among the tree-tops. Often, likewise^
one was the guest of the other, in his place of study and retire-
ment. There was a faacinc^tion for the minister in the company
of the man of science, in whom he recognized an intellectual
cultivation of no moderate depth or scope; together virith a range
and freedom of ideas that he would have vainly looked for among
the members of his own profession. In truth he way startled,
if not shocked, to find this attribute in the physician, Mr.
Dimmesdale was a true priest, a true religionist, v/ith the
reverential sentiment largely developed, and an order of mind

that impelled itself powerfully along the track of a creed, and
wore its passage continually deeper -with the lapse of time. In
no atate of society would he have been what is called a mun of
liberal viewsj it would always be essential to his peace to feel
the pressure of a faith about him, supporting, while it confined
him v/ithin its iron framevj-ork. Not the leos, however, though
with a tremendous enjoyment, did he feel the occasional relief
of looking at the universe through the medium of another kind of
intellect than those Yfith which he habitually held converse. It
was as if a v/indow vfere throvm open, admitting a freer atmospher^
into the close and stifled study, where his life was wasting
itself away, amid lamplight, or obstructed daybeams, and the
musty fragrance, be it sensual or moral, that exhales from books
But the air waa too freeh and chill to be long breathed with
comfort. So the minister, and the physician with him, withdrew
again within the limits of what their church defined as
orthodox." 1
Here we have a compound paragraph, the underlying idea of
which is the description of th'^ effect of Roger Chil 1 ingwor th
upon Arthur Dimmesdale, Superficially, there seems to be only
a series of facts about one or the other character. Actually,
each of the characters is held up in sharp relief while the
whole effect is the strong impression of Chillingv/orth' s in-
fluence on Dimmesdale. The emotional force is s trong by its
quietness; it is contained in Hawthorne's unsv/erving continuity
of point of view, Dimmesdale always holds himself aloof from
Chillingworth , vfhile Chillingworth is forever bearing dov.n upon
him.
Much of the effect here is due to Hawthorne's method of
providing emotional tone by means of sentences. The mood is
definitely complex, mature, and, we might say, close to intuitiv|
thinking had Hawthorne indulged in less refining. But refining
is present here, not in u.ny sense resembling inartistic intru-
sion, for here we note the desirable absence of conjunctions
between predications vAile between sentences the thought weight
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. V, p. 150, ff.
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carries out the impression of contrast. Continuity is not
uniform; the paragraph starts unemotionally, but it steadily
gathers energy, guided by Hawthorne *s will to impretiS, The
energy is natent in the inversions and suspensive sentence
structures, the suggested antitheses, artistic repetition,
which takes the form of negative restriction, suggesting
litotes ,-Dimnesdale is "startled, if not shocked, " obvious
litotes; exceptionally perfect balance, one exampla of vfhich
occurs in the compound sentence beginning "In no state of
society would he " The second element placed after
the semi-colon v/ithout a conjunction ex. lains the first.
Hawthorne's manifestation of skill in deepening a picture
by a nearly perfect manipulation of balance occurs in the
Sentence following, which is included in the paragraph given
over to a description of Hester's first recognition of Roger
Chillingworth in the New World, "Such an interview, perhaps,
would have been more terrible than even t o meet him as she now
did, with the hot midday sun burning down upon her face and
lighting up its shnmej with tho scarlet token of infamy on her
breast; vfith the sin-born infant in her arms; vrith a v/hole
people, drawn forth as to a festival, staring at the features
that should have been seen only in the quiet gleem of the
fireside, in the happy shadow of the home or beneath a matronly
veil, at church," Ho.t skilfully in the first series oi' balance
phrases Hav/thorne suggests every aspect of Hester's plight,
EovT specifically in the second series in the relative clause
he suggests t^e contrast between things as they are and as they
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should be. Although there are mu.ny renetitions of the same
construction here, the completed effect ia one of unsurpassing
c ompac tne s s
•
At the close of the first period of Hawthorne's literary
activity, we noticed increased skill in pairing; the second
member then sharpened the definition of the first. Now
Hawthorne improves the arrangement of his pairing, so that
monotony can never result. Hote in the sentence to be quoted
the intrusion of the parenthetical indeed. "Meager, indeed,
and cold was the symp.y.thy that a transgressor might look for •
1
from such by-standers, at the scaffold." (The sentence itself
excellently illustrates good use of suspensive inversion.) ViTe
notice, too, Hawthorne's placement of paired adjectives^ after
2
the noun. "They vrere
,
doubtless, good men, just, and sage."
The inversion emphasizes the marked irony intended in the
Wot often does Ha^.-thorne in The Sea rlet Letter present
any portrait in the sharply outlined, matter-of-fact style.
It is his way to inspect the minds of his characters. A
passing observation does occ«.sionally express an earthy reality,
but always vj-ith the Hawthorne restraint^ Describing the women
v;ho surrounded the court house on the day of Hester's trial,
he writes, "They vj-ere he countrywomen; and the beef and ale of
their native land, vrith a moral diet not a whit more refined,
entered largely into their composition."
Hawthorne likes better to give full play to his love for
explanatory detail. The scene, the character, are always more
his thfci-n his read-^r's. A ca.se in point is the chapter entitled
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. V, p. 70.
2 Ibid., p. 8 6.
:: £ cJ.''
"Hester at her Needle", the whole devoted to an inspection of
Hester's mind with only an occasional reference to what she
actually did v;ith her time. Hawthorne always seems afraid of
induction, afraid that the reader will draw the wrong conclusion
afraid that he will not impress ejsactly what is in his ovrn mind.
The nucleus of Hawthorne's interpretation of the character
of Arthur Dinmesdale is contained in one paragraph, occurring
early in the story,
"The directness of this tcppeal drew the eyes of the whole
crowd upon the Reverend Mr» Dimnesdalej a young clergyman, who
hctd come from on-^ of the great English universities, bringing
all the learning of the age into our wild forestland. His
eloquence and religious fervor had already given the earnest of
high eminence in his profession. He was a person of very strik-
ing aspect, with a v/hite, lofty, and impending brov/, large,
brovm, melancholy eyes, and a mouth vrhich, unless when he forci-
bly compressed it, was apt to be tremulous, expressing both
nervous sensibility and a vast power of self-restraint, Notwith
standing his high native gifts and scholar-like attainments,
there was an air about this young minister, -an apprehensive, a
startled, a half -f r ightene d look, -as of a being who felt himself
quite astray and at a loss in the pathway of human existence,
and could only be at ease in some seclusion ^ T his own. There-
fore, so far as his duties would permit, he trod in the shadowy
by-paths, and thus kept himself simple and childlike; coming
forth, when occasion was, with a freshness, and fragrance, and
dewy purity of thought, which, as many people said, affected
them like the speech of u.n angel," 1
Actually the rest of the
characterization is a series of enlargements upon each aspect
presented in this one. True, these enlargements give deeper sig
nificance to the character of Dimmesdale, but the reason for
his moment of weakness, if it be weakness, the reason for his
susceptibility to Chillingworth s influence, the reason for his
lack of courage are all inherent in the personality sketched
here •
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 88
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Again, as in Ethan Brand, and this time in the case of
Roger Chillingworth, Hawthorne describes with straightforward
progress the development of a dominant passion. The paragraph
is brief but exceedingly well managed,
"Old Roger Chillingworth, throughout life, had been calm
in temr)erament
,
kindly, though not of warm affections, but
ever, and in all his relations with the world, a pure and up-
right man. He had begun an investigation, as he imagined, with
the severe and equal integrity of a jud^;e, desirous only of
truth, even as if the question involved no more than the air-
dravm lines and figures of a geometrical problem, instead of
human passions, and v^-rongs inflicted on himself. But, as he
proceeded, a terrible fascination, a kind of fierce, though
still calm, necessity seized the old man within its gripe, and
never set him free again until he had done all its bidding.
He now dug into the poor clergyman's heart, like a miner search-
ing for gold; or, rather, like a sexton delving into a grave,
possibly in quest of a jewel that had been buried on the dead
man's bosom, but likely to find nothing save mortality and 1
corruption. Alas for his own soul, if these were I'/hat he sough'ti
Its increasing purpose is apparent from sentence to sentence,
each presenting Chillingworth ' s passion for analyzing the soul
of his neighbor. The po"/er of thought here gives the suggestion
of haste, the onward rush finally checked on a note of passion-
ate implication. The connotation is highly emotional, the
effect produced by Hawthorne's choice of rather violent figura-
tive language.
In the chapter entitled "Another Yievr of Hester",
Hawthorne prunes away a good deal of unnecessary detail and
gives a clear outline of the development of Hester's mind.
Now Hester's intellectual proceos is perfectly believable; there
is absolutely nothing psychopathic about it, Hester "assumed
a freedom of speculation". Her experience warranted the growing
broadness of her mind; besides freedom vra.s the spirit of the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 158,
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times though perhaps not the spirit of the colony. All this,
Hawthorne expresses concretely, alludes non-specif ically to
parallels in history, makes us see clearly, without unnecessary
ramification, this step in the progress of his character. The
paragraph is conspicuous in its def ini tenes s
•
Hawthorne's methods of producing emphasis within the
paragraph in f.he Scarlet Lette
r
deserves brief comment, for he
uses several devices of v/hich he has been rather chary up to
this time, or he uses his ordinary devices with greater mastery.
He likes to re-create, if possible, the mental processes of his
characters by a series of questions, for which the answers may or
may not be supplied. Over and over again he employs a series of
provisos. We find him also becoming accustomed to the impress-
ive reT)etition of formula. It is scarcely necessary to enlarge
upon the reader's pleasure in noting these,, when they are not
extravagantly utilized.
In The Hous
e
of the Seven Gab le
s
,
Hawthorne writes with
his customary insistence on luxuriance of detail both in the
stylistic qualities of his prose and in the reflection of
these qualities in his characterization. He leaves nothing
for the reader to imagine in the way of background and even
expresses verbally his fear of being misinterpreted. To a much
greater degree than in The S^car let Letter
,
he employs his gift
for producing a concrete picture, the obvious example being
the sketching of the House itself j for reproducing atmosphere
in nature description, evident in passages too countless to
jj
->
t
quote; for enlarging upon every possibility of symbolism. In
characterization, he still penetrates at great length into the
various mental states and even, in the manner of Thackeray,
intrudes his ovm comment upon the situation. He indulges this
surpassing love for detail in the presentation of the lengthy
history of the Pyncheons, bringing every available fact about
the family to light, Th3 narrative, accordingly, suffers a
good deal of retardation, but the im^olication shadows the entire
story. Just as in smaller compass, within the idea of the sen-
tence, he subjects the thought to every possible phase of
analysis, so in the large conceptions, insofar as his interest
stirs him, he elaborates every aspect of the occasion.
We see in the following paragraph, a characterization of
Hepzibah, illustrative of Hawthorne's over-explicitnes s
,
"Ne rvous ly- in a sort of frenzy, v^e might also say-she began
to busy herself in arranging some children's playthings, and
other little wares, on the shelves and at the shop-windov/. In
the aspect of this dark-arrayed, pale-faced, lady-like old
figure, t'-^ere was a deeply tragic character, that contrasted
irreconcilably with the ludicrous pettiness of her employment.
It seemed a queer anomaly, that so gaunt and dismal a personage
should take a toy in hand; a miracle, that the toy did not
vanish in her grasp; a miserably absurd idea, that she should go
on perplexing her stiff and sombre intellect vj-ith the question
how to tempt little boys into her premisesj Yet such is
undoubtedly her object. Now she places a gingerbread elephant
against the window, but with so tremulous a touch that it
tumbles upon the floor, v/ith the dismemberment of three legs
and its trunk; i has ceased to be an elephant, and has become a
few bits of musty gingerbread. There, again, she has upset a
tumbler of marbles, all of which roll different ways, and each
individual marble, devil-directed, into the most difficult
obscurity that it can find. Heaven help our poor Hepzibah, and
forgive us for taking a ludicrous viev;- of her positionl As her
rigid and rusty frame goes dovm upon its hands and knees, in
quest of the absconding marbles, we positively feel so much the
more inclined to shed tears of svmpathy, from the very fact that
we must needs turn aside and laugh at her. For here-and if we
fail to impress it suitably upon the reader, it is our oivn fault
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not that of the theme-here is one of the truest points of melan-
choly interest that occur in ordinary life. It was the final
throe of what called itself old gentility. A lady-who had fed
herself f-^om childhood with the shadowy food of aristocratic
reminiscences, and whose religion it was that a lady's hand
soils itself irremediably by doing aught for bread-this born
lady, after sixty years of narrowing means, is fain to step down
fror-.i her pedestal of imaginary rank. Poverty, treading closely
at her heels for a life-time, has come up with her at last.
She must earn her ovm food, or starve J And we have stolen upon
Miss Hepzibah Pyncheon, too irreverently, at the instant of
time when the patrician lady is to be transformed into the
plebeian woman," 1
He is undoubtedly enthusiastic over the
problem of Hepzibah, The render must see the vAole implication
through his eyes. He does , not v/rite, "She took a toy in hand,"
but "It seemed a queer anomaly, that so gaunt and dismal person
should take a toy in hand; " -as if v^-e needed to be reminded
And so it goes in one v/ay or another throughout the entire
description. Parenthetically, he expresses the purpose of his
superfluous explication. Speaking of a particular situation,
he inserts "-and if we fail to impress it suitably upon the
reader, it is our own fault, not that of the theme-". Yet, in
spite of Hawthorne's extre ne met iculousnes s , Hepzibah's
character is only rarely, if ever, individualized,
Hawthorne cannot resist attaching significance to every-
thing, the natural outgrowth of his feeling for connotation.
He makes no secret of this trait of his, which we find expressed
in all his imaginative prose. Excusing himself for divulging
the fact that Hepzibah wept, he offers, "It is a heavy annoyance
to a writer who endeavors to repretient nature, its various
attitudes and circumstances, in a reasonably correct outline
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J, Black, Inc
,
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and true coloring, that so much of the m«an and ludicrous
should be hopelessly mixed ut) vfith the purest pathos v/hich life
1
anyv/here supplies to him." And later in the passage-"Lif e is
made up of marble -^nd mud," Even Phoebe's simple attractiveness
is accorded a hyperbolic effusion, "...•nothing more beaiitiful-
2
nothing prettier, at least-was ever made than Phoebe;" and her
loveliness becomes the symbol of the beauty, indispensable to
Clif;"ord, Yet, it is pe -f ectly plain that norm-ally Phoebe
would be quite untroubled vfere she to discover herself not a
great source of inspiration.
On the oth-^r hand, HaAvthorne does not attempt to deepen
in any v>ray the character of the urchin Ned Higgins. It is a
fact that the child appears only raroly and is of importance
merely in clarifying the d'^piction of Hepzibah, However in the
Notebooks, Hawthorne has revealed his ability to produce sharp
outline, and nothing more Y»rhen he r:ishes. He seldom so wishes.
Here in the description of thg child his practice is d ecorous.
Amplification by means of contrast is one of Hawthorne's
most popular methods. He has used it earlier in characteriza-
tion; he effects a ne^v impres s ivenes s with the device in The
House of the S even Gables, Hepzibah is continually contrasted
with Phoebe; indeed, Phoebe is never represented unless the
reference to Hepzibah's ugliness follows. But the perfect
example is the explicit contrast that Favrthorne drav/s between
3
the Colonel and the Judre, The contrast exists only by rich,
4
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J, Black, Inc.,
p, 548, ff,
2 Ibid., p. 607.
3 Ibid., p. 596, ff.
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ironical implication; actually the two are alike in every
detai 1
•
Occasionally, Hawthorne achieves a particularly artistic
type of pure narrative paragraph. His gift is never for
action in narrative because he is much too indent upon the
determining personalities. Her ^ ^ve have the account of
Clifford's approach, marking Phoebe's first meeting with him,
"Meanwhile, there was a step in the passage-way, above
stairs, Phoebe recognized it as the same v/hich h;id passed
upivard, us through her dream, in the night-time. The
approaching guest, whoever it might be, appeared to pause
at the head of the staircase; he paused twice or thrice in
the descent; he paused again at the foot. Each time, the
delay seemed to be without purpose, but rather from a
f or getfulnes s of the purpose vfhich had set him in motion, or as
if the person's feet came involuntarily to a standstill, because
the motive power was too feeble to sustain hi3 progress.
Finally, he made a long pause at the threshold of the parlor.
He took hold of the knob of the door| then loosened his grasp,
without opening it, Hepzibah, her hands convulsively clasped,
stood gazing at the entrance," 1
We distinctly hear Clifford coming down ~he stairs. Even the
suggestion of Clifford's mental state does not impair our
auditory sensibility. The suspense of the few moments is
adequately interpreted and brought to a fitting climax by the
moment of Hepzibah' s agony,
Hawthorne has no ecstasies about Holgrave, Probably
he associated him with the insurgent Ellery Channing, Emerson's
enthusiasm for whom Hawthorne could never understand. One of
the paragraphs devoted to Holgrave 's character illustrates
Hawthorne's continued use of cumulative repetition increasing
the underlying significance. However, it should not be
assumed that Hawthorne slights Holgrave in respect to detailed
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J. Black, Inc
,
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and varied depiction; he merely is somewhat less generous in
ana lys is.
The diction of The House of the Seven Gables follo-ws the
Ha-wthorne pattern. Latinism is everywhere evident. In dealing
with the duality of Clifford* s condition, he indulges in para-
graph after paragraph of latinistic euphdny and ivrites at his
fluent best, fie ht.s not yet, nor ever will, relinquished his
fondness for the misfit, but in this tale he offers a new phase
of the problem and is insistent that the reader shall
recognize the alteration* Clifford is definitely mad, or, at
least, partially mad. His character is built on an inherent
weakness; he is not particularly appealing. We feel little
concern about Clifford as compared with Ethan Brand or Arthur
Dimnesdale. But Hairbhorne is concerned about him, and he refines
and refines again every expre^asion employed to explain his
idiosyncrasy. Perhaps we may be able now to conclude that the
greater Hawthorne's enthusiasm, the more frequent the rolling
Latin periods. Yet, in spite of the contention, we discover
a simile, curious certainly in Hawthorne; Phoebe "was like a
prayer, offered up in the homeliest beauty of ono's mother
tongue," But to return again to Hawthorne's latinism, this
time manneristic, we find the reference to "antique chickens",
while the same chickens are described by the epithet gallinaceous
and "had odd appearance and deportment,"
Throughout The House of the Seven Gab les occur specific
examples of tho ease in which Hawthorne manages those stylistic
devices most readily suited to his hand. It has now become
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needless to quote illustrations of his use of a series of
bci-lanced elements to intensify. One cannot help noticing that
Ha\vthorne has noiv chanced upon a favorite pattern for his
balance: the appositives or echoing elements, arranged in
catalogue form, are separated by semi-colons and summarized at
the end by a dash folloived by the focal statement. He employs
the identical structure and obtains paradoxically, an effect of
great compactness. Hepzibah is overhearing tv/o of her townsmen
speak contemptuously of her attempt at shopkeeping. She is
deeply hurt although she knows that she will pass instaa tly out
of their thoughts, "A glance; a passing word or twoj a coarse
laughj and she was doubtless forgotten before they turned the
c orner Such conciseness, however, is generally not congenial
to Hawthorne* A figure holds much expre o s ivene s s in the
descrir)tion of Jud e Pyncheon's smile, "•...•had it been only
half as warm as it looked, a trellis of grapes might have
turned purple under its summer-like exposure^" Hawthorne, too,
liked this figure, for he turns it again with negative force
several paragraphs later, " let him smile v/ith what sultri-
ness he would, he could much sooner turn grapes purole, or
pumpkins yellow, than melt the iron-branded impression out
of the beholder's memory," The precision contained in
Hawthorne's anstract phrasing appears in the account of
Hepzibah's distracted efforts to amuse Clifford, She unearthed
dusty volumes of the eighteenth century writers, "all with
tarnished gilt on the covers, and thoughts of tarnished
brilliancv inside,"
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Perhaps the most interesting glimpse we receive of
Hawthorne in The House of the Sevsn Gables is the admission on
1 his own part of his addiction to the tendency for vfhich Vire have
discovered a large amoxint of evidence. The quotation follows
the description of the Sundays in the Pyncheon garden, "The
author needs great faith in his reader's sympathy; else he must
hesitate to give details so minute, and incidents so apparently
trifling, u.s are essential to make up the idea of this garden-
2
life." Probably this enlarging of the infinitesimal often
influences the imaginative flights which result in passages
T/hich are flagrant examples of fine writing. We quote Hawthorne^
description of Phoebe's awakening on her first morning in the
House of the Seven Gables, "The morning light, however, soon
stole into the aperture at the foot of the bed, betwixt those
faded curtains. Finding the new guest there, -with a bloom on
her cheeks like the morning's own, and a gentle stir of departir^
slumber in her limbs, as when an early breeze moves the foliage,
the dawn kissed her broT/, It was the caress which a. dewy maiden
such QlS the da7m is, immortally-gives to her sleeping sister,
partly from the impulse of irrestible fondness, and partly as
3
a pretty hint that it is time now to unclose her eyes." We
cannot help feeling the weight of the fervid imaginative style
in this among many interpretations of Clifford's madness.
Blest, in a frail bttrk, on a tempestuous sea, had been flung, by
1 Hawthorne refers to this tendency in The Scarlet Letter.
2 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J. Black, Inc.,
p. 413.
3 Ibid., p. 56 6.
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the last mountain-'B-ave of his shipwreck, into a quiet harbor.
There, as he lay more than half lifeless on the strand, the
fragrance of un earthly rosebud had come to his nostrils, and,
as odors will, had summoned up reminiscences or visions of all
the living and breathing beauty amid which he should have had
his home. Tfith his native susceptibility of happy influences,
he inhales the slight, ethereal rapture into his soul, and
1
expires I
"
Hawthorne returned to a congenial task when he wrote rapid-
ly and with no correction A Wonder B ook in 1852. He had managed
the informal na r r ative style admirably in Grandfather * s Chair
and B iographioal Stories for Children » He does no less in this
new compilation of tales. Their simplicity ia their outstanding
quality; it is refreshing to discuss them after the labyrinthine
progress through the tv;-o novels.
The introductions to A Wonder Book are gay, good-tempered,
and informal; the mood is leisurely; Eustace Bright is often "I"
in his entertaining comments upon each unfolding tale; the
narrative is rapid-no interminable pages of detail obstruct
action. The devices of intensification are merely suited to the
emotional scope of children, "My starsl" says Eustace, describ-
ing the single optic of the Three Gray Women, "it was positively
terrifying to be within reach of so very sharp an eye." The
old ViTomen are ordinary, human beings, despite their fantastic
existence, and come very near to being individualized.
1 The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Walter J. Black, Inc.,
p. 608.
2 Editor*s Note.
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The prose ir its simplicity reaches heights of pure beauty.
We quote: "It was now deep night, Perseus looked upward, and
saw the round, bright, silvery moon, and thought that he should
desire nothing better than to soar up thither, and spend his
life there* Then he looked downward again, and s&w the earth,
with its seas and lakes, and the silver courses of its rivers,
and its snovry mountain-peaks, and the breadth of its fields, and
the dark cluster of its v/oods, and its cities of v/hite marble;
and, with the moonshine sleeping over the v/hole scene, it wa.s
1
as beautiful as the moon or any star could be»"
It is interesting to note here Havrthorne's use of the
figure that we enjoyed in the Amer io an IToteb o oks « He must have
considered it especially picturesque and worth including in
prose intended for publication. Eustace Bright compares
Monument Mountain in the autumn "to a huge, headless sphinx,
wrapped in a Persian shawl,"
At last, in"The Golden Touch", we find a real swiftness
in rate. In fact, the rate through A Yfonder B ook presses onward
persistently, but in the following paragraph, the rapidity is
notable and exceedingly suitable, for Kind Midas is in a veri-
table ecstasy,
"Midas started up, in a kind of joyful franzy, and ran
about the room, grasping at everything that happened to be in his
way. He seized one of the bedposts, and it becci.me immediately
a fluted golden pillar. He pulled aside a window-curtain, in
order to admit a clear spectacle of the wonders which he was
performing; and the tassel grew heavy in his hand, -a mass of
gold. He took up a book from the table,' At his first touch,
it assumed the u.ppearance of such a splendidly bo\and and gilt-
edged volume as one often meets rrith, nowadays; but, on running
his fingers through the leaves, beholdl it was a bundle of thin
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 39,

golden plates, in which all the wisdom of the book had groivn
illegible. He hurriedly put on his clothes, and was enraptured
to see himsolf in a magnificent suit of gold cloth, which
retained its flexibility and softness, although it burdened him
a little with its weight. He drew out his handkerchief, v/hich
little Marygold had hemmed for him. That Viras likewise gold,
with the dear child's neat and pretty stitches running all
along the border, in gold threadl" 1
The -vitality, so evident here, has its source in the great
number of specific verbs and specific nouns. The sentences
are varied in length, and their beginnings
,
arranged according-
ly to formula, hasten the speed, Hawthorne knew well that
children can be restless listeners unless the story is keyed to
the proportion of their interest.
Probably for the same reason Hawthorne in the story-telling
person of Eustace Bright freouently takes his young readers into
his confidence by intensifying interrogation, "Jind truly, my .
dear little folks, did you ever hear of such a pitiable case in
all your lives?" Frequently, he employs the method of consecu-
tive questions to virhat the imagination of his listeners in the
more exciting moments of the narrative , One easily pictures
the group, round-eyed with excitement, although not a virord
specifically conveys the idea.
No one has written more convincingly of the land of faerie
than Hawthorne, Note the firmly knit quality of the prose in
the next passage, and the transparent fancy of the whole effect,
"It is thousands of years since Epimetheus and Pandora
were alivej and the world, nowadays, is a very different sort of
thing from what it was in their time. Then, everybody w&s a
child. There needed no fathers and mothers to take care of the
children; because there wa.s no danger, nor trouble of any kind,
and no clothes to be mended, and there was alvmys plenty to eat
and drink, "^Thenever a child wanted his dinner, he found it
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 61, ff.
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growing on a treej and, if he looked at the tree in the morning,
he could see the expanding blossom of that night's supper; or,
at eventide, he saw the tender bud of to-morrow's breakfast.
It was a very pleasant life indeed, No labor to be done, no
tasks to be studied; nothing but sports and dances, and sweet
voices of children talking, or carolling like birds, or gushing
out in merry laughter, throughout the living day." 1
We have become so accustomed to discovering significance
interviToven closely in the texture of Hav/thorne's writing that
we find the unostentatious tacking on of the moral at the end
of "Paradise for Children" extremely satisfying. Pandora, as
you remember, found in the forbidden box not only all the e vils
in the world, but also hope. "But then that lovely and light-
some little figure of Hopel What in the vforld could we do
without her? Hope spiritualizes the earth; Hope makes it
always new; and, even in the earth's best and brightest aspect,
Hope shows it to be only the shadoviT of an infinite bliss here-
after." Again at the close of the straight, narrative paragraph
describing Hercules' struggle vd.th the Old Man of the Sea, we
read the unelaborated interpretation: "For one of the hardest
things in the world is to see the difference between real
dangers and imaginary ones."
Perhaps hyperbole deserves a more honorable position in
writing intended for children than elsewhere. Hawthorne's
listeners could never have forgotten the quality of the
bewitched honey on the table of Philemon and Baucis.
"But, oh the honeyl I may just as well let it alone,
without trying to describe how exquisitely it smelt and looked.
Its color was that of the purest and most transparent gold; and
it had the odor of a thousand flowers; but of such flowers as
never grew in an earthly garden, and to seek v.-hich the bees
must have flown high alrove the clouds. The v/-onder is, that,
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p. 8:^-, ff.
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after alighting on a flower-bed of so delicious fragrance and
immortal bloom, they should have been content to fly down again
to their hive in Philemon's garden. Never vfas such honey tasted,
seen, or smelt. The perfume floated around the kitchen, and
made it so delightful, that, had you closed your eyes, you
would instantly have forgotten the lo'i ceiling and smoky walls,
and have fancied yourself in an arbor, vfith celestial honey-
suckles creeping over it," 1
Different, indeed, is the poetic hyperbole here from the violent
use of the figure, which Hawthorne in his intenseness includes
in his more impassioned prose.
That complex repetition has no place in narrative of this
type, Hawthorne is also aT;-are, How emphatically he pictures
the dreadful Chimaera in perfectly s traightf orT;-ard repetition,
untrammeled by abstract diction. Note, too, the naturalness
and suitableness of the repetition of the v/ord mischief. One
hears the rising stress in the voice of the story-teller.
"Oh, the mischief, and mischief, and mischief that this
naughty creature didi With its flaming breath, it could set
a forest on fire, or burn up a field of grain, or, for that
matter, a village, with all its fences and houses. It laid
waste th^ whole country round about, and used to eat up people
and animals alive, and cook them afterwards in the burning oven
of its stomach, Mercy on us, little children, I hope neither
you nor I will ever happen to meet a Chimaeral" 2
Vfe discount all possibilities of analysis when we quote
the follovring description of the flight of Pegasus to earth.
The conception lies in the realm of ethereal imagining and is
too perfect and too lovely in its fancifulness to demand more
than aesthetic appreciation,
"Nearer and nearer came the aerial wonder, flying in great
circles, as you may have seen a dove vfhen about to alight,
Dovmward came Pegasus, in those wide, sweeping circles, which
grew narrower, and narrower still, as he gradually approached
the earth. The nigher the view of him, the more beautiful he
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 153,
2 Ibid,, p, 175,

•was, and the more marvellous the sweep of his silvery wings. At
last, with so light a pressure as hardly to bend the grass about
the fountain, or imprint a hoof-tramp in the sand of its margin,
he alighted, and, stooping his wild head, began to drink. Ee
drevf in the water, vrith long and pleasant sighs, and tranquil
pauses of enjoyment; and then another draught, and another, and
another. For, novfhere in the world, or up among the clouds,
did Pegasus love any water as he loved this of Pirene. And
when his thirst was slaked, he cropped a few of the honey-
blossoms of the clover, delicately tasting them, but not caring
to make a hearty meal, because the herbage, just beneath the
clouds, on the lofty sides of Mount Helicon, suited his palate
better than this ordinary grass," 1
The introductory material to these tales and the links
between these tales throw interesting light on Hawthorne's
methods of craftmanship, and emphasize much that we have dis-
covered along the v^^ay of this analysis, "How different,"
Hawthorne remarks, " is this spontaneous play of the intellect
2
from the trained diligence of maturer years " V«'e
,
too,
have noted the gradual deepening of hia outstanding qualities-
and a fev/ of his aefects. And directly after "The Golden Touch"
Eustace questions the ch ildren, "Do you see no nice workmanship
in tht'.t? And hor/ finely I have brought out and deepened the
morall" Later, folloviring "The Three Golden Apples", Eustace
defends his treatment of the classic fable. The Romanticist
speaks: "I described the giant as he appeared to me. And sir,
if you iTould only bring your mind into such a relation with
these rubles .^s is necessary in order to remodel them, you
would see at once that an old Greek had no more exclusive right
to them than a modern Yankee has. They are the common property
of the world, and of '.11 time. The ancient poets remodelled
them at pleasure, and held them plastic in their hands; and why
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, IV, p, 179, ff,
2 Ibid,, p. 55.
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should they not be plastic in my hands as well?" 1
Finally, very skilfully and v/ith a distinctly humorous
touch, Havj-thorno brings himself into the framevj-ork, very negativi
ly as we should expect; nevertheless, he becomes omnipotent in
his relation to the whole scheme and seems not ashamed of his
creation.
On the whole. The Blithedale Romanc
e
is le^s impressive
than either The Scarlet Le tt e r or The Hoi; se of the S even G ab 1 e s »
Until the closing chapter the narrative moves certainly never
fast, but T.rith more rapidity than Hawthorne usually cares to use
Perhaps ^ve have grown so accustomed to luxuriance that we feel
cheated upon being confronted vrith simplicity. But, here (after
all is said c.nd done } we have only comparative simplicity.
Withal Hawthorne demonstrates certain new skill and, as usual,
persists in other literary habits. For the first time he employ!!
literary allusion to a noticeable degree. He uses a variety of
paragraph amplification for character and background, all
indicating increasing maturity in sensitiveness to literary
form.
When Hawthorne's prose takes on the semblance of speed,
we are sure to notice the phenomenon,
"But our courage did not quail. We vfould not allow our-
selves to be depressed by the snovr-drift trailing past the
window, any more than if it had been the sigh of a summer wind
among the rustling boughs. There have been fevr brighter seasons
for us than that. If ever m.en might lawfully dream awake, and
give utterance to their v/-ildest visions without dread of laughter
or scorn on the part of the audience , -yes , and speak of earthly
happiness, for themselves and mankind, as an object to be
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. IV, p, 135,
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hopefully striven for, and probably attained, -we who made that
little semicircle round the blazing fire were those v^-ry men.
We had left the rusty iron framework of society behind us* we
had broken through many hindrances that are powerful enough to
keep most people on the weary tread-mill of the established
system, even while they feel its irksomeness almost as intol-
erable as we did. We had stepped down from the pulpit; we had
flung aside the pen; we had shut up the ledger; we had throvm
off that sweet, bewitching, enervating indolence, which is
better, after all, than most of the enjoyments within mortal
grasp* It WcxS our purpose-a generous one, certainly, and
absurd, no doubt, in full proportion with its gene ros ity-to
give up whatever we had heretofore attained, for the sake of
shoYfing mankind the example of a life governed by other than
the false and cruel principles on which human society has all
along been based," 1
We quote a paragrauh here which boyond
the initial, brief, transitional sentence is leisurely
enough, until the middle of the amplification is reached, when
the sentence texture presents both prospective reference and
wordy refining by interruption* Then the rate increases
slightly, the increase established by the first and second
appearance of the formula "Wehad'", Now the compound sentence
is subdivided without conjunctions into four sentences, the
first three short, the fourth reasonably longer, all beginning
with the same formula "we had". In the case of the first three
for the barest instant, the suggestion is of breathless haste.
Inevitably, the haste will soon subside. The paragraph con-
cludes with leisurely detail,
Hawthorne has iaever made indirect boast in his v/ritiiTg
of the extent of his reading. His casual literary allusions
are exceedingly rare. But he includes an unusual numbe r in
a single paragraph from the chapter entitled "A Modern Arcadia"
in which he is describing the members of the Blithedale
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 341, ff.
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phalanstery. He writes, "It -vTixs gentility in tatters. Often
retaining a Scholarlike or clerical air, you might have taken
us for denizens of Grub Street, intent on getting a comfortable
livelihood by agricultural labor* or Coleridge*s projected
Pantisocracy in full experiment; or Candide and his m-otley
aosociates at v;ork in their cabbage-garden j or anything else
that was miserably out at elbows, and most clumsily patched
in the rear. We might have been sworn comrades to Falstaff*s
ragged regiment," And later he excuses the costume of the
vicarious farmers by quoting Virgil's line, " Ara nudus sere
nudus , " On the v/hole, this novel reveals, of course, speaking
comparatively, less imaginative polish than either The Scarlet
Letter or The House of the S even Gables, but more of the severe
finish of literary allusion.
A paragraph which is developed by an interweaving of many
devices, and which impressively suggests temperament, even if
revealing no nevr qualities, deserves quotation,
"This is always true of those men who have surrendered
themselves to an overruling purpose. It does not so much impel
them from without, nor even operate as a motive power T;-ithin,
but grows incorporate with all that they think and feel, and
finally converts them into little else save that one principle.
When such begins to be the predicament, it is not cov/ardice, but
wisdom to avoid these victims. They have no heart, no sympathy,
no reason, no conscience. They will keep no friend, unless he
make himself the mirror of their purpose; they will smite and
slay you, and trample your dead corpse under foot, all the more
readily, if you take the first step with them, and cannot take
the second, and the third, and every other step of their
terribly strait path. They have an idol to vfhic h they consecrat(
themselves high-priest, and deem it holy v/ork to offer sacrificei
of whatever is most precior;s; and never once saem to svispect-
so cunning has the Devil been with them-tho.t this false deity,
in v/hose iron features, icimitigable to all the rest of mankind,
they see only benignity, and love, is but a spectrum of the very
!
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priest himself, projected upon the surrounding darkness. And
the higher and purer the original object, and the more unsel-
fishly it may have beentaken up, the slighter is the probability
that they can be led to recogniro the process by Y«rhioh godlike
benevolence has been debased into al 1- devour ing egotism." 1
Synonymous echo, increasing in hyperbolic force, stresses the
hard lot of him who ovms an "Qverruling purpose". Intensifica-
tion by the use of formula is evident, and this intensification
presses the conception to its climax, contained in the last
sentence but one. Hav/thorne»s temner is cynical to a degree,
but the cynicism resolvea mildly in the last period, obviously
the cadence of the paragraph.
Since we have made frequent reference at Vf.rious times
to Hawthorne's recognition of his ovm practice, we quote the
initial sentence of the next paragraph: "Of course, I am
perfectly aware that the above statement is exaggerated, in the
attempt to make it adequate."
Not before this has Ha\vthorne's writing suggested nervous-
ness; but the following passage is not restful.
"As for Westervelt,
Zenobia*s paasion than a
he was not
salamander
a whit
by the
more
heat
warme d
of its native
furnace. He would have been
a look of slight perplexity.
It was a crisis in which his
not altogether help him out.
cared but little for comprehending, v/hy
herself into such a fume; but satisfied
absolutely statuesque, save for
tinctured strongly vrith derision,
intellectual perceptions could
He failed to comprehend, and
Zenobia bhould put
his mind that it was
all folly, and
ity, vfhich men
fate has yoked
of us into the
only another shape of a woman's
can never understand. How many
her with a man like this I
world miserably incomplete
with hardly any sensibilities except what
animals. ¥o passion, save of the senses*
nor the delicacy that results from this,
a close resemblance to other men, and have
manifold abs^ird-
a woman* s evil
Nature thrusts some
on tho emotional side,
pertain to us as
no holy tenderness.
Externally they bear
perhaps all save the
finest grace; but when a vfoman wrecks herself on such a
she untimately finds that the real v/omanhood v/ithin her
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 399, ff.
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corresponding part in him# Her deepest voice lacks a response;
the deeper her cry, the more dead hia silence. The fault may be
none of hisj he cannot give her v/hat never lived within his soul
But th^ wretchedness on her side, and the moral deterioration
attendant on a false and shallow life, without strength enough
to keep itself sweet, are among the most pitiable wrongs that
mortals suffer." 1
Here we have the most obvious illustration
of the suppression of conjunctions that we have found,
Havi'-thorne s comiiient on the ineptitude of Westervelt is rapid,
negative, and uneasy.
Hay/thorne's skill in using synonymous echo is, by now, a
foregone conclusion. We quote a portion of Zenobia*s speech
in the passionate dialog hetyreen herself and Coverdale. She
Says, "Oh, this stale excuse of dutyi I have heard it before,
from those vrho sought to interfere with me, t.nd I know precise-
ly what it signifies. Bigotry, self-conceit; an insolent
curiosity; a meddlesome temer; a cold-blooded criticism;
founded on a shallow interpretation of half-pe rc ept ion; a
monstrous scepticism in regard to t^ny conscience or any wiadom,
except one's ovm; a most irreverent propensity to thrust
Providence aside and substitute oneself in its awful place,
-
out of these, and, other motives as miserable as these, com«s
your idea of dutyi" Obviously, here Hawthorne has permitted
his gift to conceal almost completely any verisimilitude. It
does not seem that any one, even under great stress, could
possess such an unswerving artistry xvith words. Emotion never
makes a Havrthorne character incoherent.
We shall now glance briefly at Hawthorne's method of
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. V, p. 514, ff. •
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amplifying the paragraphs vj-hich he devotes to the depiction of
character. Hollings-vvorth first appears by oxternalization,-
that is the topic is announced, and particulars in sequence
develop a concrete picture. However, Hollingsworth*
s
appearance suggests a rugged habit of mind. But since there
is no deeply significant phro.sing, we are left to imagine what-
ever complexities may result,
"Hollingsworth* s appearance was very atriking at this
moment. He was then about thirty years old, but looked several
years older, -with his great shaggy head, his heavy brow, his
dark complexion, his abundant beard, and the rude strength with
which his features seemed to have been ham}nered out of iron,
rather than chiselled or moulded from any finer or softer
material. His figure was not tall, but massive and brawny,
and well befitting his original occupation, which-as the reader
probably knows, -was that of a blacksmith. As for external polls
or mere courtesy if manner, he never possessed more than a tol-
erably educated bear; although, in his gentler moods, there was
a tenderness in his voice, eyes, mouth, in his gesture, and in
every indescribable manifestation, which few men could resist,
and no v^oman. But he now looked stern and reproachful; and it
was with that inauspicious meaning in his glance that
HollingSTforth first met Zenobia*s eyes, and began his influence
upon her life," 1
Nevertheless complexities do result, and shortly, when
Hawthorne is busily analyzing Hollingsworth» s habit of mind,
interaction supplies the am.plif icci.tion,-that is, Hollingsworth »
s
contemplation of his ovna ideas becomes operative upon his
personality,
"We spent rather an incommunicative evening, Hollingsworth
hardly oaid a Y/ord, unless when repeatedly and pertinaciously
addressed. Then, indeed, he would glare upon us from the thick
shrubbery of his meditations like a tiger out of a jungle, make
the briefest reply possible, and betake himself back into the
solitude of his heart and mind. The poor fellow had contracted
this ungracious habit from intensity with which he contemplated
his ov/n ideas, and
from his
the implicit
the infrequent sympathy which they
circumstance thttt seeined only to
confidence that he awarded to them, Plis
auditors , -a
met TiTith
strengthen
heart, I
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, -, 352,
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imagine, was never re.lly interested in our socialist scheme,
but was forever busy with his strange, and, as most people
thought it, impracticable plan, for the reformation of criminals
through an appeal to their higher instincts. Much as I liked
Hollingsv/orth , it cost me many a groan to tolerate him on this
point. He ought to have commenced his investigation of the
subject by perpetrating some huge sin in his proper peraon, and
examining the condition of hia higher instincts afterwards," 1
In passing one notes the especially expressive hyperbolic
simile in the third sentence.
Later, with great detail, Hawthorne enlarges upon
Hollingsworth* s ruling excess, and in three long paragraphs
every possible aspect of the effect of the idea upon his
personality is exhaustively particularized, Hollingsworth
is lost in his theory; Hawthorne is lost in his favorite
practice,
Coverdale, in The Blithedale Romance, is the narrator and
must, consequently, receive a certain amount of indirect
characterization. The truth is, that, as an observer, he is
nearly always xvooden; only when he reflects upon the passing
scene do we acknowledge him articulate. In the following
paragraph, he meditates upon the reason for his choosing to
come to Blithedale,
"What, in the name of common-sense, had I to do with any
better society than I had always lived in? It had satisfied me
well enough. My pleasant bachelor-parlor, sunvy and shadovfy,
curtained and carpeted, with the bed-chamber adjoining; my
centre-table, strewn with books and periodicals; my writing
desk with a half-finished poem, in a stanza of my ovin contri-
vance; my morning lounge at the reading-room or picture-gallery;
my noontide walk along the cheery pavement, with the suggestive
succession of human faces, and the brisk throb of human life,
in Tj-hich I shared; my dinner at the Albion, where I had a
hundred dishes at command, and could banquet as delicately as
the wizard Michael Scott when the Devil fed him from the king
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, p, 381, ff.
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of Franoe*s kitchen; my evening at the billiard-club, the concer;,
the theatre, or .,t somebody's party, if I pleased,-iThat could
be better than all this? Was it better to hoe, to mow, to toil
and moil amidst the accumulation of a barnyard; to be the
chambermaid of two yoke of oxen and a dozen cows; to eat salt
beef, and earn it with the sweat of my brow, and thereby take
the tough morsel out of some wretches mouth, into vv-hose
vocation I had thrust myself? Above all, was it better to have
a fever and die blaspheming, as I was like to do?" 1
The process of his thinking
is introduced by a general question, v/hich is subsequently
particularized, Hawthorne is fond of clothing psychological
analysis in a series of consecutive questions, and it may be
said, that th-' method has likelihood. The questions follow
time sequence until the last tvj-o questions rhetorically offer
the conclusion drawn. The allusions within the interrogation
suggest random sequence, moro often than not an tictuality in
soliloquy. The final question is definitely climax-the
invalid»s querulous insistence that he is really seriously ill.
Balanced, concrete elements separated by semi-colons suggest
the picture, v;-hich the reader enjoys recreating by his own
efforts. The conscious use of rhyming words is partly idiomatic
and partly realistic; on= might so indulge if imcatiently
thinking, And the mood is definitely one of restless impatience,
expressed wholly by the arrangement of stylistic devices,
including particular specificness and concreteness in diction.
Probably Hawthorne approached, as closely as was possible
for his temperament, realistic depiction in the treatment of
Zenobia, Her type is definitely not congenial to him, but his
manners are too perfect to permit him to do less than make the
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. V, p. 365, ff.

effort to be sympathetic*
In the paragraph, vj-hich attempts, in a manner not at all
shadowy for Ha-crbhorne, to describe the crux of the whole
situation insof.ar as Zenobia is concerned, the explanation
is offered from the point of view of Coverdale*s observation.
This methodisa less artistic form of indirection, but here it
seems to permit Hawthorne a narrc/T margin of moral latitude
and to m' ke comoarative simplicity and straightforwardness
possible.
"All the other members of the Community showed me kindness,
according to the full measure of their capacity, Zenobia
brought me my gruel every day, made by her ovoi hands (not very
skilfully, if the truth must be told), and whenever I seemed
inclined to converse, world sit by my bedside, and talk vfith
so much vivacity as to add several gratuitous throbs to my
pulse. Her poor little otories and tracts never half did
justice to her intellect. It was only the lack of a fitter
avenue that drove her to seek development in literature. She
was made (among a thousand other things that she might have
been) for a s tump-or atres s , I recognized no severe culture
in Zenobia; he'- mind was full of weeds. It startled me Some-
times, in my state of moral as well as bodily faint-heartednes s
j
to observe the hardihood of her philosophy. She made no
scruples of oversetting all human institutions, and scattering
them as with a breeze from her fan, A female reformer, in her
attacks upon society, has an instinctive sense of vrhec e the
life lies, and is inclined to aim directly at that spot.
Especially the relation between the sexes is naturally among
the earliest to attract her notice," 1
In spite of the succession of short sentences the rate is
leisurely, the effect secured by throwing the sentence
structure into simple, not complex, moodj by the moderate and
artistic use of obviously explanatory refining, revealed in
parallelism; by the appearance of the exegetical "It avas" and
the parenthetical phrase. Plainly the purpose of the paragraph
is to describe the type of female emancipator, beginning, in
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, V, 369, ff.

Hawthorne's day to disturb notioeably the tenor of American life
Ther ^ is a certain sharpness to the delineation, which in spite
of its def init eness , is not without a reasonable amount of sug-
gestive significance, revealed in figurative connotation and the
specific generalities which close the paragraph, Zenobia,
notwithstanding her occult gift, never develops much beyond
being merely «, type, under which neither Alice, nor Phoebe,
nor Hester, nor Hepzibah, can ever be classified.
Priscilla is, of course, a foil, less innocuous than
Phoebe. She has her "silont depths", but like Phoebe the very
fact, that an unexplored tract in her personality is suggested,
strains credulity. Havrthorne creates whatever complexity is
here and does it in typical fashion by permitting Coverdale
to read into her appearu.nce the pressure of unfortunate circum-
stances. The passage, illustrating this point, is quoted.
"The stranger, or vj-hatever she vj-ere, remained standing
precisely on that spot of the kitchen floor to which
Hollingsworth s kindly hand had impelled her. The cloak falling
partly off, she was seen to be a very yoliing woman dressed in a
poor but decent gown, made high in the neck, and v/ithout any
regard to fashion or smartness. Her hrovm hair fell dovm from
beneath a hood, not in curls but vj-ith only a slight wave j her
face was of a wan, almost sickly hue, betokening habitual
seclusion from the sun and free atmosphere, like a flower-shrub
that had done its best to blossom in too scanty light. To com-
plete the pitiableness of her aspect, she shivered either with
cold, or fear, or nervous excitement, so that you might have
beheld her shadow vibrating on the fire-lighted Wall. In short
there has seldom been seen so depressed and sad a figure as
this young girl's* and it wy.s hardly possible to help being
angry v/ith her, from mere despair of doing anything for her
comfort. The fantasy occurred to me that she was some desolate
kind of creature, doomed to wander 8.bout in snow-stormsj and
that, though the ruddiness of our window-panes had tempted her
into a human avfel ling, she v/ould not remain long enough to melt
the icicles out of her hair." 1
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. V, p. 350, ff.
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The Life of Franklin Pierce , 18 52 , is one of the ti/o of
Hawthorne's attempts to write of contemporary affairs. That
he felt unequal to the task appears in the Preface, where he
confesses that the "author of this memoir" is "little of a
politiciam," and does not "flatter himself that he hats been
remarkably successful in his performance." He continues,
"This species of writing is too remote from his customary
occupations-to be very satisfactorily done, Y^ithout more time
and practice than he would be willing to expect for such a
purpose." He admits, too, a strong affection for Franklin
Pierce, and he v7ho analyzes must continually consider this
prejudicial element.
The memoir, purely expository in its nature, lends itself
easily to formal analysis although several obvious generaliza-
tions ought first to be noted. In the factual paragraphs, the
structure is nearly always identical. The topic develops by
use of pertinent details, one idea growing naturally out of
the preceding statement. Examples and insta-nces are frequently
used to substantiate the evidence offered. The final sentence
almost invariably leads directly and articulately into the next
paragraph. The restrictions of proportion vrithin the paragraphs
are suitably recognized. Unity and coherence are always present,
and emphasis, which, as is proper to unimpas sioned exposition,
is rarely gained by intensification.
For detailed analysis, we choose two paragraphs v/hich
contain Hawthorne's own interpretation of Franklin Pierce's
'J I,
3 ' ?
character, the first for consistence and continuity in sentence
structure
•
"At this early period of his life, he was distinguished
by the aame fascination of manner that has since proved so
magical in vfinning him an unbounded persons.l popularity. It
is wronging him, however, to call this peculiarity a mere effect
of manner; its source lies deep in the kindliness of his nature,
and in the liberal, generous, catholic sympathy, that embraces
all who are vforthy of it. Few men possess any thing like it •
so irrestible as it is, so sure to draw forth an undoubting
so true to the promise which it gives. This
democracy of good feeling, has not been chilled
day
A
confidence, and
frankness, this
by the society of politicians, nor polished doira into mere
courtesy by his intercourse v/ith the most refined men of the
It belongs to him at this moment, and will never leave him,
little '.-.'hile ago, after his return from Mexico, he darted
across the street to exchange a hearty gripe of the hand with a
rough countryman upon his cart-a man who used to "live with his
father," as the general explained the matter to his companions.
Other men assume this manner, more or less skilfullyj but with
Frank Pierce it ia an innate characteristic; nor v/ill it ever
lose its charm unless his heart should grow narrower and colder-
a misfortune not to be anticipated, even in the dangerous
atmosphere of elevated rank, v/hither he seems destined to
ascend," 1
There is moderate redundancy here. The mood of the sentence
structure is complex, the explanation offered patent and
detailed, producing the modera e redundancy. The devices em-
oloyed to establish detailed treatment are the same as usual,
refining, series of appositions, compound predication-always
the tendency of the reflective mind. Some evidence of suppressio]
of conjunctions appears in the interest of economy, and of
course compound predication saves a su.bject. But these are
lost in the expans ivene a s of the other devices in which they are
contained. Although the sentence texture is reasonably fin-
ished, it cannot be called inspired. The element lacking is the
impetus which Havrthorne»s imagination can supply; Hawthorne is
245
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not aroused here as v;9 sha.ll see in our brief examination of
c ont inuity.
In searching for emphasis "by especial arrangement of
sentences, we discover, excepting perhaps the anecdote, no
stroosed climax, no inversion, no really suspensive structure,
no surprisingly short sentences. No force is provided by
interruption: neither abruptness, challenge, or sharp antithesis^
appears. Repetition, vrhich may be emphatic, takes the form
of not too stimulating restatement. The devices of intensifica-
tion are negligible; an anomaly in Hawthorne, We find no con-
creteness, no hyperbole, only a slight suggestion of irony in
the %7ord chilled, no formula, mild negative, no interrogation,
but sufficient compound predication. As a consequence, the tone
of sensation ia uniform, more uniform, it seems, than need be
even in an expository setting.
Now we shall consider a paragraoh near the end of the
memoir in which we have every right to eapect Hasthorne to be
aroused. It comes at the height of Hawthorne^s pleading for
recognition of the qualities of Franklin Pierce and is largely
Hawthorne's ovm opinion of the weighty responsibility of any
man v^^h.o holds high political office,
"it would be a pretension, which we do not mean to put
forward, to assert that, whether considering the length and
amount of his public services, or his prominence before the
country, Genera.1 Pierce, stood on equal ground with several
of the distinguished men v/hose claims, to uae the customary
phrase, had been rejected in favor of his ovm. But no man, be
his public services or sacrifices what they might, ever did or
ever could possess, in the slightest degree, what we may term a
legitimate claim to be elevated to the ruler-ship of a free
people. The nation would degrade itself, and violate every
principle upon which its institutions are founded, by offer ing
its majestic obedience to one of its citizens a.s a reward for
whatever splendor of achievement. The conqueror may assert a
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claim, such as it is, to the sovereignty of the people whom he
subjugates* but, v/ith us Am.ericans, when a statesman comes to
the chief direction of affairs, it is at the summons of the
nation, addressed to the servant whom it deems best fitted to
spend his wisdom, his strength, and his life in its behalf. On
this principle, which is obviously the correct one, a candidate*!
previous services are entitled to consideration only as they
indicate the qualities which may enable him to render higher
services in the position Tfhich his countrymen choose that he
shall occupy. What he has done is of no importance, except as
proving what he can do. And it is on thib score, because they
see in his public course the irrefragable evidences of patriotisi
integrity, and courage, and because they recognize in him the
noble gift of natural authority, and have a prescience of the
stately endovment of administrative genius, that his fellow-
citizens are about to summon Franklin Pierce to the presidency.
To those who know him v/ell, the event comes, not like accident,
but as a consummation which might have been anticipated, f r om
its innate fitness, and as the final step of a career which,
all along, has tended thi therxvar d. " 1
All the seven sentences are complex in structure, and
the subordinate conjunctions outnumber the coBrdinate twenty-
four to three. Two of these coordinate conjunctions are initial
this use occurs elsev/here in the b iography-andprobab ly marks
conscientious attempt to approach the oral manner. The texture
is usually patent, with but one instance of the implicatory
subjunctive. Treatment is detailed by means of too many
pronominal conjunctions, a plethora of informal parenthetical
phrases, and two occasions of not too impressive tripling.
But the paragraph does gather force. Emphasis is secured
by the arrangement of the sentences; there is definite climax
in the positive assertion "....his fellow-citizens are about
to summon Franklin Pierce to th ; presidency;" the elements
within the sentences aro variously placed, so that v/e find
two inversions, periodic structure generally, a pithy Phort
sentence between two longer ones, which gives a fairly powerful
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XII, p. 431, ff.
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effect. The periodic structure suggests suspension, but there
are also prospective reference and intervening elements, some-
times grammatical, sometimes colloquial parentheses, No antith-
esis occurs, but challenge is suggested throughout. Repetition
is not redundancy; the ideas involved are successively enriched.
The exegetical "and it is" supplies explicit reminder. Emotiona!
intensification ib manifested in the use of hyperbole, probably,
in this case, not in Hav/thorne^s mind, and in the use of negatioi
and of balance. The sensational tone is not uniform} Hawthorne
is stirred here as he was not in the paragraph analyzed just
previously.
Generalization will suffice for all that can be said about
Hawthorne's diction hero, Latinistic, specific abstractions
abound. We give an example: "Until reflection had tempered
his first predilection, and other varieties of success had
rewarded his efforts, he would have preferred, I believe, the
honors of the battle-field to any laurels peacefully v^on," He
occasionally exhibits the skill which under normal condition
is unmistakably his in choosing words in climactic order to
increase tenseness. For instance, we find, "Pierce lost his
first legal case, but he would not recognize failure. This
non-accer)tanc9 of failur^ indicates the sedulous cultivation,
thT earnest effort, the toil, the agony, v^hich are the conditions
of ultimate success," Almost totally lacking throughout the
whole memoir is Hawthorne's continuous artistry up to the
present moment in combining words effectively: his figures are
not impressive in either number of quality; his refining by

parallelism does hot always focus the idea; startling epithets
and their nouns are a minus quantity. The diction as usual is
reasonably accurate, "buy significance of connotation is complete-
ly lost, unless we accept the picture of Franklin Pierce which
Hawthorne drew out of the depths of his own affection. Even
then, the connotation is superficial, No man can be as faultless
as Hawthorne makes out Franklin Pierce, Havifthorne ' s sense of
loyalty produces mediocre biography.
Much of what has been written about sentences in this case
applies also to rate. The rate is even and leisurely from
beginning to end. The devices used to produce detailed treat-
ment produce also a dull, impeding luxuriance, Hawthorne's
conscientious attempt to secure the simple oral manner, to which
we have referred earlier, succeeds only in slowing up speed.
For example, v/e have the unprecedented use of initial coBrdinate
conjunctions, frequent occurrences of the exegetical "it was"
and "it is", countless interruption by the informalities
I think, im.agine , and the informal parentheses noted hereto-
fore, Sherman asserts that Hawthorne never could achieve the
oral manner. He is for the most part correct, but we are sure
that he overlooked the possibilities in A 7fonde
r
Book, for here
Hawthorne, writing for a particular audience, approached it as
closely as the standards of written prose will allow. However,
it is certain that in The Life of Franklin Pie rc e Hawthorne was
not expressing himself in his usual vein, and the results are not
the happiest#
Hawthorne's finish in the memoir is polished and literal.
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In spite of the attempted amoroach to the oral manner, there is
no noticeable degree of plainness. His attitude is personal,
informal, outspoken in the praises of his subject, conscientious
not actually disengaged, certainly not emotional.
The mode interests us here, for we are treated to an
unusual manneristic display. The first of the mannerisms, con-
tinual use of the false intensive so, makes its initial appear-
ance, perhaps because Hawthorne was really intent upon giving
this T7ork colloquial color; the second we are somev/hat prepared
to meet: the ghost of Fanshawe haunts us once again and Hawthorn*
reverts to his earliest and most reprehensible habit of pairing.
In this instance the pairing is so inartistic that it must be
noted.
Franklin Pierce resembles his father in "gesticulation and
movements". As a boy, he possessed u. "slender and youthful
figure" and in the same paragraph a "high and fearless courage''.
He impressed patriotism with the "v>rarmth and freshness of a
new-born sentiment," Levy Woodbury's interest v^as a "v;-orthy
and honorable kind of patronage," In moments of defeat
"character amd ability" are most fairly tested. The "strongest
and richest qualities lie deep" in Franklin Pierce's mind,
Benjamin Pierce's civil administration was "the most splendid
and poiverful" in the history of the United States, Probably
we have cited a sufficient number of examples. We have noted
down seventeen others, all occ-irring in close proximity,
frequently in the same paragraph, occasionally in the same
sentence. Curiously enough, no doubling appears in the rather
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long account of Pierce's activities in the Mexican engagement.
Hawthorne could not have known these details except by hearsay
and was probably vj-riting with scrupulous exactness from notes.
Finally, hov;- does this piece of biography express
Hawthorne intellectually, emotionally, and morally and how does
it impress the reader? His purpose, to draw a completely
favorable picture of Franklin Pierce, is obvious. Th? acumen
expended to achieve the purpose is equally plain; penetration,
prejudiced by his affection; some effort to explain contemporary
politics, not too keen, not especially analytical; a conscien-
tious use of notes, quotations from other writers on the same
subject, careful gathering of pertinent incidents, and an
undoubtedly truthful account of boyhood recollections.
Hawthorne* s temperament here is deliberate with occasional
warmth. His mood is grave; he makes a brave, but transparent
attempt to be confident; he is more matter-of-fact than usual.
The latter speaks well for his recognition of decorum. He is
unquestionably sincere; he saw Franklin Pierce exactly as he
portrayed him. But he realizes his own defeat, for he writes,
"in the foregoing pages it has come often in our way to
1
illustrate the bland and prepossessing features of General
Pierce's characcer, than those sterner ones ". The use of
quotations, always correctly ascribed, vouches for his literary
integrity.
The reader is impressed by the general intelligibility of
the memoir. There is no marked obscurity in diction or structure
1 We note the use of the latinism illustrate in both primary
and secondary meanings.
**
but in texture, the abstractions suggest something less than
vital, first-hund information. The reader will be interested
in the account of the tiraes presented. He will esteem the work
for the finish, which is always Hawthorne *s, inspired or no*
The memoir will appeal to the reader for the affection and
loyalty in Hawthorne's character which it expresses. The
reader can never be amused; not a single touch of lightness
appears in the pages. However, we ought not to conclude this
consideration of appeal v-ithout remembering that Franklin Pierce
wa3 actually elected to the Presidency of the United States in
1852.
At the end of the tv/o-year period ending in 18 52, Havfthorne
1
wrote and published Fe athe rt op ; A Moralized Legend, Again he
is treating congenial material, and the contrast betvj-een the
spirit of this story and that of the memoir is startling. He
is completely lost in romantic imagining; the vfhole is heavily
shaded with cynicism, Hawthorne* s closest approach to humor. He
exhibits all the tendencies which we have found to be the defin-
ite qualities of his style.
The legend is, of course, supernatural, the central figure.
Mother Rigby, dealing in v/itchc r aft , Yet, Mother Rigby is not
too highly romanticized. Except for her powers of necromancy,
she is a believable hag. Around her figure are gathered the
thr eads of skilful satire, intense to the point of bitterness,
and directed against the credulity, ignorance, and shallovj-
1 Mos s e s from an Old Manse
, p. 213, ff.

thinking of mankin d- only children and animals are perceptive.
With more than usual skill, HaY/thorne chooses his words. They
are never leibS than adequate and are conspicuously so in color-
ful concrete description. Words in combination work together
perfectly in all the various artistic associations v/hich we
have frequently discussed. As usual the abstractions are power-
ful and keep the texture from becoming concisely obscure, v/hich
may result from an over-use of concreteness , The connotation
is vreighty and provides the keen cynicism, Hawthorne is v^rorking
at the top of his bent in this el'^ment. The diction is pre-
dominantly latinistic, bu:- to comment upon this characteristic
is now superfluous. The rate persistently pushes forv>rard in
continuous, unimpeded narrative. Feathe rtop is the best example
of swift action in narrative that Hawthorne has yet produced.
The whole picture is intensified to the last degreej yet the
reader feels no extravagance in the use of the devices of
intensification, Hawthorne's purpose makes the lavishness
decorous. In all, Hawthorne closes this period with a pieo*
of brilliant v^riting. The years 1850 to 1852 include both
his best and his worst prose,
CONCLUSIONS TO 1853
A brief consideration of this period which marks Hawthorne
approa-ohing the maturity of his powers is in place at this point.
He is a skilful artist in the stylistic qualities which are his
and which early traced themselves in his v/ork and later developed

into the larger outlines of characterization. Moreover many
of these have been polished to shining perfection, Nothing
startlingly new really appears, but ever;^njThere on the old is
the stamp of great diligence in craftmanship. Hawthorne reveals
himself as an adequate critic of his ovm i\>-ork; he savf his defects,
but it was not in his temDerament to correct them. His was the
reflective mind, which in contemplation slowly and painstakingly
dissects the subject into atoms, A style, other then that of
tempered luxuriance, vfould have been foreign to his nature. It
is in this period that he achieves tempered luzuriance, the
stylistic qualities of which we are interested in summarizing.
In the first place, in Havrt ho rne ' s prose as a whole, refin-
ing has been a continuous characteristic, Novr, the refining is
focused to a sharper point than vms evident at the end of the
first period, No longer is the thought lost in manifold euphonic
measures or in repetition i-eighted by too many abstractions, Thd
rhythm, the cadence, the modifiers, are all present, all bringing;
new perfection of outline to the essential idea. Intensification
is achieved by devices only rarely introduced heretofore and
now sufficiently often to be termed a real quality. We noted
improved skill in the use of negation, formula, interrogation,
a
series of provisos. Synonymous echo reveals new additive
quality; no longer is it merely subtle substitution. The com-
plex mood, with its countless possibilities of shading, is
definitely established, almost to the complete exclusion of the
simple mood v/hen the material is congenial. Concrete detail is
even more concrete: backgrounds are pictured with astonishing

graphioness. Unnecessary conjunctions are more frequently
omitted, Pov<rer of thought, which previously has occasionally
supplied articulation, nov/ gives swiftness and energy to the
passage. Artistic pairing and artistic arrangement of pairs
blend meaning virith new rhythmic possibilities. Irony is employei
with brevity and consequent expressiveness. Nature symbolism
appears again, perhaps, however, no more deeply significant
than when it occurred in the American Moteb ooks . Penetration
into mental sttites is more far reaching and effects something
like verisimilitude providing that we believe in Hawthorne's
world of shadow. Contrast in character depiction produces
clearly defined types. Rate takes on something like energetic
swiftness in narrative vfriting, or, at least, it gives the
impression of persistent movement. Occasional, happy concise-
ness replaces over-refining. Abstract phrases are astonishingly
precise. Specific nouns and verbs give liveliness and vitality
and show Hawthorne capable of emerging from the dreamer's mood.
A more delightfully informal style than we praised in
Grandfather * s Chair marks A Wonder Book . Can a reader, unless
he prefers colloquialism, ask for greater simplicity? Its
artistry emphasizes the lack of decoration, -that is, the inten-
sification is not connotative. Indeed, where hyperbole is
occasionally used, it serves only to impress a lovely plainness.
We are recalling the miraculouG honey. Lastly, Havj-thorne
establishes as his favorite a definite sentence pattern-the
catalogue of balanced elements, each thought cumulative, f ollowei ,
by a deish and brief focal statement.
I
How does Hawthorne's type of genius as suggeated in these
observations re-vfork the materials of characterization? His
usual method of depicting personality takes the form of
successive explanation, usually involving interaction - obviouslT^
a larger development of the manner in which he expands the idea
of a sentence. But just as his refining has nov; become clearly
focused, so his use of interaction in delineation of character
draTfS out the central s ignif ici^nc e , however fantastic it may be.
Hawthorne can sketch a concrete picture with great skill; he
can also sketch a character from the point of viev/ of externals.
If significance is suggested, it is of the mildest type. Howev-
er, his tendency is not to outline . At the other end of the
scale, we find him making the character symbolize an abstraction
and we are certain that his pov^er of connotation is carrying
him a long distance from the boundaries of probability.
Hawthorne learned much about characterization along the
way, and as long as he kept to more or less an identical type,
he probably learned enough. In the longer narrative, he could
describe reflective moments in perfectly logical sequence,
-
that is, each thought in the process evolves naturally out of
the preceding one. Most of us are avj-are that ordinary mortals
do not reflect in much of any fashion except it be random
sequence*- But Hawthorne*s chart.cters are not ordinary people;
they will be led to ultimate destruction by the power of a singl^
idea; the straightforwardness of the ir . thinking is a form of
neurosis. Yet, Hawthorne knevf that all people were not of this
type, that certain men had no sensitiveness of soul and.

consequently, could not be subjected to psychological analysis.
He never does more than outline these characters, and they are
never important in his scheme. As a matter of fact, Hawthorne
could not realize anyone who could not reflect as he himself did
He, consciously or unconscioixsly, imposed his own habit of mind
upon his personalities and added the psychopathic emphasis.
His people are never really articulate except in reflection.
Although Hav/thorne's virtues outweigh his defects at the
end of 1852, certain obvious failings ought not to pass unno-
ticed. In spite of his increased artistry in refining, his
verbosity still makes intuitive expression impossible, iTThenever
he is really aroused, ho indulges even more than customarily
in latinism. Occasionally, and probably the result of imagina-
tive excess, he indulges in fine writing. Not even the use of
short sentences in succession can gain compactness for his
expression, when each short sentence is merely a separated,
refining appositive. In The B i ography of Franklin Pierce
, an
unhappy effort, all his faults appear, perhaps because he is
insufficiently aroused. Redundancy abounds, the sensational
tone is unpleasantly uniform, his artistry in combining words,
is lost, no depth of connotation adds significance, he uses
pairing as he formerly used it in Fanshayre , which he never
cared to have published. He recognized conciseness, and com-
pactness and could express himself without elaboration; but he
never developed pithy brevity.
In characterization, he is inartistically explicit. He
never individualizes, whether because he did not knov/ how to
choose details or did not knoviT the details to choose from.
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He dispenses with verisimilitude especially by the employment
of tyro practices, both typically the result of his temperament:
he vforks unbelievable significance into a normally intelligent
personality* or he refuses to dv/ell on simple believable traits
and creates impossible complexities,
Hawthorne was not unavrare of these defects. His attitude
towards the craftmanship in The Scarlet Letter and A- Wonder B ook
admits him into the tribe of romanticists. Furthermore he con-
fesses that he cannot resist "dressing up" his material.
Indirectly, he admits that he talks too much about his charac-
ters; he even apologizes for ove r-explic i tne s s • He regrets
that his knov/ledge about all types of people is limited.
Contemporary biography, he finds uncongenial, and he prefers
the point of view of informal objectivity in autobiography.
All this self criticism is consistent with practice. Curiously
enough, he also distinguishes between youthful spontaneity and
mature diligence, Hawthorne's mature diligence did not straight
en the tree, A romanticist is not expected to decry luxuriance,
and it must be added, that Hawthorne* s diligence did perfect
the luxuriance,
MATURE PRACTICE (Continued) - 1853-1860
In 18 55 , Hawthorne published T anglev^o od Tales ; in fact,
we are told that he vj-rote the Preface ten days before his
appointment to the consulate at Liverpool, This collection^
written for children by the same, mythical Eustace Bright, who
was supposedly responsible for the stories in A Wonde
r
Book,
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revealo the same delicate, but sure skill in handling these
old fables that narked the latter. Detailed ana.lysis can
only result in our reaching identical conclusions. But it
is well to repeat that Hawthorne * s^genius appeared in what
is perhaps its raost finished form in this type of narrative.
His guiding principle, v'hich he scrupulously follov/s throughout
both compilations, is stated in the Preface. "But Eustace told
me that these myths were the most singular things in the world,
and that he vfas invariably astonished, whenever he began to
relate one, by the readiness with which it adapted itself
to the childish purity of his auditors. The objectionable
characteristics seem to be a parasitical grov/th, having no
essential connection with the original fable. They fall away,
and are thought of no more, the instant he puts his imagination
in sympathy with the innocent little circle, v/hose iTide-open
eyes are fixed so eagerly upon him. Thus the stories (not by
any strained effort of the narrator's but in harmony with
their inherent germ) transform themselves, and reassume the
shapes Virhich they might be supposed to possess in the pure
childhood of the world," It is also pertinent to quote here
Hawthorne *s o^m opinion of his juvenilia. He wrote regarding
them in March, 1853, to Richard Henry Stoddard, "I never did
anything so good as those old baby-stories," Earlier Stoddard
himself had written a volume of fairy stories and in his
reminiscences of two visits he enjoyed vj-ith Hawthorne, writes,
"He (Hawthorne) was outspoken, too, for he told me plainly that
a volume of fairy stories I had just published was not simple
enough for the young,"
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The years, 1853 to 1859, date Hawthorne&s sojourn in
England, France, and Italy, In 1853, in the way of a reward
for his efforts in behalf of Franklin Pierce, he was c^ppointed
to the Liverpool consulate. In 1858 and 1859 he travelled with
his ramily in France and Italy, returning for another year to
England to complete the outline of The Ma rb 1 e Faun , With the
exception of the journalistic account of The Anc e s t r a 1 Footstep
,
Havj-thorne confined himself during this period to compiling
notebooks. All of these have been revised by Mrs, Hawthorne
and arc a good less virile than the American Notebooks in
their original condition as recovered by Mr, Randall S.tewart,
Hovfever, we know that Hi^.wthorne wrote the whole of A Wonder
Book with scarcely a correction; so we must accept on fai-th that
the notebooks written at this time offer an example of
Havrthorne * s prose before revision, at least before serious
r e-v/orking •
In general, the English, French and Italian Notebooks
are more purely journals than the American Notebooks, It
must be remembered that Hawthorne was comparatively stationary
during the earlier \Triting, living in homogeneous surroundings
und apparently satisfied vfith the geographical boundaries of
his experience. But he was always intensely observant vj-ithin
these boundaries concerning matters which interested him. Now
he is to be confronted v»rith tin entirely nevr set of experiences
in swift succession. The rapidity of the changing scene is
perhaps accountable for his desisting from reflection upon the
thinking processes in minds to a greater or lesser degree
X > /Id
3
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unbalanced. He substitutes long and detailed descriptions of
the various places he visited, types of people v/hom he met,
social gatherings at rrhich he was a guest, the ancient treasures
of the Old World, -which he examined minutely, incidents attached
to the consular office Yfhich appealed to him, and inserts here
and there his own opinions. In truth, these are travel journals
but valuable because the gifts and aptitudes vfhich made the
pattern of his maturer style peer through these pages as else-
where. Moreover, the entries throw interesting light on v/hy
Hawthorne did certain things in a certain way, and vrhy his
imagination could never bring him close to actualities in his
writing
•
We shall first consider the English IToteb o oks , which
cover Hawthorne* s first five years in England, The pace moves
even more slowly than usual in the beginning; Hawthorne's
feeling of strangeness is patent, A little later England grov/s
upon him, but he is never really enthusiastic, and we say this,
perfectly aware of his habit of restraint in all that ho writes.
For the time he is in.uch less interested in people than he is
in the country in vrhich he v.'-ill live for six years. Even when
he comes to noting a portrait, it is strictly a portrait except
in a few isolated cases. Usually no one vrho catches his fancy
is subjected to analysis, the only suf-gestion being the sort of
character he thinks may lie behind strong features or weak
ones. He denies himself the luxuriance of reflections; indeed,
there seems to have been no time for indulgence. For how could
he have particularized his visits to the Tower, or the British

Museum, or the ZoBlogical Gardens, or vj-herever, unless he had
carried a notebook v/^ith him? We cannot think that this is even
a possibility; but his pov/er of ob£;erving minutiae is more
amazing here than ever before. It is strictly one of his
gifts, but one that might with profit have been harnessed. He
is comparatively unemotional about the literary shrines in
England, although he knexT all the associations. Perhaps one
or two moved him more than the others. Too, he is singularly
unimpressed by his English contemporaries in literature;
unfortunately he does not seem to have met in England those
who vj-ere most distinguished at the time.
Hawthorne's means of amplifying throughout the pages of
the Eng li sh Noteb o oks is largely that of supplying detail
and allowing the reader to create his ov/n picture. This is
in keeping with his practice in the past, und he tells us
frankly nov; that he can see no other v/ay of putting do/.n all
that he has to say. In those scenes connected vj-ith his consular
office which he describes, he dwells at great length on morbid,
reali5;tic detail. These include accounts of tho results of
Sailor's brawls and his visits to the unfriended bedsides of
the dying participants. Hit; descriptions of the natural scenes
include every aspect that he can recall, but there is no attempt
to intensify. If any significance is offered, it takes the form
of an exT:)ression of opinion. We quote a brief passage from his
description of the scenery at Windermere, which he found satis-
fying, but too cultivated for his taste. "Man has, in short,
entire possession of Nature here, and I should think young men
262
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might sometimes vearn for a fresher draught. But an Affle.i"ioan
1
likes it," Tho romantic point of viev/ is interesting and
appears throughout the pages of all the notebooks of the period.
In keeping with the graphioness of his descriptive style, he
even includes exact moasur ements-a dungeon is fifteen or, perhap
forty-five feet deep, or the hall of a manor is in length fifty-
five of his paces. Probably, since these are inforr.ial entries,
Tire should not accuse Hawthorne of lack of proportion in choice
of detail. But we cannot help feeling that even in unstudied
discourse he might have centralized his pictures -aith good
effect. Occasionally, hoivever, he offers an unforgettable bit
of sketching, or rather bits of sketching, for he returns again
and again to the places which impressed him deeply, ¥e can
always recognize his enthusiasm in its rare occurrences, for
his style becomes at once emotionally connotative as in the
working out of the perfect satisfaction he has received from
his visits to Furness Abbey, Westminster Abbey, St, Paul's and
Oxf or d.
Hawthorne's diction in the English Noteb ooks has all the
characteristics which by now v/e consider accepted and e stab lishec,
qualities. Several examples of his particular sensitiveness
to words in figurative expression occur, and one thoroughly
unsympathetic awkwardly dravm figure. Of the Cumberland
Mountains, Hawthorne writes, t>iey " have a marked vertebral
shape, so that they often look like a group of huge lions,
lying do"vm with their backs tiirned toward each other, ,
^ o£. ^^avel , Nathaniel Hawthorne, Graylock Edition,
Vol, I, p,^^28, ff. Hereafter referred to" as Notes of Travel,
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Dur Hills like apple duraplings in a dish have no such valleys
1
as these," The contrast expressed in the sirailes vfill be
appreciated by any New Englander who also knov/s the • Cumbe r land
Mountains, Later in this long account, covering several days
spent in the Lake district, signs of rain cause "Skiddaw to
2
put on his cap." In the Tower, Sir ViTalter Raleigh's windowless
cell becomes "a sleeping-kennel." An excellent use of a specific
verb, involving trope, is illustrated in Hawthorne*s description
of the watchmaker, whom he had occasion to visit. "lie diamountec
3
from a desk vrhen my card vj-as handed to him" is Hawthorne's apt
phrasing. Hawthorne also notes, not, however, in context a
word -.'hich appealed to him and which is also sv^rift metaphor.
4
"Sea captains call a dress coat a 'claw-hammer'." The incon-
ruous figure occiirs when Hawthorne is describing a ragged
beggar who inhabited the waiting room at Rock Ferry. The
association is curioii.s. Hawthorne v.'-rites, "^'ifhen the steamer's
bell rang, he shouldered a large and heavy pack, like a pixgrim
with his burd-^n of sin, but certainly journeying to hell instead
of to heaven." Yet this is not curious, for Hawthorne was ever
impatient of ugliness in all forms. YiTe have referred earlier
to his penchant, self-confessed, for "dressing up" his material.
Hawthorne occc^sionally compounds an epithet to suit his fancy.
5
kt Grasmere Church, he met u "tourist-looking man." Latinism
is, of course, observable here, and the old favorites, edifice
,
antique
,
aopear at decent intervals. We find an occasionc.1
1 Note s of Travel, Vol
2 lb i d .
,
p. 283.
3 lb i d .
,
p. 365.
4 Ibid.
,
Vol. II, p . 16
5 lb i d . , Vol. I, p. 74.
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passage of memorable figurative connotation, the one to be
quoted describes the river Vfear at Durham, "in my judgment,
a river flowing through the center of a toi»m, and not too broad
to make itself familiar, no- too sv.'-ift, but idling along, as
if it loved better to stay there than to go; so transient as
it is, and yet enduring , -just the same from life's end to
life's end J " 7fe note with pleasure here a complete simpli-
city of word choice. The outstanding characteristic of
Havirthoriie * s diction in the notebooks is s pec if icne s s , sometimes
a glaring spec if icne s s • but there is also the larger connotation
to be considered. The great jumble of details settles some-
thing of the face and heart, mostly the face, of England in the
mind of the reader.
The Engli sh Hot eb ooks are suggestive of Hawthorne's method
of char-.-.cterization. We see again his skill in portraying
externally people who do not interest him greatly-the same sort
of skill he employs when sketching a material scene, which
has not moved him greatly. He disposed of Harriet Martineau,
save for one brief hint, and James Buchanan in this fashion,
and treats Disraeli to casti.al superficial comment. Recalling
Hawthorne's type of mind, we ought to note here, that these
are real people and probably not subject to intricate self-
inspectionj and real people do not exist in the special vrorld
that HaviTthorne created for his fictional characters. This
direct form of portrayal may be an indirect compliment, a
street singer takes on particular explicitness of delineation
because we are sure that Hawthorne was interested in what
/I-
0 • !
pressure of circumstances drove her to her present means of
livolihood-bes ides
,
her voice v;as unusually beautifuli The
method here recalls the definiteness in the depiction of the
little seamstress in the Amer ic an Not eb ooks ^ who vtsls also
considered by him, and proved to be, promising material,
Hawthorne seems here to be far more interested in the little
incidents, sometimes not very important, that people tell him
than in the people themselves. The pages are replete with
these re-hashed inc idents-often not a descrirjtive v.rord is
vj-ritten about the source except his or her name, and thanks to
Mrs. Hawthorne, frequently this is a capital letter followed
by a long dash.
The examples of artistic par trayal, to vrhich vre have referrec
earlier, are found in the characterization of Captain J,
the American Shipmaster, and his wife, affectionately called
Oakum, both delineations skilfully blended in one paragraph,
and the connotative desc ri':;tion of the young Jewess, v/hom he
met probably in London-the journal is not very clear on this
1
point. In the first, which we shall not quote, we find the
Captain and his wife satisfactorily and humorously individualiz e c
,
Oakum being the better drawn of the two. This is the first
instance in v;hich we have been able to ascertain lifelike,
humorous qualities in the people to v.-^hom Hawthorne introduces us
The second portrait, significant for its suggestiveneo s and for
the success with Yfhich Havrthorne makes us re:,lize his impression,
is ouoted.
1 Notes of Travel, Vol. I, p, 202,
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"My eyes wers mostly dra-vm to a young lady, who sat nearly
opposite me, across the table. She was, I suppose, dark, and
yet not dark, but rathor seemed to be of pure white marble, yet
not Yi/-hitej but the purest and finest complexion, v/ithout a
shade of color in it, yet anything but sallov/ or sickly. Her
hair was a v/onderful deep raven-b lack, -black as night, black
as death; not raven-black, for that has a shiny gloss, and hers
had not, but it was hair never to be painted nor described,
-
wonderful hair , Jewish hair. Her nose had a beautiful outline,
though I could see that it iTas Jewish too; and that, and all her
features, were so fine that sculptiare seemed a despicable art
beside her, and certainly my pen is good for nothing. If any
likeness could be given, however, it must be by sculpture, not
painting. She was slender and youthful, and yet had a stately
and cold, though soft and womanly gracej and, looking at her, I
savf what were the wives of the old patriarchs in their maiden
or early-married days, -what Judith was, for, womanly as she
looked, I doubt not she could have slain a man in a just cause,
-
v^-hat Bathsheba was, only she seemed to have no sin in her,-
perhaps what Eve was, though one could hardly think her vfeak
enough to eat the apple..,." 1
Hawthorne's attitude towards his writing appears here in
various forms. He is often humorous, his humor always restraine(
by dryness and a touch of cynicism. Probably restraint is also
the cause of his sIotv'- devslopment of enthusiasm. Of the
churches, he -writes, "....of all English things that I have seen,
methinks the churches disappoint me least. I feel, too, that
there is something much more wonderful in them than I have yet
2
had time to know and experience." And later in the same vein
VTQ find, "I am slow to feel, -slow, I suppose, to comprehend,
and, like the anaconda, I noed to lubricate any object a great
5
deal before I can swallow it and actually make it my otju."
He is careful no'- to be too lively in giving his impression
of Wor dsv.'orth • s home and grave and is only slightly less
repressed after visiting the Southey shrine. None of the prose
in the English Notebooks has the zest which was earlier produced
1
2
3
Notes of Travel, Vol. II, g. 99,
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 219.
Ibid., p. 289.
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by the happiness and contentment of the first years of his
marriage. He uses another sort of restraint in describing
the Reform Club Dinner, at which he politely questioned
Douglas Jerrold's criticism of men and books. It is obvious
th'it Jerrold had reached that state in the development of his
inebriation vfhere he felt emotionally sensitive; consequently,
he "J&s deeply offended with Hawthorne *s innocent comment,
Hawthorne tells the incident by subtle understatement* the
actual proportion cannot be miotaken. As usual, Hawthorne is
outspoken: he makes no apology for not being impressed by the
Elgin Marbles and expressed frank dislike for Raphael's Cartoons
Stonehenge impressed him not at all, possibly because of lack
of background in this particular case. As vie should expect, he
writes symT)8.thet ica lly of Mary, Oueen of Scots, His detailed
accounts of nearly all that passed beneath his gaxe are not
without a cert.-iin vivacity, but here as elsewhere the vivacity
becomes subordinated to the reader's sometimes frantic attempt
to drav/ a picture from the great v^ealth of material.
These notebooks are replete v;-ith instances that help us
define ho^' Havrthorne expressed himself in his prose. Because
of the subjective nature of journalistic prose, it seems per-
tinent to include here much of what he directly tells us. He
is for the most part consistent in practice -and is keenly aware
of hovT his style may possibly appear to the reader. It is
needless to recall again his powers of observation. As in
the Amer ic an Hoteb o oks , but less religiously, he gathers
literary hints. These are no less morbid than we found them
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to be in tho earlier journal* The story of ho-j- the hair of u.
corpse grew prodigiously after death is v/orth jotting down for
future use. Equally, the Bloody Footstep imprinted on the
flags at Smithell*s Hall together with the stain supposedly
of Rizzio*s blood on the threshold of Queen Mary's apartment
at the Palace of Holyrood gives promise. Actually, The Anc e stra
Fo ot step
,
Septimius Felton, Dr. Grims hawe ' s Secret , The Pol liver
Romance
, all unfinished at the time of Havrtliorne's death, grew
out of these two legendary tidbits. At Abbotsford the picture
of Mary's head lying on a dish seems to have stirred Hav/thorne's
tenderness for symbolism to its depths. He thinks that it
would be "expressive of a human being having her destiny in her
own hands-if that beautiful young queen were painted as carrying
this dish, containing her ovm woeful head, and perhaps casting
a curious and r)itiful glance down upon it, as if it \rer e not her
1
own," Hawthorne observed with the greatest care all small
talk concerning s uoe rnaturtt 1 visitation. He is attracted by
the flaming spectre vj-hich walked nightly in the old house built
on the site of th original Merchant-Taylor's School, The story
of the Buried Gross, he tells us, v/ill be the starting point of
his English romance. None of these gives any suggestion that
Hawthorne's taste in choosing his subject matter ivill ever
radically change.
A travel journal may justly be impatient in its mood.
The English Noteb o oks are restless and never too happily secure,
Hawthorne admits his impatience on several occasions; he writes.
1 Notes of Travel, Vol. II, p. 141,
eJ-
,, ... .;.
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"...I soon get satisfied v^ith looking at set sights, and wish
1
to go on to the next," This note of impatience often occurs
in ivhat, comparatively speaking, seem to be his most lyric
moments , -that is, when his intensity is heightened as much as
it ever is in England. Quite suddenly, he is thoroughly tired
of it all. He can remember every detail of the food served at
a given banquet, but he confesses to being never able to remem-
ber a word any one said. Obviously, he somewhat overstates
here; but the fact lies on the surface that all the recalled
conversations are recorded in indirect discourse, v/ith Hawthorne
al^vays a labored proceas, and when the accounts are overlong
as they may be, the method is decidedly vitiating. Apropos of
this, we may say that Hawthorne has little skill in p:-oducing
natural dialog in his fiction. Always he is able to detect
unnoticed likenesses in object and phenomena, apparently quite
different. This pO'.'er has always been his and seems now to be
a quality of his intuition. He justifies the abundance of
concrete detail, almost in catalogue order, vvhich now forms
the design of most of his descriptions in an interesting entry
written at the English Lakes, ""I am pretty well convinced that
all attempts at describing scenery, especially mountain scenery
are sheer nonsense. For one thing, the point of view being
changed, the whole description, ivhich you made up from the
previous point of view, is immediately falsified. And when
you have done your utmost, such items as those setting forth
the scene in a play,-*a mountainous country, in the distance
270
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a cascade tumbling over a precipice, and in front a lakej on one
side an ivy-covered cottage -this dry detail brings the matter
before one'e mind's eyes more effectually than all the art of
1
word painting," He expresses and justifies to the last degree
in practice his oi^n choice of literary styls • "Impressions,
states of mind, produced by noble spectacles of whatever kind,
are all that it seems vforth while to attempt reproducing vfith
the pen," Hawthorne questions the taste of sculptors -:rho make
all their sta.tues models of physical perfection, "instead of
expressing by them the individual habits and character of the
man," Although Hawthorne's characters are not always models
of physical perfection, he is like the sculptors equally
obtuse in discerning individual characteristics. In the many
p: ges devoted to subjective criticism of painting and sculpture,
Hawthorne, in spite of his gift for discovering contrasts and
similarities, never seems to recognize parallels in practice
among the aesthetic arts. He discusses a picture by Millais,
representing a parting between two lovers, "The lady's face had
a great of sad and ominouts expression; but an old brick v;-all,
overrun w-ith foliage, vras so exquisitely and so elaborately
wrought that it was ha,rdly possible to look at the personages
of the picture. Every separate leaf of the climbing and clus-
tering shrubbery was painfully made out* and the wall was real-
ity itself, with the weather-stains and the moss, and the
crumbling lime betv/een the bricks. It is not v/ell to be so
perfect in the inanimate, unless the artist can make man and
1 Notes of Travel, Vol, I, p, 290,
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"woman as lifelike, and to as great a depth, too, as the Creator
1
does," Did Hawthorne realize that h'^ was here arraigning him-
self? Yet, that he was aware of this defe-ct of the Pre-
Raphaelite school is patent. He repeats the criticism among ran-
dom comments on what he considers to be the questioable genius
2
of English painters. In connection vfith this apparent inability
always to centralize his characters into some semblance of
verisimilitude, he writes that he v^as most impressed at
Abbotsford by seeing Scott's coat with a frayed cuff. This
touch of ordinariness brought the elder novelist closer to his
heart. Since Hawthorne could appreciate the Vy.lue of intimate
detail, we must conclude that he xvas never convinced of its
power to individualize character, A brief, but very succinct
entry in September, 1855, indicates that the author of The
So ar let Letter waa not at etll deceived by its most conspicuous
shortcoming, "I saw in an American paper yesterday, that an
opera, still unfinished had been Virritten on the story of The
Scar let Letter , and that several scenes hud been performed
successfully in ^eTsr York, I should think it might succeed as
an opera, but it wjould certt.inly fail as a play,"
In concluding the discussion of Hawthorne's expression
of himself intellectually in the Kng lish Hoteb ooks
, xre offer
3vidences of Havrthorne ' s romantic tendencies and the ever-
present inconsistencies. He avovrs his preference for Gothicism
in its various forms over and over again; yet he is emphatic
in decrying anything for a graveyard memorial except a slab
L Notes of Travel, Vol, II, p, 161
2 Ibid., Vol, III, p. 28.
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of the most chiiste sirarlicity. He enjoyed the splendor, vie
might almost say the ornate splendor, of the cathedrals; but
his imagination v/as completely unstirred by the suggestivenes
s
of an English Ghr i s tmi-.s • Hot- different, indeed, from Dickens
or Irvingl He expresses a sort of Holgravism, a complete dis-
avowal of all ancient institutions as such, but the latitude is
jail in his mind; no one wa^ ever more conservative. This
impatience with all things old which have outgrovm their
usefulness is not marked in his treatment of Holgrave in The
House of the Seven Gables, Yfhom he never chw.mpions by passing
comment. Did the idea perhaps gain impetus during those moments
when he reflected Virith his customary diligence on the possibil-
ities of the completed character of Holgrave? From the beginnin{
to the end of his work, there is abundant evidence to prove his
love for wild nature. Much of the evidence is in these pages,
1
The Ance s tr al Footstep , from the point of view of stylistic
analysis, is inoerecsting merely as an example of how Hawthorne's
mind worked while creating. It consists of a series of journal-
istic entries, written and dat^d concurrently vj-ith the Italian
M"o t eb o oks of 18 58 , and shows Hawthorne wrestling v>rith the
possibilities of the bloody footprint, Hawthorne chooses his
characters and each day places them in a nevr situation, v;-hich
h'= promptly discards because he is unsatisfied. But our interes'
lies in the countless possibilities he can conjure as grov/ing
out of the legend of 3mithell«s Hall, He insists only upon
one point, that Middleton, the protagonist, shall be an
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XI, Appendix, p. 433, ff.

American and shall return to England to discover the shameful
secret of his remote ancestors, which he only half knoYfS and to
which he innocently possesses the cl\ae. Most of the designs
suggested by Hawthorne are entirely lacking in probability,
and when he makes the meek, unintelligent Middleton a minister
to one of the minor Continental courts, half apologetically
admitting that he does not really know hovr this could ever
occur, vfe find Hawthorne guilty of definite incongruity in
character delineation. Whether for good or' ill,, it ib obvious
throughout these notes that Havi/-thorne intended to make full use
of whatever European background had become his at this time.
Hawthorne, as we have said before, left England in the
winter of 1857, and accompanied his f;m.ily to France. His stay
was brief, but in spite of his great discomfort from the cold-
ness of the weather, he seems much more enthusiastic than he
did in the English Noteb ooks . His observation is sprightly
and vivid. From the first he is distinctly thrilled with the
magnificence and variety of Paris. The Louvre fires his
imaginative powers, and he v/rites intensely about his visits.
He finds no word to express his enchantment with the interior
of the Madeleine. Again he is interested in m.ankind probably
because he saw such a complete diversity of types in one place.
Even his enthusiasm for the Louvre did not deter him from
permitting Sophia to inspect drawings while he inspected people.
As a matter of fact, he was bored by these drawings; they were
the early sketches made by eminent artists o- ptxi itings y/hich
r1
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became masterpieces. He prefers to have the pristine idea
elaborated into meaning, he tells usj consequently, he enjoys
nothing leas than the finished product which makes the signi-
ficance plain. Again his theory is perfectly consistent vrlth
his practice. But all this is told briskly and happily. How
different from the English dryness! Yet, in a tvfinkling,
Paris becomes artificial. Tho caravan must move-to Italy,
The Italian Woteb o oks are by far the most ingratiating
of Hawthorne's accounts of his travels. They cover the period
from January, 1853 , to Jtine, 1859, and give a full and complete
picture of Hawthorne's reaction to the Italian scene. He is
writing ones again in his usual intense style, -not, of course,
on every pa e, for that would be exceedingly dull and monotonousj
but the whole mood indicates the stirring of all imaginative
forces in varying degrees of luxuriance as the instance demands.
He complains continually of the Italian climae, but the spirit
of his prose is not impaired. Subjective criticism of the arts,
as he vieViTed them in Italy, occupies many pages. Much of it
is refreshing because of Hawthorne's outspokenness. He assuredly
visited the Catholic countries armed with certain, inborn
prejudices, and although he never overcame these prejudices,
he met them at least halfway in fairness.
In examining the Italian No teb ooks with some detail, we
shall be interested to discover vj-hat qualities of Hawthorne's
style keen enjoymont of the material at hand will reinstate,
Hov", for instance, does he amplify? The ansv/er is obvious j
he will nevor change. He uses details, exact and numerous, but
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he refines these deta ils-the significance becomes apparent.
Not that the mere outline of the scene never occurs, as occasion
ally Yj-hen his imagination io slugfish, but that in the Y>rhole
view he is consistently aroused. We quote, for example, a
perfect example of significance attached to triviality, in this
Case a mosquito. We call attention, too, to the mock emotional
c onnotat i on
•
"Italy beats us, I think, in mosquitoes; they are horribly
punp.-ent little sattmic particles. They possess strange intell-
igence, and exquisite acuteness of sight and smell, -prodigious
audacity and courage to match it, insomuch that they ventir e on
the most hazardous attacks, and get safe off. One of them
fle\7 into my mouth, the other night, and stung me far doi^n in
my throat; but luckily I coughed him up in halves. They are
bigger than American moaquitoes; and if you crush them, after
one of their feasts, it makes a terrific blood spot. It is
a sort of suicide-at least, a shedding of one's ovm blood-to
kill them; but it gratifies the old Adam to do it. It shocks
me to feel hov.f revengeful I am; but it is impossible not to
impute a certain malice and intellectual venom to these diabol-
ical insects, I xTonder \vhether our health at this season of
the year, requires that we should be kept in a state of irrita-
tion, and so the mosquitoes are Nature's prophylactic remedy
for some dise;:'vSe; or whether we are made for the mosquitoes,
not they for vis, ^t is possible, just possible, that the
infinitesimal doses of poison which they infuse into us are a
homoeopathic safeguard against pestilence; but medicine never
was administered in a more disagreeable way," 1
Again Hawthorne is gaining emphasis for his ideas by
employing these devices v/hich have become an inseparable part
of hi'= style-hyperbole, exc Itimat i on
,
antithesis, balance.
Obviously the use of figurative language supplies the emphasis
of imaginative connotation.
The diction in the Italian Notebooks indicates the con-
tinuance of his customary sensitiveness to words. The lush
beauty of Italy gives him manifold opportunities to display
1 Notes of Travel, Vol. IV, p, 234.
II
his skill in combining iTords , which produce the most subtle
expressiveness, He quarrels v/ith the use of the conventional
epithet dim when applied to the light seeping through sta.ined-
glass cathedral -windows. But he admits that he knov/s nor can
conceive no synonym, nevertheless insisting that the light is
not dim « He occaaionully coins a word, in the example for
hum.orous accent. The foppish little Englishman met in the
Uffizi Gallery at Florence gives a "miniken-f inical effect,"
His imaginative connotation, rich on many occasions, reaches
its height in his description of Lake Leman at Montreux, In the
mind of one who has marvelled at the great beauty of this spot
Hawthorne seems to catch the vfhole spirit with miraculous
perfection. We quote tvj-o passages, which would be ecstatic
in less restrained hands than those of Hawthorne, We note
also, in this connection, that Hawthorne has taken over
Shelley*s coinage of skyey ,
",, ,By this time, the mountains had taken the
beautiful lake into their deepest heartj they girdled it
quite round vrlth their grandeur and beauty, and, being able
to do no more for it, they here withheld it from extending
any farther; and here our voyage came to an end, I have never
beheld any acene so exquisite; nor do I ask of Heaven to show
me any lovelier or nobler one, but only to give me such depth
and breadth of sympathy with nature, that I may worthily enjoy
this. It is beauty more than enough for poor, perishable
mortals. If this be earth, what must heaven bei" 1
Nothing ever can have been more beautiful than
those groups of mighty hills as we s uw them then, with the gray
rocks, the green slopes, the vj-hite snow patches and crests,
all to be seen at one glance, -nd the mists and fleecy clouds
tumbling, rolling, hovering about their summits, filling their
lofty valleys, and coming dovm far toivards the lower ivorld,
making the akyey asrects so intimate v/ith the earthly ones,
that wo hardly knew whether we were aojourning in the m.aterial
1 Wotea of Tr-vel, Vol, IV, p, 380,
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or spiritual v/orld. It was like sailing through the sky,
moreover, to be borne along on such water as that of Lake Lernan,
the bluest, brightest, and profoundest element, the most rc^diant
eye that the dull earth ever opened to sea heaven withal. I
am writing nonsense, but it is because no sense Virithin my mind
T.'ill ansxTer the purpose." 1
Almost all of Hawthorne's portraiture here is superficial,
even when the character seems to deserve more, William Cullen
Bryant and Robert Browning fare none too well, -that is, they
are a bit stiff although Bryant's homeliness is suggested, as
i
well as Browning's f ao ile-mindednes s and happy temperament. And
Hawthorne does see something beneath Elisabeth Browning's
fragile exterior, although he does not give any very clear
idea of what i ': is except that in a general, rather vague v/ay,
sh-^- seems intellectual. In the case of Franklin Pierce, vrhat-
ever depth is accorded him results from Hawthorne's very lively
affection, which forbids individualization. Noxt, the situation
is quite different in the case of Pov^ers, the American sculptor
living at Florence. He appears ag.in and again in tho long
portion of the journal devoted to Hawthorne's stay in
Florence. Hawthorne was keenly attracted to this man probably
because PoT/ers vfas so completely his antitheois in every reapect,
Powers was bluff, virile, mechanically as vj-ell as artistically
minded, and unconventional. Hawthorne presents him to us in
all his manifold aspectsj.he suggests his strength and his
^Yeakness, his kindliness, his ic onoc lasm- in fact, vfe get-and
certainly this was not Hawthorne's intention-a highly individ-
ualized characterization of Powers. One element is needed
to perfect the impr es s i on- the substitution of direct
1 Notes of Travel, Vol, I¥, p, 391,

for indirect discourse. But Hawthorne would never have made
a fictional character out of a man like Povrers, sane, matter-
of-fact, a pr-ictical, hard-headed Yankee in spite of his genius*
The opinion is substantiated by Hawthorne's own comment after
viewing the busts of the Roman em.perors at Florence, Nero
is particularly the object of his consideration, Hav/thorne
deplores the fact that some enterprising and competent par son
has not attempted to "analyze and develop" Nero's character
in the hope of discovering ho"'.' he grew to be such a monster,
Hawthorne goes on to say, " but there must surely have been
something in their (the wicked emperors) position and circum-
stances to ronder the terrible moral dise^.se which seized upon
them so generally almost inevitable,"
For the most part Hawthorne's attitude as it is revealed
in these notebooks is filled with zest for his task and his
surroundings. His enthusiasms take tremendous hold on him.
We see this in successive passages devoted to the impressions
he received from the Venus di Medici and the portrait of
Beatrice Cenci, We fancy that he never forgot his delight
in either the statue or the picture. He chooses to be pleasant-
ly intimate throughout and is often humorous, almost always
when the joke is at his own exoense, as v/hen he writes that
Julian was provided with a good deal of joy when his father
bumped his nose while both were exploring a ruin, or vrhen, after
hearing the superstition that all monks po^^sess the evil eye,
he tells us that he made the exorcising sign behind his back
the very next morning upon meeting one. Too, his practice of
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affixing an afterthought in separate paragraoh, even though
only a single sentence, increases the sense of informal ease.
For instance, he qu.ite irrelevantly informs us that "The
Venus di Medici had a dimple in her chin."
The Italian Uoteb ooks express Hawthorne intellectually
in about the same fashion that we have described in connection
with the English IToteb ooks « We still admire his powers of
observation and smile v;hen he writes, "My receptive faculty is
very linite d , , , , , " If he is serious, the modesty is becoming.
We appreciate his sense of fairness because he is sufficiently
penetrating to re -lize the ever-present possibility of truth
on the other side of the question. We feel, however, that his
sympathy with the religious scene of Italy in the middle of
the nineteenth century is surprisingly liberal. In spice of
his romantic love for colorful, intricate detail, he is always
impatient with lavish chirch ceremonial. He again cries out
against institutions that have outlived their usefulness, but
his expostulations ar:> usually followed by impressionistic
reasoning in strict accordance with the rules of the game as
it is played in the romantic school. He avers as he has pre-
viously that it is the artist*s duty to idealize, still keenly
aware of the question of aesthetics in literature. He knows
well how he sometimes permits his love of detail, more
accurately the keenness of his power to observe, to lead him
into extravagances. After a description of the Grand Duke's
apartments in the Pitti Palace, which is definitely a blur, he
writes, "I toss together brilliant words by the handful, and
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make a rude sort of patchwork, "but can record no adequate idea
1
of what I Saw in this suite of rooms; " He also gives here
a principle that he apparently learned and that he obviously-
applied with admirable results to his own earlier method of
refining. "You must sharpen your faculties of observation
to a point, and touch the object exactly on the right spot,
2
or you do not appreciate it at all," Hawthorne has never given
much evidence in his published works of caring to offer literary
judgment concerning the works of other writers, Alv/ays his
interest has been in the development of his own craftsmanship.
However, he permits himself here the luxury. of one or two
critical opinions. Of Bryant, who with himself vfas a member
of a group gathered at Casa Guidi for a social evening, he
writes, "I doubt, hov^ever, vdiether he haa any high appreciation
either of her (Elizabeth Barret Bro^vning's) poetry or her
husbc<.nd»s and it is my impression that they care as little
about his," And a little later, a portion of the same entry,
Ha¥fthorne v/rites: "I am ra'cher surprised that BroiTning's
conversation should be so clear, and so much to the purpose
at the moment, since his poetry o.n seldom proceed far without
running into the high grass of latent meanings nd obscure
allusions," Neither of these critical statements is a
distortion of fact, Hawthorne exercised the same caution in
approaching the subject of spiritual phenomena ,? with, which
at Florence he was surrounded and which had complotely captured
the sympathy of Mrs, Hawthorne, that had been his in his guarded
1 Notes of Travel, Vol, IV, p, 75.
2 Ibid., p, 211.
3 Ibid., p. 71, ff.

expre.sions of enthusiasm in th'? Engli sh Not eb o olcs , He is
strictly impartial: probably the phenomena are manifestations
of the possession of w.n espeoially active pov.^er of suggestion,
but nothing is to be accepted v/ithout reasonable proof. That
he way distinctly interested in this phase of supernaturalism,
as indeed he was in every phase is attested by the long und
careful discussions accorded it in the Notebook, We find
numerous instances to prove that Hawthorne was never satisfied
with anything short of perfection, to say nothing of Mrs,
Hawthorne's kindly insert in order to make lucidity doubly
lucid. He rages, insofar as he can rage, against the exhibition
of ^ rt treasures mutilated by time. He suggests that they
would better be destroyed. Occasionally he refers to his
devotion to the Gothic design, but not vj-ith quite the same
positiveness of the English Noteb ooks , He contends that
classic art lacks spirit. The contention is not new; vre
found it in A Wonder B o ok expressed in theory and worked out
in practice.
Few literary hints appear in the Ital ian Not eb ooks
,
chiefly we suppose because Hav/thorne was devising a romance
all this while vrhich had its inspiration in the Faun of
Praxiteles, viewed in the Picture Gallery of the Capitol at
Rome. In 18 58, Hawthorne returned to England and remained a
year in order to complete The Marb le Faun , his last published
r onanc e
•
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It must be evident to any v/ho read The Marb le Faun v/ith
any close attention to detail that Hawthorne is nov; writing
at the height of his poivers. The evid-;nce is unmis takab le |
for here is reproduced in the artistic form of romance divorced
from actuality Virhich perfectly contented Hav^thorne-although he
has always been somewhat anxious about the reader's acceptance-
the innumerable close observations recorded in the Italian
IToteb o oks . Too, The Marb le Faun , is a synthesis of all the
moral theories vrith v.^hich Hawthorne has been occupied all his
life. The problem of pursuing evil is the nucleus of the bookj
this has appeared in various forms in characterization through-
out all Hawthorne's published ^vork. Probably here we find our
best examples of Hawthorne's rare gift in writing imaginative
proseij in fact, we knovf this to be true, for in The Ma rb 1 e Faun
are all the qualities v^e have learned to expect when Hav/thorne
is deeply stirred,
Hawthorne's preface expresses, as usual, the impression
he proposes to create. He defines his novel a Rom.ance, the
background of which is Italy, "v/here actualities would not be
so terribly insisted upon as they are, and must needs be in
1
America," Consequently, vre ought to take this idealization
of the Italian Notebooks in the author's vein-not always easy
since Hav/thorne ' s pre-occupation vj-ith his particular problem
forbids his probing normally into his characters and attaching
probable contours to them. Moreover, and undoubtedly for the
same reason, he often loses his sense of proportion in
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, VI, p. 15,
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presenting action. Crises that are of major importance in the
progress of the narrative, he disposes of in a single unsatis-
factory line. Consider, for example, the first meeting of
Kenyon with Miriam in the chapel at Monte Beni, ¥e are scarcely
aware of it until the third contact is about to become a reality,
vrith a second having intervened in the meantime, '"And here on
the occasion above referred to (Kenyon had accidentally found
the remote chapel avhile exploring-Hawthorne does not mention
his meeting anyone there), the sculptor htis disc overed-ac ciden-
tally, as far as he was concerned, though with a purpose on her
part-that there was a guest under Donatello's roof, whose presence
the Count did not suspect. An interview had since taken place,
1
and he was noYf summoned to another," Interesting to quote in
this connection is Hawthorne's own justification of his failure
to supply logical sequence in narrative, "if any brilliant,
or beautiful, or even tolerable effect have been produced, this
pattern of kindly readers v/ill accept it at its worth, without
tearing its web apart, with the idle purpose of discovering
how th 3 threads have been knit together; for the sagacity by
Fj-hich he ib distinguished vrill long ago have taught him that
a.ny narrative of human action and adventure-whether we call
it history or romance-is eertain to be a fragile handivfork,
!iiore easily rent than mended. The sxctual experience of even the
most ordinary life is full of events that never exi^lain them-
2
selves, either as rege^rds their origin or their tendency,"
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, VI, p. d21,
2 Ibid,, p. 514,
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No more unsatisfactory theory ever be^^et a writer of romantic
fiction, for no matter how weird tho events portrayed may be,
they must occur in inevitable sequence, and in one way or
another they must have space apportioned to tiiem according
to their significance. It is too much to expect Divine pene-
tration on the part of the reader. Evidently, Hawthorne also
learned this, for, whon a second edition was prepared, he wrote
a conclubion to the last chapter in which he, v/ith obvious
reluctance, and, consequently, v/ith no great clearness,
attempted to explain several of the obscurities. He v/ould
have done v^ell had he otudied Defoe*s method of creating
romantic fiction.
It is unnecessary to attempt to give a complete list of
Hawthorne's use in The Mgrb le Faun of material hitherto touched
upon. Much of the interesting and subjective criticism vj-hich
has a peared easually in the Italian Notebooks reaopears sig-
nificantly here in Hawthorne's descriptions of the pursuits of
his characters and the studio settings in v/hich they lived and
in their discussions of their \7ork. His background is
essentially entirely Notebook material and his purpose now
as then is to reproduce the atmosphere of Rome-Rome as it
indelibly stamped itself upon his OYm sensibilities, Vfe cannot
help being gratified to discover that he actually transcribes
in this novel the very incidents, people, and places in the
Italian Not eb o oks , noted in i^encil in the margins of our copy,-
for instance, Hilda's best v;-ork is a copy of the painting of
Beatrice Cenci; Kenyon's studio is Powers »s at Florence,
1r
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Kenyon's working costume is Powers 's loose blouse and Bohemian
cap on the side of his head; like Pov/ers, Kenyon models a
delicately perfect hand-this time Hilda's; Miriam's outstanding
accomplishment is a portrait of a Jev/ess, the same portrait
that occurred in the English Notebooks and which we quoted
in that discussion, novj-, hovj-ever, presented with a somewhat
deeper y.llusive connotation; the dead Capuchin becomes the
final appearance of Miriam's nemesis; the Virgin's votive shriiB
is accommodated to Hilda's need for a suitable lodging for
her "pure, vvhite spirit".
It seems that Hawthorne never relin uished any one of his
pet fictional ideas. Since he cannot possibly use them all
in keeping to the general track of his story, he strews them
by the wayside in pai: s ing ,-that is, they appear by y.'^ay of
comment, or t^^ey become part of a character's reflection, A
b nd of vagrants still excites his imagination, among other
re-appearances, and we might have known after reading The House
of the Seven Gables that at a later date he would either write
himself or have one of his characters-Hilda, in this case-say,
"Ahi now I understand hov/ the sins of generations past have
1
created an atmosphere of sin for those that follow," Of
course, the introduction of a supernatural element has been
Hawthorne's from the very first.
We find in The Marble Faun, all the qualities of style
which are an inseparable part of the manifestation of Hawthorn^
artistic genius. E±a amplifications are always ultra-complete,
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, VI, 247.
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the details developed in various vrajs , sometimes by alternation,
sometimes by smooth defining. His favorite method in creating
the scene is a succession of details, noted frequently before
this, but, in the re-working of this method, ho displays pov/erfu
panoramic sfcill. We quote one of many paragraphs of this type.
"Without further discussion, the Count led the way up
one more flight of stairs, at the end of ^vhich they emerged
upon the summit of the tower. The Sculptor felt as if his being
were suddenly magnified a hundred-fold; so wide ^vas the Umbrian
valley that suddenly opened before him, set in its grand frame-
work of nearer and more distant hills. It seemed as if all
Italy lay under his eyes in that one picture. For there was
the bro'd, sunny smile of God, "•'hich we fancy to be spread over
that favored land more abundantly than on other regions, and,
beneath it, glowed a most rich and varied fertility. The
trim vineyards were there, and the fig-trees, and the mul-
berries, and the smoky-hued tracts of the olive-orchards*
there, too, were fields of every kind of grain, am-ong v/hich
waved the Indian corn, putting Kenyon in mind of the fondly
remembered acres of his father's homestead. White villas,
ray convents, church-spires, villages, tov/ns, each with its
battlemented walls and towered gy.teway, were scattered upon
this spacious map; a river gleamed across it; and lakes opened
their blue eyes in its face, reflecting he-^ven, lest mort^ils
should forget that better land when they beheld the e^rth so
beautiful." 1
Always these listings create atmosphere. Indeed, there is
scarcely a paragraph of any sort in Hawthorne which fails
to create atmosphere. And this gift carries over to the
romance as a Virhole, which Hawthorne bathes in the half light
of B oh'emianism, shadowed by Roman ruins, a.nd susceptiblo to
supernatural influence.
Me must conclude here that Hawthorne expresses emotional
force most s 'c ce s s ful ly by his brilliant use of balance and
formula, one cooperating vrith tho other. Yfe quote in full
tho most effective example we have yet discove:red. Here we
have a beautiful temperament of qualities, both intellectual
287
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and emotional, tha -Thole creating tho atmosphere of Rome
exactly as Hawthorne attempted to describe it again and again
in thn Notebooks,
"Yfhen vre have once knoi'm Rome, and left her xrhere she
lies, like a long-decaying corpse, retaining a trace of the
noble shape it was, but with accumulated dust and a fungous
growth overspreading all its more admirable features ,-lef
t
her in utter weariness, no doubt, of her narrow, crooked,
intricate streets, so uncomfortably paved with lirtle squares
of lava that to tread over them is a penitential pilgrimage,
so indescribably ugly, moreover, so cold, so alley-like, into
which the sun never falls, and rfhere a chill wind forces its
deadly breath into our lungs, -left her, tired of the sight
of those iramens© seven— storied, yellow—washed hovels, or ca 11
them palaces, where all that is dreary in domestic life seems
magnified and multiplied, and weary of climbing those stair-
cases, which ascend from a ground-floor of cook-shops, cobblers'
stalls, stci.blea, and regiments of cavalry, to a middle region
of princes, cardinals, and ambassadors, and an upper tier of
artists, just beneath the unattainable sky, -left her, worn out
with shivering at the cheerless and smoky fireside by day, and
feasting with our ovm substance the ravenous little populace
of a Roman bed at night, -left her, siojc at heart of Italian
trickery, which has uprooted whatever faith in man's integrity
had endured till now, and sick at stomach of sour bread, sour
wine, rancid butter, and bad cookery, needlessly bestowed on
evil meats, -left her, disgusted with the pretence of holiness
and the reality of nastiness, each equally omnipresent ,-lef
t
her, half lifeless from the languid atmosphere, the vital
principle of which has been used by long ago, or corrupted
by myriads of s la.ughter s , - left her, crushed down in spirit
with the desolation of her ruin, and the hopelessness of her
future, -left her, in short, hating with all our might, and
adding our individual curse to the infinite anathema which
her old crimes have unmisttikable brought doivn, -v/hen we have
left Rome in such mood as this, we are astonished by the
discovery, by and by, that out heart-strings have mysteriously
attached themselves to the Eternal City, and are dravfing us
thitherward again, as if it were more familiar, more intimately
our home, than even the spot where we were born»" 1
To impress us with the de oth of his characters'
penetration into their numerous reflective analyses, Havirthorne
throughout The Ma rb 1 e Faun employs with the usual good effect
interrogation, negation, and antithesis.
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, VI, p, 372, ff.
II

Almost alvtrays the rate of the sentences within a given
paragraph is sIot;- for reasons given in full and repeatedly in
various earlier portions of this paper. Hawthorne's narrative
rate is never rapid; here, as in other novels, occasionally
it gains momentum asin the chapter entitled "The Spectre of the
Catacomb", which in the early part is cast in simple mood and
unimaginatively conceived in so far as vie are considering its
expression. But, in general, so much has to be said that
sp^ed is virtually impossible. In the larger as well as the
smaller aspects, Hawthorne's method of working produced the
same effect. A writer cannot interweave countless experiences,
countless pet theories, countless discussions of moral con-
flict, endless genealogy, much legendary material into the
outline of a simple story and expect to reach the end in any-
thing but a leisurely fashion. And we have not even troubled
ourselves to include Hawthorne's tendency to dvirell on every
aspect of the point in question.
The temptation is great to Y;rite with enthusiasm of
Hawthorne's diction here, but in the cool light of analysis,
we find that his qualities have not changed unless perfection
has been added to perfection. The entire romtLnce c-.n be
studied as an example of word painting, for Hawthorne displays
from beginning to end the full powers of his imaginative,
symbolic connotation after these powers have been strengthened
by the contact of his surpassingly observant mind with the
romantic Old "World b c.ckgr ound . Inevitably, rhythm and cadence
go hand in hand with a texture that results from imaginative
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reflection. We quote two passages, the first displaying the
implications of its qualities obviously, the second a mere trifle
of loveliness, Brownell would have suggested a,fter reading
this as he did in the cuse of Ruskin that Hav;-thorne should
turn his talents to poetry,
" Above the whole valley, indeed, the sky was
heavy with tumbling vapors, interspersed with which viere tracts
of blue, vividly brightened by the sun; but, in the east,
where tempest v/as yet trailing its ragged skirts, lay a
dusky region of cloud and sullen mist, in v/hich some of the
hills appeared of a d^rk-purple hue. Others became so indis-
tinct, that th^. spectator could not tell rocky height from
impalpable cloud. Far into this misty cloud-region, however,
-
within the doma.in of chaos, as it were , -hill-tops v/ere seen
brightening in the sunshine; they looked like fragments of
the world, broken adrift and based on nothingness, or like
portions of asphere destined to exist, but not yet finally
c omp^^cted . " 1
", ..And speedily-more speedily than in our clime-
came the twilight, and, brightening through its gray trans par encji
the sturs." 2
Before novj-, vre have found Hawthorne *s mannerisms to be
usually the result of his great skill v:ith words. The old
fuvorites, edifice
,
antique and their companions, darks ome
and vi sage appear but occasionally. Of the four the first two
appear oftenest. But Hawthorne haa a no'-r choice, which he
finds exceedingly convenient in working out his idea of the
r emor s e le s sne s b of a guilty conscience. The word is immitigable
used ...Ivftuys in the sense of unrelenting. The other obvious
manneriam, awkward pairing, appears in only one passage, v;hen
the effect is so enervating that it can hardly be passed
unnoticed#
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, YI, p, 505,
2 Ibid,, p, 307,

•Kenyon, not without an unsh<a.ped suspicion of
the definite faCt, knevj- that his condition must have resulted
from th« weight and gloom of life, noT7 first, throi;gh the
agency of a. secret trouble, making themselves felt on a
character that had heretofore breathed only an atmosphere of
joy. The effect of this hard leoson, upon Donatello's intellect
und disposition, wao very striking. It was perceptible that
he had already had glimpses of strange and subtle matters in
those dark caverns, into iThich all men must descend, if they
v/ould know anything beneath the surface and illutiive pleasures
of existence. And vfhen they emerge, though dazzled and blinded
by the first glare of daylight, they take truer and sadder views
of life forever afterwards." 1
Probably the bext illustration of Hawthorne's intellectual
expression of himself, vrhich the standards of Soyle bid us to
seek in every writer, is the actual interweaving of the manifold
elements contained in The Marb le Faun . Th? v/eb io v iry skil-
fully spread; no tiny tr^^pezoid of Hayj-thornfj s experience
turned into the gossamer of the story but holds its slender
position v.'ith surprising firmness. Of secondary importance,
bu'" still satisfactorily illustrative, are those passages which
throw light on Hawthorne's ovm critical -cheorieo, in this case
not alvirays in strict keeping; i.^rith his prti,ctice. Hawthorne
still b';lieves, as he did in the Italian Not eb ooks
,
th^t tne
reader makeo the book, although he applies his theory in
this instance only to painting. He writes, "I defy any painter
to move and elevate me without my ovm consont and assistance."
However, we knoiT by Havfthorne's OTim admission, that he was
sensitiva to the opinion of th? reading public insofar aS
his o' -n books v^ere concerned. Commonting upon Miriam's sketches
c..nd pictures, Hawti orne observes, "Th^ moral atmosphere of these
productions \ms thereby so influenced, that rival p<^inters
1 Riverside iSdition, Vol. VI, p. 302

1
prono-unced it a c,,se of hopeless mannerism " Is not
Hawthorne *s o\m pre cc cnpati on with the problem of evil also
a mannerism? He complains of a la.ck of virility in Hilda »s
original work, "With years tind experience she might be expected
to attain a darker and more forcible touch, vAich vfould impart
2
to her designs the relief they needed," Does Hawthorne himself
not need to recognize the value of the "darker and more
forcible touch"? HaTjthorne re-iTorks his notebook objection to
viev/ing a vrork of art in its earliest step of creation, -that
is, in the form of the primitive sketch, Yfe remember that he
pref-rred to view the masterpiece after it had been deepened
and made significant by th'' imagination. But nov' he finds
tba.t the primitive sketch makes "the spectator more vividly
sensible of a great painter's poi/er " "The charm lies,"
ho tells us, "partly in their very imperfection; for this is
suggestive and sets the imagination to v^ork; whereas, the
finished picture, if a good one, leaves the spectator nothing
to do, and, if bad, confuses, stupefies, disenchants and dis-
heartens hira," But v/e wonder whether Hav/thorne ever really
knew from actual experience what a rough sketch of v.Titing was.
The metnods of characterization employed in The Marble Faun
are those previously approved by the author. There is slightly
more indirection and less subsequent explication, No new type
appears with the exception of Donatello, and no standard of
verisimilitude Cc^n be applied to a forest spirit defenceless
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, YI, p. 47,
2 lb i d ,
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o Ibid,, p, 166,
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in the midst of materialism. The nameless model has no reality*
he is merely a symbol of relentlessly pursuing evil. He stands
in the same relation to Miriam as Westervelt did to Zenobia*
Miriam is a more vivid und colorful, more intense Zenobia,
exaggerated in her role beyond c-.H limits of probability, Hilda
is a more educated, more cultivated Phoebe, and is a more con-
vincing picture of innocent young womanhood. Early in the story
Hilda's relation to Mirium is not unliky Priscilla*s to Zenobia;
in fact, till through the story, sh^ is Miriam's foil. Kenyon
is stiff and inelastic figure, merely useful as a v.^ise
counsellor or sym.pathetic listener or general overseer of the
hapleas group. He has all the attributes formerly ascribed to
Coverdale* Although Donatello is supposedly half spirit and
half human and, therefore, nothing at all that approaches
actuality, he assumes a certain c onvinc ingne a s in the chapters
devoted to Kenyon' s sumin- r visit to Monte Beni. He begins to
realize that life is made up of both dark and light, and
becomes nearer the ideal of the thinking man. But neither he
nor Miriam ever seem to be able to make an independent decision;
even Hilda compromises her puritan conscience by applying to the
confessional. All the b.-.lance is Kenyon' s, "who beyond vriiihing
tha"C he might be attached to Hilda by a slender, silk thret^d,
has no pa,rt in torifcuous, emotional introspection. We are increase
ingly convinced thei.t Havrth orne ' s gift for choosing congruous,
significant detail which ha might amplify to build character was
slight. He valued not at all the smaller universalities that
make .11 men alike, yet every man unlike any other, Pov/ers of
ir 0.: . '
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the It ali a.n !\Toteb ooks could easily have been recast into a life-
like study, but Hawthorne chose to utilize only the milieti in
which h i had made the sculptor *s ac quaint a.nc e •
CONCLUSIOITS TO 1860
At the end of 1860, with two slight exceptions, Chie f ly
Ab out War Matters and Our Old Home
,
Plawthorne had published
all the Yrorks which appeared in hia lifetime. The Dolliver
Romance, S ept imius Felt on , and Dr. Gr imshavre < s Secret are
unfinished and we-e given to Hawthorne's public posthumously.
In the period from 1855 to 1860, he vrrote with the mature
assurance of the powers that were his* The Marb le Faun
contains the summation of these pov/ers.
With what particular qualities of Hawthorne's style are
we most impressed at this time? And v/h8,t defects d-' serve the
most severe condemnation?
In the first place, we do not hesitate to express again
keen amazement at his gift of „cute obsyrvation. We see him
in the Notebooks a busy spectator of th^ actual scene and we
sye him in The Marb le Faun idealizing his jottings in artistic
form. Each new working of an idea gives it new depth of con-
ception, new beauty of exproosion. An intricate picture almost
blurred by overparticularizat ion of detail become^ a significant-
ly high-lighted setting for a romance imbued vrith the poetic
atmosphere of Rome, All that Hawthorne learned and thought
about the arts of Italy are woven into an inseparable part of
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this narrtitivej his appreciative aesthetic criticism is in a
large part the substance of the atmosphere. Always keenly sen-
sitive to the influence of nature, Havirthorne indulges his gift
for expressing his feeling to the highest degree. Sleepy
Hollow connoted tranquil emotional analysis of a.nd identifica-
tion with the mirror of perfection; the Italian plain in spring,
the Roman sunset, th& Alps surrounding Lake Leman suggests
ecsto-sy too keen for utterance. Such aesthetic satisf cict ion
as this produces not only imagination but impassioned prose,
Bultcible to the splendor of th« moment. But what will happen
when theoe awakened fires ignite the inflammable contents of
the mind of man; v«rhen t' ey happen upon material extraordinarily
sensitive to the touch of the lighted tipper? Then Virill come
the swift sudden bla.ze and the het.p of v^hite ashes. So it ia
with Hawthorne, Th fervor of his pre-occupation ivith his
conception of a personality possessed by an overpov^er ing sense
of guilt, pursued relentlessly by this sense of guilt, blinds
him to the lack of b^-'.lanoe in his characters. True, as he
creates them, they are consistent with their symbolism from
beginning to end; but in becoming sufficiently eccentric to
Scvtisfy the symbolism they fail ever to appear as real people
even in the world in which Hawthorne placed them. It is easier
to believe in the marvelous swimming defeat of Beowulf than to
conceive that Miriam could have tagged along after Kenyon and
Donatello from Monte Beni to Perugia without being recognized;
that »he could in the first place have lived at Monte Beni
unknoT,\m to Donatello; that a girl of her apparent fearlessnoos
^ (
II
I
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would not have found means of ridding herself of the raodel
long before her eyes bade Donatello cast him over the balcony*
Yet irritated though vre are th t such a surpassing gift should
be wasted on so much unreality as well as convinced that no
amnount of beautiful prose can suspend disbelief, v;-e do not
hesitate to say that T_he Marb le Faun is eminently satisfying.
Once there might have boon a Donatello, Miriam's earlier life
might have baen ugly enough to warrant her plasticity in the
hands of the enemy-and so it goes, Hawthorne is weaving a spell
about us. Hp? has bidden us dispense vfith actuality; he has
sicceeded in making us follow his command without further words,
Tor, unbelievably distorted as these characters appear to be,
we cannot easily forget them'. We are inclined to think that
this is a. fairly satisfying picture of Rome in the mid-nineteentl
century. The setting ia more reasonably accepted than the
characterization, for the evidence is before us in Hawthorne's
0"m notebooks, in our various reading, in the city itself,
VvThich we have visited within ten years. But for the other
emotional acceptance, there can b e no foundation in hard
thinking, Hawthorne's method of characterization, hich implies
his method of selecting and using details with reference to
proportion, force, and likelihood, is diaraetr ically o 'posed
to our own conception of excellent delineation; yet we are
impressed and may proceed further to an investigation of
supernatural phenomena. After e.ll, there is just a chance
that we, gazing piously at the authorities, are short of
vision; and that Hawthorne in his simple insistence on

Pollo-:ing zealously the path through mental intricacies for
:vhich he had the pattern set early in his life and which he
lever strove to change, has the larger prospect in vievj-. Had
he lived he might have proved his cuse, although ho never seemed
to be aware that he might have been blazing trails,
Now, that we are a little le^^s excited, we know that the
spell Havrbhorne v/eaves about us is merely his genius, of which
his technique h^iS become an indistinguishable part. V/hen his
material is congenial, his imagination is energized to such a
degree tha^ he uses the devices of style with the conjuror's
touch, ¥ve know that Hawthorne can v/rite without stirring us
at all, and we have noted at these times an absence of certain
practices. Enthusiasm lags in the Engli sh Noteb o oks j in these
intensification producing connotative significance is discernible
only on rare occ-.-sions. But in the Italian Not eb o oks and their
offspring The Marb 1? Faun , the vrords in happy combination
exTDress the author's joy in his tu.sk, sombre though it may at
times bej hyperbole, negation, exclamation, anti the s i s , ar range
d
in artistic proportion and with artistic restraint betray the
emotional undercurrent; beautiful variety in sentence structure
produces musical, rhythmical prose v.'-hile refining the thought
to a nice perfection. All this skill vrith mere effect-producing
devices is, of course, colored by the indefinable gift of
literary manipulation which is Hawthorne's, But one would be
incomplete and unsatisfactory without tho other.
In 1860, Hawt"'-'orne \7as fifty-six years old, expressing
his intellectual development variously thro\jgh his prose.
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His choice of material for fiction favors the morbid and unusual
He imposes complexities on his characters for the sake of moral
symbolism and cres.tes abnormal types. He never recognizes
individualization evon in the shadowy world in which his people
live. He is confident of his power in depicting unrealities,
but not so confident of how these unrealities vrlll be received
by his public. He seems to have built up a set of s ug :_:e s t i ons
for perfecting the craft of v^riting, vfhich apply vj-ith gre:it
pa.r t icular ity to his o^Tn vfork. He developed these empirically*
they probably had utilitarian value and he had no idea of ever
handing them along, TiThen he discusses literary ways and means
he is consistent in practice, but he is never able to discern
parallels between art and literature. He can criticize a
masterpiece in painting or sculpture v.'-ith a keenness vrhich in-
dicates an awareness of the standards which h^ falsifies in his
own literary works. He recognizes and admits, however, his
shortcomings; that the list is small is not due to any self
delusion. He feels the prolixity in his style, but cannot
amend it. His mind works in great concentric circles around
a given point, and the instant that his imagination is aroused
it begins to move inwardly a^vay from the outer edge and steadily
tovrards the center. Perhaps, his greatest defect, -and defect
is an exceedingly poor choice here-is his inability to
recognize the larger possibilities that surround all living and
inanimate matter in space. For Hawthorne, these possibilities
are vagiiely present, but in writing he chooses a single phase
of the whole and subdivides that single phase into as many
aspects as the instance demands to sharpen the focus.
( I ]
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Accordingly, his defect, which may have and undoubtedly did
narrovj- his m9ntal outlook, is, nevertheless, another inseparable
portion of his genius, When these numerous aspects are skil-
fully articulated into a vrhole, as is the case in The Ma I'b 1 e
^
Faun , "we see Hawthorne's mind not only occupied ^vith the
single aspect of the matter, but also attempting to attach
the minutiae to reality and consequently give them literary
shape and substance. All this Hawthorne has not learned over-
night but by long years of great literary diligence, of insis-
tence always upon second impression, of being convinced that he
digests details slowly and needs careful reflection,
Hovr does the period we have been discussing, reveal the
attitude of HaiYthorne towards his work? Y^e find hi^n here
displaying at times his usual restraint, and the caution v/hich
makes him prefer a second look before passing judgment is
probably an outgrowth of this habitual restraint. He treats
his work informally and fairly intimately in the Notebooks
while in The Marb le Faun , he is exceedingly earnest. The Note-
books indicate that he could view trifles humorously, but the
larger expressions of humor in the novel are cynical. His
enthusiasm for the Old World scene is evident throughout the
whole period and often develops a liveliness which is a distinct
contrast to the sustained combreness of earlier years* Equally,
when his imagination is not stirred, his enthusiasm is tepid,
and the result is usually decentralized, blurred descriptive
detail. His attitude is never strictly unemotional, throughout
The Marb le F aun he is consistently emotional to a greater or
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lesser degree suiting the exigencies of the scene. The Notebooks!
preserve his fearless expression of opinion on critical theory
of the arts, based on facultative analysis. He is never afraid
of being in the wrong in any judgment that he carea to give.
None of his outspokenness occurs in The Mar b le Faun except
in the coTunents by the Viray, which are obviously his ovm and
vfhich have usually been expressed earlier in the Not eb ooks .
All the introspections, however intense, of the characters,
all the expressions and actual indications of growing affection
between the principals are restrained by the strictest canons
of good taste.
The only noticeable re-occurrence of mannerism is the
occasion of pairing. But this must be considered negligible
since the defect makes but a single a.ppearance. It is never-
theless, interesting to mark it in both his first and last
published works. If we take Hawthorne's own implied criticism
at face value, we ought perhaps to consider his pre-occupation
with unusual mental states and with the effect of evil upon
the soul as a mannerism. It is interesting to rec:-..ll that
Hawthorne is only concerned with the transforming of personality
by the knovfledge of evil* he never tries his hand at probing
the actual cause. Some pressure or force must have made Nero
a monster, but v;e are left to devise for ourselves the nature
of the impetus.
The mechanics of characterization are much the same as
those v/e have noted formerly. The ruling passion is motivated
by moral implication instead of intellectual, although v^e had

a glimpse of this in The Scarlet Letter » The germ of individ-
ualization in the oase of Povj-ers never takes root. Men and
vfomen conversing easily and naturally are never a part of the
Hawthorne mosaic. There seems to be no reason why a perspicuous
writer with an eye on the end in view should not substitute
direct for indirect discourse even in journals. It has been
done. By connotative detail, usually psychological analyses,
Hawthorne supplies his characters with s ignif io ance -not in
any sense an alteration of previous method.
Finally Hawthorne »s genius had an unmistakably startling
effect on the continuity of his narrative. Careful craftsman
that he was, he knevf, once the idea becarao workable in his
hands, the general outline of the resolution. But he did not
know how to weave 'his narrative incident into the long
digressions which occur in The Ma rb 1 e Faun , Digressions are,
of course, admissible for the sake of suspense, but here there
ib often danger of becoming so engrossed in these long,
heightened pabsages that the thread of the story is nearly
lost. Besides, Hawthorne's digressions are never of minor
propo rtions-that is, they never take the form of interesting
comment or illu:::t rative anecdote in passing. They always have
a thesis to orove and a substance of thoir onm, It may be that
we have here one of the rei^sons that Hawthorne slights obviously
crucial incidents. The oth-r reason is that Hy.wthorne did not
penetrate sufficiently th ? craft of narrative writing.
1
LATE YiTRITINGS
From 1860 until his de&th in 1863 Hawthorne lived at The
vTayside in Concord and gave to the public but three vforks,
Chie fly Ab out War Matter a , Our Old Home , and two chaT:ters of
the unfinished Dolliver Romance . Published posthumously and
incomplete aro Seiotimius Felton and Dr. Grimshawe's Secret,
=
J
The chief stylistic interest in S eptimius Fe It on lies in
the author's suggestive notes hetvj-wen "che variouo fragments
of the narr.tive. These serve to indicate how a conception
is to be expanded when Hawthorne gets around to applying the
finishing touch, Septimius lurking by the roadside in the
early part of the narrative watches a fragment of British
soldiers pass by. We quote Hawthorne's note: "(Describe how
their faces affected him, passing so near; how strange they
Z
seemed,)" And later after the tribe finally extinguishes
the life of the Deathless Sachem; "(Make this legend grotesque,
and express the weariness of the tribe at the intolerable
control the undying one had o"^ themj his always bringing up
precepts from his own experience, never consenting to anything
new, and so impeding progress; his habits hardening into him,
his ascribing to himself all wisdom, and depriving everybody
of his right to successive command; his endless talk, and
dvj-elling on the past, so that the world could not bear him.
Describe his ascetic and severe habits, his rigid calmness,
etc,)"
"phg -tyj-Q examples suffice to emphasize v/hat all students
1 Riverside Edition, Vol. XI, p. 221, ff,
2 Ibid,, p. 2 53 ,
3 Ibid,, p, 318, ff.
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of Hawthorne know, that everything grows in emplitude when he
employs his reflective powers.
In all other considerations. Sept imius Fe Iton reveals
the identical qualities and tendencies of the other romances.
It is, o course, much less imaginatively connotative than
The Marb le Faun , but the setting, Lexington and Boston, is now
in Ha-wthorne's mind fairly commonplace, and the possibilities
of the plot offer much less vy.riation, Hawthorne, however,
shapes here a coherent recasting of the theme of The Anoe stral
Footstep. He adds to it the favorite e lixir-of - lif e motive.
and, as we have suggested, draws th • setting in America instead
of England. Septimius Felton is no new creation: he is one of
a long line of intellectuals completely dominated by an over-
whelming desire for the unattainable, made by Havrthorne, as
usual, attainable and purposeless. The method of characteriza-
tion is almost iTholly intense introspective an;j.lysis, extended
to great length. The usual devices of formula, interrogation,
negation, balance appear in the more heightened pat.sages.
Virtually all the passages concerning Septimius are considerably
heightened without much regard for the desirable non-uniform
one of sensation. Of course, the supernatural haunts every
page; every opportunity, both pertinent and otherwise, for
presenting a legend is taken advantage of. The retarding
influence on the progress of the „ction is obvious. The only
outspokenness is cont;u.ined in Hawthorne's views about war, of
vrhich he cordially disapproves. With the exception of Septimius'E
long meditations, one or two passages of nature description
o ' £ ir:
: s. a 0
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and the very poetic explantition or tho distillation of the
elixir, tho mood is comparatively spiritlet-s. But HaTArthorns
produces a bit of imaginative writing in describing this process
1
which may be classified with his best. Here are the custom-ary
skilful v/ord painting, euphonic rhythm, well-placed cadence,
ethereal significance, and symbolic suggestiveness , This
unfinished mystery, for that is re-illy what this projected novel
seems to be, io not the Hawthorne, vj-ho v^-rote The Magb le Fau n
although the stamp of his powers is on the work»
Biographical studies of Hawthorne usuc^lly ca.ll attention
to his apparent unconcern about contemporary affairs. In 1862,
he crept out of his shell lonp; enough to discuss the war, and,
by so doing, presented his ..econd piece of expository prose
2
on an affair of current s ignif ic K.nce
,
Chiefly Ab out Y^ar Matters,
He makes an interesting admission in the Preface, "Of course,
the general heart- quo.ke of the country long ago knocked at my
cottage-door, and compelled me, reluctantly, to suspend the
contemplation of certy.in fant^^sies, to which, according to my
harmless custom, I was endeavoring to give a sufficiently
3
life-like asr^ect to admit of their figuring in a romance,"
Obviously, he considers fantasies to be sufficiently life-like
to figure in a romance. His practice proves the confidence
expressed forcibly in the understatement,
Bui: to return to the article under c onsideration-f or
it vxas an article and appeared in the At lant ic Monthly for
July, 1862, We remember that Hawthorne's first essay in this
1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XI, p, 400, ffj 402, ff,
2 Ibid., Vol, XII, p, 299, ff.
3 lb id,, p, 299,
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type was unfortunate. This informal presentation of his attitude
toT;-j.rds the Civil War ia extremely satisfactory. He has no axe
to grind* he oan expreos himself fearlessly, and even be careless
of the result, for the author is cited only by the, title
A Pe ac ab 1 e I.Ian « He displays his nov; matured skill in the inter-
weaving oj? minute observations, A friend accompanies him on a
trip to Washington to study the v^rar at close range. Havrthorne*s
vision concerning war in general seems to be pretty clear; his
mind has not been idle at The Wayside, He stutes the facts
as he sees then; his imagination supplies parallels, introduces
significance. He does not slight his gift for nature descriv;tion
along his route any more than he slights any noteworthy scene
upon which he happens, and his choice is excellent. He eschews
trivialities. He cannot help the all-pervading cynicism, but
he holds himself to subtle expression of the mood, alvj-ays well
placed. His portrait of Lincoln, which Wti.cs first suppressed
and later printed, is the most realistic sketching he hao yet
produced-realistic
,
yet artistically sym.pathet ic • YiTe ferventl3r
wish that the editor had allowed other portraits of th^ great
and near great, which appeared in the original m-muscript, to
be included here. Actually, various paragraphs in the original
manuscript were omitted although Hawthorne himself was alloY>red
to write the editorial notes exi^laining the omissions. We
quote these on one occasion: "We are again compelled to inter-
fere with our friend»s license of personal description and
criticism. Even Cabinet Ministers ( ) had their
private immunities, which ought to be conscientiously observed,
-
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unless, indeed , the writer chanced to have some very piquant
1
motives for violating them," Perhaps here, at last, if the
picture of Lincoln is illustrative, vr° might have seen the
"darker, more forceful touch," needed by both Hilda and
Hav/thorne to give relief to their vfork.
It amazes us to find in this exposition of Hawthorne *s
so many of his qualities, particularly when we remember that
the The Life of Franklin P ierce virtually lacked all of them.
We have ;.lready spoken of the imaginative coloring which
pleasantly tints th^ whole. He 'Iso uses his favorite devices
of intensification, in every case suitably restrained. He does
not neglect his sense for detecting morbid detail; we are
treated to a description of the unsightly Confederate prisoner
and to th^ gruesome details of his killing of a Yankeeo
Hawthorne's penetration is keen here. He is earnest
beneath the semblarc e of informality, not in any sense, it shoul
be said, the colloquial informality which he tried unsuccess-
fully to make his in the memoir of Franklin Pierce. Strangely
enough, although this is a serious ma .er, it is neither grave
nor sombre in tone. YiTe may even say that it seems congenial,
Hawthorne never allows his purpose to get out of hand, all
the v/hile discussing the ivhole significance of the national
catastrophe in prophetic terms at; affecting the future. Much
of what has come to paas gives testimony to his long vision,
Hawthorne died before The Dolliver Romano
e
had been
completed. Two chapters had been published serially in the
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1 Riverside Edition, Vol, XII, p, 303, footnote.
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At lant ic Monthly , and these with an unpublished fragment appear
in thn complete editions of his -.7orks» These chapters and frag-
ments add nothing to this investigation. The novel itself is
a ne-^ adaptation of the elixir-of -lif e theme, and Dr. Dolliver
is developed in the customary introspective fashion. Colonel
Dabney appears in a brief scene; what use Hawthorne would have
made of his violent death we ha.ve no Yfay of knowing*
In 1863, tho year of Hawthorne's death, he published
Our Old Home, a series of descriptive sketches, based on the
English I'Tot eb o oks , and bearing the same relation to these jour-
nals that %h.Q Marb le Faun does to tho Italian Notebooks, althoug
the types of discourses differ. The English Not eb ooks
,
we
recall, were comparatively dry, and the evidence of the effect
of careful reflection in adding emotional color is the most
illuminating quality of this collection. Much of the
material in Our Old H o :":
e
has already become a portion of the
earlier discussion. We propose novr to consider perceptible
differences
,
What was formerly set doivn in the way of rather vague
comment has becom.e explicit assertion concerning the English
people and their ways. The Notebooks had suggested indirectly
Hawthorne's impatience vfith the English scheme. Here, vrriting
primarily for his American public, he states v/ithout reserve
his resentment of the English feeling of superiority. The
interminable pages of concrete detail, which abound in the
Notebooks have yielded to the process of selection and to the
charm of vrovd. painting. The recurring ideas in the Notebooks
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are present here, iDut they are more significantly uncluded,
Hawthorne still expresses his admiration for English ivy,
which in the Notebooks seemed to turn his first impatience
to a half-hearted appreciation oi the venerable antiquity of
Britain. Nov/- the ivy does morej It symbolizes in its sturdy
parasitical growth the deepjrooted national life of the English
people. The literary judgments Yz-hich v;-e missed in the journals
appear occasionally, Tennyson, who m.erely strode through a
single page of the Noteb 3 oks , is now praised for producing
along with others in his tradition "ravishing effects by dint
of a tender minuteness of touch " The home of Shakespeare
is visited at last and the description of the v/hole scene is
d: stinctly prosaic. Indeed, Hawthorne writes, "I should con-
sider it unfair to quit Shakespeare's house without the frank
acknovrle dgem9nt that I was conscious of not th" slightest
emotion while viewing it, nor any quickening of the omagination.
The admission on Hawthorne's part is superfluous. He is almost
equally unmoved upon his visit to the shrine of Burns,
In retrospect London impressed him favorably. He thor-
oughly disliked the city in the Notebooks although he v/as
aopreciative of its atmosphere of venerable antiquity. He write^
that London had been the dream city of his youth, but now, "I
had found it better than my dreamj for there is nothing else
in life comparable (in that species of enjoyment, I mean) to
the thick, heavy, oppressive, sombre delight which an American
is sensible of, hardly knowing whether to call it a pleasure
1 Nathaniel Hawthorne: Our Old Home, Ticknor and Fields,
Boston, 186 5, p, 116
{
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or a pain, in the atmosphere of London." His impression takes
on the complexity of unexplained emotion. Nowhere did he
express in the Notebooks the atmosphere of lazy passivity,
contentment with this passivity, adding the timeless connota-
tion with the success he achieves here.
"For each day seemed
endless, though never wearisome. As far as your actual experi'
ence is concerned, the English summer-day has positively no
beginning and no end. When you awake, at any reasonable hour,
the sun is already shining through the curtains; you live
through unnumbered hours of Sabbath quietude, wit;h a calm
variety of incident softly etched upon their tranquil lapse;
and at length you become conscious that it is bedtime again,
while there is still enough daylight in the sky to make the
pages of your book distinctly legible. Night, if there be
any such season, hangs down a transparent veil through which
the by-gone day beholds its successor; or, if not quite true
of the latitude of London, it may be soberly affirmed of the
more northern parts of the island, that To-morrow is born
before its Yesterday is dead. They exist together in the
golden twilight, where the decrepit old day dimly discerns
the face of the ominous infant; and you, though a mere mortal,
may simultaneously touch them both, v/ith one finger of recol- -
lection and another of prophecy," 2
His keen enjoyment of
Vfestminster Abbey is responsible for one of the rare, moving
flights of imagination in the journals. But especially here,
describing the Poet»s Corner, he writes with a kind of
3
personal passion. However in the first sentence of the next
paragraph he explains his excess, which needs no apology since
it rings with unmistakable sincerity. "In the foregoing
paragraph I seem to have been betrayed into a flight above or
beyond the customary level that best agrees vfith me; but it
represents fairly enough the emotions with which I passed from
1 Our Old Home, p. 250.
2 Ibid., p. 254/ff.
3 Ibid., p. 309, ff.
I
Poets* Corner into the chapels " Again the
admission is superfluous.
The two outstanding portraits in Our Old Home are those
of Miss Bacon, an American descendant of Lord Bacon, in
England to establish Lord Bacon as the writer of Shakespeare's
plays, and Leigh Hunt, Miss Bacon was a monomaniac, Hawthorne
tells us, and we are not surprised that he describes her type
accurately. It is plain that Hawthorne felt certain that
Miss Bacon had become eccentric, obsessed as she was by the
justice of her investigations and convinced of the soundness
of her findings. With his customary skill in presenting
pertinent detail to prove his point, Havfthorne reproduces
seemingly every instant of his meeting with Miss Bacon suited,
in writing, to a point of view entirely sympathetic, but not
wholly approving. Of Leigh Hunt, Hawthorne gives an idealized
picture. He was deeply impressed with this aged survivor of
the romantic school. Inevitably his prose imaginatively
portrays, with the exception of the preliminary notation of
several externals, what he diagnoses the inward spirit of
Leigh Hunt to be.
Dr . Gr imshav/e ' s Secret was published posthumously and
is another unfinished version of The Ancestral Footstep .
Hawthorne undoubtedly intended it to be a vehicle capable
of carrying a double load, a romantic story and his own
impressions of the English Countryside and the English people.
It should be interesting to the student of Hawthorne's narra-
tive technique, for the author's notes are appended and
'
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rerealed -how he wrestled with this problem from a nevf point
of view, but with centralization undisturbed. The prose is
unmarked by any special power. Evidently the English scene
forbade the pure flight of Hawthorne's lyric fancy,
CONCLUSIONS TO 1863
The final period of Hawthorne's literary life is not
particularly fruitful in the-'light of critical analysis.
Septimius F e 1 1 o
n
reveals Hawthorne's tendency to vievr the
single phase of each situation as he meets it in each minute
sequential development. In presenting his main character,
he stresses the dominant passion by his usual devices of
intensification. Occasionally, his gift for overlaying
imaginative coloring appears.
Chiefly Ab o ut War Matters discloses Hawthorne in an
especially penetrating mood. He treats expository material
with a nice sense of proportion, introducing admissible
digressions, and presenting significance both by implication
and direct statement. Subtle cynicism, artistically applied,
pervades the whole. For the first time, he introduces com-
paratively realistic portrayal of character. When he is
sufficiently moved, he produces imaginative prose with his
usual skill.
The recasting of the Engl ish Noteb ooks in Our Old Home
is of particular interest for its revelation of the author's
thinking habits. Here is proof that Hawthorne tells the truth
about himself; for this compilation is really in the nature of
y i -i
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a second impression of England, and he has told us that his
powers of observation can be fulfilled only by second impression
The sketches indicate, a.s in numerous previous ca.ses, the
vfork -.vhon the material is entirely congenial. The principal
example is the coolness and aloofness of Hawthorne ^ s attitude
when discussing Burns and Shakespeare. Traces of characteriza-
tion appear in the recorded interview with Miss Bacon, the
details of whose character are selected by their conformity to
her monomania, and Leigh Hunt, who becomes the great ideal
romanticist at the hands of Hawthorne. Dr. Grimshav/e's Secret
makes no valuable contribution to stylistic analysis,
POETRY
Hawthorne's poetry needs merely to be read in order to
appreciate its utter lack of artistic perception. It is
surprising that Hawthorne, who could v/rite such lyric prose,
should be so completely inarticulate in poetry. Quotation
gives ample proof of the opinion.
The Star of Calvary
I
It is the same infrequent star,-
The all- imper ious light
That like a v;-atcher, gazing on
The changes of the night.
Toward the hill of Bethlehem took
In solitary flight,
IV
There is no living wind astirj
The Bat's unholy wing
Threads through the noiseless olive trees.
Like some unquiet thing
Which playeth in the darkness, when
The leaves are whispering.
... i V
VI
There is a cross, not one alone,
•Tis even three I count
Like columns on the mossy marge
Of some old Grecian fount;
1
Walking on the Sea,
When the storm of the mountains on Galilee fell.
And lifted its waters on high;
And the faithless disciples were bound in the spell
Of mysterious alarm - their terrors to quell,
Jesus whispered, "Fear not, it is I,"
The storm could not bury that word in the wave.
For 'twas taught through the tempest to flyj
It shall reach his disciples in every clime.
And His voice shall be near in each troublous time.
Saying, "Be not afraid, it is I," 2
QUALITIES AND DEFECTS OF HAWTHORNE'S STYLE
We have discovered in Hawthorne many indications of what
the authorities call style. Now that the analysis is complet
come the comparing of our findings and an attempt to d raw
conclusions based, not on feeling at this point, but on fact.
We shall first discuss the evidences of continuous power.
CONTINUOUS POWER- CONTINUOUS TOAKNESS
Hawthorne seems always to have accomplished certain
literary feats with great skill. Of tvfo types of paragraph
development, he was always master. We have either quoted or
referred to numerous examples of the paragraph idea amplified
by means of interaction or by suggestive concrete detail,
1 Soe nes in the LiJ"ei^ of the Saviour by the Poets and Painter
by R# W. "GrisVold, Lindsay and BlacKest'on, FRTlVcTelpTiia, T<
p. 164.
2 Ibid., p. 95.

He knev/ from the very beginning the secret of unified structure;
whether long or short, Hawthorne's paragraph always proceeds
to the next point at the proper instant.
In weaving together the elements of his sentence,
Hawthorne at all the stages of his progress uses many abstract
expressions with a corresponding weight of implied thought.
His style, therefore, must be judged luxuriant only from a
purely technical point of viev;-. He never failed to produce
intensity of some sort in any sentence built around an adequate
idea.
Throughout his work his rate moves deliberately in by far
the larger number of instances. The rare occasions of increased
rate belongs not to the discussion of continuous- pov/er, but to
the discussion of growing power, Hawthorne's lighter touches
rarely increase the speed of the passage; they merely alter the
tone even as his emotional intensity merely deepens the intensityi
Rhythm and cadence are p ermanent qualities of Hawthorne's
imaginative prose. He confesses to no ear for musical tone,
but he knew instinctively the melody of speech. Early in this
paper, we gave up the notation of rhythmic qualities, for they
are nearly as obvious as his power of minute observation,
Hawthorne's attitude towards his v.'ork is never disengaged.
He inclines towards restraint, usually, but gives evidence in
each period being able to assume the informal style. Humor,
never rollicking, attends his work and appears at surprising
moments. No period completely lacks a touch of amused interest,
always half cynical.
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Hawthorne's work consistently and continuously expresses
keenness of mind evinced in his pre-occupat ion with the practice
of his craft as he evolved this practice, his penetrating
analysis of a single idea, his hypersensitive faculty for
observing detail. Pie is always emotionally concerned with and
attracted by morbidness in whatever form. His literary morals
never suffer alteration. No one can with fairness question his
sincerity, ideality, austerity, and his keenly developed sense
of literary integrity. The reader can at all times be impressed
by the polished smoothness of his style, his explicit and
euphonious diction, his ability to create concrete image and to
picture the natural scene, his patient diagnosis of the mental
states of his characters.
Even in Fan s haweHawtho rne revealed unusual power in his
diction. Throughout his litero.ry life he assembles words in
great numbers, all accurately chosen for their exact denotation,
or if they are synonymous, for their increasing significance,
or if they are antonyms for the force of their sharp contrast.
He is equally skilful in grouping words together, invariably
producing aesthetic connotations, for his groupings are all
examples of artistic word painting. His favorite grouping takes
the form of refining by a series of aT^positives or by employing
appositive balance,
Hawthorne has no weakness that can be defined as continuous.
No technical defect appears with the same degree of prominence
in all four periods. Offensive pairing occurs sufficiently
often to be recalled, but at Hawthorne's maturity he had learned
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to use the combined adjectives v/ith marked effect. Perhaps we
may call his ove rearne s tne s s a defect as well as his pre-occupa-
tion with the problem of evil, or with the minds of unreal men
and women. Perhaps, too, his inordinate desire to include every-
thing in the scene may be manneristic. But there is a differenc<
between the bias of an author's genius artistically expressed
and eccentricity, inartistically expressed. The distinction
favors Hawthorne in this case.
CUMULATIVE POWER; STRENGTHENING AND REFINING OF GENIUS
The prose of Hawthorne's first period, 1828-1840, of which
Fanshawe is the earliest example is ve 'y far removed in quality
from the prose of the period which includes The Marb le Faun >
He gives us no hint of what forces might have been in operation
to bring about the change except the indirect references that
he had pursued his literary career with great literary dili-
gence. He does not confess to having played the "sedulous apa"
to the great masters of prose style who came before him. That
he was critical of himself, sensitive to the most delicate
shading of the meaning of a word, exceedingly painstaking in the
actual practice of writing, insistent upon the second glimpse
and sometimes the third to secure the proper degree of reflective
significance may be reasonably accepted. The first part of his
literary career, judged from the prolixity of the shorter
sketches of varied type which appeared during these years, was
the formative period, when all his tendencies revealed themselves
were, after a v\rhile, either discarded or allov/ed to become a
1,
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positive or negative quality of the stylistic pattern, "VVe shall
follow Hawthorne's progress through his experiments with all
stylistic devices and mark the various levels of development.
First, in the earliest period, Hawthorne tried his skill
with many types of paragraph and vfas equally skilful with all.
His methods of amplification are the divining rod \rj v/hich
we judge the degree of his success. He develops his idea
in all the approved ways, but he particularly favors the
associative forms of amplifying. He suggests interaction
variously and does it by means of v/ord painting which provides
deepening for the significance often directly expressed. Or he
presents a series of either concrete or 'abstract details,
chosen for the express purpose of stressing the single aspect
to which the paragraph is devoted. In the latter case the
reader thinks himself either into the limits of the scene or
into the atmosphere in xvhich Hawthorne imagined the conception.
Once Hawthorne came to realize that in these two forms were
the most useful for picturing explicit setting and for present-
ing the results of his dissection of the mind of man, he
employed them continually. The "two forms are always sufficient-
ly varied by intensification to prevent the appearance of
monotony. After this practice has hardened, Hawthorne turns
his gift of acute observation to the practice of gathering
particularized detail, which may, in reflection, be further
atomized, always, however, deepened by the application of
pertinent significance. Finally this v/ealth of detail is
re-arranged, not too noticeably pruned, and expressed with a
splendid sweep of connotative color.
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As YTQ have noted, Hawthorne, enjoyed subjecting his sentence
idea to a series of refining explications of various kinds. His
least artistic attempts show themselves early, when much of his
work is either simple or compound in mood. But he soon learned
that the peculiarly diagnostic nature of his thinking demanded
more complex expression; consequently, he refines by means of
consecutive subordinations or by a series of grammatical
appositives, modified in subordinate mood. In the beginning
these are often tautological, but shortly we find the idea
baing held up in successively clearer li{;;ht. Finally each
clarifying process serves to impress as well as clarify, and
the reader receives a single effect, heightened but nor blurred
by the added coloring. The next step is the establishment of a
favorite sentence pattern, which includes nicely focused refining
and stress; accordingly, we have seen the frequent occurrence
of the type of sentence which heaps up its preparatory modifiers
in a long list of appositives before the dash and expresses the
focal idea in a brief statement after it. At langth, the list
of appositives appears without articulation and the power of
imagery produces the complex mood. More often these lists are
made up of abstractions which possess tremendous implication.
Since Havvrthorne possessed great skill in word painting, his
picture is often magnificently conceived. Obviously, this
compacted, abstract writing is Hawthorne's individual approach
to intuitive expression. Spontaneity, after reflection, mani-
fests itself in the texture of his sentence pattern.
No more difficult to mark is his developing skill in the
use of intensifying devices in his sentences, Hawthorne's
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greatest gift lies in the firmness with which he supplies
emotional c onnota ti on-this is his most natural form of expres--
sion. It is, therefore, imperative tha'; he learn the secret of
the subtle distribution of force. In the days of apprenticeship
the days that marked the prolific output of the self-styled
"dreamy sketches", Havfthorne tried his hand at almost every
kind of intensifying device. The list is repetitious; to be
explicit, we offer it: personification, hyperbole, irony, antith
esis, interrogation, exclamation, negation, balance, repetition,
synonymous echo, interruption usually in the form of brief
parenthetical by-play, occasionally challenge. Here is, indeed,
a surfeit, and, at first, this surf=;it is apparent. The effect
produced is one of monotonous over-intensification, often
applied to subject matter which does not deserve the harsh
insistence of unrelieved stress. At this stage, the favorite
devices are hyperbole and personification. But, at the end of
Hawthorne's first period, he is learning restraint in the use
of intensification without sacrificing the effect. Later he
concentrates his skill and is satisfied with the stress produced
by negation; interrogation; balanced, thought-cumulative repeti-
tion; occasional hyperbole or personification. He even intro-
duces a new device - allusion. He has learned meanwhile to
distribute his force so that the non-uniform tone of sensation
is no longer offensive,
.The rate of movement in Hawthorne's prose in retrospect
does not reveal, except in the case of his stories for children,
any marked change. As we have frequently suggested, it is never
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rapid; more often it progresses evenly, better defined as
leisurely in narrative, vrith a tendency to slowness. In view
of the weight of abstractions it carries, it could not decorousl;'
move more speedily. Curiously enough the intensifying devices,
which are Hawthorne's stock in trade vrhon he re-creates the
agitation of the tortured mind, do suggest the rapidity of
thinking; nevertheless, technically the rate is still not fast.
In passages which, in their tone, approach something like
vivacity, there is danger of confusing this appearance of gayety
with increase in rate. Actually, as in the case of added inten-
sification, the rate is not hastened. But Hav/thorne in the four
collections of stories for children expressing himself with
unstudied spec if icnes s , adapted himself with perfect ease to the
simple, straightforward narrative movement, suitable to the
occasion. Here the obviously strong interest in his undertaking
carries him persistently and with some swiftness to the end
of each story. In his third and fourth periods when Hawthorne's
powers of refining have been perfected, the resulting luxuriance
is likely to be impeding, but not unpleasantly so. Less simple
to reconcile to stylistic standard, viewed frora the larger
consideration of movement in narrative, is the constant intrusion
of admissible and occasionally inadmissible digression. It
v^'ould not be fair to leave unnoted in connection with rate,
Hawthorne's ability to v/rite a short, pithy sentence between
longer ones, or, a siACcession of short, forceful sentences,
thereby increasing speed if only for the instant. But he so
rarely makes use of his skill in this direction that tho effect
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on the general rate is scarcely noticeable.
There is no mistaking Hawthorne's love for vj-ords and his
divination of the infinite possibilities latent in their
combinations. It is here that his type of genius is most
observable. In Fanshawe , as we have pointed out, they are
merely playthings in his hands. His vocabulary is large and
latinistic, the latinistic quality being partially responsible
for his usually faultless rhythm. In his earlier years, he
uses symbolics extravagantly, but except in one or two cases
when his subject matter lured him into triviality, the lack
of economy appears to be purely technical. His abstractions,
even nov/, are heavily weighted and the conjunctions supply
imperative transition. On perhaps two occasions he reaches
the other extreme and employs an overabundance of idea vj-ords,
producing not, as might be expected, the ideal restrained oral
manner, but a glaring conciseness. This texture does not
again appear, for he returns to the congenial use of abstraction
made precise by specific modifiers. As skill increases, he
suppresses conjunctions until at his maturity semi-colons often
appear in their place. It must not be supposed, however, that
he creates a monotony of ab s trac tnes s , for concrete imagery
constantly varies the pattern. Hawthorne's feeling for
connotative possibilities is the nucleus of his genius. He
displays this gift from beginning to end; it is the natural
mode of expression for a romanticist v/ith deeply reflective
tendencies. The emotional undercurrent, largely produced by
choice of diction, in Fans hawe has already been explained.

and this undercurrent is never absent in the long list of
writings from 1828 to 1863 . liVhenever Hawthorne is imbued vrith
the will to impress, the diction, whether leaning towards the
c ommonplaoe-a rare occurrence-or towards the learned and Latin,
is colored by significant implication. Aesthetically sensitive
in thought, Havj-thorne worked for and perfected an aesthetically
sensitive mode of expression. Accordingly, we find his power
in combining v^ords and in associating friendly words always
increasing. The evidences detected are his graphic figures,
artistic pairing and even occasional tripling, his use of the
packed epithet, his unerring choice of the picturesque decora-
tive epithet, his brilliant refining to an exactly centered
focus, implying at last a restraint in the use of meaningless
and redundant modification, the development of synonymous echo
from flippant substitution to necessary thoughtful addition.
Hawthorne* s connotation can be either delicately etched as in
the collection of stories for children or laid on with heavy
strokes of brilliant emotional color or with dark hues of
despair. Nature energized the connotative spirit in Hawthorne
as did most objects of surpassing loveliness provided that they
were conf,;enial to the prevailing mood. Consequently, beauty
is always significant, and the deep aesthetic satsifaction with
his Italian visit v/as translated into what was for him ecstatic
expression. At his maturity we find unmistakable proof that the
energizing of his imaf;ination was dependent upon contact v/ith
highly agreeable surroundings, and this imaginative writing
was not only his most effective but, e.t the same time, his
322
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clearest writing. Eis lack of a really warm sentiment towards
England produced many times blurred and vitiated decentralization
Hawthorne's prose as a medium for expressing himself
possesses certain constant qualities, already suggested in
the discussion of his continuous poiver# It must be confessed
again that the conclusions, drawn as they are from impression,
are exceedingly tenuous. But when he actually expresses his
opinions without ulterior purpose, there is some basis in fact
for inference. Since all these expressions indicate his mind
at work, it has been proper to include them in the investigation.
"We find him unable to criticize himself with astuteness: he con-
fesses his penchant for "dressing up" his material; he acknoviT-
ledges to his need for second reflection; he deplores the
excessive use of detail that makes no one point stand out more
prominently than any other in ".he perspective. On the other
hand he recognizes certain defects in the sister arts, the
parallels of which occur in his ovm practice. He never seems
to see the inconsistency between theory and practice in his ov/n
observation. The fact is a permanent blind spot on his other-
wise usually keen penetration. His failure to penetrate all
types of character may have had a biological source, but it
seems almost certain that it was distinctly a matter of choice.
Everyivhere in these expressions of self his mind hinges on the
supernatural and morbidly realistic detail. Hawthorne's
arrangement of details so that his s etting is perfectly and
believably imaged commands admiration. When his purpose is
obviously to produce a single concrete picture, his suggestion
1 ilk '
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of implication is suitably delicate. It is needless repetition
to mention again his unusually keen powers of observation, but
it is pertinent to mark that expans ivene s s of observation often
becomes strict narrovmess in practice. For instantly, among a
given group of details he may discover an aspect which lends
itself to symbolism. All normal synthesis is immediately sus-
pended "while his mind circles about the delectable morsel.
Comparing the various Notebooks with the later recasting of
the material contained in them as v^-ell as examination of the
author's own notes in Th e Ancestral Footstep
,
Sept imius Fe It on
,
and Dr_. Gr imshawe ' s S e c r e
t
,
proves the point beyond question.
Mannerisms occur so rarely in Hawthorne that they can
almost be counted off on the fingers. Most of these are to be
fo\.md in the earliest period,, A few have already been discussed
under other heading's. The matter of offensive pairing, the
coupling of every noun with a descriptive adjective, the
unpleasant repetition of the definite article need no further
comment except to mention the occurrence of pairing once in
every period. Over-refinement of the sentence idea disappears
at the end of the first rnd the beginning of the second period,
Hawthorne's latinism, v/e presume, ought to be included here,
but we hesitate to confess an author's natural mode of expres-
sion with his use of an obviously eccentric design. However
not, of course, latinistic,
the repeated use of such words as darksome, edifice, visage,
antique , immi tigab le , and imbued is definitely manneristic,
and these words invariably appear in every period of Hawthorne*
s
literary development. The list of improprieties in Hawthorne*
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with one exception, scarcely deserve notice. Only one instance
occurs in each case, three of vfhich are, in the first period
and one in the second. The improprieties are the indecorous
presenting of the earnest and the trivial in the same passage,
awkward pedantry, shift of point of view within the paragraph,
and the unusually generous use of the false intensive so in
The Life of Franklin Pierce. None of these ever makes a
second appearance, probably indicating that Homer did occasion-
ally nod. But Hawthorne does lean tov/ards fine writing,
perhaps because he had an exaggerated sense of the delicacy
that the scene demanded. We quoted earlier the example from
The House of the Seven Gables.
We are interested in Hawthorne's method of characterization
only to the extent that the prose employed reveals certain
qualities of style. In description Hawthorne uses one of tv/o
processes: he either presents a concrete picture or develops
deep implication. In the first his method of amplification
is the listing of particularized detail* in the second he
amplifies by interaction; employing various forms of association
In characterization, he follovirs the same pat^cern: the method is
either that of simple portraiture or of expressed significance
secured by intense recreation of a mental state. These two
methods were present in the first period and persist until
the last novel has been completed. In the second period, the
alteration is one of degree, not of matter. The details pre-
sented in external portraiture are somewhat more pointed* the
agonizing analysis of possible motive gathers the appearance of
speed and comes to resemble the rapidity with which reflection
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passes through the mind. It never suggests the incoherence of
ordinary thinking influenced by the presence of strong emotion.
However, the process is expressed either in the form of interro-
gation in series, provisos in series, or negations in series,
"iVTiatever the method, the refining results in single significant
focus as did the same type of refining in Hawthorne's sentences,
after he had probably recognized the vjo rt hie s sne s s of meaning-
less repetition. In the third period which contains The Marb le
Faun, fanciful though these analyses may be, they are more
obviously centra-lized. In successive recurrences of this
type of imaginative characterization, thera is incessant
pounding upon the same theme; the aspect of the case differs,
but the issue is always identical. Soon the character appears
to possess no other attribute then perhaps an appalling sense
of guilt. Obviously this is the effect Hawthorne wished to
obtainj there must be strong moral symbolism, therefore the
exagf oration. If this is Hawthorne's purpose, there can be
no criticism of his choice of pertinent detail, an important
stylistic quality. But always there are the standards of
verisimilitude to consider, A novelist with more skill than
Hawthorne might impose a supportable moral problem on any of
these characters, and while carrying this problem and seeking
its solution, the character might have exhibited any number
of the minor absurdities which w^ recognize as universal human
traits, and which, according to their nature, individualize
and make one man the same and yet totally different from any
other. But the criticism is perhaps valueless because we are
convinced that Hawthorne accomplished what he set out to do.
rr
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Consequently, at the height of his povfers, Hawthorne presented
brilliant emotional analyses of minds not in any vfay suited to
the world of actuality in which he had no interest insofar as
his fiction was concerned. Privately, v/e prefer blundering
old Aunt Keziah of Sept imius Fe It
o
n or Crusty Hannah who briefly
appears in D_r« jjr imsh^avfe^' s S ecret , for each possesses something
of the commonness that makes the whole world kin. Yet had he
lived, Hav/thorne woula have never realized that Aunt Keziah or
Crusty Hannah were infinitely more artistic than either
Septimius or Edward Redclyffe. Therefore we must conclude
that Hawthorne chose details for character amplification which
suited his purpose, but v/hioh are not acceptable by the approved
standards of character delineation.
PARTICULAR STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS AT MATURITY
At his maturity, Hawthorne reveals no conspicuous stylistic
weaknesses; the indications of stylistic strength are manifold.
His paragraphs are complete units of striking detail, artisticallji'-
intensified, and deeply colored with significance. Each sentence
has a share in the complex mood, now consistently established.
Commonly, each is an example of skilful specific refining of
ab stractions . keenly focused, A sense of proportion governs
the distribution O-' force within the sentence. The rate of the
sentence movement , -that is, the rate of Hawthorne's prose style
is one of deliberate leisurelines s . Hawthorne'is slightly
more economical in diction; he suppresses conjunctions and
depends for articulation upon the power of thought. His feeling
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for connotative possibilities, somewhat fortified now by exper-
iences of profound aesthetic satisfaction, is expressed in a
delicate play of penetrative imarination, which energizes all
Hawthorne's power of v/ord p-. inting# Rhythm and cadence are
never lacking when his spirit is energized* His writing ex-
presses his respect for painstaking literary practice, his
faculty for acute observation of detail, his ability to sketch
brilliant settings, his romantic tendency, among others, to
make the most of every intimation of morbidity, his habit of
reducing the single aspect to its lowest terms whether or no the
substance deserves the penetration, his appreciative, not too
valuable criticism of the arts, and his never-failing good
taste. His attitude towards his work is ur of es s ional
,
confident,
and earnest. He has discarded all improprieties and most of
the mannerisms, pairing, fine vj-riting, and the favorite vfords
still remaining. He employs two methods of characterization,
simple portraiture and highly intensified analysis of mental
states. In both he selects pertinent detail and refines to
significant focus.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
1
In the first section of our paper we summarized the re-
sults of three studies in the stylistics of Hawthorne. .At that
time we enumerated three defects in these studies: first, that
they were too brief to give a complete picture; second, that
they treated only the more prominent characteristics and
1 P. 34, above.
m
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disregarded the finer shadings; and, third, that the conclusions
drawn were too general and not based upon a sufficient number of
cases* Now, at the conclusion of our analysis, we shall compare
specifically the results of these earlior studies and our own
findings.
We agree with M. Dhaleine's contention that Hawthorne
"harmonizes style v/ith subject matter," We have frequently
referred to the conformity of Hawthorne's result with his pur-
pose. Of Hawthorne's "calm dreaminess", we are not so sure.
In his early period by his own admission and our observation,
he seems to have been a victim of this state of mind; but we
think that we have offered ample proof of an intenseness of
purpose, an energizing of all pov^rers, a virtual mania for
re-oasting all observed material into artistic form, which
produce an effect far removed from "calm-dreaminess". There
is nothing calm or dreamy about the novels except perhaps the
rate at which they move., or, in The Marb le Faun , the romantic
background in vfhich he places his characters. But once we
accept the characters for what they are, they do not dream.
Emotional introspection is not dreaming. That Hawthorne
possesses a "penetrating and subtle imagination" is in accord
with the facts; so, too is the assertion that he employs "the
penumbra of beauty and mystery to throw essentials into sharp
relief". M. Dhaleine finds the work of the early period vague.
Is there an inconsistency here? Do not beauty and mystery
suggest vagueness? But aside from the question of terming,
are the early sketches vague? Thoy are certainly unsubstantial
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in subject matter, but their purpose is unmistakable, their
expression crystal clear, their impression definite. M. Dhaleine
ascribes this vagueness to the young author's inexperience.
Assuredly, he was inexperienced at this time, but our analysis
seems to have p"'Oved that the same indications of his individual
type of genius were as plain then as they were at his maturity.
Indeed, his accomplishment at his maturity reflects his early
potentialities on a larger scale and a broader canvas. The
humor in Fanshawe , M. Dhaleine tells us is awkward. Obviously,
in the first place, Fanshawe holds a relatively unimportant
position in the Hawthorne canon. We cannot even be sure that
Ha^vthorne ever intended to write humor into Fanshawe ; he was
so manifestly impressed with Fanshawe himself, v/ho belonged
to a type characterization popular with Hawthorne to the end of
his life. A suggestion of Hawthorne's cynicism does creep
into his presentation of Hugh Crombie, but cynicism is not
necessarily awkward. In examining the whole body of Hawthorne's
works, we have found that this type of humor is an individual
characteristic, used v;-ith extreme subtlety. That the subject
matter in Mos ses f r om _an Old M.-ms
e
is not worth the trouble is
a matter .of opinion, depending a good deal upon the taste of
the reader and the recognition of the type of mind which can
produce and enjoy producing the atmosphere of unrealness.
However, it is fair to say that the symbolism is often
sufficiently real. In T^he Scarlet Letter Hawthorne acquires
some skill in writing humor according to M. Dhaleine.
Actually there is no more cynical denic tion-and certainly this
is what M. Dhaleine must mean- in The jcar let Letter than in any

of the earlier sketches, which described life in the Bay Colonies
and from which Hawthorne drew largely in preparing his setting
for The Scarlet Lette r « It seems to us that this is indeed a
most sucerficial citing of substantiating evidence. Were we
to attempt to prove the presence of the element of humor in
Hawthorne, we should be obliged to mention an infinite number
of sketches before The Sc a_r l^et Letter , the brief autobiographies
The Cus t
o
m H 0}\s_e and Fr om aii 01 d Mans
e
, the various Noteb ooks ,
and above all Feathert op » ITe also question that in TJie Scarlet
Lette r , Hawthorne had learned the homely force of Saxon diction#
Hawthorne really never appreciated the Saxon idiom; latinism
is the natural quality of his style. It predominates in The
Scarlet Letter as elsev;-here» :, Dhaleine is quite right in
remarking that at this time Hawthorne 'knowingly graduates
his details", that "he is exact to a degree", but vj-hen he adds,
"his facility gives his exactness apparent negligence", we
are doubtful. We feel that M. Dhaleine has been too greatly
influenced by the dictum of th-; stylists. This effect of
negligence, we should perhaps receive, but negligence and ease
are not the same. In Hawthorne, there is unmistakable ease,
bearing everywhere the mark of careful workmanship, M* Dhalein^i
criticism of Hawthorne's sentences is excellent. He writes,
"They are long and complex, surcharged with incident, butman-
aged ivith rare flexibility," We agree also that Hawthorne's
tone is always sober, but his soberness has been imposed upon
him by his serious, earnest pr e-occupat ion with his task and
his a.bsolute faith in his romantic approach to the depiction
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of life. This seems to "be something more than mere soberness.
M« Dhaleine finds Hawthorne's prose always even in movement,
never exaggerated, never passionate. If he is applying the
last two adjectives to the consideration of rate, we are
satisfied with the comment. According to M. Dhaleine all
Hawthorne's blemishes occur in his diction even though the
list is small. He calls attention to Hawthorne's repetition
of vague terms, making no note of the subsequent specific
refining; to pairing, v^hich deserves negative criticism; to
Hawthorne's use of too many abstractions, which is undoubtedly
true, but which is, as we have frequently noted, somewhat
improved by particularized explication; to the borrowing of a
specific British idiom, which has eluded us; to the appearance
of too fev/ Saxon words, obvious to all critical readers; to
many awkward coinages, which we have possibly been remiss in
not finding although we have noted several, not too awkward,
we think, in their context and hardly av/kvj-ard at all in the
journals. We recall that Mr. Vf. L. Renvj-ick's in An Es say on
Renaissance Poetry contends for coinage on the grounds that it
reveals sensitiveness to the possibilities of the language*
Vfe kno7^- that Hawthorne possessed this sensitiveness; in the
great mass of verbiage which is Hav/thorne's vfork, coinage plays
a very small part. What M. Dhaleine objects to in the way of
provincialisms, we fear that we have included as native idiom
adding a desirable touch of the ordinary. Yfe subscribe v/hole-
heartedly to M. Dhaleine's estimate of Hawthorne's poetry,
"a despairing banality when platitude disputes pretension."
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Mr • Prosser Hall F rye in the essay "Hawthorne's
Supe rnatural ism" presents perfectly acceptable conclusions
about Hawthorns's prose. He finds it artful, but not artificial
the basis for our questioning M, Dhaleine's use of the word
ne gl ig ence » It has, besides, amplitude, fluency, and rhythm;
its greatest interest is its suggestivenes s , Our findings give
testimony to the soundness of this judgment,
W. C. Brownell's study of Hawthorne in Ame r io an Fr ose
Ma s t e r
s
is more severely scholarly than the other tviro , but
we do not find his criticism to be wholly just on the basis
of fact. First he gives an excellent summary of Hawthorne's
style. "Hawthorne is original and his writing has the element
of spiritual distinction. He presents eccentricities, no
excesses* his style satisfies academic standards and appeals
to the conservatism of culture," Brownell finds evidence of
an indolent point of view in Hawthorne's earlier works vj"hen
he wrote down everything he could "think up". To our mind
most of these earlier sketches reveal purpose as we suggested
in comparing notes with M. Dhaleine. And it v>^ould seem to be
inevitable that a writer, so intensely interested in his craft
as was Hawthorne, v/ould v/rite prolifically for practice in the
days of apprenticeship. Brovmell describes H8.wthorne's style
further as being neat, without gew-gaws of rhetoric, ov/ing
virtually nothing to figures of speech, Having great admiration
for the quality of Brownell 's discernment, we are somewhat
amazeo at this bold and, we are tempted to write, thoughtless
generalization. We are not sure what Brov/nell means by
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"gew-gaws of rhetoric", but probably he refers to any of the
rhetorical devices over-used. In the main this is correct, but
we have noted exceptions. However to say that Hawthorne's style
owes nothing to figures of speech is a decided misconception,
Hawthorne's gift for connotation is largely expressed in his
use of figures, which are apt, clarifying, pertinent to the
significance, and aesthetically satisfying. Equally as inexact
is the statement, "His writings from beginning to end do not
contain an ardent or even a fervent passage. They are as empty
of exaltation as exhilaration," Three possibilities arise in
this connection. First, has Broivnell lost sight of Hawthorne's
avowed purpose? Has he read carefully all of the Notebooks?
Has he actually analyzed any of the passages depicting mental
states? Of course, the connotative value of words depends
largely on the reader's power to receive the suggestion. What
impression Brownell means us to receive from the words ardent
and f e rvent , we may not have sufficient insight to appreciate.
Too, what one reader may feel to be ardent or fervent may seem
like mild excitement to another. In analyzing stylistic qual-
ities that pertain to the emotions v/e can only guess at the
classic standard, Nevertheless, in their setting and as he
conceives them, Hawthorne's characters do not express themselves
without warmth, and in the later novels T/armth becomes something
like heat. There is ardor in Zenobia's arraignment of Coverdale,
bookish though the prose be; and Miriam's soliloquies give a very
fair impression of the smouldering fires within her. It is
not in Havfthorne's nature to be ardent or fervent in the
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probably accepted sense* But the heights of ecstast that he
was capable of vfe share in the Italian Not eb ooks and in
The Marble Faun, The pitch of enthusiasm is so distinctly-
raised that we feel the pov;er im^ne diatelyj we noted this in
our preceding analysis. In the Ame r ican Not eb ooks as well,
there are lyric outbursts energized by an especially enchanting
natural scene, which most certainly suggest at least a quiet
ardor. In the light of cold analysis, we find that Hav/th orne • s
generous use of intensifying devices dis putes B r owne 11 ' s judgment
here, Assuredly, the devices are valueless without the pervading
spirit, but what of the spirit that seeks to express itself by
means of devices always employed in impassioned writing?
That Hawthorne is too fond of detail and often blurs his outline
is good criticism for his earlier v;-orksj it does not hold good
at his maturity. The same may be said of the assertion that
Hawthorne fails to subordinate the trivial so that often the
point of highest interest is not intensified. In general, we
may say that this essay presents judgments that are too sweeping
after all the facts have been taken into account,
HAWTHORNE* S STYLE AND THE IDEaL PROSB STYLE
In concluding this paper, we shall attempt to compare
1
Hawthorne's style with the standards of so-called Ideal Style.
The discussion vrill be divided into three parts: first, his
fidelity to an established mood* his recognition of "All Men and
Every Man's Best Style"; and his expression of individuality,
1 P. 32, above.
•w
i
ACCORDING TO PREVAILING MOOD
Before the end of the first experimental period, 1828 to
1850, Hawthorne had established the complex mood for his
prose textur e , - that is, the complex sentence predominated and
his predications werG more often joined by subordinate than
coBrdinate conjunctions. The complex mood, expressing compara-
tive values by suggestion, approaches more closely the kind of
oral style which a writer may profitably employ. No finished
writing can ever be exactly like conversation, but a second-
thought oral style which frees the expression from any suggestia
of imr^ediment or artifice is one of the positive qualities of
good prose. Now, the establishment of the complex mood should
be accompanied by a decrease in the use of connectives.
Hawthorne finally did substitute semi-oolons for conjunctions,
allowing the poiver of thought to suggest the articulating
subordinate relations. But Hawthorne's was a deliberating mind,
which, after deliberation, amplified to the last limit of
inclusion; consequently, in his sentence idea, he modified and
again modified. At first, his refining was often undisguised
redundancy; shortly, refining became a necessary addition to
give sufficient fullness for the current idea. Even the main
point was somewhat blurred. Finally, each succeeding gradation
of thought served to clarify and sharpen the conception until
it stood out prominently, merely supported and made more
impressive by its modifiers. No next step followed; for had
Hawthorne ceased to employ this great diligence in making
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himself impressively understood, a quality of his individual
genius would have been lost.
But Hawthorne had his ovm method of securing economy
in expression, a method confined within the structure we have
defined technically as complex. He alava^-^s ch o s e n 1 s wo rds
accurately and placed them v;-here they might do their apportionec,
work with the least effort and the best effect. Long though
his sentences are, the elements are always so arranged that
the main thought is at once discernible and its relationship
to the supporting ideas certain. He more often made judicious
than exaggerated use of figures of speech and consistently
utilized rhythmic sequence of syllables so that atlleast the
first step of the? process that bridges the gap betv/een writer
and reader is a pleasurable experience. His continued use of
specific phrasing with few abstractions saves the effort
required to translate v^rords into thoughts. When he made
specific phrasing serviceable to generalities and abstractions,
the suggestion of overweighting is offset by the broad suggest-
iveness of the abstractions, which, in themselves, supply
conciseness. As Hawthorne moved forward in his literary
career, he amplified by using the implicatory subjunctive,
which instantaneously arouses a host of related possibilities
in the mind of the reader, Hawthorne's connotative power
manifestly establishes consistence, for it causes the reader
to receive much more than the printed page offers, Yie may say
then that Hawthorne accomplished desirable suppression, a
quality of his established complex mood, in his own fashion,
directed by the particular type of genius vfhich was his.
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ACCORDING TO ALL MSN AND EVERY MAN'S BEST STYLE
The larger aspects of style formulated by the authorities
occasionally differ in terming, but the classification suggested
is uniform. The Ideal Style, "All Men and Every Man's Best
Style," should be substantial, should be addressed to all minds,
should be cle^r, should be familiar but never vulgar, and should
attempt to approximate deliberate sec ond-thou,f'ht oral speech
of the highest quality. Novf our problem is to decide whether
Hawthorne's style falls short or satisfies these requirements.
Obviously, a style which is not based on solid, vigorous
th ought soon fades into nothingness. PerharDs the most universal
criticism of Hawthorne is that his style has no substance because
it is based on vague unrealities. One learned critic has said-
for the moment Vi^e forget whom-"Hawthorne has no artifice, but
his conceptions are artificial," Superficially, this is true,
but the comr.ent bears further consideration. In the first place,
Hawthorne hac a steadfast and vigorous purpose; he intended to
produce characters who would be real enough in the shadowy
world in which they were to be placed and to attach to the vihole
a severe moral implication. Second, no suggestion of unsubstan-
tiality accompanies Hawthorne's literary diligence in carrying
out his purpose. And he did carry out his purpose, specific in
expression and strongly fortified with suggestion* If we try,
therefore, to view Hawthorne from this point of view, which
seems to be just, we may say that he possessed both actual and
artificial substance.
-- .
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We can dispose of the question of clearness in Hawthorne
with a brief word. Constantly in our analysis we have noted
examples of clearness in diction, in arranging sentence patterns,
in expressing significance while giving concrete pictures.
His careful workmanship through the years seems to have been
focused on the attainment of sharper outline of conception.
His occasional blurring disappears in the larger viev" of his
stylistic qualities.
Hawthorne's style is unquestionably not addressed to all
minds. His cult does not yet include a large number of average
readers. The reasons for this segregation are not far to seek,
A i.«rriter may be either a romanticist or a realist, but he has
a better chance of interesting a large audience if he combines
both tendencies proportionately, Hawthorne was an avowed
romanticist and not alone by his own admission; his choice of
subject matter, his interest in antiquity, his supernatural
conceptions, the Gothic structure of The Marb le Faun, in which
multifarious impressions are woven into an artistic unit, give
factual evidence of his unsympathetic attitude tov/ards the
realistic point of view. Yet, stripped of all symbolism,
Hawthorne's guiding principle is the value of a good life in a
real world of ordinary men. But he chose to use the sensational
method to impress his lesson, and in so doing permitted the
romantic element virtually to bury the suggestion of realism.
It could not be otherwise. Furthermore, Hawthorne's stylistic
habits do not invite the average reader. Unless he is one
who enjoys Hawthorne's involution and detects the lucidity
> ^
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beneath it, he may not proceed after he has completed the first
few pages. If he does proceed, he may discover monotony; for
once Hawthorne found the ideal structural pattern, he deviated
but seldom from its form.s. He may even object to the suggestion
of bookishness inherent in Hav/th orne ' s latinism. If he contin-
ues, however, and reads seriously into Hawthorne's novels and
sketches, he may be annoyed vfith the sameness of the choice of
subject matter. Hawthorne's ivritings make their best appeal
to cultivated readers, who can discern and appreciate cultivated
English prose and who are sensitive to the beauty of artistic
form,
Hawthorne's style in his published works is never really
familiar. Its polish is too obvious, its earnestness too
prominent, its subject matter too remote. Yet we and others
praise his fluency, his ease, his facility with words. In
the Notebooks Hawthorne's style is strictly informal in manner
as ^vell as form. But the average reader is less likely to
delve into the Notebooks than he is to read the novels.
Hawthorne made a brave attempt at conversational smoothness in
T^he Life of Fr
a
nkl^in Pierce and produced his meanest accom-
plishment. We suppose that almost no one reads this memoir
now, but should the average reader attempt it, even he would
not enjoy its obvious awkwardness. There are, however,
passages in Chiefly Ab out War Matter s in which Hawthorne does
produce a reflection of deliberate s e c ond-th ought oral speech.
He is aware of his audience, the subscribers to the Atlan ::ic
Monthly , and addresses them in the sort of language to which
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they "were accustomed, and in which Hav/thorne may well have
conYersed himself. In preparing his material for publication,
he colored it slightly here and there with imaginative touches,
and these are what make this an example of deliberate second-
thought oral speech and not an expression of intuitive thinking.
The fact is that Hawthorne best met this standard of prose,
which is informal, yet beautifully, but not decoratively finished
in his collection of stories for children. The prefaces and
links in A Wonde r B ook as well as in Gr andf athe r ' s Chair must be
included here. In these he had but one purpose, to entertain;
whatever moral lesson appears is an integral, not impeding
element in the movement and is too insignificant to be counted.
This is the salmly elevated, si -ply expressed style, intelligible
and delightful to all types of readers.
'ACCORDING TO THE INDIVIDUALITY OF THE VmiTER
It is useless to attempt to isolate the indefinable quality
of style which makes the writing of one man wholly different
from the writing of any other man, for this is his genius, the
spirit which pervades the whole, to which all the qualities
are subservient. In Hawthorne we have seen hovr this genius
expressed itself in prose, but what actually is the nature of
the artistic perception that guides the proportion and synthesis
of his qualities, vfe can never know, YiTe can, however, recognize
beauty in Hawthorne. There is beauty in good taste, and
Hav^thorne never violates the canons of good taste. There is
beauty in moral elevation, and i^awthorne was never motivated
r1 J
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by any other purpose than to exalt the ideal of the good life.
There is more tangible beauty in the musical phrase employed
inadapting justness of thought to delicacy of expression, and
in painting with deft strokes of the imagination a picture of
rare loveliness. Yet the author's individuality must express
more than beauty although beauty must be always at hand if
genius is to be impressive. It must also express the author's
possession of the seeing eye, not only capable of acute visual
imagery, bu; also powerful spi.'itual insight. Hawthorne
possessed acute visual imagery and powerful spiritual insight,
too circumscribed ever to permit him to be classed among the
superlatively great. He g' zed too intently on a single point
of light, apparently never realizing the utter darkness outside
the point as far as he was concerned. Within the circumscribed
area, his precision was confident and sure, but the arc was too
small. The author must have catholicity of perception. There
is no measure for art save lifo itself, but Haivthorne could not
see this relationship netv/een art and actual life. Within the
circle, too, was a deep appreciation of honesty and fearless-
ness. He was never afraid to express antagonistic views, not,
however, antagonistically, but independently. He vra.s never
afraid to be wrong nor to confess his ignorance. Es never
boasted directly or indirectly. Kis style is comparatively
bare of literary allusion, and his occasional references to
other writers and their works are nearly alv^ays casual and
disengaged. He was interested only in developing the theory
of writing suited to his own tastes and to his own purposes.
•
To this he bent every energy* Yfhen he experimented, he experi-
mented with his genius. Yet, in spite of the narrov/ness of
outlook v/hich he imposed upon himself, he accomplished much,
American literature owns in his name prose which deserves an
honorable position in the English tradition and which is an
integral part of carefully constructed and perfected artistic
form.
Finally, there is the last touch of the indefinable by
which every great author is individualized. In Hawthorne v;e
may imagine it to be a certain aloofness, a shallov/ penetration
which may be more than penetration, an elusive spirit which
shadows his work, his life, and even our appreciation of him.
For we can share his delight in the natural scene, we can see
the places he describes for us, we can admire his moral
earnestness, but -v^e never feel that we have anything in common
vj-ith his characters or that his conceptions are within our
grasp, Hawthorne never quite reaches down to us; he never
quite reaches himself; he never quite obtains the wider vision.

ABSTRACT OF TEE THESIS
HawUi orne ' s style has already been subjected to critical
examination by L. Dhalaine in 1905, Prosser Hall Frye in 1908,
and W. C. Brownell in 1909. No one of these studies is as
far reaching as the present analysis. Obvious characteristics
occupy too much space, finer shadings pass unnoticed, certain
surprising appearances are lost sight of. All these are com-
paratively brief J the conclusions appear to have been dravm
without sufficient corroborative evidence.
M. Dhaleine finds in Haui-th orne a "calm dreaminess" of
manner - patently, a superficial comment, Havfth orne ' s earliest
period reveals purposeful experimentation, an attempt to create
a romantic world far removed in spirit from the humdrum of
American life as he knew it. Certainly the novels are not
significantly pervaded vxith "calm dremainess"; nor do Hawthorne's
characters dream, once vfe accept them for what they are. There
is nothing ethereal in the exact imagery of Hawthorne's back-
ground, which is occasionally idealized but never lacking in
concrete result, M. Dhaleine discovers vagueness in Hawthorne's
early period. The so-called "dreamy sketches" are insubstantial
only in subject matter; their expression is crystal clear, their
impression definite. Assuredly to describe as vague the
B iographical Stories for Children or Grandfather ' s Chair suggests
a decided misconception of the processes involved in their
composition. Furthermore, it is scarcely fair to offer con-
clusions concerning Hav/thorne's humor by citing merely two works
,
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F_anshatye and The Sca rlet Let ter . M. Dhaleine in Fanshawe brands
the hunor as avj-kward. Fan shavfe , Hawthorne's earliest work, is
valuable only as an index of potentialities. Actually it
contains no humor except the cynicism of Hugh Crombie* Cynicism
is not necessarily awkward; the spirit, moreover, remains v/ith
Haavthorne to the end of his life and obtains at least in one
case a rarely artistic result, No examination of humor in
Hawthorne, however cursory, should overlook the revelation of
the gift variously in Feat her top , Fr om an 0 Id Mans e , The Custom
House , the Notebooks, The contention that Hawthorne had acquirec
skill in the use of Saxon diction in The Scarle t Letter is almos'
valueless; for he never really appreciated its homely force,
Latinism is a natural quality of Hav/th orne ' s style, the inevitatSk
accompaniment of his most effective v/riting# Hawthorne's great
facility in handling words gives the appearance of negligence
to his style, according to M. Dhaleine, Negligence and ease are
not the same. In the case of Hawthorne, ease is the result of
great literary diligence; never does it approach negligence;
the effect is always one of planned smoothness. The discerning
reader is never unaware of the effort expended. That Hawthorne 'i
tone is sober, we agree; but there is more here than appears
to M. Dhaleine's gaze. Sufficiently diligent analysis can
explain the genesis of this soberness - deeply rooted habits of
dignified restraint and long painstaking reflection on the
matter at hand,
Mr, Frye's brief but sound references to the characteristic!
of Hawthorne's style are a part of a longer essay. We cannot.
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therefore, accuse him of superficiality. We do, hov/ever , notice
significant omissions to be noted shortly,
C. Brovmell evidently disapproved intensely of the
Ha'vvthorne type of geilius • In examining Hawthorne's works,
Brownell seems to have read into them certain preconceived
notions of his own. His judgments are at considerable variance
with the actual facts. In the first period, he finds
Hawthorne the victim of great intellectual indolence. Later
he tells us that Hawthorne had an "extraordinary amount of
talent" and that his style was "indubitably his ovm". Diligent
practice, even if not too enterprising, in the formative years
is not of necessity an indication of intellectual indolence;
nor does it imply conscious acceptation of the fixity of genius;
the detached spirit may appear in any age. Hawthorne's is a
neat style, Brownell further avers, owing virtually nothing to
figures of speech - an absurd comment. No one can dispute
Hawthorne's gift for connotation, more often than not expressed
in figures. Explicit examples have been frequently found
throughout his works. Brownell discovers not an ardent or
fervent passage in Hawthorne. One of the first of Hawthorne's
faults which we detected was his leaning towards paragraphs of
unrelieved stress. Later he learned restraint in tne use of
intensifying devices, achieved an artistic distribution of
force, and reduced the conventional element, but emotional
tenseness was always present. Undeniably, he adds emotional
coloring to his characters, nox , of course, to the same degree
in every case. Who can read the Italian Notebooks and The
Marble Faun and fail to appreciate the sense of Heightening?
It »
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Finally, Brownell vi'-ishes us to believe that Hawthorne often
offended against proportion by neglecting to subordinate the
trivial. Only infrequently does this error in judgment appear
in Hawthorne, and, as our own observations have indicated and by
Havfthorne*s own admission, only when his material is uncongenial
and his interest not aroused.
Close examination of the complete Havfthorne canon in an
attempt to explain his theory of style brings to light virtues
and defects overlooked in the studies of the three critics
previously cited. One seeks in vain for mention of Hawthorne's
virtually perfect management of the paragraph. He developed
his idea in all the approved ways and was especially artistic
in presenting the more subtle associative forms, particularly
the skilful use of v/ord painting to deepen the significance
which Hawthorne found in ev-iry object or reflection v/orth noting
and the careful focusing of either concrete or abstract details
into the single aspect to rfhich the paragraph is devoted, the
details in question often being expressed ivith mar ked connotativt
color. One is somewhat puzzled to detect the absence of comment
concerning Hawthorne's feeling for connotation. The evidence at
ha-nd proves v/ithout question that this was the very nucleus of
his genius. It affects his choice of diction, his management
of the sentence pattern, his choice of the associative method
of paragraph development, the plots of his novels, his depiction
of character. For instance, the favorite sentence pattern in-
cludes nicely focused refining graduating into appropriate stresi
the refining frequently taking the form of a list of appositive
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abstractions Virhich possess tremendous implication. Actually
we have here Ilawthorne ' s o^im method of obtaining economy, his
phrase is only technically luxuriant when one considers the
corresponding weight of abstraction. Yet, the earlier studies
have not included a single comment which implies detection of
this really strong quality.
It scarcely seems sufficient to describe the rate of
Hawthorne *s prose as deliberate. A writer's best use of any
means of expression can be most fairly judged when he is writing
at the top of his bent. In A Wonde
r
3^o ok , Hawthorne adapted
himself with perfect ease to the simple, s traightf orv/ard
narrative movement, suitable to the occasion. Here his obvious-
ly strong interest in his undertaking carried him persistently
and with some swiftness to the end of each tale. The same
may be said, although in a lesser degree, of the other three
collections of stories for children. Yet, Hawthorne does fall
into error as a result of ove r- de 1 ib e rat i on - an error not
brought to light in the earlier critical essays. Even when
he is most fluent, he will intrude long digressions, which be
they admissible or inadmissible, are definitely impeding.
The earlier essays, Brownell exce^oted, do not suggest
awareness that Hawthorne's own admissions throw light upon his
practice. He criticizes himself with astuteness; he confesses
his penchant for "dressing up" his material* he acknowledges
his need for second reflectionj he deplores the excessive use
of detail that makes no point stand out more prominently than
any other in the perspective. He recognizes certain defects
in the sister arts, the parallels of which occur in his own

method, never realizing the inconsistency, one of the results
of Yfhich is his failure to penetrate all types of character.
He constantly reiterates his interest in his ovm way of
writing, reminds us that he expends all his literary diligence
in perfecting his craft from this circumscribed point of view.
To accuse Hawthorne of over-use of words of Latin deriva-
tion is stock criticism. But since this latinism has positive
as well as negative value, it is not enough merely to mark its
presence throughout the vforks . When Hawthorne v^axes enthusias
tic, latinism is doubly obvious; he is helpless in face of it,
it is the natural expression of his genius in diction. On the
other hand, he overworks certain words of Latin derivation.
One meets again and again edific es , vi sage s , ant i que ,
immit igab le , and imb ue
d
« The repetition of these is unmistak-
ably manneristic, and notation of their repeated occurrence
should not pass unnoticed in an analysis which attempts to be
discerning
.
Perhat)s the most interesting omission is the complete
neglect of the earlier studies to recognize an almost perfect
consistenc;/ in Hawthorne's stylistic practice as he presents
the sentence pattern, the paragraph pattern, the manner in
which he chooses to delineate character. In his sentences,
h9 invariably prefers to refine to a single, significant focus
in the paragraph he does likewise in larger proportion; in his
delin'^ation of character, he refines to a distinct centraliza-
tion until the personality appears to possess a single attrib-
ute, more often than not an appalling sense of guilt.

Specific references to lesser works, which are really
fruitful in analysis, are conspicuous by their absence: for
example we recall the ba^^ren result of Hawthorne's attempt to
write the life of Frankli n Pier ce « No one has seemed to notice
that whenever Hawthorne is aroused by congenial material, his
diction is colored by significant implication. Here is the
proof, for Hawthorne was evidently trying to express himself
in the simple oral manner; but, as he himself admits in his
preface, he found himself xvholly unsuited to the task. The
finished memoir can scarcely be considered successful from a
stylistic point of viev/« The neglected Chiefly About War Mat te r
s
deserves more than casual attention, for this is an instance of
the employm'^nt of deliberate second-thought speech and indicates
complete avfareness of the idiom of his readers, the subscribers
to the Atlantic Monthly . Moreover it reveals a courageous
outspokenness on matters of current interest, a willingmess to
evacuate the Ivory Tov.-er at the apxjropriate instant. Stylis-
tically, it demonstrates Hawthorne's ability to present indiv-
idual characterization, should he so desire.
The nature of Hav^rth o rne ' s individuality is v.'holly a
matter of conjecture. Indications of certain qualities are
inescapable, acute visual imagery, powerful spiritual insight.
In Hawthorne, the latter is too circumscribed. Yet within
this area are honesty, fearlessness, and inde oendenc e . He
was interested only in developing the theory best suited to
his own tastes and purposes. To this he bent every energy
and, in experimenting, experimented with his genius.
3 50

Considerable or trifling, each idea was scrupulously, if not
scientifically, dissected; yet this expans ivene s s often became
narrovmess in practice. The universal verities v/ill not permit
the mind to suspend all normal synthesis while it disproportion
ately magnifies a single aspect.
Therefore, we have advanced the theory of Hawthorne* s styl
over the three most recent studies in the field. By his own
admission Hawthorne could not stir to action without giving a
second thought to the matter on hand, and this second thought
invariably took the form of deep reflection* In this wise,
developed his sense of exactitude concerning the addition of
precise coloring, aided, patently by his unusual gift for
connotation, which favored the skilful use of a latinistic
vocabulary, Hawthorne*s assiduous attention to extracting
the root of the problem led him into an apparent over-valuation
of singleness of conception. Throughout his practice in the
various unite of style, this habit of mind revealed itself.
His constant awareness of the representation that lies behind
the appearance of things was responsible for his choice of the
subtler methods of stylistic procedure. This esteem for
associative values realized itself in a fondness for symbolism
and frequently slight appreciation of synthesis. Yet, in
defining the supposedly logical point by systematic gradation,
Hawthorne produced his peculiar economy of style - a style
superficially luxuriant, but actually thrifty in richness of
implication, Eavrthorne owned an express purpose, steadfastly
adhered to, and guided himself successfully by this purpose^
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The theory of critical aesthetics contained in his v/orks offers
proof of a private objective satisfactorily reached. He
invariably faced defeat when handling uncongenial material,
for congeniality vfas the necessary stimulus to the imaginative
povfer which produced his most moving passages.
It is conceivable, and this paper has offered proof, that
even the most astute critic, hard pressed by innumerable
surrounding circum-stances , should occasionally ma-ke indiscrimin-
ating statements. Perhaps the most valuable result of this
present study has been its revelation of the possibilities of
an exact analysis of an author's style to obtain a thoroughly
just appraisal of the qualities and defects of his prose.
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